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CoLLiNGwooD, 30th April, 1887.

Hon. 0. MowAT,

Attorney-General, Toronto.

SiR^ I have the honour to transmit herewith, Report of last season's explorations

in the Provincial Territory lying to the North of the Height of Land and West of

INIissanabie River.

The Honourable Hudson Bay Company's officers in charge of the posts at Missanabie,

Michipicoten an.l Chapleau, have, as usual, rendered me every assistance in their power.

I have the honour to be, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

E. B. BORRON,
Stipendiary Magistrate.
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REPORT

E. B. Borron, Esq., Stipendiary Magistrate,

ON THAT PART OF THE

BASIN OF HUDSON S BAY
BELONGING TO

THE PROVINCE OF ONTARIO.

•This season my explorations have been for the most part contined to the country on
the west side of the Missinabie river, opposite, or nearly so, to the tract examined the

previous year.

It includes Brunswick Lake and the Hon. Hudson's Bay Company's post, called

New Brunswick House, frequently mentioned in former Reports. The fertility of the

soil at this post has been long known to the Hudson Bay Company's officers, and the

climate is believed to be equal if not superior to that which prevails at Port Arthur or
Thunder Bay. All the principal roots and grains are said to grow well at New Bruns-
wick, and come to full maturity. Clover, timothy and other grasses grow splendidly,

as do, also, currants, strawberries, raspberries, and other small fruits.

Mr. Gladman, an ex-Chief-Factor in the Hudson Bay Company's service, who was
stationed for some years at this post, has given satisfactory evidence on these points, the

truth of which has been confirmed by my own observations and enquiries.

No reliable information, however, was in our possession as to the extent of this

fei'tile tract, nor as to the best way of opening it up.

Indians had told me at ditt'erent times that the country on the west side of the

Missanabie river— between the Lower Swampy-Ground, so called, on the south, and the

Albany Branch on the north—was of a drier and less swam{iy nature than in most other

parts of the territory they were acquainted with—that the soil was principally clay, and
that the timber consisted chieHy of Aspen and Spruce.

To obtain for the Government fuller and more reliable information on these important
points has been the chief object of my explorations this year.

In order to do this, I left CoUingwood on the 29th of May for Toronto, and having
forwarded necessary supplies, I proceeded from thence to Missanabie Station, on Dog
Lake, by the Canadian Pacific Railway. Here, as previously arranged, I was met by
John Driver, who had come from Sault Ste. Marie by steamer to Peninsula Harbour on
Lake Superior, and from thence by the Canadian Pacific Railway, bringing with him a

canoe and such part of my camping equipage and supplies as had been forwarded by-

steamer from Collingwood.
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The route which I thereafter proposed taking was for some distance the same as

that followed in 1884, namely, through Lakes Wabatongushene and Oba, and down the

river Oba to the forks. The water of the east fork or branch, my guide then told me, ran
into the Missanabie river, where it was known to voyageurs under the name of the Albany
Branch. The waters of the other and larger branch, flowing as was demonstrated that

year, first of all into Lake Kabinakagami, and thence by the Kobinakagami river into

the Kenogami or English river, at a point named Mamattawa, where this branch of the

Oba is called " White-Mud river." The Kenogami, or English river, joins the Great
Albany river about 120 miles above Albany Factory on James Bay.

It wds now my intention to follow the eastern branch of the Oba from the forks to

its alleged junction with the Missanabie or north branch of Moose river, as this branch
and its tributaries appeared to afford greater facilities for the exploration of the territory

lying to the west and north of Brunswick Lake than any other. From the junction of

this branch with the Missanabie, when reached, I proposed working my way back by the

Missanaibie and Brunswick rivers to the Height of Land.
This tract, bounded by the ^lissanabie river on the east, by the Pazhushkootai or

Mazaskoda river on the south, by the main Oba river on the west, and by the east or

Albany Branch on the north, includes nearly one tjiousand square miles of land, or

sufficient to form about forty townships. *

I did not expect to be able to make a minute examination of so large a tract, but
such an exploration only as would enable me to report generally in regard to the leading

features of the country.

Before starting out from Dog Lake it was necessary to procure guides, and also

another canoe. I was, consequently, obliged to go to the Hon. Hudson Bay Company's
post at the north-eastern extremity of Lake Missanabie, some forty miles distant from
the Canadian Pacific Railway station on Dog Lake. Here, with the kind aid and
assistance of Mr. Gilbert Spence, the officer in charge, I was able to obtain a canoe and
the services of three voyageurs and guides, one of whom (Geedon) had accompanied me
down the Oba in 1884, and was also with me for a short time in 1885.

Returning to Dog Lake, it was the 15th of June before I could make a final start,

as some further delay had been occasioned by the negligence ' of the Canadian Pacific

Railway officials in carrying necessary supplies from Toronto—past ^lissanabie and
Lochalsh stations—to Port Arthur.

It is not necessary to describe either Dog Lake or Mattagami (the two forming one and
the same lake, at all events in the spring) ; nor lakes Wabatongushene and Oba, the

former of which is south, and the latter north, of the watershed. There is little land

fit for cultivation on any of these lakes, although here and there areas of limited extent

may be found. The whole surface, however, supports a growth of mixed timber, con-

sisting of pine, spruce, tamarac, cedar, aspen, poplar, balsam and birch timber, which,

although poor as compared with that found in localities more favourably situated in respect

of soil and climate, is absolutely certain, sooner or later, to prove of value to the

Province.

The river Oba, from its source to the forks, a distance of about thirty-five miles,

pursues a north north-easterly course. The descent or fall is roughly estimated at seventy

or eighty feet, and four portages are necessary, varying in length from 250 to 400 yards.

In this stretch, only one tributary falls into the Oba with sufficient depth of water

to be navigable even by a light, medium-sized canoe. This is called "Coat river." It

occurs on the east side, and about half way, or say seveenteen miles below lake Oba.

I ascended this stream as far as practicable, and found that it had its source in a small

lake about four miles only from the Oba.

From the forks to the first portage, on the east branch of the Oba (which is called

Madawugon by the Indians), was found to be about 'Ih miles. This portage is situated

on the south side of the river, and is about 600 yards in length. The fall in the river at

this point is roughly estimated at about thirty-five feet.

Thi-ee miles below this, a small stream enters on the north ; and about five miles

below the portage, or say eight miles from the forks, a larger tributary, called the Beaver-
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tanning river, falls in on the south side. This was ascended, as far as navigable, and the

adjacent country explored.

We then resumed our voyage down the Oba, and seven miles more brought us to the

second portage. This is on the north side of the middle channel, the river here being

split or divided into three Ijranches or channels. It is about 500 yards in length, and the

fall in the river at this point, inclusive of the rapids below the portage, is not less than

forty-live feet. The country on both sides was examined in the vicinity of this portage.

The third portage was met with about four miles from the above. It is al)Out 275

yards in length, and situated on the left, or north, bank of the river. The fall here is

about twelve feet.

In little over half an hour, or say 1 h miles from the third, we came to the fourth

portage. This is on the south side, and 250 miles in length ; and the fall in the rapids is

about ten feet.

The 5th, Gth, 7th and 8th portages all occur in the next five miles. Including

rapids, which were run, the fall is not less, I think, than 140 feet in this stretch. The
longest of these portages was about a quarter of a mile.

A mile or so below the eighth portage we arrived at the junction of the Wango
river, which Hows into this east branch of the Oba from the south. This is the only

navigable tributary, with the exception of the Beaver-tanning river, on this branch,

lioughly estimated, the distance, by the river, between these two tributaries, is about

nineteen miles, and from the forks of the Oba to the Wango, about twenty-seven miles.

I ascended the Wango as far as navigable ; in all about fifteen miles. It was very

shallow, however, in many places, and at others obstructed with fallow and drift-wood.

Such portages, too, as were necessary, had to be either made anew or enlarged for our

canoes. I was able, however, to penetrate at this point, and to examine the interior of

the tract of country I was specially anxious to see.

Hetuining to the junction, we descended the Oba, or Albany branch, as it is called,

to the Missanabie, examining the land, from time to time, on both sides. This stretch of

the river is full of rapids, and although only one more portage was necessary, the total

descent or fall is considerable. The shallowness of the river, and number of rocky reefs

and boulders retarded our progress greatly, and caused our speed to be so irregular that

it was impossible to estimate the distance from the Wango river to the ]Missanabie in the

usual manner. I think, however, that the length of this stretch is al)Out ten miles,

making the whole distance, from the forks of the Oba to where the eastern branch pours

its waters into ^Missanabie river, about thirty-seven miles.

From this junction the Missanabie river was followed upward to where the Bruns-
wick river enters it, when we ascended up that river to Brunswick lake, examining the

country at intervals, more particularly on the west side.

The land on Brunswick lake was next explored, and all the streams which empty
their waters into that lake were ascended as far as practicable in a light canoe. None
of them were found, liowever, to be navigable more than a few miles at that season

<July).

Thereafter I crossed over to the Missanabie again, and ascended what Dr. Bell

calls the Pazhushkootai river, which enters on the west side, between the portage to

Brunswick lake and Thunder-water rapids. My guide calls this river " Mazaskoda."
But while willing to retain such Indian names as can be readily pronounced by white

men, or which may be singularly appropriate, it would not be amiss, I think, in our

Trovincial maps, to curtail many of these names, if not change them altogether.

This stream is twenty or thirty yards in width near the junction, but diminishes, of

course, as we proceed upward toward its source. I succeeded in ascending it about

twenty-four miles, and was enabled to obtain important information in reference to the

section of the country drained by it. Explorations, however, up this and other tribu-

taries of the main rivers, should be entered upon as soon as possible after the ice leaves

them in the spring, and prosecuted in the months of May and June when the water is

high. In July and August many of them are almost, if not altogether, dry.

On completing this exploration, I descended the Missanabie river to the portage

which leads to lake Opazatike, being anxious to ascend "Grassy river," the principal
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feeder of that lake. This river was referred to in the report of my explorations last

season as having been ascended for a short distance by one of my voyageurs (John.

Driver), who gave a favourable description of the soil and timber.

A short distance, however, above the point reached last year. Grassy river was-

found to be (^uite unnavigable, partly owing to the lowness of the water, but chiefly to-

obstructions by fallen trees and drift-wood. We were only able, therefore, to ascend

this stream about four miles above the point previously attained by Driver.

Returning to the Missanabie river, the land on both sides of that river was

examined at a number of points between Opazatika portage and the Hudson Bay

Company's Post on Lake Missanabie.

On my arrival at this Post, three out of four of my guides and voyageurs wished tO'

leave, being anxious to get their outfits or supplies and depart for their hunting grounds-

Seeing little probability of being able to replace them with others at all suitable, and

the smaller rivers having now become unnavigable, I concluded to return. This I did by

the Michipicoten river and lake Superior route. I had, on starting out this season^

intended, if practicable, returning from the Height of Land to Lake Superior, down

Goulais river, but on enquir}' I was led to believe that this route, if practicable at all.,

is only so very early in the season, before the subsidence of the spring floods. The

upper portions of this river remain, as I believe, still unexplored.

With this brief narrative of my explorations this season, I shall now proceed to

give such information as I may have obtained, and such opinions as I may have formed

in reference to the country, under the usual heads.

Land,

As frequently mentioned in former reports, the trifling elevation of the general

surface above the rivers by which it is drained, and the flat or level character of this

northern territory, are physical features very unfavourable to the natural fertility of

the land, and to the spontaneous production or growth of those plants and animals

apparently, if not really, of the greatest value and importance to mankind. These

features are more especially noticeable in that section or portion of the country bordering

on James' Bay, from near Rupert's House to Albany Factory, at the mouth of the

Albany river, and extending inland from the coast in a south-westerly direction from one

hundred to two hundred miles. The loose surface material in this region rests on nearly

horizontal beds of limestone, sandstone, and other stratified rocks, which are there found

at no great depth. The soil, or. the sub-soil, is almost invariably composed largely of

alumina, forming with silicia and lime, clays and marls, more or less heavy, and

retentive of moisture. This circumstance, coupled with the low, flat nature of the

country, is unfavourable to good natural drainage, and the land is almost universally

cold and wet, unless situated on or near the banks of the rivers. These conditions have

favoured the growth of sphagnum or bog-moss, resulting in the formation of the peat-

mosses or bogs, which now cover so large a proportion of this northern zone or belt.

They are called muskeego, or muskegs, by the natives.

A " muskeg " differs materially from what is commonly understood by the term
" swamp," as those know who have seen both. In this territory, ihe peat mosses or mus-

kegs may, and in fact generally do, occupy the higher ground—those parts of the plateau

which are rarely, if ever, flooded or inundated by the water of the rivers. The swamps,

on the other hand, usually occupy the lower ground, on or near rivers and lakes, and are

liable to be flooded to a greater or less depth periodically, more particularly at the time

of the spring freshets, occasioned by the melting of the snow which falls and accumulates

on the ground and in the woods during the winter. The muskeg of the north is deeply

carpeted with bog-moss, and with the moss may be found a few plants and shrubs, such

as are generally seen growing on peat bogs elsewhere. If there be any trees they consist

of stunted and sickly looking tamarac and spruce, thinly scattered and of no economic

use or value whatever. The soil in the swamps, although wet, is frequently good, and

often supports a vigorous and healthy growth of forest trees, chiefly spruce and tamarac,^

and if not overcrowded or situated too near the coast, such trees attain useful size.
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There can be no question, however, that the great predominence of muskeg and
swamp in this disputed territory and the causes to which it is due, detracts greatly from
its value in an agricultural point of view.

On the Mattagami, Missanabie and Abittibi branches of Moose River, the stratified

or sedimentary rocks appear to crop out or terminate at or about what are called the

long portages. These portages are from ninety to one humlred and twenty-tive miles

distant from Moose Factory, which is itself situated at or near the mouth of Moose
River. Commencing at the lower end of these loni; portages, the country to the south

rises some 300 feet in the next ten miles or so, and we enter upon what I have called

the central plateau of this territory. Underlying the loose material (mostly drift) which
here forms the surface, we have hitherto discovered no stratitied rock, but only those

belonging to the older Huronian and Laurentian systems. It is in the upper or southern

portions of this plateau, that Lakes Opazatika and Urunswick, and those sections of the

country upheld the last two seasons are, for the most part, situated.

Although these rocks do not, in this plateau, rise often, or to any considerable

height above the general surface, they are frequently met with in the banks of the rivers

and on the shores of the lakes.

Running as they appear to do in reefs having an easterly and westerly bearing, and
intersected, as they are, by numerous powerful trap-dykes having generally a northerly

course or bearing, the bed rock, unlike that underlying the great plain to the north, is

very uneven and imparts to some extent, a corresponding unevenness of the surface. In
consequence of this (or partly at least) this land in this plateau frequently appears in the

form of ridges or knolls with depressions occupied by shallow lakes, marshes or swamps.
As compared with the plain below, the area in proportion to the whole, of muskeg, is

very much less, and that of the dry land greater, in this central plateau.

That portion of this plateau, to an examination of which my attention has been
chiefly devoted this season, does not appear to include much muskeg, properly so-called.

But there is undoubtedly a great deal of swampy land, especially in the south-west part.

Notwithstanding this, I am satisfied that within the bounds specified, there is a
larger proportion of easily reclaimed arable pasture and meadow land lit for settlement

in this tract than any other of equal extent and equally accessible in the territory.

No step, however, can be safely or prudently taken toward opening up and developing

any part of this northern territory or any of its resources until the boundary question is

settled and the Indian claims decided.

It is difficult to describe intelligibly a larger tract of land of which no instrumental

survey has been made, and in which only a very few points (such as portages or the

junctions of rivers) can be found having any known or recognized names to refer to.

For this and other reasons, therefore, I have thought it better to lay down on a map
of the country much of the information which I have been able to procure in reference

to the land in this part of the territory.

In regard to the soil, I may say, however, that the best soil here, as elsewhere in this

territory, is the alluvial. This is met with of coiirse on the river bottoms, and much of

it is flooded for a longer or shorter period in the spring. The water, however, subsides

rapidly after the snow is melted, and I have no doubt valuable crops can be raised from
the greater part of this bottom land aftei; the flood has abated. The sub-soil on these

bottom lands is 'universally clay or marl, but sometimes there rests on this a sandy or

sandy-loam soil of variable thickness.

On the higher ground clay or marl is almost always met with, either immediately at

the surface or within two feet of it. It is the same as the drab or light coloured clay

soil, which has proved so fertile under cultivation at New Brunswick Post. In some
places the soil was found to be a sandy loam, but this was very generally observed to

repose, at no great depth, on clay marl. Limited areas of very light sandy soil were
met with in a few localities. One (especially noticeable) occurs about twenty-four miles

up the Pazhushkootai river (of Dr. Bell's map). It is situated on the east side of the
river and forms ridges, or rather mounds, sixty or seventy feet in height, from the top of

which a better view of the surrounding country can be obtaine<l than anywhere else in

that section, of the country.
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Although little real muskeg was met with in thfe tract explored this season, there is

undoubtedly a good deal of land that is wet, cold, and covered with sphagnum moss to a

greater or less depth. These sections are sufficiently elevated above the rivers, but have
almost invariably a clay soil, and are so level or flat that the water cannot run off.

It is only, in my opinion, the frequency of bush fires which prevents the accumulation

of peat to such a thickness or depth as would convert extensive areas of this land into peat

l>ogs or muskegs. As we now find it, much land of this description could be very easily

and cheaply drained and rendered, if not arable, at all events tit for pasture or the growth
of trees. I never visit New Brunswick Post that I am not favourably impressed with

the luxuriance of the grass, more especially of the red clover and timothy, and I have no
•doubt that there are other cultivated grasses that would succeed equally well on this soil.

One. very important question is yet undecided in regard to this territory, and that

is, will fall wheat succeed 1 To this question no certain ansAver can be given, for no trial

has ever been made. The soil, however, will, I believe, produce good crops of wheat,

and the summer temperature is sufficient to fully mature them. The only point on which
there is the least doubt or misgiving in my mind is whether the wheat plant will come
through uninjured ? Now on this point I am decidedly of opinion that it will stand the

winter in this territory very much better than Maijitoba, or probably any other part of

the North-West. A thick mantle of snow covers the ground the whole winter in this

territory, which should protect the wheat plant from the frost, for the cold is not more
severe than at Winnipeg in any part of this central plateau. I think, therefore, it is, to

say the least, exceedingly probable that fall wheat may prove a reliable and good crop.

If Ontario's title to this territory had been confirmed and placed beyond doubt or

dispute, one of the very first things I should have suggested would have been such

practical tests or experiments as would have set all doubts on this subject at rest.

Indeed several years ago I called the attention of the Government to the importance

of experimental farms. See Keport for ISS-i, pp. 24 and 2.5.

The Federal Government is, I observe, establishing such farms in various places in

the Dominion, but of a very much more costly description than I suggested.

I must confess, too, that I am disappointed to learn that some of these farms are

located in comparatively old and rich settlements, in which intelligent practical farmers

with abundant capital have been experimenting for years, if not generations, and have in

regard to many of the more importont crops, already proved what the country is capable

of producing ; whereas a vast territory like this, and districts like Algoma, Nipissing

and others, in regard of the soil and climate of which, and their special fitness for the

growth and production of many important crops, so little is known, have been entirely

overlooked.

Reclamation of Waste Land.

In view of the prodigious quantity of wet and swampy land in this territory, it may
not be out of place to offer a few suggestions. which would, in my opinion, if carried out,

reclaim large tracts and render them fit either for settlement or for the growth of much
finer and more valuable timber than they can possibly produce in their present condition.

As it is manifestly impossible to elevate or raise the general surface of the country

above the rivers by which it is so imperfectJy drained, the only alternative left to the

engineer is to deepen, if possible, the beds or channels of these rivers, and thus lower the

surface of the water.

This may appear a very serious, if not impossible undertaking, and one calling for

an expenditure out of all ])roportion to the value of the land to be reclaimed. But the

circumstances are so favourable in regard to many large tracts of low, marshy, and swampy
land, that for these and other reasons which will afterwards appear, I think otherwise.

The descent or fall in the rivers from the Height of Land to James' Bay varies from

1,000 to 1,400 feet, and the distance from 2.50 to 300 miles, which gives an average fall

of about four feet per mile.

If the loose material, consisting of glacial and post-glacial deposits, had covered the

whole face of the country uniformly and to a great depth, it might have been of little or

no importance of what the underlying or bed-rock had consisted.

10
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With such a descent or fall as we find north of the Height of Land, the country could

hardly have failed to have been well drained. The volume of water given off by the rivers

is so great, especially in the spring and early summer, that the rapidity and force of the

current must have excavated, in any loose material, channels several hundred feet below
the general surface ; and this territory would (in all probability, I think) have been natur-

ally ;.s well drained as most parts of the western prairies.

The depth of the glacial and post-glacial deposits on the palaozoic plain lying to the

south and west of James Bay, does not appear, however, to be very great at any point

where I have had an opportunity of seeing and judging. Nowhere on the coast, from our
Eastern Boundary near Rupert's river, to the Albany river, (our Western Boundary under
the award of the Arbitrators) does this loose surface material appear to be more than
thirty or forty feet in thickness, and in many places it is much less. It increases, how-
ever, in depth as we travel southward from the coast, and although the thickness may not

-exceed sixty or seventy feet on an average, it is sometimes, near the southern edge of the

plain, not less than 200 feet in thicknt'-ss. This latter depth would appear to be attained

on the Abittibi rirer near New Post, and the material thei'e is principally a drab coloured

calcareous clay. In the western part of the territory the thickness of the clays, gravels

and sands, as seen on the Albany and Kenogami or English rivers, is considerably less

than on the eastern or Abittibi side. As the i-ivers crossing this Hat country have already

reached the underlying limestone and sandstone strata throughout the greater part of

their length, the rate at which they are now wearing and deepening their channels is .so

slow as to be altogether unappreciable even in a lifetime. While little or nothing, there-

fore, can be expected from such deepening of the channels in this section, a great deal can
be accomplished by the artificial drainage of the surface soil, and much land may be
reclaimed even in the most northerly part of the territory. .See Report for 1S81-82, page 6.

In the higher central plateau the loose material rests upon Huronian and Laurentian
rocks which (as already stated) rarely rise abo^e the general surface, but cross the rivers

at intervals, in the form of narrow reefs or ritlges. It is at these points where the rapids

and falls are met with, and where portages have to be made. Now, although there may
be extensive river Viottonis and a great depth of clay or sand in the intervals between
these reefs, the water is so pooled or dammed back by them that the land on the banks
is for the most part either wet and swampy, or liable to be flooded. Only as these reefs

are worn away by the slow action of the water, can the intermediate beds of the river,

however soft the material, be deepened and such lands reclaimed. These rock reefs once
removed, the current in the stretches above would be so increased that the water would
at once commence acting upon the soft or loose material which usually forms the bottom.
Thus the channels of the rivers would be gradually deepened, and the surface of the water
permanently lowered.

The effects as regards drainage would be precisely similar to those which would
result if the adjacent land were raised above the general level of the rivers. Nor would
the drainage of the land situated on the banks of the main rivers be the only advantage

—

f'very tributary, and even the feeders of the tributaries, would in some instances be low-

ered and their etficiency as drains thus greatly increased.

It is, therefore, to the destruction and removal of these reefs of rock, and in some
instances of boulders only, which obstruct the flow and dam back the water of the main
rivers, that the attention of the Engineer should be directed.

I have seen many, many rapids and falls in this territory, and more particularly on
this central plateau, where every dollar thus expended would yield a very large return

;

and the time is not so remote as many think when, if the Government should be
unwilling, private individuals and companies will undertake this noble work. I call it

a " noble work " because if the man who plants a tree is entitled to be regarded as a

benefactor of his kind, much more is he who by his enterprise, skill, labour and capital,

reclaims from utter waste, thousands of acres of fertile land, which if needful, will grow
whole forests of trees ; or aflbrd food for numerous families of men for generations to

come.

In some instances, blasting alone is all that would be necessary in my opinion to
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enable us to get rid of these reefs. The force of the water, aided by great masses of ice

in the spring, would probably remove the broken rock out of the way.

It may and no doubt will be thought by many, altogether premature to launch out

into operations of this kind, in view more particularly of the cost, and of the vast tracts

of land in the Dominion tit for immediate settlement. But when we take into considera-

tion the fact that the great natural forces, by means of which the drainage and reclama-

tion of this land is to be effected, can only be brought into play when these rocky barriers

or " dams " are removed ; and that from the moment they are removed and these forces put

in operation, many years must still elapse before the vast labour to be performed can be

nearly completed, or the advantages expected more than partially realized, the impor-

tance of aiding and assisting nature, as it were, to break through and remove these rpck

ridges, can hardly fail to be seen and appreciated by those who have any faith in the

progress and settlement of the country ; or who believe as I do, that there is not in

Canada or the United States an acre of land which, under cultivation, can be made to

yield a hundred bushels of potatoes or a ton of hay, that will not, sooner or later, be

eagerly sought for and highly valued.

Timber.

Second only in importance to the fertility of the soil, and its titness for agriculture

or pastoral pursuits, is the value in an economic point of view of the products of the

forest.

Vei-y little white pine grows on this central plateau west of the Groundhog river, or

of either red or white pine west of the Missinabie. Between the Missinabie aud Ground-

hog, however, red pine occurs frequently in the southern portion of this plateau
;
consider-

able groves of it, and not a few white pine, may be found growing in the neighborhood of

" Flying Post," on the Groundhog river. East of that red pine will be found, I believe,

in greater or less quantity at intervals, all the way to our eastern boundary, and

probably there may be also a smaller proportion of white pine ; but no exploration has

been made and almost nothing is known of the country between the Mattagami and

Abittibi rivers. Banksian pine is found in many parts of this plateau and attains

a good size, but it is not as yet in demand for any purpose that I know of, although it

must become of use and consequently valuable in the near future.

In all parts of this plateau, spruce, tamarac and cedar grow well, and are found of

good size, especially on the river bottoms. In the southern part of the plateau, and in

favourable situations fine white spruce are found growing. The other principal forest trees

are aspen, poplar, balsam and white or canoe birch ; all of which attain a good size. With
the exception of spruce, aspen is more plentiful on this plateau, than any other wood.

A market for most of the kinds of timber above numerated will ultimately be found

in the United States. But until opened up by railways, this section of the country is

completely cut off from that market, or indeed, any other ; in the meantime it is of little

value. When rendered accessible by rail, however, the forests on this plateau, and on

the Height of Land plateau also will ultimately, lam thoroughly persuaded, prove very

valuable to the Province ; for however inferior the timber may be, both in respect of

kind, size or quality, to that grown elsewhere, the time is inevitably approaching when
the finer descriptions and better qualities of pine and other woods will be exhausted, and

the teeming millions in the south will be eager to obtain such timber as we find in this

territory, not inexhaustable but in very large quantity. Nor have I any doubt that if

some attention were given to selection, thinning, drainage and the prevention of bush

fires, even if the planting more valuable trees were omitted, the quantity of market-

able timber, as well as the size and quality, might be greatly increased.

In corroboration of my prediction in refei-ence to the probable future importance and

value of the timber in this territory, when pine becomes scarce, I shall give a short

extract from Mr. Alex. J. Russell's work " On the Hudson Bay and North-\yest Terri-

tories." Speaking of the sources from which the future inhabitants of the prairies in the-

North-West may obtain a supply of this indispensable commodity, pp. 88 and 89, Mr.

Ptussell (who was formerlj- Assistant Commissioner of Crown Lands for this Province, and.
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thoroughly competent to speak on the subject both of hind and timber) states as follows :

*' In prairie lands, the abundant supply of timber which entirely wooded countries ati'ord,

does not exist, and in the absence of pine, poplar and spruce have to be used for building

purposes. They are both inferior to pine in value, but in a great part of Lower Canada
spruce only is to be had, and much of it is exported as sawn lumber to Europe. Poplar
is undervalued through prejudice in a great degree. Of all the deciduous trees it is one of

the best suited to take the place of pine in flooring and finishing houses, and for building

the walls of dwellings it is very durable. I have seen a house built of poplar that stood

upwards of a hundred years, perfectly sound to the foundation when cut open. It may
not accord with present ideas to say so, but before the pine of the Ottawa becomes
exhausted, our extensive forests of poplar will be valued for lumbering purjjoses and
brought into use.

" In our interior territories spruce timber, on account of its lightness, its straightness,

and its strength, will take the place of pine for engineering purposes ; and birch, on
account of the fineness of its grain and its strength, will be serviceable for furniture and
fine wood-work, especially in the northern regions where oak and maple are not to be

found.

"The timber of the interior is of a smaller growth than with us, probably owing to

the great dryness of the summer and cold in the winter ; it is therefore probably stronger

and perhaps more durable. In these respects woods of the same kind differ much with the

soil and climate. The oak of the Ottawa averages only half the size of that of the western
parts of Upper Canada, but it is superior to it in strength, and the timber which grows
in parts of Canada near the .sea is more durable than timber of the same kind of the

interior. In bridge bnilding I have found it to last nearly twice as long

Great size gives squared timber an increased value in European markets, but the small

dimensions into which our large Ottawa timber is invariably cut, in preparing sawn
lumber for home use and exportation, shoves that great size is of no importance generally

Jor home use, excepting for the greater quantity it give.s.

" White spruce is harder to saw and work up than pine, and with us it is less durable
when exposed, but it is stronger, and its length and straightness make it very suitable for

building timbers."

It is eighteen years since the work from which the foregoing extract is taken was
written. The progress of events during that time goes to confirm the opinions so ably
stated by Mr. Kussell, and so fully concurred in by myself. Pine lands or timber limits

which would have been legarded as almost if not entirely worthless thirty or forty years
ago owing to remotness from markets, inaccessability, or inferiority of size and quality,

are now eagerly sought for. and when otlered for sale excite keen competition Ijringing

prices that would have been thought fabulous in those days. Other woods are being used
as substitutes for an increasing number of purposes where pine is becoming scarce and
consequently high in price. There is a constantly increasing demand for timber, not
only for building and old time engineering operations, but for purposes almost unthought
of when I was born. The demand for railway ties, telegraph and telephone poles, for paper-
making, for block pavements and many other purposes, large as the consumi)tion now is

it has sprung up entirely within the last three-score years. In view of an increase in the
population of this continent alone reaching probably into hundreds of millions, no
intelligent man who studies the question can fail to see that there must surely be a
corresponding increase in the consumption of timber for all the purposes to which it is

now applied ; for if it be superseded by iron or otljer material for some of these, other
uses will undoubtedly be found tor it which will far more than compensate for the substi-

tution of other material.

Minerals.

The circumstance that I have in the course of my explorations in this central

plateau, discovered few minerals of such kinds and none in such quantity of much, if

any, economic value—is no proof whatever that they may not exist. Even if the metallic

veins were both numerous and rich, the proportion of bare rock exposed to view is so

exceedingly small that it could only be by the most diligent and protracted search, or by
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the merest chance, that any of them would be found. In my opinion, however, this rock

(mostly gneiss) does not contain many large or well-developed and regular veins. Nor
are such veins as do occur, often charged with valuable minerals or metals, or if so, it is

in quantities too small to admit of their being profitably worked. We found copper ore in

one or two places, and also iron sand (magnetic) but the quantity was inconsiderable. At
another point mica was seen of good quality and afforded sheets two or three inches square.

But nothing else of any apparent value did we meet with in the tract explored this

season.

In the course of my explorations in this territory, I have not met with a single

instance where the Silurian and Devonian strata would appear to have been much, if at

all dislocated, or even disturbed by volcanic or other agency, either on the Moose or Albany
rivers or their tributaries.

So far as my own observations and experience go, the existence of large, regular and
well-defined veins is intimately associated with, if not, actually dependent upon such dis-

turbances or dislocations of the inclosing strata, commonly called the country rock.

Then the state or condition of this " country rock," even when geologically favourable, would
appfiar to exercise more or less influence on the mineral contents of the veins. I am most
hopeful when this rock is more or less decomposed, " or rotten," at least at or near the

surface, conveying the impression of age and long continued chemical action, and change
of structure if not of composition.

There may be, and generally are, marked differences between veins in the same
mining field or district, and even those in close proximity to each other. They differ in

their general bearing or course, in their size, dip or inclination. The matrix or veinstone,

the ores or metallic contents and the accompanying spars and " soils " may not be the

same. They may be close, hard, compact and dry, or as miners say " hungry-looking,"
or so open and porous as to allow of the free circulation of water with the mineral con-

tents, spars, gossan and ores in such a loose condition, as frequently to allow no inconsid-

erable part of the work of mining or excavation to be performed with the pick and shovel

alone. The practical miner is guided in his judgements, by the knowledge and experience

he has gained in the mining fields or districts with which he is acquainted, and directs-

his labours accordingly.

Now, although it may be thought by some uncalled for or imprudent, I feel it my
duty to state for the information and guidance at all events of the Government, my
opinion frankly in reference to this territory, seeking neither unduly to exaggerate and
extol the importance and value of it resources on the one hand, nor depreciate them on

the other. This opinion is, that to whatever cause or combination of causes it may be

owing, there are seemingly few true mineral veins or lodes of large size and running for

any considerable distance or length in this territory, and that those small or irregular

veins that do occur, are generally hard,«compact and dry, and if not entirely destitute of

minerals or metallic ores of economic value, contain them in quantities too small to defray-

the expense of their exti-action.

This scarcity of true mineral veins in most parts of the territory (even of veins that

are barren), is the more remarkable, in as much as the Laurentian and Huronian rocks

are traversed by numerous and exceedingly large trap dykes, which, with the exception

of their composition of contents, difi"er little, if at all from mineral veins, and the

existence of which would seem to indicate more or less volcanic disturbance. This distur-

bance must have occurred, it seems to me, before the deposition of the stratified rocks of

the Paleozoic Age, for only in one instance (and that somewhat doubtful) have I found a

trap dyke which appeared to cut through or intersect these strata.

By far the most promising and desirable portion of this disputed territory, in regard

to its mineral resources, in my opinion, is a belt commencing a little above and extending

thirty miles or so below the long portages on the Abittibi, Mattagami and Missinabie

branches of ^loose river.

It is in this belt, at or near the edge or outcrop of the Devonian and Silurian strata,

where we chiefly find iron ore, lignite coal, china clay, ochres and sands of more or less

economic importance and value.

If the northern boundary of the Province had been determined satisfactorily, I

14
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should have suggested the desirability of ascertaining, by boring or otherwise, the quality

and extent of the beds of lignite in this territory ; but under the circumstances, however
desirable and important, I have felt that it would be useless to do so.

Even where private enterprise might have been enlisted in the work of developing

the mineral resources of the country, nothing can be done owing to the impossibility of

obtaining such titles as would justify capitalists in the expenditure that would be necessary.

And for the like reason, anything of the nature of exploration by private individuals

in this disputed territory would be a mere waste of time and laVjour and money, and is

therefore utterly discouraged.

Indians.

In my last report I stated that the Indians of the Brunswick Lake Band, who now
for the most part trade at the Hon. Hudson's Bay Company's post at Missinabie, were
exceedingly anxious that a treaty should be made with them. I pointed out that the

line of the Canadian Pacitic Railway had been located, and runs for a considerable dis-

tance through their hunting-grounds ; that treaties had been made years ago with every

other band of Indians similiarly situated, and that it was only right a treaty should be

made with them. That the claims of these Indians and those at Flying Post and Matta-
wagaminque in the Kinogamissee district, had been overlooked, or entirely and unaccount-

ably neglected by the Indian I ^epai-tment at Ottawa, was also x'epresented. Kothing,.

however, has been done, so far as 1 am aware, up to the present time.

In view of the recent sad case in which an unfortunate young man was shot near

White River Station, of the C. P. R., in an altercation with Indians about furs, I would
beg respectfully to otfer the following remarks and suggestions which, if adopted and
carried out by and with the proper authority, would, I believe, greatly diminish the

number, if not altogether prevent such deplorable occurrences in future.

For generations the Hudson's Bay Company's officers have been in the habit of mak-
ing advances to the Indian hunters and trappers in their territories during the summer
and autumn, on the understanding, of course, that the amount thus advanced is to be
repaid out of the proceeds of the following winter's hunt. This is called " their outfit,"

and the value of the articles thus obtained may be, and frequently is, from one hundred
to two hundred dollars, if not more, each family. So general has this custom been, and
so long has it prevailed, that the Indians rely with full and implicit confidence upon its

maintenance. Should the Company be obliged to change their policy, and without
intimation or warning put an end to this " old custom," it would be a very serious thing

indeed for the Indians of this territory. It would entail not only a great deal of sufier-

ing, but in all probability, a great many deaths.

It is to be hoped, therefore, that wherever ^nd whenever the Hon. Hudson's Bay
Company may find it necessary to discontinue this practice of making advances (as they

mtist ultimately) that it may be done as gradually as possible.

The construction of railways and progress of settlement is bringing other fur traders-

into this northern territory, and unless the trade with the Indians be guarded or regulated

in some way or other, not only will the Company be obliged to cease making the usual

advances, with the results above pointed out, but other evils will undoubtedly follow.

The men who are thus brought into the country and tempted to engage in the fur-trade

in opposition to the Hudson's Bay Company, are not unfrequently possessed of little

means, and less principle. Sometimes they are neither Canadians nor British subjects ;.

they have no fixed abodes nor places of business ; in fact, they are too often neither

respectable nor responsible, but men of the viler sort. Such men stick at nothing witli

their dealings with the Indians. They visit their camps on their hunting grounds by
means of snow-shoes in the winter, and way-lay them in canoes when coming to the Com-
pany's posts with their furs in the spring. As regards "the goods " which such men take

along with them to barter or trade with the Indians for furs, they consist largely of

whiskey and trinkets, sometimes whiskey straight, ur alone ; if other articles of a bulkier or

heavier description be employed they are probably adulterated, or of the poorest quality.

Men of this stamp should not (if it can be avoided) be allowed to gain foothold in this
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territory, or under any pretext to engage in trade with the Indians, for trade so con-

ducted can only result in violence, bloodshed, and the general demoralization of the natives.

Even respectable men (comparitively) who have established little stores on the line

of the C. P. E. with the view to trading, chiefly with the employees of the Company,

cannot resist the temptation to engage in the fur-trade, and in prosecution of it, to exceed

that which is lawful and right.

Not contented with simply buying those furs which the Indians bring to them, they

must become " peddlers," and on snow-shoes or with dog-trains visit the Indians on their

hunting grounds during the winter. The camps of the Indians thus visited may be

several days' journey from these men's places of business. After the toil of such a journey

they are unwilling, we may be sure, to return empty-handed. They may know that

these Indians have received their outtit from the Hudson's Bay Company, and that the

Company have, morally speaking, a " lien " on the furs they have caught ; but that con-

sideration is as the small dust in balance as against avarice, and if they can persuade them

to be so dishonest they will buy every single skin they have got. Or it sometimes

happens the trader himself may have made some little advance to the Indian, and demands

furs in payment thereof If content with what the Indian thinks right to give him it is

well, but if he insists upon having more, or in taking furs which the family are reserving

for the Hudson's Bay Company, there is likely to b6 trouble in the camp, and somebody

hurt, if not killed. It is no uncommon thing for such traders, or their employees and

assistants, to bully and intimidate the Indians into parting with their furs, or even take

them by force if they are in a position to do so, and that more especially if the Indian is

the least in his debt. Blows once struck the Indians are afraid that they are not only

o'oinc to be robbed, but murdered, and make use of such weapons to defend themselves

nnd their property as may be at hand. It was in a quarrel (thus brought about as I have

been told) that the young man alluded to lost his life near White river.

Now, what I would recommend is this: that all parties desiring to trade with the

Indians in unorganized territory, should be obliged to procure from the proper authority

" a license " permitting him so to do. No license should be issued to men of bad or

doubcful character. The license should be subject to certain conditions, a breach of

which should entail penalties or a revocation of the license, or both. Those trading with

Indians in such unorganized territory as our Northern Territory, should be amenable,

on conviction, to forfeiture of furs and other goods found in their possession, or other

severe penalties.

Another suggestion I desire to make is in regard to the fur-bearing animals, namely :

Until treaties are made with the several bands of Indians under which they surrender

wholly or partially their rights, no hunters, whether white men or Indians of other

bands, should be permitted to trap or otherwise take the fur-bearing animals on the hunt-

iucr arounds of these non-treaty Indians, lor if convicted of doing so without the consent of

the band, should be liable to penalties at least as severe as those imposed upon '• poachers"

in the Mother Country. Indeed, they should be much more severely dealt with in some

cases. Many of the Indians have little lakes or ponds on their hunting grounds, wherein

one or more pair of beaver build their lodges and rear their young. Some of these

Indians are prudent enough to refrain from killing all these animals during the winter,

knowing the vital importance of leaving a suflicient number to breed. Frequently they

do not take or kill any of them until the month of March, when the fur is at its best, and

the food, which the creature's flesh supplies, is most needed. When white men, trespass-

ing on the hunting grounds of such Indians, find these " beaver preserves " (for they are

virtually such) they trap or otherwise catch all they can ; they break into the lodges, they

tear down the dams, and let off the water, and do not (if they can help it) leave as much

as a single beaver, male or female, young or old. In so doing (and I have heard of such

cases on good authority) these trappers from the outside commit an offence (morally at

least) much more heinous than that of " poaching" ; they rob the wretched owner of the

furs and the food sometimes indispensably necessary for the support of his family. And
in addition to that they ruin his prospects of obtaining any more at that place or spot for

years to come, if not for ever. The Indians should be protected as far as possible against

such wrongs—wrongs which partake more of the nature of sheep-stealing than of poaching.
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I look upon the beaver as being of so much importance to the Indians of the North-

West that I think, even when their claims to almost everything else have been surren-

dered, that the ownership of at least some of the little lakes and ponds on their hunting

grounds, in which beaver are in the habit of breeding, should be reserved to them, and
they should be encouraged to take care of and breed these interesting and valuable

animals, if not to domesticate them. See Report for 1884-5, page 27, e« ser?., for my
views on this subject.

Administration of Justice.

No crimes or serious offences have been committed or, if committed, reported to me
during the past year. It is only of such offences which, under the circumstances, I should

consider it prudent or even in the interest of the inhabitants of the District, to take cogniz-

ance. Necessary as it undoubtedly is to i)unish wrong-doers and criminals, it is quite as

important and much more sensible to prevent, as far as possible, wrong-doing and crime

by wise and timely precautions.

Holding these views, I have regarded it as one of my chief duties to make myself

acquainted with the exceptional social condition and the peculiar wants of the people of

this territory, in order that I might be in a better position to advise the Government and

to offer more or less valuable suggestions, having chiefly for their object the prevention of

crime and the welfare of the people at large.

Respectfully submitted,

E. B. BORRON,
Stipendiary Magistrate.

2 (B.) 17
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DETAU^EI) RP:P()RT

OF THE

INSPECTOR OF INSURANCE,

YEAR ENDINC; :31st DECEMBER, 1886.

The Honourahh A. McL. Koss, M.P.P.,

Provincial Treasurer , Toronto.

SiB,—Having previously submitted, in printed form, an Abstract Report of Insur-

ance Companies' Statements for the year ending 31st December, 1886, I have now the

honour to submit the Detailed Report as provided by the Ontario Insurance Act, 1887.

This Report includes :

—

I. Detailed Statements and Synoptical Tables of Joint Stock Fire Insurance

Companies.

II. Detailed Statements and Synoptical Tables of Cash-Mutual Fire Insurance

Companies.

III. Detailed Statements and Synoptical Tables of Strictly Mutual Fire Insurance

Companies.

I V. Comparative Summary of Assets and Premium Notes of Mutual Companies of

all Classes.

V. Fire Tables for 1886 ; showing

(a) Localities, Months of Occurrence, and Total Claims paid
;

(b) Localities, Causes and number of Losses ; and

VL Register of Insurance Companies brought up to 30th September, 1887.

I have the honour to be,

Sir,

Your oVjedient servant,

• J. HOWARD HUNTER,

Insp'xtor.
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JOINT STOCK FIRE INSURANCE COMPANIES.

YEAR ENDING 31 st DECEMBER. 1886.
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JOINT STOCK FIRE INSURANCE COMPANIES.

YEAE ENDING 31st DECEMBER, 1886,

[FOR HAND-IN-HAND INSURANCE COMPANY (MUTUAL AND STOCK);

AXD MILLERS' AND MANUFACTURERS' INSURANCE COMPANY,
(STOCK AND MUTUAL)

;

See under " Cash Mutual Companies."]

MERCANTILE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.

HEAD OFFICE, WATERLOO.

Commenced business 1st November^ 187o.

Pi-fsi'lent— I. E. Bowman, M.P.
|

Secretary—P. H. SiM3.

Authorized Capital, $500,000.

Subscribed Capital, $200,000. Paid up, $20,000.

Deposited with Treasurer of Ontario, $20,100, par value.

Statement for the year ending ."ilst December, 1886.

ASSET.S.

Mortgages.

Casli Value. Amount of

Jjocation of Property Covered. of Property. MortgageB.

Wellington County $33,700 00 $14,950 00

Waterloo " 74,620 00 31,160 00

Bruce " 14,100 00 8,100 00
154,210 00

$122,520 00

Market value of stocks 1,120 00

debentures 11,950 00

Interest due, accrued and unpaid 2,261 85

Cash on hand in head office $4,063 07

Cash deposited at Molson's Bank, Waterloo 4,962 67

9,025 74

Agents' balances 4,874 94

Bills receivable, less than one year overdue 1,951 47

Total assets $85,39 1 00
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Liabilities.

Amount of claims for losses adjusted but not due $4,714 90

Unearned premiums, being 50 per cent, of gross premiums .')2,806 30

Dividends declared, but not yet due 1,600 00

Total liabilities, except capital stock $.59,121 20

Capital stock paid up in cash ;$20,000 00

Income. -

Gross premiums received in cash $94,97.5 13

Received for interest from all sources 3,434 36

" carpenters' risks, transfer fees, and extra premiums 784 62

" reinsurance 4,379 36

Total income ' S103.573 47

Expenditure.

Net amount paid during the year for losses occurring in years

prior to 1886 $976 63

Amount paid for losses occurring during the year 1886 64,593 52

$65,570 15

Amount paid for reinsurance premiums 4,963 0&

dividends 2,000 00

" refund and cancelled premiums 6,219 22

Expense Account :

Commission and brokerage $15,196 37

Salaries, fees, and all other charges of officials for the year 4,472 20

Travelling expenses and adjusting losses 1,339 60

Fuel, light, and cleaning 14 51

Printing and advertising 795 57

Express charges 56 17

License fee and statutoiy assessment 262 28

Rent 358 44

Commercial agency 50 00

Books and stationery 386 64

Bank exchange 141 99

Postage and telegraphing 1,015 44

Solicitor's charges and law costs 315 35

Taxes 22 65

Canadian Fire Underwriters' Association 195 65

Sundries 56 80
24,679 66

Total expenditure .S103,432 12
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LIST OF STOCKHOLDERS- ContPnued.

Name. Residence.
Amount

Subscribed.

Inne.s, James
Irwin, John .

•f ackf-on, Henry F. J

.

•Jaffrav. K

Killer, Nicholas
Kaufman, S. . .

.

Kumpf, C
Kran?;, Hugo .

.

Guelph .

.

Strathroy

.

Brockville
Gait

Waterloo
Washington, Ont.
Waterloo
Berlin

Livingston, James Baden . .

.

Lockie, James
j

Waterloo
Lautenschlager, P

!
Berlin . .

.

Moore, George
j

Waterloo
Miller, Alex Berlin
Melvin, Robert Guelph
Massie. James I Toronto
Merner, Fred

j
New Hamburg

Morton, W., M.D I Wellesley

Oelschlager, Wm. Berlin

Peflfers, Joseph I Listowel
Petrie. A. B • Guelph .

Reiner. John G I
Wellesley.

Somerville, G. A
;
Guelph

Snyder, J. B i St. .Tacob's

Snider. E. W. B
1

Shuh, } ohn • Waterloo .

.

Snider. John B
|

"

Snider. Simon ' "

Sims. P. H
i

Snider. Wm
|

"

Stewart, Wm i Guelph
Scott, John A.
Staebler, J. M .

.

Schneider, Fred
S^tuebing, Wm.

.

Sawrell. H. W.

.

Sc(^tt, J. W. .

.

Shields;, James .

.

Scoon, .Tohn . . .

.

Springer, M . .

.

Stirton. David .

.

Trow, James . .

.

Towner, George

Winger, Peter
Wilkes, Alfred J. .

Wright, G. W., M.D.
Wright & Durand . .

.

Webb, J. H.,M.D...

Young, Wm.

Zoeger, .lohn .

Zink.inn. J. N.

Tnt.al

Stratford
Berlin . .

Waterloo
Woodstock
Listowel ._

Lead City, Dakota Territory

.

Guelph
Waterloo
Guelph

Stratford
Listowel

Elmira . .

.

Brantford

.

Berlin . .

.

London . .

.

Waterloo .

Waterloo .

Newton
Lisbon

2,000 00
1,000 00

5,000 00
1,000 00

1,000 CO
5,000 00
1,000 00
1,000 00

2,000 00
2, .500 00
2,000 00

3,000 00
1,000 00
7,000 00
2,000 00
1,000 00
500 00

5,000 00

500 00
3,000 00

2,000 00

2,.500

10,000
6,000
2,000

2,000
5,000
3,000

2, .500

1,000
1,000

1,000
1,000
500

1,000

1,000
1,000
500

1,500
.3.000

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

5.000 00
1,000 00

Amount paid
up in cai*h.

200 00
100 00

nOO 00
100 00

100 00
.500 00
100 00
100 00

200 00
2.50 00
200 00

300 00
100 00
700 00
200 00
100 00
50 00

500 00

.50 m
.300 00

200 00

2.50 00
1,000 00
KOO 00
200 00
200 00
.500 00
300 00
250 00
100 00
100 00
100 00
100 00
50 00
100 oo
100 00
100 00
.50 00

1.50 00
300 00

.500 00
100 00

1,000 00
2,000 00
1,000 00
500 00

4,000 00
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QUEEN CITY FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.

HEAD OFFICE, TORONTO.

Commenced businest 1st July, 1871.

President—W. H. Rowland,
|

Hecreianj—Thomas Walmsley.

Authorized Capital, $100,000.

Subscribed Capital, $100,000. Paid up, $50,000.

Securities deposited with Treasurer of Ontario, $10,000, par value.

ASSET.S.

Value of real estate held by Company, being land and building

on the west side of Church Street, Toronto, where the head

offices of the Company are situated $61,000 00

Mortgages :

—

Cash value of property. Amount of Mortgages.

Scarboro' Township . . $8,900 00 $4,500 00
Toronto City 200,196 00 47,321 12

$209,096 00
Total amount of loans secured by mortgage $51,821 12

Stocks. Par value. Market value.

Federal Bank $3,000 00 $3,165 00
Imperial Bank 900 00 1,370 00
Dominion Bank .... 5,500 00 12,086 25

$9,400 00

Deposited with the Dominion Bank, Toronto
Agents' balances

Interest accrued and unpaid on all loans as above.

Accrued rents

Total assets $137,6(10 6;

LrABILITIES.

Unpaid losses

Unearned premiums, being 50 per cent, of gross premiums . .

Other liabilities

Total liabilities, except capital stock

Capital stock paid up in cash

II

$16,621
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t

Revenue Account.

Gross premiums received in cash $14,033 14

Received for interest and dividends on stocks and all other sources 4,252 59
Rents 2,637 G5

Total $20,923 38

KXPENDITUKE.

Amount paid during the year for losses occurring in years prior

to the year 1886 $2 50
Amount paid for losses occurring during the year 1886 1,686 07

SI, 688 57
re-insurance premiums » 1,561 50

Amount of dividends paid during the year 2,500 00
Paid for commission, or brokerage 1^1,257 37

" salaries, fees, and all other remuneration of officials. . 4,595 00
rent 500 00

" statutory assessment and license fee 117 01
" books and stationery 36 23
" printing and advertising 66 15
" revising plans 14 00
" assessment Board of Underwriters 25 00

telephone 25 00
" sundries 22 15

6,657 91

Total expenditure ^12,407 98

MISCELLANEOUS.

FiKE Risks,
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. LIST OF STOCKHOLDERS.

Name.

AuHtin, JameK

B»denach, William

Close, P. G

Copp, Clark & V"

Downey, J

EUiott, K. W
English, C. E

Harvey, A

Hessin, William

Howland, O. A. (in trust)

Howland, W, H

Maclennan, James

Maclennan, James 1

I

Walmsley, Thomas ^Trustee*

Howland, W. H.

Macnab, John

McWilliams, W. G

Roaf. J. R

Scott & Walmsley.

Scott, Hugh

Scott, James

Scott, J. G

Strathy, H. H....

Walmsley, William

Walmsley, Thomas

Watson, James. . .

.

Wood, A. T

Residence.

Toronto

Barrie .

.

Toronto

Total

Hamilton

Amount sub-
scribed.

Amount paid
up in each.

« c.

2,000 00

1,000 00

1,000 00

1,000 00

1,000 00

2,500 00

12,.500 00

500 00

bOO 00

4,000 00

10,000 00

5,000 00

5,000 00

3,000 00

500 00

1,500 00

25,500 00

5,000 00

3,000 00

1,000 00

1,000 00

1,000 00

10,000 00

1,000 00

1,500 00

100,000 00

$ c.

1,000 00

500 00

500 00

500 00

500 00

1,250 00

6,250 00

250 00

2.50 00

2,000 00

5,000 00

2,500 00

2,.500 00

1,500 00

250 00

750 00

12,750 00

2,500 00

1,.=)00 00

.500 00

500 00

500 00

5,000 00

500 00

750 00

50,000 00

13
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RECAPITULATION

OF

AS8ETS, LIABILITIES, INCOME AND EXPENDITl KE

OF ALL JOINT STOCK FIRE INSURANCE COMPANIES.
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CASH MUTUAL COMPANIES.

YEAK ENDING 31st DECEMBER. 188<).
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MIXED MUTUAL AND CASH SYSTEM COMPANIES.

YP:AR f:NDTXO 31st DECExMBEK, l8S(^.

THE (JITY :\IUTUAL OF LONDON FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.

HEAD OFFICE, LONDON.

Commenced business l.st Jicne, 1S86.

President—Jamks Cowan.
|

Secretary—Hufiu Vallance.

Unassessed premium note capital, $12,180.51.

Cash deposited in Federal Bank to credit of Provincial Treasurer in trust for City Mutual

Five Insurance Company, $6,000.00.

Assets.

Cash on hand at head office •?1 •") I

Cash on deposit to the Company's credit not drawn against in

Federal Bank 1,101 0(i

Cash deposit to credit of Provincial Treasurer, in Federal Bank,

as above 6,000 00

S7,102 60
Cash in agents' hands acknowledged by them to be due, and

considered good 947 05

Amount of premium notes in force, after deducting all payments

therf^on and assessments levied SI 2,180 51

Less re.sidue of premium notes given for reinsurance 913 60

11,266 91

Bills receivable 50 00

Total assets -t^ 19, 366 56

Liahilities.

Amount of unpaid loan 85,000 00

Unearned premiums, being 50 per cent, of gross premiums. . . .• 1,070 55

Total liabilities 86,070 55

21
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Receipts.

Cash received as first payments, being part payments of premium notes

OasL received for premiums on cash system

" for interest

" money l>orrowed

" transfer fees and extra premiums

Total receipts

$2,414 91

1,797 38

1 22

5,000 00

2 50

^9,216 01

Expenditure.

Exjienses of Management

Amount paid to agents for commission
" statutory assessment or certificate

" inA'estigation and adjustment of claims,

" printing, stationery and advertising . . .

" salaries, directors' and auditors' fees . .

.

" postage, telegrams and express

" travelling expenses

" sundries

Expenses of management

Miscellaneous Payments :

Cash paid for losses which occurred during 188G
" reinsurance

" rebate, abatement and returned premiums

.

" office furniture

Total expenditure

.

$787 60

20 00

10 45

356 21

135 00

34 20

129 65

15 73

$1,488 84
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MOVEMENT IN RISKS.

Mutual Si/stem,

Policies in force Slst December, 1885 . .

,

" new and renewed during 1886 .

(Jross number during 1886

Less expired and cancelled in 1886 ....

Net risks in force 31.st December, 1886

Cash Spstcrn.

Policies in force 31st December, 1885

" taken during 188(5, new and renewed

Gross number during 1886

Leas expired and cancelled in 1886

Net ri-sks in force on cash system 31st December, 1886

Number. Amount.

151

151

5

146

196,188 00

185

185

22

163

196,188 00

4,700 00

191,488 00

187,031 00

187,031 00

23,500 00

163,531 00

CLASSIFICATION OF RISKS:

General Fire Insurance.

PREMIUM NOTES OR UNDERTAKINGS

On Policies in force 31st December, 1886.

Auioimt of face of all premium notes held by Com
pany and legallj' liable to assessment

Amount of all premium notes, after deducting all

payments thereon and a.ssessments levied

Amount of premium notes received during the
year 1886

One j'ear. Two years. Three j'ears.

$ c.

662 50

S c.

404 00

$ c.

14,011 77

15,462 27

Total.

S c.

15,078 27

12,180 51

15,462 27

23
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GORE DISTKICT MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.

HEAD OFFICE, GALT.

Commenced business 16th October, 1839.

President—HOS. .Tames Youxg.
|

Secretary—R. S. Strong.

Unassessed premium note capital, $137,089.31.

Securities deposited with Treasurer of Ontario, par value, .$20,000.

Assets.

Loans secured by mortgages $49,42o 0(*

Market value of shares, bonds, debentures and securities other than the

foregoing 1 7,075 <»<>

Actual cash on hand at head office .S906 58

Cash on deposit to the Company's credit, not drawn against in

the following chartered banks :

Merchants' Bank, agency at Gait 16,267 42

Bank of Commerce " 12,360 47

29,534 47

Cash in agents' hands acknowledgod by them to be due and considered

good 3,214 05

Amount unpaid of assessments levied during 1886 72 56

Amount unpaid of premium notes in force, after deducting all

payments thereon and assessments levied $137,089 31

Less residue of premium notes given by the Company for. re-

insurance 2,577 47

Net premium notes 134,51 1 47

Amount of interest accrued 1,690 69

Total assets $235,523 24"

24
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LlAHILITIES.

Amount of losses supposed or reported $3,000 00

" resisted 2,822 46
$5,882 46

Amount required to re-insure all outstanding risks taken on the cash

system, being 50 per cent, of gross premiums on all cash system

policies in force at 31st December, 1886 23,47-i 55

Total liabilities $29,357 01

Receipts.

Cash at head office, as per last statement (not extended) $910 87

Cash received as first payments and assessments $44,846 1

9

" for premiums on cash system 32,944 71

" for interest 4,415 1

7

" from transfer fees $68 01

" for extra premiums, including workmen's risks . . 274 33

" for re-insurance claims 4,31 3 28
4,655 62

Total receipts $86,861 69

Expenditure.
Expenses of Mamigement :

Amount paid for commission to agents $9,195 39

" law costs

" fuel and light

" investigation and adjustment of claims

" statutory assessment or certificate ....

" printing, stationery and advertising . .

" rent and taxes

" salaries, directors' and auditors' fees . .

" travelling expenses

" postage, telegrams and express

Expenses of management

Miscellaneous Payments :

Cash paid for los.ses which occurred during 1886 $52,843 82

prior to 1886 100 00
$52,943 82

" re-insurance 6,459 1

7

" rebate, abatements and returned premiums 1,460 91

" bonus to agents 1,331 59

incidental 139 02

33 00
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CURRENCY OF RISKS.

Amount covered hy Policies in force 31st December, 1886.

System.
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PREMIUM NOTES OR UNDERTAKINGS

On Policies in force 31st December, 1886.
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HAND-IN-HAND INSURANCE COMPANY, MUTUAL AND STOCK.

HEAD OFFICE, TORONTO, ONT.

Commenced business 1st July, 1873.

President—W. H. Howland. Secretary—Hugh Scott.

By Act 42 Vic, Cap. 85, Ontario Statutes, 1879, power was granted to this Company to-

raise Capital Stock and do business on the Cash System.

Authorized Stock Capital 8500.000 00

Subscribed " 1 00,000 00

Paid up in cash '' 20,000 00
Stock uncalled •.

. 80,000 00
Securities deposited with Treasurer of Ontario (par value) 10,000 00

LIST OF STOCKHOLDERS.

Namk.

Austin, James
Campbell. A. H
Coffee & Co., L
Dixon, B. Humer
Downev. Jno
Elliott;Wm
Fisher. D
Gzowski, Col. C. S
Howland, O. A. (in trust)

Howland, W. H
Macpherson, Sir D. L
Macleuiian, Jas., Q.C
McDonald Mitchell D . . .

.

McMaster, Hon. Wm. ...

Smith, Prof. Goldwin ....

Smith, Larratt W., D.C.L
Smith, Henry A
Scott, James
Smith, Hon. D. A
Scott & Walmsley

Re.sidence.

Toronto

Bowman ville

Toronto

London, Ont.
Toronto . . .

.

Montreal , . .

,

Toronto . . .

.

Amount Sub-
scribed for.

S c.

.5.000 00
5,000 00
5.000 00
5,000 00
5,000 00
5,000 00
5,000 00
.5,000 00
5,000 00
5,000 00
5,000 00
5,000 00
5,000 00
5,000 00
5,000 00
5,000 00
.5,000 00
5,000 00
.5,000 00
5,000 00

Amount paid
up in Cash.

1,000 00
1,000 00
1,000 00
1,000 00
1,000 00
1,000 00
1,000 00
1,000 00
I,OQO 00
1.000 00
1,000 00
1,000 00
1,000 00
1,000 Oft

1,000 00
1,000 00
1,000 00
1,000 00
1,000 00
1,000 00

Total 100,000 00 I 20,000 00

ASSKTS.

Mortgages :

Property in Toronto ... $15,186 33

Shares, Debentures and other Securities 19,617 75

$34,804 08

Cash on deposit to company's credit in Ontario Bank 5,317 36

Accrued interest 162 77

Cash in agents' hands 1,332 83

Undertakings unassessed 8,737 10

All other assets 706 65

Total $51,060 79

28
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Ljabilities.

Amount i-equireJ to re-insure all outstanding risks taken on cash system,

being 50 per cent, of gross premiums on all cash system policies in

force at December 31st, 1886 7j9o5 7

1

Directors' fees 300 00

Total liabilities $8,255 71

Revenue Account.

Cash received for premiums on cash system $20,002 3

1

" as tirst payments or deposits, being part payment of premium

notes 8,399 G7

for interest 3,891 22

" balance revenue account

'' premiums, Plate Glass* Branch 1,285 82

" over-payment on claim 15 00

Total income $33,o9-i 02

Expenditure.

Cash paid for commission to agents

statutory assessment or certificate

printing, stationery and advertising . . .

salaries, Directors' and Auditors' fees

investigation and adjustment of claims,

rent and taxes

postage, telegrams and express

Goad's plans

telephone

^5,129
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CURRENCY OF RISKS.

Ammint Covered by Policies in force 31st December, 1886.

SY.STEJI.
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BUSINESS TRANSACTED

:

General Fire, Plate Glass, and Inland Marine, Insurance.

PREMIUM NOTES OR UNDERTAKINGS

<}-n Folicicn in force DeceitJjtr Jlst, lUb'tl.

One year risks. jThree year risks.

AniDunt of face of all preiiiiuiu notes held by Com-
pany, and legally liable to assessment

Amount of all premium notes after deducting all pay-
ments thereon and asse-ssments levied

Amount of i)remium notes received during the year
1886

§ c.

«,800 03

6,800 03

7,606 12

-^S c.

1,937 07

1,937 07

793 55

Total.

•S c.
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THE MILLERS' AXD MANUFACTURERS IX8URAN0E COMPANY,
MUTUAL AND STOCK.

HEAD OFFICE, TORONTO, ONT.

Commenced business 1st September, 1885,

President—James (jIoldie. Secretary—W. Ireland Scott.

Subscribed stock capital $\ 2.5,000 00

Paid up in cash 12,250 00

Securities deposited with Treasurer of Ontario 10,000 00

Capital stock 112,500 00

Assets.

Shares, debentures and other securities $10,000 00

Cash on deposit in Central Bank, Toronto •. 15,251 57

Undertakings, unassessed amount 14,782 1.")

Uncollected premiums 1,364 .3ft

Unpaid call on stock 250 00

Fire equipment 637 IS

Total assets $42,285 20

Liabilities.

Amount of unpaid losses $3,430 00
" " other sources 2,756 95

Total liabilities to public $6,186 95

Liabilities to Stockholders

—

Call on Stock, paid S12,250 00
" Unpaid, and carried to Assets, as above •. . 250 00

Total S12,500 00

Income.

Cash received on stock , $ 5,550 00
" as first |)ayments or deposits, being part payment of premium

notes 16,391 08
" for interest 799 23
•' commission account 314 2.5

Total income S23,054 oQ

Expenditure.

Cash paid for interest
" statutory certificate
'' travelling expenses
" rent
" salaries, directors' aud auditors' fees .

" printing, stationery and advertising .

" postage, telegrams and express
" assessment Underwriters' Association
" sundries

Total expenses of management {Carried forvjard)

32
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Expenditure.—Continved.

. Total expenses of management {Brought forwavl)

Cash paid for loss which occurred during 188G
" re insurance
"

1 c'mte
" for dividends

Total expenditure

CURRENCY OF RISKS.

Amoant Coiered bi/ Policies in force dUt Deceiaber, 18S(i.

So, 70(1 63

lO 00
1,019 52
1,2:3G 70
1,191 08

S9,157 93

SvsrK.M.

Mutual insurance

Re-insurance

Net risks

One year or less. Three years. Total.

S c.
I

689,218 00
j

22,000 00 I

.52,800 00

13,000 00

667,218 00 39,800 00

742,018 00

35,000 00

707,018 00

MOVEMENT IN RISKS.

Number. Amount.

Policies in force 3lst December, 1885

" new and renewed during 1886

Crcoss number during 1886

Less e.xpired or cancelled in 1886

Net risks in force on mutual sj-stem 31st December, 1886

80

315

395

151

244

241,100 00

881,225 00

1,122,325 00

380. .307 00

742.01s 00

BUSINESS TRANSACTED:
Manufacturing Risks.

PREMIUM NOTES OR UNDERTAKINGS.
On Policies in force December -ilst, ISSiJ.
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LIST OF STOCKHOLDERS.

Name.

W. H. Howlaud
•James Goldie
•J. B. Armstrong
W. Bell & Co
1). McRae
Robert Noble
Wm. Farrish
Henry Hortop . .

A. Watts
David Plewes
A. B. Baird
C. Whitelaw
Thos. O'Neil
Lyman Miller
D. W. Karn & Co
R. Wliitelaw
•James Hay & Co..
Wm. Partio
Bradbury & Co
Noxon liros. M'fg Co'y
•J. D. Saunby
W. McBride
Hugh Mustard
Robert Stewart
Robert Forbes
R. & W. S. Law
Creelman Bros .

John R. Barber
S. Neelon
•James Norris
R. H. Smith &Co. ...

Taylor & Bate
Charles Riordaii
J. Zingsheim
•J. L. Spink
H. A. Baird
P. McCabe
Hugh Scott
William Sutton
Harold Barrett
Sadler, Dundas & Co. .

.

A. H. Campbell
McLaughlin & Moore .

.

R. W. Elliott

Thomas McKay & Co.

.

•John Hall & Co
King Bros
Goldie &McCuUoch...
Cherry Bros
George Pattinson
•Jacob Hilborn
Angus McNally
•Joseph E. Seagram . . .

.

Lewis Kribs
Wm. Wilson

Address.

Toronto
Guelph

.

No. of

shares.

Norval
Rockwood
Everton
Brantford ,

Paris

Woodstock

Ingersoll

London .

.

Strathroy
Wyoming
Guelph . .

.

Georgetown

St. Catharines

jNlerritton

Hamilton
Toronto .

.

I

Port Hope.
Toronto . .

.

Simcoe . . .

.

Port Hope.
Lindsay . .

.

IToronto . .

.

Total.

Ottawa
Brockville
Whitby and Toronto ,

Gait
Pre.ston

Blair

Waterloo

.

Hespeler.

.

Toronto .

,

50
.50

.50

50
20
.30

10
10
50
10
10
10

20
10
.50

20
10
•SO

20
10
10
10
20
10
10
20
30

10
10
50
30
•SO

•30

10
.30

10
10
.30

50
25
10
10
20
15
50
10
•30

10
10
.30

10
50

Amount of

stock.

Amount of

10^^ cash.

.5,000 00
5,000 00
.5,000 00
5,000 00
2,000 00
3,000 00
1,000 00
1,000 00

I

.5,000 00
I

1,000 00
j

1,000 00
1,000 00 !

500 00 I

500 00 I

2,000 00 I

1,000 00
.5,000 00

I

2,000 00
1,000 00
•3,000 GO
2,000 00
1,000 00
1,000 00
1,000 00
2.000 00
1,009 00
1,000 00
2,000 00
3,000 00
3,000 00
1,000 00

1,000 00
5,000 00
3,000 00
3,000 00
3,000 00
1,000 00
3,000 00
1,000 00
1,000 00
3,000 00
.5,000 00
2,500 00
1,000 00
1,000 00
2,000 00
1.500 00
5^000 00 I

1,000 OC
3,000 00
1,000 00
1,000 00
3,000 00
1,000 00

5,000 00

1,250 18125,000 00

.* c.

500 00
.500 00
.500 00
500 00
200 00
300 00
100 00
100 00
500 00
100 00
100 00
100 00
50 00
.50 00

200 00
100 00
500 00
200 00
100 00
300 00
200 00
100 00
100 90
100 00
200 00
100 00
100 00
200 00
300 00
300 00
100 00
100 00
500 00
•300 OO
300 00
300 00
100 00
300 00
100 00
100 00
.300 00
500 00
250 00
100 00
100 00
200 00
1.50 00
500 00
100 00
300 00
100 00
100 00
300 00
100 00
500 00

§12,500 00

34
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THE ONTARIO MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

Commenced business ~ti(l /September, 18(i?.

Fresideid—Axdkew McCokmick.
|

Secretary—P. F. Boyle.

Unassessed premium note capital, -^12,5^9.04.

I>eposited with Treasurer of Ontario, ••?2,000.

ASSET-S

<.'ash value of shares, bonds, debentures and securities §2,000 00

Actual cash on hand at head office S23 40

Cash on deposit to the Company's credit, not drawn against, in

the Bank of London . 672 60

Cash in the Dominion Savings Society at London 8<S L'i

784 13

Cash in Agents' hands, acknowledged by them to be due, and considered

good 2,254 33

Amount unpaid of assessments levied during 1886 ")04 00

'' " " in prior years (not ex-

tended) §2,776 2')

Amount of notes, or due bills, less than one year overdue 675 1)1

" '• moie " " (not ex-

tended) .'?2,281 02

Amount of premium notes in force after deducting all pay-

ments therton and assessments" levied 12,569 04

L"ss premium notes given for reinsurance Ill 35

12,477 69

Accrued interest 16 26

All other assets 255 fiO

Total as.-<tts 816,967 32

LlAHlLlTlES.

Amount of losses adjusted •'53,.)72 OO

" re(iuireJ to reinsure all outstanding risks taken on the cash .system,

being 50 per cent, of gross premiums on all cash system policies

in force at 31st December, 1886 7, 175 92

Due Agents 155 10

Amount of Viorrowed money 1,000 00

Total liabilities .-fll,903 02

85
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Receipt.s.

Cash received as first payments, being part payments of premium notes

.

"
for assessments levied in 1886

" " " years prior to 1886
•' for premiums on cash system
" for interest
" from fees, and extra risks
•*' money borrowed

Total receipts,

Expenditure.
Expenses of Management :

Amount paid to agents for commission ,

" for law costs ,

" fuel and light
" statutory assessment, license, etc . . . .

" printing, stationeiy and advertising.
" rent and taxes
" salaries, directors' and auditors' fees.
" travelling: expenses . .

" postage, telegrams and express
" interest

Total expenses of management

Aliseellaneous Payments :

Cash paid for losses which occurred prior to 1886 .81,472 25
" " " during 1886 4.125 20

re-msurances

in repaymeoit of loans

for rebate, abatement and returned pi'eniiums

.

incidentals

*2,162
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MOVEMENT IN RISKS.

Malual Svsteiit.

P<'ilicies in force 31st Hecember, 1885.

new and renewed during 1886

Gross number during 1886.

Less expired and cancelled in 1886

\>it risk.s in force on mutual system 31st December, 1886

Cash Systevi.

Policies in force 31st December, 1885.

' new and renewed during 1886

I jross number during 1886.

Less expired and cancelled

.

N>-t risks in force on cash system 31st 1 >fcemlier, 1886

CLASSIFICATION OF RISKS:

General Fire Insurance Business.

1,529,693 00

PREMIUM NOTES AND UNDERTAKING.S.

(>)i Pnlirid in force 31st Decani' r, 7<SW.

Amotmt of face <if all premium notes held by Company, and legally

liable to assessment

Amoimt of all premium notes, after deducting all payments thereon and]
assessments levied :

Amount of premium notes received during the year 1886

23,678 80
I

12,5.s9 04 !

I

12,046 16 ;

12,.^y 04

12.046 16

37
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COUNTY OF PERTH MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.

Commenrfid hrmnesa IH December, 1S6S.

President—John Hyde, M.D.
_ |

Secretary—Chas. Packert.

Deposited with Treasurer of Ontario, 62,000.

Unassessecl premium note capital, ^74,108.41.

Assets.

Market value of debentures ! 813,000 00
Actual cash on deposit in Mowat's Bank, Stratford 7,865 77

a20,8Gr)

Cash in agents' hands acknoVledged by them to be due, and considered
^^ good '. 989 :n

Amount unpaid of assessments levied during 1886 2,665 10
" of short date notes, or due bills, less than one year overdue 1,329 00
" of premium notes in force, after deducting all payments thereon

and assessments levied 874,108 41

less residue of premium notes given for reinsurance. . 5,133 97

68,974 44
of i)\tere.st accrued 425 00
due by other companies 323 40

Total assets 695,572 02

Liabilities.

Amount unpaid of losses reported 81,703 80
" required to reinsure all outstanding risks taken on the cash

system, being fifty per cent, of gross premiums on all cash
system policies in force at 31st December, 1886 5,775 42

" of sundries 7 33

Total liabilities 87,486 55

Receipts.

Cash at head office, as per last statement (not extended) §4,008 63

Cash received as first payments, being part payment of premium notes. . . . 812,341 86
for assessments levied in 1886 5,290 86

" " years prior to 1886 1,915 80
for premiums on cash system 6,152 96
for interest 1,078 54
from extra premiums, etc 136 67

Total receipts 826,916 69

38
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EXPENDITUUE.

J'^xpenses of Management :

Amount paid for commission to agents
" law costs
" fuel ai d light
" investigation and adjustment of claims
" statutory assessment and license
" printing stationary and advertising....
" rent and taxes
"

salaries, directors' and auditors' fees .

.

" travelling expenses
" postage, telegrams and xpress. ......
" other expenses ....

Total expenses of management

$3,296
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MOVEMENT IN RISKS.
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WATERLOO MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.

HEAD OFFICE, WATERLOO.

Commenced bxsiness Itli March, ISfJo.

Presi'h'uf—Ohas. Hendky.
|

Secretary—C. M, Taylor.

Unassessed premium note capital, .?1.')7,2>1.-12.

Deposited with Government of Ontario. •'?1 3,585.00 par value.

Assets.

Cash value of real estate, less incumbrances S 6,564 84

Cash value of mortgages 39,600 00

" shares, bonds, debentures and securities 12,775 00

Cash on deposit to the Company's credit, not drawn against, in the ^Molson's

Bank, Waterloo 16,211 4i)

Cash on hand at head office 275 99

< 'a«h in agents' hands, acknowledged by them to be due, and considered

good 1,842 15

Amount unpaid of assessments levied during 1886 2,044 14

" of short date notes or due bills, less than one year overdue 3,847 14

" of premium notes in force, after deducting all payments thereon

and assessments levied 8161,632 46

Less residue of premium notes given for re-insurance 4,3?Sl 04

157,251 42

Amount of interest due and accrued 1,655 06

Total assets 8242,061

Ll.ABILlTIES.

Amount of losses reported 83,405 UO

Amount required to re-insure all outstanding risk taken on tlie cash system,

being 50 per cent, of gross premiums on all cash system policies in

force at 31st December, 1886 39,039 42

Total liabilities 842,444 42

41
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Receipts.

Cash at head office as per last statement (not extended)
Cash received for matured municipal debentures

" as first payments, being part payment of premium notes
" for assessments of 1886
" *' years prior to 1886
" premiums on cash system
" for interest

Cash receipts from transfer fees
" extra premiums
" rent

60.63

Sl,587
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MOVEMENT IN RISKS.

Mutual Si/stetn.

Policies in force 31st December, 1885

" new and renewed during 1886

Gross number during 1886

Less expired and can'-eiled in 1886

Net risks in force on mutual system 31st December, 1886

Cash St/stem.

Policies in force 31st December, 1885

" new and renewed during 1886

Uross number during 1886

Less expired and cancelled in 1886

Net risks in force on cash system Slst December, 1886. .

.

Number.
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RECAPITULATIOIS

ASSETS, LIABILITIES, INCOME AND EXPENDITURE

OF ALL

CASH-MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANIES.
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STRICTLY MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANIES.

I

YEAK ENDING :31st DECEMBER, 1886.
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STRICTLY MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANIES.

BAY OF QUINTE AGRICULTURAL MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE
COMPANY.

HEAD OFFICE, PICTON.

Commenced business Slst October, 18?4-

President—Archki.aus Southard. |

' Sexrutary—J. Roland Brown.

Unassessed premium note capital, $14,549.27.

Assets.

Actual cash ou hand at head office % 105 62

Amount unpaid of assessments levied in 1886 1.33 36

" " before (not extended) . . ^44 76

Amount of piemium notes in force after deducting all payments thereon

and assessments levied 14,549 '11

Total assets S14,788 25

Liabilities.

Bill payable $300 00

Total liabilities .*300 00

Receipts.

Balance of cash on hand as per last statement (not extended) . . '^^'rt 17

Cash received for first payments, being part payment of premium notes . . 650 25

" assessments levied in 1886 1,214 30

'^ " before 1886 65 75

" lx>rrowed money 700 00

" transfer fees 8 10

Total receipts $2,638 40

52
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Expenditure.
Expenses of Management :

Amount paid for commission to agents

" interest

" salaries, direotois' and auditors' fees

" rent and taxes

" statutory assessment

" printing, stationery and advertising .

office expenses

•' adjustment of claims

Total expenses of management

Cash paid for losses which occurred during 1886
" repayment of loans

" assessment returned

Lash paid agent, balance due from 1885

Total expenditure

$150
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CLASSIFICATION OF RISKS;

Farm and Non-hazardous.

PREMIUM NOTES OR UNDERTAKINGS

On Policies in force 31st December, 1886.
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BERTIE AND WILLOUGHBY FARMERS' MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE
COMPANY.

HEAD OFFICE, RIDOKWAY.

Covimenced biisiness 6lh Fehrnary, 1880.

Pr>'sideHt—Walter E. Ellsworth.
|

Secretary— H. N. Hibbard.

Unassessed premium note capital, $10,104.87.

Assets.

Actual cash on hand at head office • §50 67
Amount of premium notes in force, after deducting all payments thereon

and assessments levied 10,104 87

Total assets S10,155 .54

Liabilities.

Amount of losses adjusted • $580 00

Total liabilities $.580 00

Receipts.

Cash at head otiice as per last statement (not extended) -$6 11

Cash received for fees
" as first payments, being part payment of premium notes . .

" steam thresher licenses and permits

Total receipts

Expenditure.

Bxjxmses of Management :

Amount paid to agents for commission and fpes

" statutory assessment
" printing, stationery and advertising
" salaries, directors' and auditors' fees

" postage, telegrams, express, etc

" travelling expenses
" incidental expenses

.$385

268
14
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CURRENCY OF RISKS.

Ani'.ritnt cortrcd hi/ Policies in force Sht Dfct'inber, 188(1.

A. 1888

SVSTEM.

Mutual

Three years. I Total.

$ c. ! $ t.

071,929 00 ! 671,929 00

MOVEMENT IN RISKS.

Mutual System.

Policies in force 31st December, 1885 .

" new and renewed during 1886.

Gross number during 1886

Less expired and cancelled in 1886 —
Net risks in force 31st December, 1886

Number. Amount.
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BLANSHARD MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.

HEAD OFFICE, WOODHAM,

Commenced businesf-' 27th March, 187(i.

President—Wm. T. Sanderson.
|

Secretary—Wm. Johnston.

Unassessed premium note capital, §15,605.25.

Assets.

Actual casli on hand at head office S 87 67

Amount unpaid of assessments levied prior to 1886 (not extended). $37 95

during 1886 185 00

Amount of premium )iotes in force after deducting all payments thereon

and assessments levied 15,605 25

Total assets $15,877 92

LlAIJlLITIES.

Amount of losses adjusted . .

" money borrowed.
" interest accrued . .

'J'otal liabilities

Receipts.

Cash at head office, as per last statement (not extended) $105 84

Cash for assessments levied in 1886
" " " years prior to 1886

Cash borrowed

Total receipts

ExPENDITlfRES.

Expenses of Management :

Amount paid for travelling expenses
" " statutory assessment

_
" " interest . ,

" "
salarie.s and directors" fees

" " postage, etc
" fuel and light

" " printing, stationery and advertising

,

" " law costs

Expenses of management
,

Cash paid for losses which occurred during 1886
" repayment of loans

Total expenditure

57

$15,877
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CURRENCY OF RISKS.

Amount covered by Policies in force Slst December, 1886.

Mutual

System. Five years.

796,520 00

Total.

796,520 00

MOVEMENT IN RISKS.

Mutual System.

Policies in force 31st December, 1885

" new and renewed during 1886

&ross number during 1886

Lees expired and cancelled in 1886

Net risks in force on mutual system 31st December, 1886

CLASSIFICATION OF RISKS:

Farm and Non-hazardous.

PREMIUM NOTES OR UNDERTAKINGS

On Policies in force 31st December, 1886.

Five year ri.sks.

Amount of all premium notes held by Company, and legally liable to I

assessment 19,913 .50

Amount of all premium notes, after deducting all payments thereon and|
assessments levied .... I 15,605 25

Amount of premium notes received during the year 1886

58

7,747 50

Total.

$ c.

19,913 50

15,605 25

7,747 50
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NORTH BLENHEIM MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.

HEAD OFFICE, CHESTERFIELD.

Commenced htisiness 15th Atufust, 1861.

President—Thomas Lockhart.
|

Secretary—Geo. Middlemas.

Unassessed premium note capital, $38,083.85.

Assets.

Amount of premium notes in force after deducting all payments thereon

and assessments levied i$38,08;^) 85

Total assets $38,083 85

Liabilities.

Money borrowed $150 00

Balance due Treasurer 9 04

Total liability $159 04

Receipts.

Ca.sh at head office, as per last statement (not extended) $39 88

Cash received for membership fees $1 98 65

Total receipts $198 65

Expenditure.
Sxpense.s of Managemetit :

Amounts paid for printing, stationery and advertising $2 00

interest 10 50

*' travelling expenses 2 50

" salaries, director.s' and auditors' fees 191 00

" expenses of directors' meeting 5 00
" j>ostage, telegrams and express 1 98

" statutory assessment 20 84

Total expenses of management $233 82

Amount paid for loss which occurred in 1886 13 75

Total expenditure $247 57

59
""
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CURRENCY OF RISKS.

Amount covered by Policies ip force Slst December, 18S6.

Mutual

Systkm.
!

Five years.

770,950 00

Total.

8 c.

770,950 00

MOVEMENT IN RISKS.

Mutxuil System.

Policies in force 31st December, 1885

" new and renewed during 188<i

(Jross number during 1886

Less expired and cancelled in 1886

Net risk in force on mutual system 31st December, 1886

Number.
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COUNTY OF BRANT FARMERS' MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.

HEAD OFFICE, PARIS.

Commenced busiaetsa 27th Ma.y, 1861.

President—M. Freeman.
|

Secretary—Wm. Tuenbull.

Unassessed premium note capital, $90,.514. li!.

Assets.

Oash on liaud at head office §589 1

Amount unpaid of assessments levied during 1886 1,13.") "'.»

•' '• " in prior years (not extended) $143 79
" of premium notes in force, after deducting ill payments thereon

and assessments levied 90,514 \1

Total assets ^92,239 01

LlABILITIE-S.

Amount of losses adjusted -51,550 00
" borrowed money 600 0(

'

Total liabilities .S2,150 Oi>

Receipts.

I'ash at head ottice, as per last statement (not extended) S878 91

Cash received for assessments levied in 1886
" " " prior to 1886

Cash borrowed
Cash receipts from cancelled policies

" short policies

Total receipts . .

Expenditure.
Expenses of Management :

Amount paid for commission ,

*' " fuel and light
" " investigation and adjustment of claims.
" " interest
" " statutory assessment
" " printing, stationery and advertising . . ,

" " rent and taxes
•' " salaries, directors' and auditors' lees . . ,

" " postage, telegrams and express
" " travelling expense.s ...
" " sundries
" " law costs

Total expenses of manageiuent {carried forward)

til

.S3,489
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Brmu/ht forward $1,574 24

Miscelhmeoaa Payments :

Cash paid for losses which occurred before 1886 $50 00
" " " during 1886 3,663 92

3,713 92

Repayment of loans 2,300 00

Total expenditure $7^588 16

CURRENCY OF RISKS.

Aiiwunt covired by Policies in frree 31st December. 1886.

System. Five years. Total.

Mutual 3,367,746 00 3,367,746 00

MOVEMENT IN RISKS.

Mutual System.

I'olicies in force 31st December, 1885 .

.

New and renewed during 1886

Gross number during 1886

Less expired and cancelled in 1886 . . .

Net risks in force 3l8t December, 1886

.

Number.

2,247

764

3,011

572

2,439

Amount.

3,001,469 00

1,088,465 00

4,089,924 00

722,178 00

3,367,746 00

CLASSIFICATION OF RISKS.

Farm and Non-hazardous.

PREMIUM NOTES OR UNDERTAKINGS.

On Policies in force 31st December, 1886.

Amount of face of all premium notes held by Company and legally

liable to assessments

Amount of all premium note-s, after deducting all payments thereon and
asse-ssments levied

Amount of premium notes received during the year 1886

Five year risks.

101,070 22

90,514 12

32,320 23

Total.

101,070 22

90,514 12

32,320 23

62
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WEST BRUCE FARMERS' MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.

HEAD OFFICE, KINgARDINE.

Gomiiienced business Srd July. 188-5.

I
—•

President—Robert Baird.
|

Secretary—Edward Thorkhii.l.

Unassessed premium note capital, .$17,385.14.

Assets.

Cash in Treasurer's hands 6'20 db

Amount of premium notes in force, after deducting all payments thereon

and assessments levied 17,38.5 1 4-

Total assets $17,405 49

Liabilities.

Amount of unpaid loans ^700 00

" directors' fees 87 00

" all other liabilities '11 25

Total liabilities $814 ^s

Receipts.

Cash received for assessments prior to 1886 S113 60

" assessments levied in 1886 238 00

" borrowed money 700 00

Total receipts ^1,0.")1 60

Expenditure.
Fjxpenses of Maruutevient :

Amount paid commission to agents $5 68

" ff r rent and fuel 30 00

" statutory assessment 441
" printing, stationery and advei-tising 1 1 95

" interest 1
"^ 80

" salaries and directors' fees 123 GO

Total expenses of management ."^IQO 84

Cash paid for losses during 1886 684 20
" " prior to 1886 70 00

Other expenditure 86 21

Total expenditure ^1,031 25

63
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CURRENCY OF RISKS.

Aiiurunt corfred hy Policiex in force Hist December, 1880.

A. 18S8
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CANADIAN MILLERS' MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.

/ HEAD OFFICE, HAMILTON.

Coimnenced btisiness 3l,0fh September, 187S.

President—David Goldie.
|

*!)ec»*etory—Shneca Jones.

Unassessed premium note capital, $29,48L.72.

Assets.

Actual cash on hand at head office $426 77

Caah on deposit to the Company's credit, not drawn against, in

Bank of Hamilton, at Hamilton 5,439 96

Liabilities—None.

Receipts.

Cash at head office and in bank, as per last statement (not

extended) Sl,81 1 15

Cash received as tirst payments, being part payment of preuiiun notes . .

.

'• for assessments levied during 1886
" interest ...

" carpenters' risks, transfer and other fees

" mill surveys

commission on reinsurance

Total receipts

.5 (IN.) 65

),866 73

Amount of premium notes in force, after deducting all pay-

ments thereon and assessments levied 29,481 72

Less residue of premium notes given by Company for reinsur-

ance 2,154 00
27,327 72

Amount unpaid of assessments and first payments levied during 1886. . . . 187 5d

Total assets $33,381 9i

$3,354
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Expenditure.

E'xpeitsts of MaruKjemenl :

Amount paid for commission ,

statutory assessment

printing, stationery and advertising. . . .

salaries, directors' ana auditors' fees

travelling expenses

postage, telegrams and express

investigation and adjustment of claims

mill surveys

office expenses

Total expense of management

Miscellaneous Payments :

Amount paid for losses which occurred during 1886

'' reinsurance

'• rebate

Total expenditure

,

CURRENCY OF RISKS.

Amount covertd by Policies in force 31st December, 1886.

$10
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CLASSIFICATION OF RISKS.

The Company's business is exclusively confined to flouring mills, and their stocks and

machinery.

PREMIUM NOTES OR UNDERTAKINGS.

On Policies in force 31st DeccniJjer, 1886.

Amount of face of all premium notes held by Company and legally
liable to aeeesement

Amount of all premium notes, after deducting all payments thtreon and
assessments levied

Amount of premium notes received during the year 1886

Residue of premium notes gfiven for reinsurance

Risks.

Three Years.

45, .565 70

29,481 72

17,758 50

Totel.

$ c.

45,566 70

29,481 72

17,758 50

2,154 00

67
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CARADOC FARMERS' MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.

HEAD OFFICE, MOUNT BRYDGES.

Commenced bub^iness 28th June, 188Jf.

Presiderit— \Vm, Young.
|

Secretary—Wm. E. Sawyer.

Uasaessed premium note capital, 88,767.6.5.

Assets.

Amount of cash on hand $25 87

" premium notes in force, after deducting ail payments thereon

and assessments levied 8,767 65

" unpaid assessments levied during 1886 46 34

" " " " in prior year (not extended) ^1 82

Total assets $8,839 86

Liabilities.

Borrowed money unpaid $350 00

Total liabilities .^350 00

Receipts.

Cash received for fees at taking of applications $69 00

" as first payments, being part payment of premium notes. . . . 107 00

" for assessments levied in 1886 1,252 17

" borrowed money 350 00

" from sundries 2 70

Total receipts $1,780 87

Expenditure,
Expenses of Management :

Cash paid for commission to agents $105 50
" salaries, Directors' and Auditors' fees 96 00
" travelling expenses 2 75

" statutory certificate 5 49
" printing, stationery and advertising 24 68

" postage, telegrams and express, etc 72

" investigation and adjustment of claims 8 00
" sundries 9 00

Total expenses of Management $258 14

Cash paid for losses which occurred during 1886 1,590 04
" rebate 13 63

Total expenditure $1,861 81

68
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CURRENCY OF RISKS.

Aiiinuiit cinxrul Ini I'lAifti .< in force -Ust jMrrmbcr, ISSti.

Mutual. 342,371 00 342,271 00

M«.>VEMENT IN RISKS.

Mutual System.

I'olicies in ff)rc« 31st December, LS^o

taken during 1886, new and renewed.

I iross number during 1886

Deduct expired and cancelled in 1886

Net risks in force 31t.t December, 1886

CLASSIFICATION OF RISKS

rann and Non-hazardous.

Numl>er.

158

138

296

24

•>73

Amount.

192,475 00

179,261 00

371,736 00

I
29,465 00

342,271 00

KK.MU.M XoTES Ol; IM (ERTAKINUS

Amount of face of all premium' note.s held by Company, and legally
liable to assessment

.iVmount of all premium notes on policies in force December 31st, 1886,
after deducting all payments thereon, and a-'sessments levied

-\mount of premium notes received during the year 1886

8,767 ()5

5,377 83

69
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CULROSS MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.

HEAD OFFICE, TEESWATER.

Commenced htisine^s June 3rd, 1872.

President—Thomas Allison.
|

Secretary—William Colvin.

Unassessed premium note capital, $17,553.94.

Assets.

Cash on hand at head office $107 69

" deposit to company's credit in Hamilton bank, Wing-

ham agency 300 00

$407 69

Amount unpaid of assessments levied during 1886 193 91

Amount of premium notes in force, after deducting all payments thereon

and assessments le\'ied 17,553 94

Total assets $18,155 54

Liabilities— (None).

Receipts.

Cash received for fees or surveys $177 50

" assessments levied in 1886 305 26

" " " years prior to 1886 35 42

" interest 6 25

Total receipts $524 43

Expenditure.
Expenses of Management

:

Amount paid for commission to agents $147 00

" statutory assessment or certificate 13 28

" salaries, directors' and auditors' fees 110 50

"
. printing, stationery, advertising and postage 34 50

" other expenses 10 00

Expenses of management 315 28

Amount paid for losses which occurred during 1886 35 00

Total expenditure $350 28

70
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CURRENCY OF RISKS.

Amount covered bii PoHciea in force iht Decemhtr, ISS'J.

Systkm.
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DOMINION GRANGE MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.

HEAD OFFICE, OWEN SOUND.

President—Jesse Trull.
|

Secretary—Richard J. Doyle.

GENERAL BEANCI/.

Commenced business March 29th, 1877.

Unassessed premium note capital, $26,283.88.

Assets.

Cash value of mortgages $1,950 00

Actual cash on hand at head office $460 37

Cash on deposit to the Company's credit, not drawn against, in

the Merchant's Bank agency at Owen Sound 300 63

761 00

Amount of short date notes or due bills less than one year overdue 1,211 97

Amount of short date notes or due bills one year or more overdue (not

extended) $417 66

Amount of premium notes in force after deducting all payments tliereon

and assessments levied 2(1,283 88

Amount of due and accrued interest 180 19

Total assets $30,387 04

Liabilities—(None.)

Receipts.

Cash at head office, as per last statement (not extended) $2,3.59 31

Cash received as first payments or deposits, being part payment of premium

notes $4,759 92

Cash received for interest 71 87

" steam thresher licenses 14 40

" carpenters' risks, etc . 3 10

fees 9 00

" miscellaneous 73 13

Total receipts 14,931 47

72
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Expenditure.

Exptmsen oj Manayp.iiunt :

Amount paid for commission $190 25

" investigation and adjustment of claims 275 50

" statutory assessment 46 04

" printing, stationery, advertising and books 208 56

" rent and taxes 112 42

" salaries, directors' and auditors' fees 1,293 88

" travelling expenses 25 18

'• postage, telegrams and express, etc.. etc 99 51

" fuel, light and petty expenses 81 76

Total expenses of management $2,333 10

Miscellaneous Payments :

Gash paid for losses which occurred duiinif 1886 •f2,154 53

" " " prior to 1886 971 60

.i:3,126 13

" reinsurances 1 8 80

" rebate, etc 86 00

Total expenditure S5,564 05

CURRENCY OF RISKS.

Amrnint covrrfd hi/ Policies in force Slat December, ISSO.

System.
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MOVEMENT IN RISKS.

Mutual System.

A. 1888

Policies in force 31st December, 1885 ....

" new and renewed during 1886

Gross number during 1886

Less e.\pired and cancelled in 1886

Net risks in force on mutual system 31st December, 1886

Number.

1,577

594

2,171

397

1,774

Amount.

1,614,884 00

.579,698 00

2,194,582 00

481,045 00

1,713,537 00

CLASSIFICATION OF RISKS

Farm and non-hazardous.

PREMIUM NOTES OR UNDERTAKINGS

On Policies in force December 31st, 1886.
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DOMINION GRANGE MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.

HEAD OFFICE, OWEN SOUND.

Prpsident—Jesse Trull
|

Secretary—Richard J. Doyle.

GRANGE BRANCH.

Commenced business March 29th, 1877.

Unassessed premium note capital, 8112,251.82.

Assets.

Cash value of real estate, less incumbrances S 4,284 1

3

mortgages 1 1,250 00

" shares, bonds, debentures, securities, other than foregoing.. 1,300 GO

Actual cash on hand at head office S 962 17

Cash on deposit to the Company's credit, not drawn against, in

the Molson's Bank Agency at Owen Sound 2,263 10

3,225 27

Amount of short date notes or due bills less than one year overdue 3,396 04

Amount of short date notes or due bills one year or more overdue (not

extended) S452 85

Amount of premium notes in force after deducting all payments thereon

and assessments levied 112,251 82

Amount of due and accrued interest 668 79

Other securities 1,926 1

3

Total assets $138,202 18

Liabilities.

AH^ount of loss adjusted $225 00

" suspense ac<!Ount 17 76

" balance of unpaid profits to members 637 19

Total liabilities S879 95

75
t
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Receipts.

Cash received as first payments or deposits, being part payment of premium

notes §6,624 .54

Cash received for interest 1,096 «9
" due bills or short dale notes 8,136 19

" steam thresher license 124 ;>8

•' carpenters' risks, etc 38 86
" rent 232 42

" miscellaneous notes 189 49
" investment account 500 00
" sundries 52 48

Total receipts .$16,995 45

Expenditure.

Expenses of Manayenient :

Amount paid for commission

law costs

investigation and adjustment of claims. . .

statutory assessment
,

printing, stationery, advertising and books

.

taxes and insurance

salaries, directors' and auditors' fees

travelling expenses and general agency. . . .

postage, telegrams and express, etc., etc. . .

.

fuel, liglit and other expenses

Total expenses of management

S5G2
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CURRENCY OF RISKS.

Amount covered by policies in force Slut December, 1SS6.

System.
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NORTH AND SOUTH DORCHESTER MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE
COMPANY.

HEAD OFFICE, HARRIETSVILLE.

Commenced business 8th January, 1869.

President—William Woods.
|

Secretary—Francis Kunz.

Unassessed premium note capital, $8,525.82.

Assets.

Cash on deposit, to the Company's credit, not drawn against, in the

Agricultural Savings and Loan Company, London $1,987 14
Amount unpaid of assessments levied during 1886 52 5ft

" of premium notes in force, after deducting all payments thereon

and assessments levied 8,525 82

Total assets $10,565 52

Liabilities.

Due directors and auditors $96 00

Total liabilities $96 00

Receipts.

Cash at head office, as per last statement (^not extended) $1,969.47

Cash received as tirst payments, being part payments of premium notes .... $344 5&
" for assessments levied in 1886 1,492 42
" «' " years before 1886 13 45
" for interest Ill 64

Total receipts $1,962 10

Expenditure.
Expenses of Management :

Amount paid for printing and stationery
" " statutory assessment or certificate
" " rent
" " salaries and auditors fees ,

" " postage, telegrams and express
" " sundries

,

$17
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CURRENCY OF RISKS.

Amount covered bii Policiet in force 31st Deceiabtr, 1886.

System.
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DOWNIE MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.

HEAD OFFICE, ST. PAULS.

Commenced business 21st A])ril, 188Jf.

President—James Ballantyne.
|

Secretary—Peter Smith.

Unassessed premium note capital, $14,145.53.

Assets.

Cash on hand at head office •$ 77 51

Amount of assessment levied during 1886 5 31

'• premium notes in force, after deducting all payments thereon

and assessments levied % 14,145 53

Total assets $14,228 35

Liabilities—None.

Receipts.

Cash received for fees at taking of applications

" assessments levied during 1886 . . .

" " prior to 1 886 . . .

" interest

" borrowed money

Total receipts

Expenditure.

Ei-peaises of Management

:

Amount paid for fees on application

" fuel and light

" interest

«« statutory assessment

" auditors' fees for 1885 .

" printing, stationery and advertising

" postage, telegrams and express, etc.

" levying and collecting assessments . ,

" registering resolutions, etc

Total expenses of management

.

Amount paid for loss incurred in 1886

" repaid for loan

Total expenditure

80

$118
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CURRENCY OF RISKS.

Aiiiuunt covered hit Policies in force olst htctiaher , 1S8G.

A. 1888

System.
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NORTH DUMFRIES AND SOUTH WATERLOO FARMERS' MUTUAL FIRE
INSURANCE COMPANY.

UKAD OKFICE, AYR.

Commenced Jjusinesn l-'>th Matj, 1850.

President—S. Hall.
|

Secretari/—Wm. Deans.

Unassessed premium note capital, $167,246.25.

Assets.

Cash on hand at head office $473 75

Amount unpaid of assessments levied during 188G 486 12

" of assessments levied before 1880 (not extended) $L5I 38
" of premium notes in force, after deducting all payments thereon

and assessments levied 167,246 25

Total assets 8168,206 12

LiABiLn 1 ES—None.

Receipts.

Cash received for assessments levied in 1886 $2,183 73^

" received in years prior to 1886 747 42

Total receipts $2,931 15

Expenditure.

Expi-nses of Management :

Amount paid for statutory assessment or certificate $100 79
" " " printing, stationery and advertising ; . . . . 92 50
" " rent and taxes 67 SO
" " salaries, dii'ectors' and auditors' fees 650 45
" " postage, telegrams and express 42 ]0
" " investigation and adjustment of claims 8 40
"• " solicitors' fees 11 00

Total expenses of management $973 04

Jlincellaaeous Payments :

Cash paid for losses that occurred during 1886 $1,213 00
" " " prior to 1886 110 00
" Treasurer for amount due h^'m 31st Dec, 1885 145 36
" for incidentals 16 00

Total expenditure $2,457 40

82

1
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CURRENCY OF RISKS.

Amount cm-i rr<l hi/ Pulicieg in force -Uxt December, ISSiJ.

MOVEMENT IN RISKS.

Mutual System,.

Number.

Policiess in force 31st December, 1885
I 1,558

Policies new and renewed during 1886 ; 357

Gross nunib»r during 1886 1,915

Less expired and cancelled in iJSSb I 332

Net risks in force on Mutual system, 31st December. 1886
|

1,583

Amount.

3,535,667 00

812,800 00

4,348,467 00

677,491 00

3,670.976 00

CLASSIFICATION OF RISKS

Fariji and Non-hazardous,

PREMIUM NOTES OR UNDERTAKINGS

On Policies in farce -ilst December, 1886.

Five year risks. Total.

Amount of face of all premium notes held by Company, ;ind legallj'

liable to assessment

Amount of all i)remium notes, after deducting all payments thereon
and assessments levied

Amount of premium notes received during the year 1886

83

S c.

180,935 55

167,246 25

34,354 25

* c.

180,935 55

167,246 25

.34,354 25
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DUNWICH FARMERS' MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.

HEAD OFFICE, WALLACETOWX.

Commenced business September', 1880.

President—Peter Stalkek.
|

Secretary—Johx L. Pearce.

Unassessed premium note capital, Sll,524."2y.

Assets.

Amount unpaid of assessments levied prior to 188'6 (not extended). $G6 50

Amount of unassessed premium note capital $11,524 29

Total §11,524 29

Liabilities.

Amount of money borrowed,

Amount due Treasurer

Total liabilities

Receipts.

Amount of cash received for fees and surveys

" " assessments levied prior to 1886
" " interest

Total income

Expenditure.

Expenses of Maiuigement :

Amount paid for interest

" statutory assessment

" printing, stationery and advertising.

" salaries, directors' and auditors' fees

,

" sundries

§11,524
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citrrp:ncy of risks.

Amount coiri-fil hi/ Polici<^s in force -iht December, ISSC!.

System.
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SOUTH EASTHOPjE FARRIERS' MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.

HEAD OFFICE, TAVISTOCK.

Commenced biisiness iiSth December, 1S71.

President—Werner YouxoiBLUT.
|

Secretary—Robert Reid.

Unassessed premium note capital, $73,160.77.

Assets.

Actual cash on hand at head otiice $ 45 61

Cash on deposit to Company's credit in Bank of Commerce, Stratford. ... 3 62

Amount of premium notes in force, after deducting all payments thereon

and assessments levied • 73,166 77

Total assets S73,216 00

Liabilities—None.

Receipts.

Cash at head office, as at last statement (not extended) .$20 61

Cash received for sale of old safe $ 50 00

" interest 12 00

" securities 4*2

1

38

Total receipts $483 38

Expenditure.

Expenses of Management :

Amount paid for salaries, directors' and auditors' fees $ 82 00

«' adjusting claim 4 50

«« statutory assessment 41 38

" printing, stationery and advertising 47 60

" postage, telegrams and express 18 00

' attending convention 1 5 00

" rent and taxes 5 00

safe, etc 133 00

" registeiing resolutions and association fees 3 90

Expenses of management $350 38

Miscellaneous Payments :

Cash paid for losses which occurred during 1886 $ 83 00

Investment 25 00

Total expenditure $458 38

86
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CURRENCY OF RISKS.

Auiount covered liii Policies in force -Ihi Deremher, ISSO.

System.
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ECONOMICAL MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.

HKAD OFFICE, BERLIN*.

Commenced business 2Sth October, 1871.

President—Hugo Kranz, M.P.
|

Secretary—Wm. Oelschlager.

Unassessed premium note capital, $154,597.

Assets.

Cash on hand at Head Office • 43

Cash on deposit to Company's credit in Canadian Bank of Commerce. . .

.

.f.31, 571 9'.i

Cash in Agents' hands, acknowledged by them to be due, and considered

good 405 05

Amount unpaid of assessments levied during 1886 1,931 G8

" '* " in prior years (not extended) . .$643 62

Amount of short date notes, or due bills, less than one year overdue 042 84

'• premium notes in force after deducting all payments thereon

and assessments levied $154,597 00

Less premium notes given for reinsurance 1,567 00

153,030 00

Amount of interest due and accrued 730 27
1

Total assets 8188,312 26

Liabilities.

Amount of loss adjusted $600 00

" " reported 400 00

Total liabilities $1,000 00

Receipts.

Cash at head office, as per last statement (not extended) $28,519 83

Cash received as first payments, being part payment of premium notes .... $10,913 40

" for assessments levied in 1886 12,921 38

" for assessments levied in years prior to 1886 2,328 51

" for interest 1,550 14

" for transfer fees 89 00

Total receipts $27,802 43

88
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Expenditure.
Expenses of Management :

Amount paid for commission to agents

" statutory assessment ,

" printing, stationery and advertising

" salaries, directors' and auditors' fees

" postage, telegrams and express

" fuel and light

'• rent and taxes

" travelling expenses
" other expenses

Expenses of Management .§5,779

Miscellaneous Pai/ments :

Cash paid for losses which occurred during 1886 .§18,6.30

" reinsurances 152

" rebate, abatement and returned premiums 188

Total expenditure S24,749

CURRENCY OF RISKS.

Amount covered by Policies in force -ilst Decemher, ISSO.

Si, 602
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BUSINESS TRANSACTED ;

General Fire Insurance.

PREMIUM NOTES OR UNDERTAKINGS

On Policies in force December -iht, 1886.
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ELMA FAEMERS' MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.

HEAD OFFICE, ATTWOOD.

Commenced business ?i2nd March, 1SS4-

President—W. Shearer.
j

Secretary—Robt. Ci.eland.

Unassessed premium note capital, $17,646.19.

Assets.

-Amount unpaid of assessments levied in 1886 $64 37

Amount of premium notes in force, after deducting all payments thereon

and assessments levied 1 7,646 ID

Total assets $17,710 56

LlAlilLITIKS.

Oue Treasurer $.52 34

Total liabilities $52 34

Receipts.

Cash at head office, as per last statement (not extended) $35 35

Cash received for fees at taking of application $26 00

" assessments levied in 1886 730 22

" assessments levied in years prior to 1886 18 15

Over-draft on Secretary-Treasurer 52 34

Total receipts $826 71

Expenditure.
JP.iypenses of Management :

Amount paid for statutory assessment $7 91

" printing and stationery 19 25

" salaries 102 00

" postage and telegram 2 90

" recording minutes 1 00

" rent 4 00

Total expenses of management $137 06

Amount paid for losses which occurred prior to 1886 725 00

Total expenditure $862 06

91
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CURRENCY OF RISKS.

Amount, covered hii Policies in force ol.tt December, 1SS6.

Systexi. Five years. I Total.

Mxitual.

§ c.

372,011 00

S c.

372,011 00

MOVEMENT IN RISKS.

Miilual S'/xtem.

Policies in force Decembei- Slst, 1885

Policies taken during I88C1

dross number in force on mutual system, 31st December, 1886.

Less expired and cancelled in 1886

Net risks in force December 31st, 1886

Amount.

276,308 00

109,343 00

385,<)ol 00

13,640 00

372,011 00

CLASSIFICATION OF RISKS:

Farm and Non-hazardous.

PREMIUM NOTES OR UNDERTAKINGS

On Policies in force 31st Deeenibcr, ISSG.
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EKAMOSA MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.

HEAD OFFICE, ROCKWOOD.

Commenced busineas 9th April, 1861.

President—David Rea.
|

Secretary—Hugh Black.

Unassessed premium note capital, $13,0+1.87.

Assets.

Actual cash in hand at head othce $ 397 74

Cash on deposit to the Company's credit, not drawn against, in

the Canadian Bank of Cominerce, Guelph 2, 184 89
Cash on deposit to the Company's credit, not drawn against, in

the Central Bank, Gueljjh 600 35

$3,182 98
Amount unpaid of assessments levied during 188G 123 30

" of premium notes in force, after deducting all payments therein

and assessments levied 13,041 87

Total assets . . . • $16,348 15

Liabilities.—None.

Receipts.

Cash on hand as per last statement (not extended) .f443 79
Cash received for fees or surveys

Cash received as fii-st payments, being part payment of premium notes. ... $ 153 26
Cash received for assessments levied in 1886 138 98

" " years prior to 1880 81 19
" for interest 1 12 64
" for sundries 2 00

Total receipts $488 07

E.XHENDITURE.

Expanses of Management :

Amount paid for statutory assessment $ 10 79
" " printing 10 80
" " salaries 63 00
" " postage, etc 7 72
" " rent and taxes 4 00
" " President and Secretary's expenses re Ins. Convention 20 00

Total expenses of management $116 31
Amount paid for losses which occurred during 1S86 5 00

Total expenditure $121 31
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CURRENCY OF RISKS.

AiiMunt covered by Policies in force Jlxt December, 1886.

Mutual

.

System. Three j'ears. Total.

S «.

396,760 00 396,760 0«

MOVEMENT OF RISKS.

Mutual Svsteiii.

Policies in force 31st December, 1885

" nev/ and renewed durinpr 1886

Gross number during 1886

Less expired and cancelled in 188G

Net risks in force on mutual s\-stem 31st December, 1886.

.

Number.
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ERIE FARMERS' MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.

HEAD OFFICE, SELKIRK.

Comnienced Inudness 2nd September, 1871.

President—Guy Culver.
]

>>ecretary—.7. W. Holmks.

Unassessed premiuin note capital, SI 3,521. .52.

Assets.

Actual cash on hand at head office SlOl 0&
Amonnt unpaid of assessments levied during 1886 60 31

*' short date notes, or due bills, less than one year overdue. 205 00
" premium notes in force, after deducting all payments

thereon and assessments levied 13,521 52

Total assets ^13,887 92^

Liabilities.—^Xone.

Receipts.

Ca.sh as per last statement (not extended) .S2-i5 1

1

" at taking of applications ; $88 35
' received as first payments, being part payment of premium notes at

head office 1 75 28
" " for assessments levied in 1886 678 09
*' •' '• " prior years 34 71
'' '' sundries 5 00

Total receipts $981 43

EXPEXDITUKE.

Expenses of Manageitunt :

Amount paid for commission and fees .^88 40
" statutory assessment 17 31
" printing, stationery and advertising 11 85
" salaries, directors' and auditors' fees 165 90
" ])ostage, telegrams and express 4 39
" travelling expenses 4 50
" fuel and rent 3 50

Total expenses of management §295 85

Miscellaneous Payments :

Cash paid for losses which occurred during 1886 13 00
'• " prior to 188G 700 00

Total expenditure 81,008 85

95
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CURRENCY OF RISKS.

Aiaount covered by Policicx in force -Ust Dec, ISSG.

Mutual

.

Systkm. Five years. Total.

635,805 00 635,895 00

MOVEMENT IN RISKS.

Mutual S/istcM.
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FORMOSA MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

IIKAD OFFICE, FORMO!<A.

Comiiieuceil business 22nd May, 1880.

President—Andrkw Wakchtek.
|

Secrelart/—Julius Noll.

Unassessed premium note capital, $19,044.82.

Asskt.^

Amount of cash on hand at head othce $1,080 95

unpaid assessments whicli were levied during 1886 27 32

•' premium notes in force, after deducting all payments thereon

and assessments levied 19,044 82

Amount of unpaid notes, or due bills, less than one year overdue 106 10

Total assets §20,259 19

LiABiLniF:s.—None.

Receipts.

Uash at head othce, as per last statement (not extended) So46.60

Cash received as first payments, being part payment of premium notes. . . .

'• for assessments levied in 1886 ~:
. . .

.

before 1886
'• for interest

Ca«h from sundries, agents' balances

Total receipt-s

Expenditure.

E.cptmiejf of Jfaiuiyemeiit .•

Commission to agents

Amount paid for statutory assessment or certificate

" salaries

" postage, telegrams and express

" investigation of claims

" printing and stationery

Total expenditure

7 (IN.) 97

$259 94
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CURRENCY OF RISKS.

Amount covered by Policies in force 31st December, 1886.

System.
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GERMANIA FARMERS' MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.

iJEAI) OFFICE, LOT i, CONCESSION' S, TOWNSHIP OF NORMANDY.

Commenced business I'U/i March, 187S.

President—.J no. Roeudinc.
|

Secretary—Geo. Hopf

Unassessed premium note capital, -SIS, 329. 86.

Assets.

Actual cash on hand at head office -S 4 20

Amount unpaid of assessments levied before 1886 (not extended). . .§2 00

Amount of premium notes in force after deducting;; all payments thereon
and assessments levied ... 18,329 8G

Total assets ,^18,334 06

Liabilities—None.

Receipts.

Cash at head othce as per last statement (not extended) .§41 10

Ca.sh received for membership fees (not being part payment of premium
notes) .§4.) 00

Cash received tor assessments levied in years prior to 1886 1 .jO

Total receipts $46 .50'

Expenditlue.
Expense.^ of Management :

Amount paid for law costs S 7 3.">

" statutory assessment or oertilicate 19 97
" printing, stationery and advertising 33 I.')

" rent and taxes 1 0(1

'*
salaries, directors' and auditors fees 9 00'

" travelling oxpen.ses S Qi)

" postage, telegrams and cxpiess 2 70
'• other expenses 2 23

Total expenditure $83 40

00
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CURRENCY OF RISKS.

Atiiuuut covered by Polkicif in force 31st December, ISSH.

Mutual

Systkm. Five years.

« c.

771,34.5 00

Total.

5! c.

771,345 00

MOVEMENT IN RISKS.

Mutual Sustou.

Policiea in force 31st December, 1885

" new and renewed during 188G

Gross number during 1886

Less expired and cancelled in 1886

Net risks in force on mutual system 31st December, 1886

.

Amount.

867,120 00

95,775 00

610 771,345 00

CLASSIFICATION OF RISKS

:

Farm and Non-hazardous.

PREMIUM NOTES OR UNDERTAKINGS

On Policies in force olst December, 18SG.

Amoun of face of all premium notes held by Company, and legally

liable to assessment

Amount of all premium notes after deducting all payments thereon and|

assessments levied "

j

Amount of premium notes received during the year 1886

I

100

Five year risks.
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THE GLOBE MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.

irKAD OFKICK, BRAXTFOKP.

Commenced busiriess olh November, ISlo.

Presideyit—John Strickland.
|

Se.crelanj—Edwin Sim8.

Unassessed premium note capital, 810,937.28.

Assets.

Actual cash on hand at head office 8136 68

Si 30 G8

Amount of unpaid assessments levied during 1886 1,913 00

before 1885, not extended 81,477 78

" notes or due bills less than one year overdue 64 48
" premium notes in force, after deducting all payments thereon

and assessments levied 10,937 28

Total assets $1 3,051 53

LlARILITIER.

Amount of losses reported SI,340 00

" due directors 211 40

" of money borrowed 1,200 00

Total liabilities §2,751 40

Receipts.

Cash on hand, as per last statement, not extended 8644 26

Cash received as first payments, being part payment of premiujn notes. ... 81,116 38

" for assessments levied in 1886 1,635 98

" " years prior to 1886 218 91

•' transfer fees, etc 72 94

" interest 54 77

" from securities 1 ,700 00

Amount of cash borrowed 1 .200 00

Total receipts
.'

85,998 98

101
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Expenditure.

E.i"penseii of Management

:

Amount paid foi; commission to agents. . $477 39

" statutory assessment 22 1.3

" printing, stationery and advertising 28 34

" salaries, directors' and auditors' foes 615 87

" postage, telegrams and express 33 07

" travelling expenses 12 25

Expenses of management $1,189 05

Miscellaneous Payments :

Cash paid for losses which occui-red during 188G $4,717 38

prior to 1886 540 33

" probate, abatement, and returned premiums 59 SO

Total expenditure $6,506 56

CURRENCY OF RISKS.

Amount covered hy Policies in force 31st December, 1S8G,

System.
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BUSINESS TRANSACTED:

Mercantile and !N on-hazardous.

PREMIUM NOTES ( >R UNDERTAKINGS

On polirifs in force -iht December, ISSii.
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THE GRAND EIVER FARMERS' MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.

HEAD OFFICE, YORK.

Business commenced loth April, 1875.

President—David Lindsay.
|

Secretarij—F. A. Nrlles.

Unassessed premium note capital, !ft5,.59.5.99.

Assets.

Cash on deposit to the Company's credit, not drawn against, in Hamilton

Bank Agency, Cayuga

Cash in agents' hands, acknowledged by them to be due, and considered good.

Amount of unpaid assessments levied before 1 886 (not extended) $60 1

2

Amount of premium notes in force after deducting all payments thereon

and assessments levied

Amount of unpaid licenses

Total assets

Liabilities—None.

1
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CURRENCY OF RISKS.

Amount cuvcrcd by PoUcicis in force .list December, 1SS(J.

System.
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GREY AND BRUCE MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.

HEAD OFFICE, nANOVEK.

Commenced Imsiness 6th Jvhj, 1878.

President—David McNicol.
|

Secretary—Duncan Campbell.

Unassessed premium note capital, .S13, 2.33.42.

Assets.

Cash on deposit to the Company's credit, not drawn against, in the Centml

Bank agency at Durham ; .$2,439 75

Amount unpaid of assessments of 1886 136 23

Amount of premium notes in force after deducting all payments thereon

and assessments levied 13,233 42

Total assets .?1.5,809 40

Liabilities.—None.

Receipts.

Cash received for assessments levied of 1886 $534 86

" " " years prior to 1886 367 38

" interest 75 60

Total receipts $977 84

Expenditure.

Expenses of Management :

Amount paid for investigation and adjustment of claims $5 12

" salaries, directors' and auditors' fees 151 16

" statutory as.sessment 19 08

" postage, stationery and printing 60 95

" removing safe ^ 10 00

Expenses of management §246 31

Miscellaneous Fayvtents

:

Cash paid for losses which occurred during 1886 127 80

Total expenditure $374 11

106
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CURRENCY OF RISKS.

Ammint covered by Policies in. force filst Dfcemher, ISS6.

Systkji.
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GUELPH TOWNSHIP MUTUAL FIRK INSURANCE COMPANY.

HEAD OFFICE, (JUELPH TOWNSHIP, LOT G, COX. 1, DIV. 15.

Covinienced business iGtJi Frhrtiar)/, 1880.

President—Joiix HousoN.
]

Secretary—W.m. Wjiitf.law.

Unassessed premium note capital, .S20, 109.32.

A.'^SKTS.

Actual cash on hand at head ollice .$ 18 4.5

"
in Bank of Commerce, Guelph 760 60

$779 Ory

Amount of premium notes in force after deducting all payments thereon

and assessments levied 20,109 32

Total assets .$20,888 37

Liabilities.—None.

EeCEIPTS:

Cash at head office., as per last statement (not extended) $598 91

Cash received as first payments, being part payment of premium notes . . $254 23
" for interest during 1886 3.5 60

Total receipts $289 83

Expenditure.
Expenses of Management :

Amount paid for statutory assessment or certificate .$ 13 09

" printing, stationery and advertising 14 70

" salaries, directors' and auditors' fees 49 00

" postage and stationery 4 60

" travellirig expenses -5 00

Expenses of management $ 86 39

Miscellaneous Payments :

Cash paid for losses which occuri^ed during 1886 22 10

" rebate or returned premium 1 20

Total expenditure $109 69

108
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CURRENCY OF RISKS.

Amount covtrid bit Policus in force 31st December, 16S(J.

A. 18S8

-Mutual.

System. Tliree years.

8 c.

479,790 00

Total.

$ c.

479,790 00

MOVEMENT IN RISKS.

Mutnul Si/istem.

Pulicies in force Slst December, 1885

" new and renewed during 1886

<li"oss number and amount during 1886 /

.

Ijees expired and cancelled in 1886

Net risks in force 31st December, 1886

Number.

•264

87

351

80

271

Amount.

450,340 00

170,600 00

629,940 00

150,150 00

479,790 00

CLASSIFICATION OF RISKS :

Farm and non-hazardous.

PREMIUM NOTES OR UNDERTAKINGS

On Policieii in force -ilut Deceviber, 1880,

Amount of face of all premium notes held by Company, and legally

liable to assessment

Amount of premium notes, after deducting all payments thereon and
a.«8essments levied

AuKiunt of premium notes received during the year 1886

100

Thit?e year risks.
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HAY TOWNSHIP FARMERS' MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.

HEAD OFFICE, ZURICH.

Commenced business 3rd February, 1875.

/'resident—Peter Dougl.\s.
|

Secretary—Henry Eilber.

Unassessed premiu n note capita], $49,339.14:

Assets.

Casli on hand at Head Office $428 8ft

Amount of unpaid assessments levied before 1886 (not extended). . .$18 Sh

Amount of premium notes in force, after deducting all payments thereon

and assessments levied 49,339 14

Total assets $49,768 00

LlADILITIES.

A)iioant of adjusted losses $1,254 00

Total liabilities = $1,254 00"

Receipts.

Cash at Head Office, as per last statement (not extended). . . . ^1,512 81

Cash received as first payments, being part payment of premium notes .... $240 45

for interest 30 40

Total receipts ^270 85

Expenditure.
E.i-p^.rtses of Management :

Amount paid for statutory assessment

" printing, stationery and advertising

" salaries, directors' and auditors' fees

" travelling expenses

** postage, telegrams and express

" investigation and adjustment of claims

" other expenses

Expenses of management

Miscellaneous Payments :

Cash paid for losses which occurred during 1886

$47
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CURRENCY OF RISKS.

Aitwunt co\cr(d by Policies in force 31st December, 18S<J.

System.

S c.
I

* e.

MutMstl System
j

1,821,202 00 i 1,821,202 00

MOVEMENT OF RISKS.

Mutual Si/stt7/i.

Policies in force 31st December, 1885

" new and renewed during 1886

Gross number during 1886

Less expired and cancelled in 1886

Net risks in force on Mutual sye<teni, 31st December, 1886

Number.
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HOPEWELL CKEEK MUTUAL FIRE 1X8UKANCE COMPANY.
r

HEAD OFFICE, NEW GERMANY.

Commenced bu-<inest> Srd March., 18S0.

President—Joseph Springer.
|

Secretary—Anton Frank,

Uiiassessed premium note capital, $51,927.06.

Assets.

Actual cash in hand at head office $132 89

Deposit in Bank of Commerce, Berlin 600 00 $732 89

Amount unpaid of assessments levied in 1886 166 77
" of premium notes in force, after deducting all payments thereon

and assessments levied 51.927 66

Total assets S52,827 32

Liabilities—None.

Receipts.

Cash at head office, as per last statement (not extended) $41 73

Cash received as first payments, being part payment of premium notes. ... $8 25
<> for assessments levied in 1886 1,594 18

" for assessments levied in years prior to 1886 90 64

" for money borrowed 530 00
" for transfer fees 4 50

Total receipts ^2,227 57

Expenditure.

E?:i)e-nse8 of Management :

Amount paid for investigation and adjustment of claims $9 00
" printing 69 43
'« salaries, directors' and auditors' fees. 173 00
<« statutory assessment 24 05
" travelling expenses 4 00
" postage, etc 35 35
«» commission 42 75
" interest 24 43
" incidentals 5 40

Expenses of management $387 41

Mi<ceUaneous Payments :

Cash paid for losses which occurred during 1886 S619 00
" repayment of loans 530 00

Total expenditure $1,536 41

112
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CURRENCY OF RISKS.

AiitDutit covered bi/ PuUciett in fnree list hin „il,<i\ 18S(J.

System. Five years. Total.

>[• 981,809 00 981,809 00

MOVEMENT IN KISKS.

Miitufil Si/xti-iii.

iict-r-i ill force 31st December, 1885

!ii-\v and ivnewecl during 1880 .

'lis numljer during 1886

-r; e.Kpired and cancelled iii 1880

: risks in force on mutual system. .31st December, 1886.

CLASSIFIC.VTIOX OF RISKS

Farui and Non-liazardous.

Number.

786

1108

232

876

Amount.

^ c.

843,749 00

;367,3o0 00

1,211,079 00

229,270 00

981,809 00

PREMIUM NOTES oK IXDERTAKINGS

On Policies in force Jlut Decemher, 1880.

Five year risks. Total.

iMiiin ui tace of all iiri'mium notes held by Company and legally

liable to asse.ssment

Amount of all premium notes, after deducting all payments thereon and
assessments levied

:ao\int of premium notes during the year 1886 .

S (IX.)

$ c.
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HOWJOK FARMERS' MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.

HEAD OFFICE, GORRIE.

Commenced business 10th July, 1S73.

President—James Edgar.
|

Secretary—T. F. Miller.

Unassessed premium note capital, :jpl33,931.yl.

Assets.

Actual cash on hand at head office and in private bank $1,722 98

Amount unpaid of assessments levied during 1886 515 87
" " " in prioryears (not extended)..$503 52
" of premium notes in force, after deducting all payments thereon

and assessments levied 133,931 51

Total assets $136,170 36

Liabilities.

Amount of losses reported $600 00

Total liabilities S600 00

Receipts.

Cash at head office, as per last statement (not extended) $1,357 45

Cash received for assessments levied in 1886 .$4,096 09
'> " " years prior to 1886 '.

. . .
58"9 05

Cash boiTowed 1,134 50

Cash received from interest 16 42
" " steam thresher permits , 5 22

Total receipts . . , . $5,841 28

Expenditure.
Exptf/nses of Management :

Amount paid to agents for commission : .$126 00
" for investigation and adjustment of claims 69 70
" statutory assessment 82 48
" printing, stationeiy and advertising 89 00
'• rent and taxes 7 50
" salaries, directors' and auditors' fees 723 90
" interest 28 00
" postage, telegrams and express 51 65
" other expenses 19 27

Expenses of management .$1,197 50

Miscellaneous Payments :

Cash paid for losses which occurred during 1886 3,143 75
" repayment of loans 1,134 50

Total expenditure $5,475 75

114-
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CURRENCY OF RISKS.

Amount covered hij Policies in force -Hal JhceiuOcr, 1S8U.

Mutual

Five yeai's. Total

S c.

3,0«S,897 00

•S c.

3,0<i8,sy7 00

MOVEMENT IN RISKS.

Mutual Si/stcia,

policies in force 31st December, 1885

" new and renewed during 188H

<3 number during 188G

Less expired and cancelled in 1880

Net risks in fierce on mutual system 31st December, 188G

Number.

2,201

392

2,593

287

2,306

Amount.

2,893,268 00

5.55,797 00

3,449,065 00

380,168 00

3,068,897 00

CLASSIFICATION OF RISKS

Farui and Non-hazardous.

PREMIUM NOTES OR UNDERTAKINGS

On Policies in force -ilst December, 1886,

Amount of face of all premium notes held by Company, and legally

liable to assessment

Amount of all premium notes, after deducting all payments thereon and
assessments levied • •

Amount of premium notes received during the year 1886

115

Five year risks.

155,474 85

133,931 51

28,239 75

Total.

155,474 85

133,931 51

28,239 75
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THE HL:K0N and MIDDLESEX MUTUAL FIKE JN.SUKANOE COMPANl'.

HEAL> OFFICE, LONDON.

Comme/iced baiimeii>< 17th DecjimOer, 1878.

Preddent—L. C. Leunakik
|

Secretarfj—JouN .Stephenson.

Unasse.s.sed preniiuin note capital, $48,804.66.

A8SET.S.

xVuiouiit of mortgage $755 70

Actual cash on hand at head office .'blOl LS

" in Bank of London 113 -31

214 49

Cash in agent.s' hand.s, acknowledged by them to he due and considered

good 1,268 66

Amount unpaid of assessments levied during 1880 2,125 25

" " " before 1886 (not extended) 81, 7.37 25

Amount of short date notes, or due bills, less than one year overdue 1,613 15

premium notes in force, after deducting all payments

thereon and assessments levied .i?48,804 66

"
less residue of pi'emiuui notes given for reinsurance. 628 88

48,175 78

accrued interest on mortgage , 34 00

Total assets i$54,187 03

LlABII.ITIE.s.

Amount of losses adjusted $3,808 58

" loans from banks and other sources 1,550 00

" salaries and printing 572 69

Total liabilities -95, 931 27

Cash Receipts.

Cash at head office, as per last statement (not extended) .§ 1.202 74 I

Oash received at taking of applications $74 98

" as first payments, being part payment of premium notes. . . . 12,063 14 j

" for assessments levied in 1886 5,629 49

<' " " in prior yeais 736 40

Carriedforward §18,504 01
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/hrnufhi fonrard .$18,504 01

\ a.sh received for interest 87 Co

" from transfers and extra premiums 94 35

•' from re-insurance "JGO 00

for rent 3G 00

from loan 310 00

Total receipts 819,292 01

Expenditure.

Exfp.nt^es of Matuigemrnt :

Amount paid for commission to agents

fuel and light . .

investigation and adjustment of claim

interest

statutory assessment

printing, stationery and advertising. . .

rent and taxes

salaries, directors' and auditors' foes . .

travelling expenses

postage, telegrams and express

law costs

mercantile agency

incidental expen.ses

Expenses of management

Misct'Uaneoi'-^ Payin>'nts :

Cash paid for losses which occurred prior to 1886 •'52,535 64

during 1886 8,678 78u a

$2,109
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CURRENCY OF RISKS.

Aiiunint covered !>>> Policie.-< in force 3ht iJecoabcr, 188(>.

System.
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THE LAMETON FARMERS' MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.

HEAD OFFICE, WATFORD.

Covimenced business oth November, 1875.

Presiilent—George Dewar.
|

Secretary—W. G. Willoughby.

Unassessed premiuin note capital, 825,012.20

Assets.

< ash en hand $164 83
" deposit, to Company's credit, in Bank of London,

Watford 6,470 75

$6,635 58
Amount of short date notes, or due bills, less than one year overdue 965 20

" " " " one year or more overdue (not

extended) $2 85
Amount of i)remium notes in force, after deducting all payments thereon

and assessments levied 25,012 20

Total assets §32,612 98

Liabilities—(None).

Receipts.

fash at head ollice, as per last statement (not extended) ^4,577 09
Cash received as first payments, being part payment of premium notes . . . S6,753 46

for interest 235 22
for debentures 2,100 00
for sundries 5 13

Total receipts $9,093 81

Expenditure.
Ivxpifises of Ma)tageinent :

Amount paid for commission to agents $528 30
" statutory assessment 72 12
" printing, stationery and advertising 131 59
" salaries, directors' and auditors' fees 481 00
" postage, telegrams and express 92 86
" travelling expenses 14 50
" investigation on adjustment of claims 2275
" sundries 17 68

Total expenses of management SI, 360 80

Miscellnneous Payments :

Cash paid for losses which occurred during 1886 $3,549 50
rebate . . : 108 55

" re-insurance 16 50
loan 2,000 00

Total expenditure $7,035 35
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CURRENCY OF RISKS.

Amount covcrtd hit PoUeies in force -iht iJeceiaher, IStSiJ.

Systkm. Thrne yeiiis. Totn

Mutual 2,787,!»71 00 2,787,971 00

MOVEMENT IX RISKS.

Mutual SiiMiiH.

Policies- in force 31st December, 1885.

" new and renewed during 188G

Gross number during 1886

Less expired and cancelled in 1886 . .

.

Net risks 31st December, 1886
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LENNOX AND ADDINGTON MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.

HEAD OFFICE, NAPAXEE.

Commenceil business 17th August, 1876.

Preddent—J. B. Aylesworth.
|

Secretanj—Charges Jamk.s.

Unassessed premium note capital, 84,674.89.

Assets.

Actual cash on hand at head office ,
•'^ i"t 5^7

Amount unpaid of assessments levied during 1886 1*37 %^
" " in prior years (not extended).8340 15

Amount of premium notes in force, after deducting all payments thereon

and assessments levied 4,674 >^^

Total assets 8o,070 51

LrABiLiTiE.>i—None.

Receipts.

Cash at head office, as per last statement (not extended) .8924 48

Cash received for assessments levied in 1886 ."^7i'8 84
" •• years prior to 1886 134 65

Cash l)orrowed ' -lOfi 00

Total receipts 81,162 89

Expenditure.
Expenses of Management :

Amount paid for commission
" statutory assessment
" printing, stationery and advertising
" salaries, directors' and auditors' fees
'' postage
" legal expenses
" interest ...
'•'

incidentals

Miscellaneous Pai/ments :

Cash paid for losses which occurred ))rior to 1886
during 1886 .

Payment of loans

Total expenditure
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CURRENCY OF RISKS.

Aiiujunt ciivircl hi/ Policies infurct 31st December, 18HG.

System.
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LOMBO MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.

HEAD OFFICE, COLDSTREAM.

Commenced business llfh August, 1882.

President—Tho-six?, T. Turnbull. |
Secretary—

3

kcov^ Marsh.

Unassessed premium note capital, $13,145.86.

Assets.

Cash on deposit to Company' credit, not di-awn against, in Agri-

cultural Savings Company at London !?1,250 89

Actual cash on hand at Head Office 105 64

$1,356 53

Amount unpaid of Assessments levied in 1886 48 72

Amount of premium notes in force, after deducting all payments thereon

and assessments levied 13,145 86

Total assets S14,551 11

Liabilities.—None.

Receipts.

Cash at Head Otlice, as per last statement, (not extended) .... $870 26

Cash received as first payments, being part payment of premium notes ... ^216 09

" for assessments levied in 1886 465 03

before 1886 45 45

interest 40 89

transfer fee and carpenters' risks 8 75

Total receipts $776 21

Expenditure.
Expenses of Management

:

v

Amount paid for statutory assessment ^^ 9 00

" printing and stationery 25 45

" salary 75 00

" agents' commission 53 00

" investigation and adjustment of claims 5 00

" sundries 4 63

Expenses of management 8172 08

Cash paid for losses which occurred during 1886 1 13 00

•' rebate 4 86

Total expenditure 8289 94

12-}
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CURRENCY OF RISKS.

AmoiDit cocerc'l hii poUcicH in force -iliit Drccmhcr, I8d'0.
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LONDON TOWNSHIP MUTUAL FfHE INSURANCE COMPANY

HEAD OFFICE, AKVA.

Comineiiced /nisine.-^s Ma;/ J,'f.ft, Jdd?.

Presulenl—Edward Roberts.
|

Secretary—Ed. Dann.

Unassessed premium note capital, •S13,97t>.7'2.

Assets.

Casn m Royal Standard Loan Company, London -"5-1:00 Ut)

Amount unpaid of as.sessments li \'ied during 1886 148 0")

Amount of premium notes in force, after deducting all payments thereon

and assessments levied . 13,978 72

Total assets S14,526 8C

Liabilities.

Money borrowed §.500 00
Inreivst accrued 20 40

Total liabilitie6 S520 40

Receipts.

Cash on hand at head office (not extended^ $81.04
• received for assessments levied in 1880

" " " before 188G
' '' interest

" carpenters' risk, etc

i sorrowed

Total receipts

.SI, 118
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CURRENCY OF RISKS.

Amount covered by policies in force -iht December, 1886.

MOVEMENT IN RISKS.

Mutual Si/stem.

System. •
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McGILLIVRAY MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.

IIKAD OFFICt;, WEST MCGILLIVKAV.

Commenced business 2nd May, 1877.

VifHuf'iid—Andrew Robinson.
|

Secretary—Wm. Fkaser.

Unassessed premium note capital, $8,003.76.

Assets.

Amount of casli at Head Office ^ 193 77

Loan to municipality 2,000 00

Amount of notes or due bills less than one year overdue -43 '>'>

Amount of premium notes in force, after deducting all payments thereon

and assessments levied 8,003 7G

Total assets 810,241 1 ".

Liabilities.—None.

Revenue Account.

<Jash at Head Office, as per last statement (not extended) .$202 85

Cash received for membership fees, not being part payment of premium

notes 6 162 7'>

Cash received for interest . 130 95

'' from bills receivable 2,135 00

Total receipts 2,428 70

Expenditure.

ExjiPiisi'S of Management :

Amount paid for statutory assessment • -S 9 05

" postage, etc 6 00

" salary and auditors' fees 58 00

" commission 17 50

Total expenses of managemest •'^OO •'>>

Miscdlaiieous Payvients :

Cash paid for losses which occurred prior to 1886 8300 00

" rebate 3 6h

Total expenditure 8394 It*
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CL'KRENCY OF RISKS.

A iiwunt covered by Policies in force Jl»t JJrcouber, 16ti'K

Mutual

System.

§ c.

533,040 00

MOVEMENT IN RISKS.

Mutual Sustem.
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McKlLLUP MUTUAL FIRE JN8U1;ANCE COMPANY.

HEAD OFFICE, LOT 17, CON. O, M'KILLOP.

Commenced business Maij 'ifth, 1876.

President—Tugs. E. Hayes.
|

Secret'iry—W. J. Suanxox.

Unassessecl preniium note capital, •'r^4::'),606 -^6.

ASSETS.

Actual cash on hand at head olhce .^377 41

Amount unpaid of assessments levied during 18<5(3 19.5 00
" " " " prior to 18^6 (not extended). $80 15

Amount of premium notes in force, after deducting all payments thereon

and assessments levied 45,606 56

Total assets .§46,178 97

Liabilities,—Xone.

Kkceipts.

Ca^ at head office, as |>er last statement (not extended) $29 99
< ash received for assessments levied in 1886 §2,468 39

" " " years prior to 1886 29.S 00
" transler fees 7 00
" l>orr.)\ved money 200 00

Total re< eipts §2,968 39

EXPEXDIXIRE.

Krpenses of Manayiwid :

Amount paid tor law co.sts .§3 10
" investigation and adjustment of claims 7 10
" travelling expenses 15 00
" statutory assessment .59 18
" printing, stationery and advertising 70 92
'* salaries, directors' and auditors' fees 472 50
" postage, telegrams and express 4197
" interest 7 00
" rent and taxes 1 00

Total expenses of management ^'oiiQ 77

Miscellaneous Payments :

Cash paid for losses which occurred during 1886 .§1,708 00
" rebate and returned premiums 1 10
" repayment of loans 200 00
'' sundries 25 10

Total expenditure .§2,620 97

!MIN.) 129
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Mutual

CURRENCY OF RISKS.

Aiiuitiiit ciiV( ri'l hii FoUci<^ in force list Deceiiilcr, 16<Si;.

$ c. . $ c.

1,298,883 75 I 2,0.^^9,193 75

MOVEMENT IN RISKS.

Mutiud System.
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NICHOL MUTUAL FIRK INSUUANCE COMPANY.

HEAD UFl-'lCE, FERGUS.

Commenced biisinenti 1st May, 18'JO.

Pi'iisident—Willi.am Taylor. Secretarij—.John Beattie.

Unassessed premium note capital, #63,240.06.

Assets.

Actual cash on hand at head othce -"^l 1 7 62
Amount unpaid of assessments levied during 1886 1,633 09

" " in ])rior years (not extended K'"? 1,06 7 23
" uf short date notes or clue bills, less than one year overdue 1 ;'>7 5-t
•' " " one rear or more overdue (not

extended) ' $162.33
" of premium notes in force, after deducting all payments thereon

and assessments levied 63,240 06

Total assets 865, 146 31

Liabilities.
*

Amount of losses adjusted $900 39
" money borrowed 2,650 00

Total liabilities .$3,550 39

Receipts. "

Cash at head ottice as per last statement (not extended) S2,367 96

Cash received as tirst payments, being part payment of premium notes. . . . $822 62
" for assessments levied in 1886 4,173 31
" " years prior to 1886 2,079 9b
" for bills receivable 624 02

for interest 20 93
Cash borrowed 10,300 OO

Total receipts $18,020 86

EXHENDITURE.

Expenses vfMaiiayemenl :

Amount piiid for interest
" investigation and adjustment of claims
" statutory assessment
•' printing, stationery and advertising

commission

CarriedJonoar<I

131
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Brouglit forirard

Amount paid for salaries, directors' and auditors' fees
'• postage, telegrams and express
" travelling expenses
" incidentals

Expenses of management

Miscellaneous Payments :

Cash paid for losses which occurred piior to 1886 ??2,818 00
during 1886 4,688 60

" rebate and refund

Repayment of loans

Mutual

Total expenditure

CURRENCY OF RISKS.

A'laoutd covered bjj Polickx in force <^liit TJcceniber, ISiSG.

HVSTEII. Five

1,940,407 00

$1,021 65

734 71

70 85

20 00

7 88

$1,855 09

7,507 10

9 01

[0,900 00

,$20,271 20

Totitl.

1, 9415,407 00

MOVEMENT IN RISKS.

Mutual System.

I'olicies in force 31st December, 1885.

.

" new and renewed during 1886

Gros.s numbers and amount during 1886

Less expired and cancelled in 1886

N<t risks in force on mutual system, 31.st December, 1886 .

.

Number.

CLASSIFICATION OF RISKS :

Farm and Non-hazardous.

1,644
394

2,038
582

Amount.

2,167,207 00
538,175 00

2,705,382 00
758,975 00

1,456
I

1,946,407 00

PREMIUM NOTES OR UNDERTAKINGS
On Policies inforci -Hat December, /^'.SO.

Five year risk.s.

Amiiuut of faoe of all premium notes held by Company and legally!

liable to assessment I

Amount of all premium notes, after deducting all payments thereon audi

assessments levied . . I

Amount of premium notes received during the year 1886
!

'

'

132

75,389 66

63,240 06
20,762 24

T(jtal.

75,389 66

63,240 06
20,702 24
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EAST AND WEST NLSSOURI AND WEST ZOKRA MUTUAL FIRE
INSURANCE COMPANY.

IIKAI) OFFICE, KINTOKE.

CdiHinenced ba'^iiiesn 2oth Mai/, 1878.

Fre>(ident—David Chalmers.
j

Secretanj—E. J. Pearson.

Una^sessed preaiiura note capital, ."?G8,9'")1 72.

Assets.

Cash deposited to the Company's credit in Bank of London, Ingersoll ... 81,332 34
Amount unpaid of assessments levied during 1886 906 70

'' of premium notes in force, after deducting all payments thereon

and assessments levied 68,961 72

Total assets $71,200 76

Liabilities.

Amount of losses resisted and reported .S890 00
" adjusted losses 372 80

loan 1,866 00
" interest on loan 49 60

Total lialiilities -^3,178 40

Receipts.

ash received as first payments, being part payment of premium notes. . . . S190 00
" for assessments levied in 1886 2,118 50

before 1886 1,420 74
Cash borrowed 1.500 00

Total receipts §5,229 33

Expenditure.

Exp*inse$ of Manag rnent :

Auiount paid for statutory assessment
" commission to agents
" printing, stationery and advertising
'

'

rent
"

salarie.t^, directors' and auditors' fees
" investigation of claims
•' postage, etc
" incidentals

.S41
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Expenses of management (hrour/lit foinvfird)

Mis''ellaneons Payments :

Gash paid for losses which ocuuired before ItiSO $902 .30

'• " which occui-reJ during 1880 2,391 40

Repayment of loans

Amount paid as reward for con^iction of incendiary

Total expenditure

CURRENCY OF RISKS.

Ariwunt covrrttl hii Policies in force J 1st December, ISSH

.«-i51 85

3,293 90
ol 24

100 00

$.3,896 99

System. Total.

Mutual

8 c. : .? c.

1,553,326 00 • 1,553,32B 00

MOVEMENT IN RISKS.

Mutual System.
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NORFULK COITNTY FARMERS' MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.

HEAD OFFICE, SIMCOE.

Commenced business 30th January^ 1882.

Pri'sident— R. M. Wilson.
\

Secretary—Wm. Roberts.

Unassessed premium note capital, §10, 491.1)3.

Assets.

Oa.',li ac head otlict; $109 28

Cash on deposit to Company's credit in Federal Bank of Canada,

.Siiiicoe 563 29

$672 57
' ash iu agents' hands . 70 39

Amount of premium notes in force after deducting all payments thereon

and assessments levied 10,494 93

Amount unpaid of assessments levied during 1886 221 42

Due i)ills less than one year overdue 56 47

Total assets $11,515 78

LlAlJILITIES.

Amount of loss adjusted §400 00

Salaries, directors' and auditors' fees 421 39.

J:ent, etc
'

. • • 75 GO

Sundries 5 50

Total liahilities $90 1 89

Revenue Account.

Cash at heail ottiee as per last statement (not extended) $1,657 50

Cash received as tirst payments on deposits, being part payment of premium
notes $832 9.^i

Cash received for assessments levied in 1886 1,275 00
'• '• " " former years 338 55

for interest 16 96
•' " for transfer and other fees 15 00
'• borrowed 600 00

Total receipts $3,078 46

Expenditure.

Expenses of Managenvnt .

Amount paid for commission $92 75
'• law co.sts .-. 10 00

" '' printing, stationery and advertising. 79 36
" •' interest 66 25
' " rent and taxes 52 00
" " statutory assessment 31 56
" " salaries, directors' and auditors' fees 582 90
" •' postage, telegrams and express 36 99
" '• investigation of claims 16 75

Expenses of management (cirrriedjorioard) $968 56

135
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Expenses of management {brought forward)

Miscellaneous Expenses .

Cash paid for losses which occurred before 1886 •^1,2."')0 00
during 188G

,

529 00

" " repayment of loans

" rebate

S968 :^a

1.779 00
1,300 00

21 9:i

Total expenditure

,

CLTRREXCY OF RISKS.

Amount covered bii PoUcicfi in force olst December, ISS'i.

^4,060 49

System.
One year
or less.

Two I Three
years.

|
yearn.

Total.

Mutual

•S c. -S c. -s c.
, S c.

3,200 00 I 2,000 00 10,884 38
j
1, OyS.tiSS 00

MOVEMENT IX RISKS.

Mutual SvMera.

Policies in force 31st December, 1885

" new and renewed during 1886

Gross number diiring 1886

Less expired and cancelled in 1886

Xet risk>; in force 31st December, 1886

1,180
j

1.102,940 00

371 !

32fi,440 00

1,551
i

1,432,389 00

372
I

338,751 00

1,179
i

1,093.638 00

CLASSIFICATION OF RISKS :

Farm and Xon-hazardous.

PREMIUM NOTES OR UNL)ERTAKIN(iS

Oji Pe)licies in force -jl.st Decemher, 18S<i.

Amount of face of all premium notes legally liable t<x\

assessment 17 00 22 85 16,505 44] 16,.o45 2»

Amount of all premium notes after deducting all payments
thereon and assessments levied '

,

10.4'.i4 93

Amount of premium notes received during the year 1886. .
.' 4,874 95
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ONEIDA FARMERS' .MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

HEAD OFFICE, TOWN HALL, ONEIDA.

Commenced b^sin^-'X .27th Marrh. ISTo.

President—David Kett.
|

Secrffanj—John Senx.

Unassessed prfiiiium note capital, .S9,680.08.

Assets.

Actual cash on hand at head otiice ^HC* 73

Amount of premium notes in forco, after deducting all payments thereon

and assessments levied 9,680 08

Total assets >'9,S2r. sj

Liabilities—None.

Receipts.

Cash at head otKce, as per last statement (not extended) .... -^l-^^ 2.")

Cash received at taking of applications SU'-I 00

'' for steam threshing certificates l.> -tO

Total receipts 811-^ "^0

E.VPEXDITURE.

Expenses of Maaarifiiient :

Amount paid for fuel and light

'' " statutory assessment or certificate

" " printing, stationery and postage

" •' salaries, directors" and auditors" fees

books and stationery

Total expenses of management

Miscellaneoii.< Pa>/)i)ents :

Cash paid for losses which occurred during 1886 10-^0

Total expenditure 8122 02

137
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CURRENCY OF RLSKS.

Amount covcnd by PuUcics in force JJut iJcco/ibcr, 188(J.

Mutual

Ststksi. Three years. Five years. Total.

.*f) c. I $ c.

410,749 00
I

34,045 00

."S c.

445,394 00

MOVEMENT IN RISKS.

Mutual S>/stchi.

Policies in force 31st December, ItiSo

New and renewed during lS8(j

Gross number during 18bG

Less exjjired and cancelled in 1886

Net risks in force on mutual system, 31st December, 188(

Number.

CLASSIFICATION OF RISKS:

Farm and Non-hazardous.

338

109

447

107

340

Amount.

430,354 00

153,095 00

583,449 00

138,055 00

445,394 00

PREMIUM NOTES OR UNDERTAKINGS

<hi Policies in force -ilst December. ISS<J.
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OXFORD FARMERS' MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.

UEAD OFFICE, EMBRO.

Commenced business ind Ju)ie, 188.!/.

I

Fredident—Alex. McCorquodali:. Secretary—Robt, Murray.

Unassessed premium note capital, 824,129.54.

Assets.

Cash at head otiice

Amount of premium notes in force, after deducting all payments thereon

and assessments levied

Total assets $24,173 17

Liabilities.

Amount of losses resisted .

.

" promissory note
'' interest accrued

.

Total liabilities

Receipts,

Cash at head otiice as per last statement (not extended) Nil.

Cash received as tirst i)ayments, being part payment of pi'emiuiu notes ....
" for assessments levied during 1886

" " in prior years
' ash liorrowed . . .

Cash for sundries

,

Total receipts

/..''•}jei(^ts of Management
Expenditure.

' 'ash paid for printing and stationery
'• interest
" statutory assessment . . .

" rent
" salaries, etc
" postage, etc

Repayment of loan

Total expenses of management

.

Ca.sh paid for losses during 1886
being repayment of loans

Total expenditure

189

$43
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CURRENCY OF RISKS.

Aiiioitnt corrrcd hii Policifts in forr<: -llM l)<cnah(r, lSf<>i,

Mutual

8 c.
I

S c. I S c.

2,100 00
i
10,709 00 j 13,100 00

« c.

049,725 00

MOVEMENT IN RISKS.

Mutual Si/stnn.

Ximiber. Amount.

Policies in frrce December .31st, 1885
'

'

' taken during 1886, new and renewed

Gross number dnring 1886

Deduct expired and cancelled in 1886 I

Net risks in force at December 31st, 1886 ^

CLASSIFICATION OF RISKS:

Farm and Xon-liazarclous.

PREMIUM NOTFS OR UNDERTAKINliS

On Policies in force Slat Dfcrnihrr, ]SS<i.

.398

1.52

.550

18

532

470.425 00

197.400 00

667,S25 00

18.100 00

649.725 00

Two year i Three year I Foiir year
j

Five year

risks. risks. risks. risks.

Amountof face of all premium notes held! S c. i S c.

by Company, and legally liable to
I

1

assessment" ".

; 84 00 i 428 00

Amount of all premium notes, after de-'

ducting all payments thereon and'
assessments levied '< • •

S c. 8 c.

Total.

$ c.

524 00 :
24.sr,4 .50 I 25. '.KK) .50

Amount of premium notes received!

during the year 1886
|

24.129 .54

7.94S 00

140
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COUNTY OF PEEL FAKMEK.s' MUTUAL FIRE INSUKANCE COMPANY.

UFAD OFFICE, BRAMPTON.

Commenced bustness ,'4.th June, lUifJ.

President— Tllu.MA^ Holtuv. Secretary—Lutheb Chkyne.

L'nassessed pivniiuiu note capital, ."rSSjOGO.SG.

Assets.

Cash on deposit in Central Bank, Brampton ^301 40
Actual cash on hand at head office .... 100 56

S401 96
Amount unpaid of assessments levied during 1886 975 73

" " " in prior years (not extended) ^\'2b 68
Amount ol' premium uot<?s in force, after deuucting all payments thereon

and assessments levied 33,060 86

Total asset.'^ ><34,43lS 55

Liabilities.

Amount of loss adjusted .so 00

Total liabilities SO 00

Receipts.

Catoh at head office, as per last statement (not extended) 8438 28

Cash received as tirst payment, being part payment of premium notes. . . .

for assessments levied in 1886
years prior to 1886

for carpenters' risks

.

borrowed money . . .

Total receipts

Expenditure.
jX/jtnitts of Maiuiyeinent :

Amount paid for commission to agents
" investigation and adjustment of claims
" interest
" statutory assessment
" printing, stationery and advertising
" salaries, directors' and auditors' fees
" postage, telegrams and express
" rent
" rebate on postage stamps ,

" refunded account of error in assessment of 1885

Total expenses of management

141

$1,18-2
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Total expenses of miinageiiunit {brought forward) .... $2,172 78

Miscellaneoics PaymentK :

Cash paid for losses whicii occurred during 1886 $4,02-4 74

prior to 1886 57 50

Cash paid for repayments of loans,
" sundries

Total expenditure

.

4,082 24

950 00
1 86

s7,206 88

CURKENCY OF RIkSKS.

AiiwutU covered hy Policies in force il$t Decthdier, lUSiJ.

•System. Four years. Total.

Mutual
."S c.

2,953,604 00
* c.

2,953,604 00

MOVEMENT IN RISKS.

Mutual System.

Policies in force 31st December, 1885 .

.

" new and renewed during 188t>

Gross number during 1886
Less expired and cancelled in 1886

Net risks in force on mutual system", 31st December, 1886.

Number. Amount.

1,870
740

2,610
586

2,024

2,617,639 00
1,073,445 00

3,691,084 00
737,480 00

2,953,604 00

CLASSIFICATION OV RISKS

Farm and Xon-hazardous.

PREMIUM NOTES OR UNDERTAKINGS

On Policies in force 31st December, 188G.

Amount of face of all premium note.s held by Comijany, and legally

liable to assessment
Amount of all premium notes, after deducting all payments thereon and

assessments levied

Amount of premium notes received during the year 1886 ...

§ c.

61,728 97

.S3, 060 36
22,481 33

$ c.

61,728 97

.33,060 3<)

22,481 .33

142
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PUSLINCH MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.

HEAD OFFICE, ABEKFOVLE.

Cojiimenced busiiie^s Ma/j, 185 -J.

Pvfsident—Duncan McFarlane. | Secretary—.Jamks Scott.

Uuassessed premium note capital, 97,949.23.

Assets.

Cash on hand at head office $99 19

Ca.sh on deposit to Company's credit in Bank of Commerce.
Gnelph

.' 513 00
!|012 19

Amount of premium notes in force, after deducting all payments thereon

and assessments levied •'$7,949 23

Less residue of premium notes given for reinsurance 31 20
7,918 03

Total assets «^8,530 22

Liabilities—None.

Receipts.

Cash at head office, ;is per last statement (not extended) $2(j 99

Cash received for membership fees, not being part payment of premium
notes .tlO 00

Cash received as first payments, being part payment of premium notes ... 174 97
" for interest 19 72
'' for assessments levied in 188() 872 94

Total receipts $1,077 63

Expenditure.

E.ipenscti of ManageiiieHt :

Amount paid for statutory assessment #11 88
'* printing, stationery and advertising 20 45
" salaries, directors' and auditors' fees 26 00
" postage, telegrams and express (j 30
" investigation of claim 4 00
" law costs 23 00

Total expenses of management f91 63

Amount paid for losses which occurred during 1886 893 80

Total expenditure $985 43

143
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CURRENCY UF RISKS.

Aiitovttt corertd bi/ Fnliciex iv fcirci -Uxt Dccemhir, 1HH>J.

Mutual.

Reinsured ,

System.

Net risks carried by Company 31st December, 18«ti.

Three years.
|

Total.

^ c. a> c.

462, «50 00

3,000 00

459,650 00

MOVEMENT IN RISKS.

Mutual System. .

Policies in force December olst, 1885

" new and renewed during 1886

Gross mimber and amount during 1886

Less expired and cancelled in 1886

Net risks in force on mutual system December 31st, 1886

Number.

253

CLASSIFICATION OF RISKS :

Farm and Non-hazardous.

Amount.

$ c.

462,6.50 00

PREMIUM NOTES UR UNDERTAKINGS.

On Fo/icUa in force olst December, 1886.

Amount of face (jf all premium notes held by Company, and legally

liable to assessment

Amount of all premium notes, after deducting all payments thereon and
assessments levied

Amount of premium notes received during the year 1886 ,

Residiie
" " given for reinsurance

9,2.52 50

7,949 23

3,636 90

Three year risks, i Total.

$ c.

9,252 50

7,949 23

3,636 90

31 20

144
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SALTFLEET AND UINBROOK MUTUAL FlUE 1N8URAN0E COMPANY.

HEAIJ OFFICK. ELFKIUA.

Commenced buainetts o<>th Juhj, 188U,

Presideal— A. D. Lee.
|

Secretary—Jno. C. Harris.

Unassessed premium uote capital, -So,587. 96.

ASSET.S.

Actual cash on hand at head office

Amount ot assessments which were levied diu'ing 1886

Amount unpaid of short date notes, or due bills, less than one year overdue
" " " one year or more overdue

(uot extended)
.'

$11 06
Amount ot" premium notes in force, after deducting all payments thereon

and assessments levied

Amount in agents' hands... .

Total assets

LlABIL]'riE.S.

Balance due Directors

.

Total liahilities

.

Receipts.

Cctah at head office, as per last statement (not extended) 842 92

Cash received for hrst pAyments, being part payment of premium notes . .

assessments which were levied in 1886
Cash borrowed

Total receipt.>

E.XPENDITURE.

Expfii^es o/Manayement :

Amount paid to agents for fees and commission
" for statutory assessment
" printing, stationery and advertising
" salaries, directors' and auditors' fees

.

" jjostage, telegrams and express
" interest
'* travelling expenses
" sundries

Total t^xpenses of management

Aliiscdianeous Payments :

Cash paid for losses which occurred during 1886

,

" repayment of loans

Total expenditure.

10 (IN.)

# ;«2 85
39 88
37 61

5,587 96
2 64

$6,000
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CURRENCY OF RISKS.

Amount covered hi/ Policies in force -ilst December, 1880.

Two years. Three years. ' Total.

.? c. § c. .$ c.

Mutual I 1,500 00 ! 383,857 00 38.5,357 00

MOYEMENT IN RISKS.

Mutual System.

Policies in force 31st December, 1885 .

.

" new and renewed during 1886.

Gross number during 1886

Less expired and cancelled in 1886. . .

.

Net risks in force 31st December, 1886

Number. Amount

434
I

532,162 00

108 146,805 00

326
i

385,.357 00

CLASSIEICATION OF RISKS

Farm and Non-hazardous.

PREMIUM NOTES OR UNDERTAKINGS

Oh Policies in force Slst December, 1886.
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SAUGEEN MUTUAL F[RE INSURAXC'E COMPAXY.

HEAD OFFICK, MOUNT KORp:ST.

Commenced business March. 1887.

t

President—Jamrs Murdoch.
|

Secretary—Henry L. Drake.

Unassessed preiiiium note capital, .'?37,496.94.

Assets.

Cash at liead office

" J. A. Halstead's V)auk at Mount Forest.

Amount unpaid of assessment levied during 1886
•' " '•

in prior years (not extended) .$1,875 94

" of premium notes in force, after deducting all payments thereon

and assessments levied $37,496 94

Less premium notes given by Company for reinsurance 221 23

8700 60
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Expenditure.

E x'peittses of Mmtayement

Amount paid tor coniiiiission to agents

" law costs

" interest

" statutory assessment or certificate

" printing, stationery and advertising

" salaries, directors' and auditois' fees

" jjostage, telegrams, express and telephone

,

" investigation and adjustment of claims . . .

" rent and taxes

Expenses of management

$1,316
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MOVEMENT IN RISKS.

Mutual Si/steiii.

Policies in force Slst December, 1885

' new and renewed during 188(5

(Jross number during 1886 ;

Less expired and cancelled in 1886

Net risks in force 31st December, 1886

Eight policies (reinsurance taken in 1883, expiring in 1887) .

1643

1,213,103 00

590,861 OO

1,803,964 00

523,298 00

1,280,666 00

8,500 00

1,289,166 00

BUSINESS DONE BY COMPANY:

General Fire Insurance.

PREMIUM NOTES OR UNDERTAKINC4S

On Policies in force -Slut Decen^jer, 1S8G,
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SIMCOE COUNTY MUTUAL FIRE INSUKANGE COMPANY.

IIKAI) OFFICE, KEENAXSVILLE.

Commenced business .'1st June, 1878.

President—P. B. Skelly.
|

Secretary—-Thos. R. OAHMiCHAEf..

Unassessed prr-mium note capital, .$.5,097.21.

Assets.

Cash at head office $120 50

Amount unpaid of assessments levied during 1886 . . , 140 6o

" of premium notes in force, after deducting all payments thereon

and assessments levied .
"1

. . 5,097 21

Cash received for taking of application

" assessments levied in 1886 ,

" " " years prior to 1886

Total receipts

Expenditure.

Expenses of Management :

Amount paid foi' salaries, directors and auditors' fees

" statutory assessment

" printing and stationery

" postage

" sundries

Total expenses of management

Cash paid for losses which occurred during 1886

" repayment of loan

Total assets $5,358 36

Liabilities—None.

Receipts.

e 11
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CURRENCY OF RISKS.

Avunint corrred hy Policies in force 31st Dvccmhi'r, 1886.

System.
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THE SOUTHWOLD FARMERS' MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.

HEAD OFFICK, SMEDUEN.

Commenced business 9th September, 1878.

President—Donald Turner.
|

Secretary—R. N. .Stafford.

Unassessed premium note capital, $8,285.69.

Assets.

Actual cash in hand at Head Office $ 130 17

Amount unpaid of assessments levied during 1886 109 90

Amonnt of premium notes in force, after deducting all payments thereon

and assessments levied 8,i?8.5 69

Total assets $8,.52.5 76

Liabilities.

Amount of loss adjusted .$1 ,800 00

Total liabilities Sl,800 00-

Receipts.

Oash at Head Office, as per last statement (not extended) .$164 £1

Cash received at taking of application $ 34 00
" for assessment levied in 1886 1,225 30
" " in years prior to 1886 L58 85

Cash borrowed 550 00

Total receipts Sl,969 1.5

Expenditure.

Expenses of Manageinent :

Amount paid for law costs $ 2 50
" statutory assessment 18 82
" printing and stationer} . 35 97
" salaries, directors' and auditors' fees 239 50
" postage 1 4 40
" interest 1 6 60
" travelling expenses 10 00
" rent and taxes 8 00
" - sundries 4 00

Total expenses of management •'?349 79

MisctUatieoxLs Paymods :

Cash paid for losses which occurred prior to 1886 .$1,104 00
" repayment of loan 550 00

Total expenditure .f2,003 79

152
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CURRENCY OF RISKS.

Amount covered by Policies in force 31st December, 1886.

Mutual

System . Five years. ' Total.

657,200 00

* c.

057,200 00

movemj:nt in risks.

Mutual Si/stoii.

P(ilicies in force 31st December, 1885

Policies new and renewed during 1886

( Jross number during 1886

Less expired and cancelled in 1886

Net risks in force on mutual system 31st December, 1886 484

754,500 00

97,300 00

6.57,200 00

CLASSIFICATION OF RISKS

Farm and Non-hazardous.

PREMIUM NOTES OR UNDERTAKINGS

On Policies in force -ilst December, 1886.
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SYDENHAM MUTUAL FIKE INSURANCE COMPANY.

HEAD OFFICE, ANNAN.

Commenced business A'liqust, ISdO.

President—Gideon Harkness.
[

Secrefari/—Hugh Reid.

Unassessed premium note capital, $39,654.33.

Assets.

Cash on hand at head office $ 66 42
" deposit in the Post Office Savings Uank, Owen Sound. 187 89
" " Farmers' (Private) Bank, Owen Sound . . 1,.5.t2 13

81,806 44

Cash in agents' hands, acknowledged by them to be due and considered good 17.5 19

Amount unpaid of assessments levied during 1886 484 12

Amount of premium notes in force, after deducting all payments thereon

and assessments levied 39,654 33

Total assets 41,120 08

Liabilities—None.

PiECEIPTS.

Cash at head office, as per last statement (not extended) $1,485 53

Cash received for fees ^'''* "t^

" as first payments, being part payment of premium notes .... 824 66

" for assessments levied in years prior to 1886 1 84

1886 1,392 07

" interest 67 92

" license of steam thresher 55 00
" advertisements in annual report 55 00

Total receipts $2,574 24

Expenditure.

Hxpenses of Management :

Amount paid for law co.sts 10 00
" investigation and adjustment of claims 6 00
" statutory assessment or certificate 5181
" printing, stationery and advertising 85 20
" rent and taxes 8 00
" salaries, directors" and auditors' fees 246 00
" postage, telegrams and express 78 42

" sundries 29 00

Expenses of management $514 43

Miscellaneous Payments :

Cash paid for losses which oceurred during 1886 1,738 90

Total expenditure $2,253 33

154
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CURRENCY OF RISKS.

Amount covered hv PoUcirx in force -ilxt iJicf-mltrr, ISS'j.

System.
One year

^ Two years. ' Three years. ! Four yearr^. i Five years. ' Total.
or less.

Mutual

§ c. S c. $ c.

8,064 00 17,575 00
j

1,820,056 00 ' X3.fi7<; f>0

S c.
j

^ c.

171,598 00
I

2,100,969 00

MOVEMENT IN RISKS.

Mutual Si/stcm.

Policies in force 31st December, 1885.

.

Policies new and renewed during 1886

I rross number during 1886 ^

Less expired and cancelled in 1886

Net risk* in force 31st December, 1886

Amount.

S

1,635 I 1,807,471 00

712
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T0WN8END FARMERS' MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.

HEAD OFFICE, WATERFORl).

Coiiiiuenced business 10th Ajjr/'l, 1879.

President—Oscar McMichael.
|

Secrefar//—IjYyiA's N. Collver.

Unassessed premium note capital, 813,464.07.

Assets.

Actual cash on hand at head office $32.3 1

1

Amount unpaid of assessments levied during 1886 13 90

Amount of premium notes in force, after deducting all payments thereon

and assessments levied 13,464 07

Total assets 613,801 08

Liabilities—None.

Receipts.

Cash at head office, as per last statement (not extended) .'§2.59 -57

Cash received at taking of applications -$127 50

" at first payments, being part payment of premium notes. . . 237 18

" for assessments in years prior to 1886 65 86

Total receipts ^430 54

EXPEXDITURE.

Eu'penses of Managenient :

Amount paid for statutory assessment S26 13

" printing, stationery, ndvercising and postage 37 02

" salaries, directors' and auditors' fees 263 85

Total expenses of management §327 00

Miscellaneous Payments .

.

Cash paid for los.ses which occurred during 1886 40 00

Total expenditure $367 00

156
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CURRENCY OF RISKS.

Amount covered by Policies in force Slst Decciiihcr, ISSii.

System. Tluee years. Total.

Mutual 9()ti.455 00

Si e.

9WJ,455 00

MOVEMENT IN RISKS.

Mutual System.

rolioies in force Slst December, 1885

'

' new and renewed during 1886

Gross number during 1886

Le«« expired and cancelled in 1886 •.

.

Net rieks in force on mutual system Slst December, 1886

Number. Amount.

916,41)0 00

363,295 00

647

255

902
I

1,279,785 00

231
j

313,330 00

ti71
I

966,455 00

CLASSIFICATION OF RISKS

Farm and X on-hazardous.

PREMIUM NOTES OR UNDERTAKINGS

On PoHcies in force -ilst Deceiabcr, 188'i.

Amount of face of all premium notes held by Company, and legally liable

to assessment I

Amount of all premium notes, after deducting all payments thereon, and;

assessments levied

Amount nf premium notes received during the year 1886 1

I

•* c.
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THE USBORNE AND HIBBERT MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.

HEAD OFFICE, FAR^jUHAR.

Commenced business 28th June, 1876.

President—Robert Gardiner. Secretary—James UiLLKsprE.

Unassessed premium note capital, $27,291 64.

. Assets.

Actual cash on hand at head office 6404 45

Amount unpaid of assessments levied during 1886 192 07

" of premium notes in force, after deducting all payments thereon

and assessments levied l'7,291 64

Total assets $27,888 16

Liabilities—None.

Receipts.

Cash at head office, as per last statement (not extended) .6716 81

" received for assessments levied in 1886 61,509 86

" before 1886 88 22

" borrowed money 225 00

" interest 7 45

Total receipts

Expenditure.
Expenses of M<inagem.ent ;

Amount paid for investigation of claims

•' interest

" statutory assessment
" printing, stationery and advertising.

" rent, taxes, fuel and light

" salaries, directors' and auditors' fees

" travelling expenses
" postage, telegrams and express
" incidental expenses

Expenses of management

Miscellaneous Payments :

Amount paid for losses which occurred during 1886.

" for repayment of loans

61,-^.30
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CURRENCY OF RISKS.

Amount covered by Policu.i in force -ilst December, lH^ti.

Mutual.

Systkii.

1,631,755 00

MOVEMENT IN RISKS.

Mutual i<i/xtcm.

I

Policies in force Slst December, 1885

" new and renewed during 1 886

Gross number during lo86

Less expired and cancelled in 1886

Nnt risks in force on mutual system 31st December, 1886

Number.

1,041

832

1,373

202

1,171

Amount.

1,377,055 00

509,150 00

1,886,205 00

254,450 00

1,631,755 00

CLASSIFICATION OF RISKS

Farm and Xon-hazardous.

PREMIUM NOTES OR UNDERTAKINGS

On Policies in force -ilst Dtcevther, 1886.

Amount of face of all premium notes held by Company, and legally

liable to asse^jsment

Amount of all premium notes, after deducting all payments thereon and
assessments levied

Amount of premium notes i-eceived during the year 1886

Total.

27,291 64

11,161 33
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VICTORIA MUTUAL llEE INSURANCE COMPANY.

HEAD OFFICK, HAMILTON.

Commenced business November, I86S.

President—Geo. H. Mills.
|

Secretary—W. D. Booker.

Unassessed premium note capital, $30,733.67.

Assets.

Cash on hand at head office -SI 26 43

Postage stamps 12 72

$139 l.i

Amount unpaid of assessments levied during 1886 1,217 88

" " "in prior years (not ex-

tended) 8852 19

Amount of short date notes or due bills, less than one year overdue 197 66

" " " one year or more over-

due (not extended) SI 15 02

Amount of premium notes in force, after deducting all payments thereon

and assessments levied 30,733 67

Due by W. W. Branch (not extended) $6,546 60

Division Court costs (not extended) 45 77

Office furniture (not extended) 100 00

Total assets $32,-288 36

Liabilities.

Overdrawn account $1,241 97

Deposits for future assessments 20 63

Agency 74 00

Total liabilities $1,336 6U

160
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Receipts.

Cash at head office, as per last statement (not extended) SI 92 79

Cash as first payments, being part payment of premium notes $1,409 81

Cash received for assessments levied in 1886 4,247 68

" " years prior to 1886 586 98

Cash received for interest 23 85

" carpenters' risks 33 80

" bills receivable 13 64

" stamps sold 14 14

" fees on endorsements 2 00

•' overdrawn account. Bank of Hamilton 1,241 97

Total receipts $7,573 87

Expenditure.

Expenses of Management :

Amount paid for commission SI,051 81

" investigation and adjustment of claims 33 49

" legal expenses 142 07

" printing, stationery and advertising. .. . 211 31

" rent and taxes 385 23

" salaries, directors' and auditors' fees . . . . 2,648 00

" postage, telegrams and express 37 06

fuel and light 32 00

" statutory assessment 32 38

" office contingencies 63 73

interest 52 25

Total expenses of management 4,689 33

Miscellaneoics Payments :

Cash paid for losses which occurred during 1886 2,924 04

Total expenditure $7,613 37

CURRENCY OF RISKS.

Amount covered by Policies in force, Slst December, ISS'J.

System.
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MOVEMENT IN RISKS.

Mutual Si/stcm.

Policies in force 31st December, 1885 . .

Policies new and renewed during 1886

Gross number during 1886

Less expired and cancelled in 1886

Net risks on in force tm mutual system 31st December, 1886.

Number.

938

324

1,262

281

'J81

Amount.

!? C.

1,135,568 00

412,815 00

1,548,383 00

353,204 00

1,195,179 00

BUSINESS TRANSACTED :

General Fire Insurance.

PREMIUM NOTES OR UNDERTAKINGS

On Policies in force S1st Decern her, lS8<i.
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WALPOLE FARMERS' MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY-

HEAD OFFICE, JARVIS.

Commenr.ed business 27th July, 1867.

President—Charles Simon,
|

Secretary—John Heasman.

Unassessed preniiuin note capital, $25,329.97.

Assets.

Cash on hand at head otfice ,$204 71

Cash on deposit in Bank of Commerce, Simcoe 72-1 13

.$928 84
Cash in agents' hands acknowledged hy them to be due, and considered good. 64 54
Amount unpaid of assessments levied before 188(5 (not extended). $4 30
Amount of premium notes in force, after deducting all payments thereon

and assessments levied 25,329 97

Total assets 826,323 db'

Liabilities,

Amount of loss adjusted S300 00

Total liabilities .S300 00

Receipts.

Cash at head otHce and in bank, as per last statement (not ex-

tended) .S906 22
Cash received at taking of applications $253 50

" as iirst payments, being part payment of premium notes . . . 233 06
'•

. for assessments levied in years prior to 188(3 2 88
" lor interest 24 13

Total receipts .S51 3 57

Expenditure.
Expenses of Management :

Amount paid to agents for commission and fees on application S94 50
'' for investigation and adjustment of claims 12 00
" statutory assessment 33 7&
" printing, stationery and advertising 34 25
" salaries, directors' and auditors' fees 261 20
" postage, telegrams and express 6 00

fuel and light 1 1 OO

Total expenses of management .Si;")2 70

Miscrllaneoas Payments :

Cash paid for losses which occurred during 1886 $38 25-

Total expenditure $490 9.5.
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CURRENCY OF RISKS.

Aniount covered by Policies in force 31st December, 1886.

System.
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^'ORTH WATERLOO FARMERS' MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.
HEAD OFFICE, WATERLOO.

Commenced business 1st August, 187 Jf.

President—Jacob Wahl.
|

Manager—Levi Stauffer.

L^nassessed preaiium note capital, SI 10,285.43.

Assets.

Cash on hand at head office S649 06

Amount unpaid of assessments levied during 1S86 862 96
" •' •' " in prior years (nob extended) $48 93

•' of premium notes in force, after deducting all payments thereon

and assessments levied 11 0.28-5 43

Total assets Sill. 797 45

Liabilities.

Unpaid losses 81,600 00

Total liabilities 81,600 00

Receipts.

Cash received for assessments levied in 1886 s-;,474 06

" " " years prior to 1886 671 76

Cash borrowed 5, 1 22 50

Total receipts . .
.' ,$10,268 32

ExrKN'DITURE.

Expenses of Management :

Amount paid tor investigation and adjustment of claims

" interest

" statutory assessment

" printing, stationery and advertising

" salaries, directors' and auditors' fees

" postage, telegrams and express

" indidentals

817
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CURRENCY OF RISKS.

Aiiwunt curercd h)i Policies in force tilat December, ISSd.

System.
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WEST WAWANOSH MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.

HEAD (M^FICE, ST. HELENS.

Commenced business 13th May, 1879.

President—Chas. Garvin.
|

Secretary—Robt. Murray.

Unassessed premium note capital, §81,627.78.

Assets.

Actual cash on hand at head otHce § 88 69
Amount unpaid of assessments levied during 1886 ,515 82
Amount of premium notes in force, after deducting all payments thereon

and assessments levied 81,627 78

Total assets $82,232 29

Liabilities.—None.

Receipts.

Cash at Head Ottice, as per last statement (not extended) 3155 00
Cash received for assessments levied in 1886

before 1886
" from steam-thresher certificates
" transfer fees and advanced assessment

$3,363
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CURRENCY OF RISKS.

A7nount covered hy Policies in force 31st December, 1880.

System.
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THE MUTUAL FIRE I.XSURANCE COMPANY OF THE COUNTY OF

WELLINGTON.

HEAD OFFICE, GUELPII.

Commenced business, September, 1^4'^-

President—¥REV. W. Stone.
]

Secretary—Ghaklus Davidson.

Unassessed pivmium note capital, .*344, 284.58.

Assets.

Cash on hand at head office ><GSS 02

" deposit to Company's credit in Bank of Commerce,

Guelph 12,806 78

$13,489 Sa

Cash in Agents' hands, acknowledged by them to be due and considered good 330 38

Amount unpaid of assessments levied during 1886 1,465 60

" " " in prior years (not ex-

tended) $1,112 51

" unpaid due bills less than one year overdue 1,007 99

" of premium notes in force, after deducting all payments thereon

and assessments levied 344,284 58

Total assets $360,578 35

Liabilities.

Amount of losses adjusted $2,317 34

Amount of outstanding accounts 39 72

Total liabilities $2,357 06

169
"^
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ftECEIPTS.

Oash at head office, as per last statement (not extended) $586 98

" received as first payments, being part payment of premium notes. . .

.

" for assessments levied in 1886
" •' " years prior to 1886

agents' balances

" received from carpenters' risks, and transferred policies

" " refunded Director's fees

Oash received from interest

" " promissory notes, etc

Total receipts

EXPEXDITURE.

JExpenses of Management :

Amount paid for commissions to agents •

" law costs

" fuel and light

" investigation and adjustment of claims
" statutory assessment

" printing, stationery, and advertising ..

" rent and taxes

"
salaries, directors' and auditors' fees .

.

" travelling expenses

" postage, telegrams and express ,

$9,003
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THE WESTMIXSTEIl MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.

HEAD OFFICE, LOT 14, COX. i, WESTMINSTER.

Commenced business 11th December, 1857.

President—John M. Little.
|

Secretary—Henry Anderson.

Unassessed premium note capital, $18,099.60.

Assets.

Cash at head office $33 32

Cash on deposit to the Company's credit, not drawn against in

Canadian Trust and Loan Company, London 2,19G 29

London Loan and Savings Company, London. , 5,238 00

Amount of premium notes in force, after deducting all payments thereon

and assessments levied

Total assets

Liabilities.—None.

Receipts.

Cash at head office on deposit as per last statement (not ex-

tended) $6,623 94

Cash received for assessments levied in 1886
" interest

" membership fees

" borrowed

Total receipts • .S2,653 46

Expenditure.

Expenses of Management :

Amount paid for investigation and adjustment of claims

" statutory assessment or certificate

" printing, stationery and advertising

" salaries, directors' and auditors' fees

' commission
" gratuity to ex-Treasurer

Expenses of management

Miscellaneous Payments :

Cash paid for losses w^hich occurred during 1886
'• repayment of loans

Total expenditure

172
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CURRENCY OF RISKS.

AriMunt covered by Policies in force 31st December, 1886.

System.

Mutual

.

Five years.

S c.

1,1G2,110 00

Total.

§ c.

1,162,110 Oij

MOVEMENT IN RISKS.

Mutual Syatvm,
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TOWNSHIP OF EAST WILLIAMS MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.

HEAD OFFICE, NAIRN.

Commenced business 8th August, 1875.

President—Neil McTaggart.
\

Secretary—Wm. McCallum.

Unassessed premium note capital, $4,983.02.

Assets.

Cash on hand S37 58

Cash in Bank of Commerce, at Parkhill 918 70

Cash in agents' hands, acknowledged by them to be due and considered good.

Amount unpaid of assessments levied during 1886 .
'.

" " " " in prior years (not extended) $43 12

Amount of premium notes in force, after deducting all payments thereon

and assessments levied j

Total assets

Liabilities.—None.

Receipts.

Cash at Head Office, as per last statement (not extended) .... $432 83

Cash received as first payments on premium notes

" on assessments levied during 1886
" " " prior to 1886
'* on agents' balances

" on interest ,

Total receipts

Expenditure.
Expenses of Management :

Amount paid for statutory assessment

" printing, stationery and advertising

" salaries, directors' aud auditors' fees

" postage

" incidentals

Expenses of management $104 73

Miscellaneous Payments :

Cash paid for losses which occurred during 1886 23 00
" rebate ,'

S.">

Total expenditure ^133 r^s

174
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CURRENCY OF RISKS.

Ammtnt covered bii Policies in force ^ht December, 1SS6.

System.
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THE YARMOUTH MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.

HEAD OFFICE, SOUTH-WEST CORNER LOT NUMBER 7, CON. 9, TOWNSHIP OF YARMOUTH.

Commenced business 11 th October, 18S1.

President—John A. Squance.
|

Secretary—W. E. Leonard.

Unassessed premium note capital, $7,418.23.

Assets.

Actual cash on hand at head office SI 3 87

Cash on deposit to the Company's ci'edit, not drawn against, in

Southern Loan and Savings Company, St. Thomas 209 22

$223 09

Amount of premium notes in force, after deducting all payments thereon

and assessments levied 7,4 i 8 23

Total assets $7,641 32

Liabilities.

Amount of loss supposed $23 40

Sundries 1 00

Total liabilities 324 40

Receipts.

Cash at head office, as per last statement (not extended) 836 05

Cash received as first payments, being part payment of premium notes. . . . $361 38
" for assessments levied before 1886 11 76
•' from transfer fees, etc 16 50
" for interest 4 37

Total receipts $394 01

Expenditure.

Expenses of Management :

Amount paid for statutory assessment or certificate $12 74
" printing, stationery and advertising 3 40
" postage, telegrams and express 191
" salaries, directors' and auditors' fees 164 00

Total expenses of management $182 05

Miscellaneous :

Cash paid for losses which occurred during 1886 $21 14
" rebate 3 78

Total expenditure $206 97

176
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CURRENCY OF RLSKS.

AiiiAjuul cocircd hii Puliviis hi Utrci Ust Ihctiiiliir. /WO.

Sy.si'km.

Mnoii^

,, I Over one but

years.
lesfs.

^ c.

2,450 00

S c.

4.450 00

Over two but
under three

years.
Three years,

j
Total.

* c. 8 c. * c.

8,575 00 468,747 00 i 484,222 00

MOVKMENT I\ RLSKS.

Mutual Si/Dhin.

Amount.

Ptilicies in force 31st December, 1885.

.

' new and renewed during 1886

.

Gross number during 1886

linos expired and cancelled in 1886 . . .

.

X^-t risks in forct- 'Mt^t JJcreinlier, 1886.

* c.

44<i,722 00

155,065 00

601,787 00

117,565 00

484,222 00

CLASSIFICATION OF RISKS:

Farm and Non-hazardous.

PREMIUM NOTES OR UNDERTAKINGS

Oh Policies in j'ora Hat liccriuhcr, I88G.

AttiooBt ot face of all pi-emium notes
held by Company, and legally liable
r-o assessment

Amount of all premium note^, after de-
ducting: all payments thereon and as-

.»e*i«ments levied

Atawmt, of premium notes received dur-
ing the year 1886

12 (IH.V

One year
risks or
under.

Over one but
under two
year risks.

^ c. , $ e.

12 42
j

44 26

10 87 38 72

12 42 i 44 26

Over two but
I

under three Three years. Total,
year risks,

i

« c.
I

$ c.

I

131 52 9,128 79

111 03

91 88

7,257 61

2,743 15

* c.

9,Sltt 99

7,418 23

2,891 71

177





it of Losses sustained in each locality

5 00
3 00

17,759 25
2,327 37
3,585 25
500 00

7,040 40
15 00

228 50
51 86
10 00

209 51
400 00

1,273 00
1,095 20

6,989 97
350 00

8 00

110 00
4 00

165 00
28 00

900 00
318 00

35 00
3,151 70

20 10
663 00
119 00

4,329 00
1,117 91
854 32
50 00

625 30

LOCALITY.

Adelaide.
All,;...,

Urey.
Guelph.
Guelph Township.
Guild.
Gwillimbury.

Haldimand.
Hallowell.
Hamilton.
Hanover.
Harriston.
Hay Township.
Hensall.
Hepworth.
Hibbert Township.
Highgate.
Hillier.

Hillsburgh.
Howard.
Howick.
Huron.

Ingersoll.
lona.

Iroquois.

Kincardine.
King.
Kingston.
Kingston Township.
Kirkton.
Knapdale.

Lieury.
Lindsay.
Lion's Head.
Logan Township.
Lobo.
London.
London Township,
Lucan.
Lucknow.
Luther.
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RECAPITULATION
OF

A88ET8, LIABILITIES, INCOME AND EXPENDITURE

OF ALL

fSTRJOTLY MUTUAL FIKE INSURANCE COMPANIES.
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Registrar General's Office, Ontario,

Toronto, December let, 1887.

To His Honour Sir Alexander Campbell, K.G. M.G.,

Lieutenant-Governor of the Province of Ontario.

May it Please Your Honour :

In compliance with the Statute in that behalf, the undersigned respectfully presents

to Your Honour the Annual Report of Births, Marriages and Deaths for the year ending

31st December, 1886.

Respectfully submitted,

ARTHUR S. HARDY,
Registrar-General.
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TI:H2 F O TIT

RELATING TO THE

mmmm of births, marriages and dmths

IN THE

FOR THE YEAR ENDING 31st DECEMBER, 1886.

Parliament Buildings,

Toronto, December 1st, 1887.

To the Honourable A. S. Hardy,

Registrar-General, Province oj Ontario.

Sir,—I have the honour to present the Annual Report of the returns of Births,

Marriages aud Deaths registered in the Province for the year ending 31st December, 1886.
The total number of Births, Marriages and Deaths registered during the year was

83,4:87, as against 81,008 in 1885, an increase of 2,479, or 3 per cent.

There were 1,230 more births, 170 more marriages, and 1,079 more deaths registered.

The approximate rates for the year are as follows :

Births, 22.0 per 1,000 of estimated population.

Marriages, 6.5 per 1,000 of estimated population.

Deaths, 11.0 per 1,000 of estimated population.

The excess of Births over deaths, 11.0 per 1,000 of estimated population.

This shows that there was one birth to every 45.4 persons living, one marriage to

every 76., and one death to every 91.2 living.

The population of the Province in 1886 is estimated to be 2,115,971, an increase of

about ten per cent, over the population as given by the census of 1881, and has been used
in making the calculations of the ratios, percentages, etc., for the whole Province. The
following factors have been used to show how this estimated increase has been arrived at,

and is believed in the absence of an annual census to be as reliable as can be devised :

Population by census of 1881 1,923,610
Increase from excess of births over deaths 111,013
Immigrants settled in the Province, according to the report of

the Immigration Department 101,971

Total 2,135,971
Deduct from this total the number of emigrants who left the

Pro\'ince, estimated at about 20,000

Estimated population in 1886 2,115,971

The population of the Cities and Towns is taken direct from the Assessor's returns
and the calculations for these places based upon them.

2* (R.G.)
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BIRTHS.

(^ee Tables 1, 2 and 3).

The usual abstracts from the full Tables of Births in the appendix will be found on

pages 7 to 14.

The ratio of Births for the whole Provinoe was 22.0 per 1,000.
" " " Cities 27.0 " "
«« " " Towns 22.7 " "
« " " Rural Districts 20.7 " "

Twenty-eight out of the forty counties returned more births than in 1885, and twelve

less. The increases were principally in the Counties of Carleton, York, Hastings and

Lambton, and the decreases in Middlesex, Frontenac, Northumberland and Durham
(united), and Peterborough.

In nearly all the Cities the number of Births appears to have increased, the excep-

tions were Kingston, which returned 81 less ; Guelph, 8 less ; and Belleville, 6 less.

Of the 24 Towns included in Table 3, thirteen gave a total increase of 209 births,

and the remaining eleven showed a decrease of 171. The total returns therefore gave an

increase of 38 births.

The proportion of births to population was as follows :

In the Province one to every 45.5 living.

" Cities " " '

33.8 "

" Towns " " 44.0 "

" Rural districts " 48.2 "

SEX.

{See Table Jf).

There were 24,071 male births to 22,387 female, a difference of 1,684 in favour of

the males. An excess of male over female births has always been showai in the returns

from the Province in every month of the year. The largest excess was in January, 114

males to 100 females, and the smallest in June, 102 to 100 ; the average for the year was

107.5 to 100. In the eleven cities the male births numbered 4,436 to 4,092 female, 344

More, but the proportion between the sexes was more varied in the different months of

the year than in the returns from the whole Province.

In the month of September the proportion of male to female births in the cities was

128 to 100, while in the month of November the proportion was slightly in favour of the

females, being 100.8 females to 100 males.

Monthly and Quarterly.

{See Tables 5, 6 and 7).

The largest number of births always occur in March, and the smallest generally in

November. The births in March exceeded those in November by 775.

The average number of births per month was 3,871, per week 893, and per day 128.

More births were recorded in the first quarter of the year than in any one of the

other three, and the least in the third quarter, and with few exceptions this position was

maintained in the quarterly returns since the Registration Act came into operation.

2
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Plural Births.

{See Table 8).

In 1886, 378 women gave birth to 759 children, of whom 750 were twin children,
and nine triplets, showing an increase of 274 in the number of twins and a decrease in
the number of triplets of twelve.

In proportion to the total number of births in each county, Oxford had the lar«^est

percentage of twin births, 2.7 ; Wellington and York nearly equal, 2.5. One case of
triplets was reported from each of the Counties of Braut, Lennox and Addinf'ton and
York.

Illegitimate.

{See Table 8).

Of the 671 illegitimate births which took place in the Province, 190 of them, or 28.1
per cent occuired in the County of Carleton. The proportion of these births to th(.' whole
number in the county was 7 per cent. This illegitimate birth rate in Carleton, in which
Ottawa is situated, was exceptionally high. The largest percentage of these birth.s in
the other counties was in those counties in which the cities were situated, viz. : York 4 ijer

cent., Wentworth 3 per cent., Middlesex 1.5 per cent.. Brant 1.7 percent, and Lincoln
1.3 percent.

MARRIAGES.

{See Tables 1, 2 and S).

The number of marriages reported as having been celebrated in the Province durin^^

the year 1886 was 13,845, an increase of 170. In the eleven cities, 3,300 marria'^es were
celebrated, an increase of 222, and the 24 towns returned 1,376 marriages, 66 less than
in 1885. The ratio per 1,000 living of these marriages was much larger in the cities and
towns than in the rural districts. In the cities it was 11.04 per 1,000 ; in the towns 11.3
per 1,000—In the rural districts it was only 5,4 per 1,000. The proportion to popu-
lation was one marriage to every 90 of the living in the cities ; one in every 89 in the
towns, and one in every 184 in the rural districts.

Denominations.

{See Table 9).

Methodists again head the list in this Table with increased numVjer.s, nearly 40 per
cent, of all the persons married in 1886 were Methodists. Those registered as Presby-
terians when married numbered more in 1886 than in 1885 by 521. They were 21.9 per
cent, of the whole. The Table also shows that fewer marriages were registered by
Episcopalians, Roman Catholics, Baptists, Lutherans, and those belonging to the
Evangelical Association ; while a small increase in the marriages of Congregationalists,

Quakers and Mennonites is shown.

Months.

{See Table 10).

October and December have in previous years been the favourite months for

marrying, and in 1886 December still ranked the highest, but March returned as many
marriages as^^October, which was quite exceptionable, as during the last six years March

3
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never ranked higher than fifth, generally sixth and seventh in the numerical order of

months. The month of August ranked the lov^est in the number of marriages the

same as in former years.

The difference between the month returning the largest number of marriages and the

one returning the lowest number was 902, or 52 per cent. less.

Ages.

(See Table 11).

The proportion between the sexes as regards their ages when married, was largely in

favour of the females in the periods under 20 years of age and between 20 and 25. The

table shows that 9,160 females were married in those two periods of life, and only 5,017

males, being 82 per cent, more females than males, but in the succeeding periods the

proportion was altogether in favour of the males.

The following abstract shows the percentage of each sex to the whole number married

in the different periods of life :

Males under 20 years when married 1.1 per cent. Females 17.3 per cent.

between
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TABLE 4.

Births by Months in the Province, 1886, shewing the proportion of Male to Female
Births in the Province, and also in tlie Cities.

SEX.
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TABLE 5.

Order of Births, by Months, in 1885 and li
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TABLE 8.

Illegitimate Births, Twins and Triplets
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DEATHS.

3* (R.G.)
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Table 13.—Shewing the Death Rate pejr 1000 of population, in each County of the
Province, for six years ; also average for that time.

COUNTIES. 1881.

Algoma
Brant
Bruce
Carleton
Dufiferia ,

Elgin
Essex ...

Frontenac
Grey
Haldimand
Halton
Hastings
Huron .

Kent
Lambton
Lanark
Leeds and Grenville
Lennox and Addington
Lincoln
Middlesex
Mu>koka and Parry Sound . .

.

Norfolk
Northumberland and Durham.
Ontario
Oxford
Peel
Perth
Peterboro'
Prescott and Russell
Prince Edward
Renfrew
Simcoe
Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry
Victoria
Waterloo
Welland
Wellington ,

Wentworth
York

Total

5.9
12.9
8.5
17.9
8.4
9.3
18.8
14.2
6.9
12.4
12.5
11.5
10.0
10.6
10.4
8.1
11.4
10.7
14.3
16.2
8.5
11.7
9.7
11.9
11.3
10.7
10.5
11.4
9.9
12.3
8.4
8.3
9.5
8.9
13.9
12.8
12.0
17.1
16.4

1882. 1883. 1884. 1885.

11.8

6.7
10.4
8.1

23.6
9.1
7.5

14.5
14.8
8.3
9.2
11.7
10.6
8.9
10.0
8.2
7.2
10.7
10.0
12.6
11.8
10.5
10.2
9.0
10.2
12.0
12.8
9.5

10.4
11.4
16.5
8.1
8.3
8.2
9.5
13.5
12.1
10.9
15.9
16.1

11.3

6.7
11.3
7.4

23.0
8.4
7.7
12.6
15.8
6.4
7.5
9.4
10.4
8.2
9.2
8.1
7.5
9.4
9.8
12.7
10.4
9.4
8.8
8.9
11.8
11.2
10.0
8.2
11.8
10.2
11.9
7.9
8.1
7.2

10.3
11.5
10.0
10.8
18.1
17.8

10.9

9.5
11.4
7.3

19.8
9.1
8.2
14.4
12.9
7.0
8.7
10.9
13.0
8.0
9.9
10.4
9.4
9.1
8.7
13.8
12.2
8.6
9.2
9.5
11.1
10.3
11.5
7.7

10.9
11.1
13.7
8.3
8.5
8.8
10.4
10.9
10.4
10.8
17.0
18.1

11.2

1886.
Ave

six yrs..

14.02
12.5
7.5
19.5
8.6
8.7
14.04
13.1
7.6
9.4

10.8
11.3
7.9
9.7
9.2
9.0
11.6
8.5
13.02
11.6
11.9
8,8
11.06 i

10.2
I

9.4
9.7

I

8.1
10.9
16.7
12.8
9.2
8.02
9.2
8.4

10.9
11.8
9.7
16.3
19.5

11.4

10.4
11.5
7.1

21.7
10.5
8.0

14.8
12.0
7.4
8.2
10.0
8.1
7.0
8.8
9.5

10.0
10.0
7.1

12.4
10.1
10.1
8.9
7.9
8.8
9.4

10.3
9.1
9.6
15.1
12.1
9.5
7.1
8.1
8.0
11.4
8.7
9.6
16.6
21.3

11.0

8.8
11.6
7.6
20.9
9.0
8.2
14.8
13.8
7.3
9.2
10.9
10.8
8.3
9.7
9.3
8.3
10.3
9.1
13.1
12.1
9.8
9.C
9.3
10.6
10.6
10.8
9.0

10.8
12.4
13.2
8.5
8.0
8.5
9.3

12. <i

10.9
10.6
16.8
18.2

11.2

Death rate to 1,000 of population, during the last si.x: years in the eleven Cities.

CITIES.
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TABLE U.

Quarterly Return of Deaths in 1886 for the Province.

QUARTERS.

<^uarter ending March 31st

" June 30th

" " September 30th

"
. " December 31st .

Totals

Males.

3114

2884

3097

2827

11922

Females.
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TABLE 15.

Quarterly Return of Deaths in 1886 for the Cities.

QUARTERS.

Quarter ending March 31st

" June 30th -

" September 30th

" December 31st

Totals 3334
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TABLE 20.—Shewing the Population and Deaths in each County ; also
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the ten highest Causes of Death, with their ratio to Population in 1886.

Pnecmoxia. Diphtheria.

.5

1.0
.5

1.0
.8

.3

.9

.3

.5

.2

.»

3
.3

.4

.()

.7

.8

.5

.2

.9

.7

.8

.«

.0

.5

.9

.7

.9

1.0
.2

.3

.3

.3

.4

.5

1.0
.3

.8

1.2
1.4

.71

18
32
6

57
15
28

102
22
9

7
12
14
12
11
40
39
15
21
22
9

51
28
8
16
16
14
13
13
21
159
9

64
51
45
13
16
14
19

117
228

1406

Heart
Disease.

.8

.081

.8
I

.6

.6

2.0
.5

.1

.2

.5

2.0
.2

.1

.6

.7

.4

.3

.7

2
.5

.9

.2

.2

.3

2
.4

.2

.6

3.8
.4

1.4
.6

.6

.3

.3

.4

.2

1.5
1.3

.66

7
24
15
78
7

24
22
42
30
12
14

2
21
45
40
24
17
36
11
25
5n
14
21
32
14
39
15
26
9
13
18
10
27
14
13
22
24
37
54

137

1090

Convulsions. DiARRHCEA.

P^

.3

.6

.2

L.l

.3

.5

.4

.9

.4

.4

.5

.3

.3

.5

.6
I

.4

.4

.5

•'^
I

.5
I

.4
I

.4

.2

.7

.5

.4

.2

.3

.7

.2

.3

.2

.1

.4

.7

1.0
.7

.8

.511

7

14
9

25
9
8
7

20
10
3
9
1

15

17
9

12
4

10
3
12
23
14
12
9

21
18
2

16
13
5
5
3

21
9

10
26
9

22
26

154

622

Ph

.3

.4

.1

.3

.4

.1

.1

.4

.1

.1

.3

.1

.2

.2

.1

.2

.1

.1

.1

.4

.2

.5

.3

.1

.4

.3

.07j

.2

.4

.1

.2

.06

.2

.1

.2

.5

.1

.3

.3

.9

.29

7
10
13
80
3
3
19
12
•12

5
6
1

3
13
24
19
8
17
2
9

24
6
12
12
8
5
1

13
18

7
18
21
2

26
6

11
42
100

603

«

.3

.2

.2

1.1
,1

.6

.3

.2

.1

.1

.2

.1

.05

.1

.4

.3

.2
,

.2

.06

.2

.2

.2

.3

.1

.1

.09

.03

.2

.5

.1

'.i

.2

.3

.05

.5

.1

.1

.5

.6

.28

Enteritis. Pabalysis.

5
16

17
27
7
8
13
14
12
5
2
1

8
16
19
11
5
21
6
4

31
9
6
20
11
14
2
14
12
4

8
8
19
10
13
15
5
15
30
.53

516

.2

.4

.2

.3

.2

.1

.2

.3

.1

.1

.08

.01

.1

.2

.3

.2

.1

.3

.2

.1

.3

.3

.1

.2

.2

.2

.07

.2

.3

.09

.3

.2

.2

.1

.3

.3

.1

.2

.4

.3

.24

^

1
22
12
32

is"

14
12
14
14
9
I

9
19
14
5
4
8
10
17
27
1

3
21
11
17
14
10

7
5
3
4
17
13

11
20
18
57

507

29
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TABLE 21.—Showing the Population and Deaths in each City •
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also the ten highest causes of death with their ratio to Population.

Diphtheria.
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TABLE 23.—Showing the Population and Deaths in the rural districts of each
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County ; also the five highest causes of Death, with their ratio to Population.

Phthisis.
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TABLE 24.

Deaths by Occupations.

Average Age - - - - 57.5 years.

List of those who died over the Average Age. Number 3,264.

OCCUPATIONS.

Dentists

Coopers

Gentlemen

Volunteers, Soldiers, etc

Weavers

Clergymen

Farmers

No. of

Deaths.

1

21

214

47

30

33

2642

Average
Age at
Death.

77 yrs.

70 "

69 "

68.5 "

64.7 "

63.5 "

62.8 "

OCCUPATIONS. No. of

Deaths.

Masons

Tailors

Miners

Gardeners

Shoemakers .

.

Teachers, male

Bricklayers . .

.

46

48

10

34

89

38

11

List of those who died under the Average Age. Number 2,536.

OCCUPATIONS.

MillvsTights

Plasterers

Contractors and Builders

Tanners and Curriers

Carpenters

Bakers and Confectioners

Manufacturers

Millers

Physicians

Labourers

Brewers and Distillers

Jtlerchants

Butchers -

Chemists and Druggists

Brickmakers

Carriage and Waggon-makers

Cabinet-makers

Public Officials

Bankers

Blacksmiths

Sailors

Agents

Other Mechanics

Teamsters

Tavern-keepers .

.

Cooks

No. of

Deaths.

7

15

30

7

173

21

46

31

36

795

11

150

45

15

8

37

18

90

14

75

35

38

82

38

56

3

Average
Age at
Death.

57.1 yrs.

56.0 "

55.8 "

55.5 "

55.3 "

55.1 "

54.3 "

54.1 "

54.0 "

53.4 "

53.0 "

53.0 "

53.0 "

52.1 "

51.8 "

51.0 "

50.8 "

50.0 "

50.0 "

49.0 "

47.0 "

47.0 "

46.3 "

46.2 "

45.8 "

45.6 "

OCCUPATIONS. No. of

Deaths.

Hunters and Fishermen

Lawyers

Pedlars

Engineers

Editors

Saddlers and Harness-makers.

Painters

Watchmakers and Jewellers

Musicians

Servants (Female)

Moulders

Lumbermen

Tinsmiths

Stonecutters

Machinists

Artists

Printers

Barbers

Book-keepers

Milliners and Dressmakers .

.

Pi'ovincial Land Surveyors..

Railroad Employees

Seamstresses

Telegraph Operators

Tobacconists

Teachers (Female)

13

22

7

35

3

18

28

13

7

77

20

30

19

13

40

11

22

16

123

27

2

55

30

4

9

16

34
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TABLE 25.

A Statistical Classification of the number of Deaths of persons whose occupations

were specitied (not including Farmers' Wives and Housewives) and giving the

Number, Aggregate and Average Age.
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TABLE -lb—Continued.

OCCUPATIONS.

Class III.—Labourers.

Labimrers
.
Pedlars
Teamsters

Total Class III .

.

Class IV.

—

Merchants, etc.

Agents
Book-keepers, Salesmen and Clerks

Bankers
Chemists and Druggists
Manufacturers .... . .

,

Merchants
Tavern-keepers
Telegraph Operators ,

Lumbermen

Total Class IV

Class V.—Professional Men.

Artists
Clergymen
Dentists
Engineers
Editors
Lawyers
Musicians
Physicians
Public Officials

Provincial Land Surveyors.
Teachers, Male

" Female ^
Gentlemen

Total Class V

r> UMBER OF

Persons.

795

7
38

840

38
123
14
15
46
150
56
4

30

476

11
33
1

35
3

22
7

36
90
2

38
16

214

508

Class VI.—Other Employments.

Hunters and Fishermen
Railroad Employees
Sailors

Volunteers, Soldiers and Pensioners

Total Class VI.

Class VII.—Females at Work.

Domestic Servants
Milliners and Dressmakers . .

.

Seamstresses

Total Class VII

13
55
35
47

150

Age at Death.

Aggregate.

42554
313

1758

44625

1786
4606
701
782

2484
7944
2569
126

1402

22400

427
2096

77
1560
133
990
301

1943
4503

70
2209
404

14763

29476

593
1958
1645
3220

"416

77
27
30

134

Average.

53.4
44.7
46.2

53.1

47.0
.^7.3

50.0
52.1
54.3
53.0
45.8
31.6
42.5

47.0

38.7
63.5
77.0
44.5
44.3
45.0
43.0
54.0
50.0
35.0
58.0
25.2
69.0

58.0

45.6
35.0
47.0
68.5

49.4

3293
962

1046

5301

42.7
35.6
34.8

39.5

36



No. 1.

Siaffram shomiiir the ratio of Births to each 1000 of the PopaiaxLoa. in
County of tho Province In 1S86.

each

COUNTIES.

Aly. ..,,..

Brant .

Biuw..

C:irl.-t...i

Dutffiiii

Elgin .

.

Essex

Frontena''

Grey ...

HuldiniaiKi

Halton

Mnlibnrti>n

Hastings

Huron .

Kent..

Lanil't^'ii

Lanark

Leed.s &. Gr. ii\ ille . . .

Lennox & Addinvfton.

Lincoln

Middlesex

Muskoka il V-.uiv Sd.

Norfolk

Northunib'diVDui liuiu

Ontario

Oxfor.l.

Peel .

Perth

Peterborougli

Prescott & Rii>s.ll...

Prince Edward

Renfrew

SimctK^

.

Stor't.Dund'siUlen y

Victoria

Waterloo

Wellan.l

Wellington

Wentwortli

York ...

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 2

i I !
I I I I I

! !

Jt> 27 28 29 30
I I

I

I

31 32 33 34 35 39
^ I

I
'

!



No. 2.

Diasram ahOT^ing" the ratio of Births to cash 1000 of the Population In each
Olty and Tovm in the Province in 1886.

Toronto .

.

Hauiilton

Ottawa

Lnndon . .

Brant

r

Sr TL.

Ki!.r:ir.li

Win IsM!-

Chatii;r

S

I'--

Xapaiv

Lind-ii

Berlin

niMI;-.-'. il

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 50
I i I I I I I i I I I I I

;
I

i I I I I I I I i I

53

The figiiros at the top of the y>erpendicul;ir lines indicate the ratio of births to each 1000 of

iiDDiiliiviiiii .JnrinL'- thf vcur. The si:)r.ces are fractional jiarts of one.
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No. 3.

Diagram stowing the ratio of Deaths to each 1000 of the Population in each
County of the Province in 1886.

COUNTIES.

Algoma

Brant

Bruce

Carleton

Duflferin

Elgin

Eisex ....

Frcntenac

Grey

Haldimand <

Halton

Haliburton

Hastings

Huron ,

Kent

Lambton

Lanark 5

Tjceds & Grenville . . M
Lennox & Addington.'l

Lincoln %
Middlesex

Muskoka & Parry Sd

Norfolk

Northumb'd&Durhain

Ontario
[

Oxford

Peel
I

Perth

Peterborough

Prescott & Russell . .

Prince Edward

Renfrew

Simcoe
I

Stor't.Dund's &Glen'y

Victoria

Waterloo

VVelland ^

Wellington

Wentworth

York ^



No. 4.

Diagram showing- the ratio of Deaths to each 1000 of the Population in each
City and Tc^n in the Province in 1886.

CITIES.

Toronto

Hamilton

Ottawa

London

Kingston

Brantford

St. Thomas....

Guelph

St. Catharines.

Belleville

Stratford

TOWNS.

Kincatdine . ..

Windsor

Owen Sound .

.

Goderich ... .

Chatham

Sarnia

Perth

Napanee

Brockville . .

.

Cobourg

Port Hope . . .

.

Whitby

Woodstock . .

.

Brampton . .

.

Peterborough

Cornwall

Picton

Banie

Pembroke . . .

.

Lindsay

Berlin

Gait

Orangeville. .

.

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1.3 14 1.5 Ki 17 18 1!) 20 21 22 2.3 24 2.") 2() 27 28 29 30 31 32 3:

I I

The figures at the top of the perpendicular line indicate the ratio of deaths during the year to each

1000 of the population. The spaces are fractional parts of one.
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REMARKS ON THE TABLES OF DEATHS.

Tables showing the causes of death, the ages and months of those who died in each

city, town, and also for the rural districts apart from the Province, have been comoiled

(see Appendix, Table G page C. to CLXIII.) with the object of comparing the ratio of

death from different diseases in those divisions. Abstracts and deductions will be found
in Tables 20, 21, 22 and 23, pages 28 to 33 inclusive.

As the population of the Province increases, so will the number of deaths naturally

increase ; if the ratio of increase, however, is not exceptionally high, it does not predicate

an unhealthy condition_of the Province.

A comparison between the mortality in the year 1882 with that in 1886 appears to

prove this. In 1882 (the year in which the census of 1881 was used) the population of

the Province was 1,923,610, the deaths registered numbered 21,800, or a ratio of 11.3

per 1,000 of the population; in 1886 the number of deaths registered was 23,18-4, an
increase of 1,384 deaths, the ratio being 11 per 1000, slightly lower than in 1882,

although the population is estimated to have increased to 2,115,971 in 1886.

(See Tables 1, 2 and 3.')

There was an increase of 1,076 deaths in 1886, principally in the following Counties,

which contain the large cities :—York, including Toronto, 593 ; Carleton, including

Ottawa, 230 and Wentworth, including Hamilton, 127. The principal decreases were
in the Counties of Northumberland and Durham (united), 182 ; Hastings, 129 ; Welland,
70 ; and Peterborough, 60.

Cities.

The returns show that the mortality increases proportionately more rapidly in cities

than in the rural districts. The total number of deaths in the eleven cities in 1882 was

5,031; the population was 239,888, and the ratio 20-2 per 1000. In 1886 the deaths

numbered 6,3-48, and the population was 298,683, giving a ratio of 21*2 per 1,000; this

shows an increase of 1,317 deaths ; of population, 58,795 ; and of ratio, 1"0 per 1,000;
whereas, in the whole Province for the same period, although there was an increase both

of deaths and population, the ratio per 1,000 had not increased. Every city, except

Belleville, returned an increase in the number of deaths in 1886, principally the City

of Toronto, where the increase was 457. There was also a large increase in the returns

of deaths from Ottawa, viz., 173. This city has always returned the highest death rate

of the cities. One of the causes is that a large number of the deaths which take

place in the Hospitals and other Institutions in the city are of those who were temporary
residents of Ottawa at the time of death. If the deaths of these temporary residents

were kept separate for the purpose of statistics, the true death-rate of the city would not

appear so exceptionally high.

Towns.

The following towns returned the highest increase in the number of deaths, viz.

Pembroke, 37 ; Orangeville, 33 ; Owen Sound, 32 ; and Windsor, 28 ; and the towns
returning the largest decrease were Lindsay, 13 ; Picton, 7 ; and Napanee and Whitby,
6 each.

The highest mortality to population was in Brampton, 22.9 per 1000 ; Pembroke,
22-6 per 1,000; Orangeville, 222 per 1000 ; and Perth, 206 per 1000.

There was one death in every 91*2 of the population of the Province, one in every

47 in the cities, one in every 70 in the towns, and one in every 109 5 in the rural

districts.
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Sex.

{See Table IJf.)

There were registered during the year the deaths of 11,922 males and 11,262 females.

The death-rate of the males was 11 per 1,000, of the females 108 per 1,000, slightly

below the average rates for the last six years. The proportion between the males and
females was as 1,058-6 males to 1,000 females.

Seasons.

{See Tables 14 and 15.)

The influence of the seasons upon mortality is shown in tables 14 and 15. They pre-

sent the number and percentage of deaths in each month and quarter of the year. The
mortality was the highest in March, but numerically not so large as in 1885. The number
of deaths registered in September was 417 more than in that month in the previous year,

causing it to rank second in the order of deaths by months. In 1885, September ranked
lowest but one. This large increase in the number of deaths was owing to the more than
average mortality from Cholera Infantum, Diarrhceal diseases and Diphtheria during
that month. The deaths were the most numerous in the first quarter of the year, and the
least in the second. Last year the fourth quarter returned the lowest number of deaths.

Ages.

{See Table 16.)

Table 16 shows the percentage of decedents in each division of ages to the whole
number of deaths in each of the last six years, also the total number of deaths. There
was an increase in the period under five years of 944 ; also, an increase of 206 in the
period between five and ten years, being a total increase in these two periods of 1,150
deaths. There was, however, a decrease in nearly all the other periods. The large increase

in the early periods of life was principally in the cities, as they returned 220 more deaths
under one year, 393 more in the period between one and five years, and 57 more in the

period from five to ten years, a total increase in those places in the three periods of 670,
o: which Ottawa returned 135. The number and percentage of deaths of persons over
seventy years of age to the total mortality was as follows :—In the cities, 708 persons
died at that age, ITI per cent, of all the deaths ; in the towns, 256, or 14 7 per cent.

;

and in the rural districts, 2,946, or 19 per cent., showing that the largest percentage of

deaths of persons over seventy years of age died in the rural districts.

Centenarians.

The return of persons dying at the age of 100 years and over is given in Table 18.

It will be noticed that two of them are reported as having reached the extraordinary age
of 120 years, and in one case to 121 years. Enquiries were made respecting the.se cen-

tenarians and, with the exception of the case of Mary "Webb, whose birth is recorded in

the family bible as having been born in Tyrone, Ireland, November 2nd, 1774, no reliable

evidence has been furnished to establish that the parties named were of the ages given
at the time of death.

Nationality of Decedents over 60 Years of Age.

There were 5,703 persons registered whose ages at death were over sixty years, an
increase in the number so returned in 1885 of 168. Nearly 30 per cent., or 1705,
were Irish ; 1,199, or 21 per cent., were English ; 1,146, or 20 per cent , were Canadians

;

949, or 16 6 per cent., were Seotch ; 315, or 5 -5 per cent., were Americans, and the

remainder were Germans, French, and Swiss.
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This table shows the principal causes of death, according to priority, in each period

of age. It will be seen that Anaemia, Diarrhoea, and Convulsions were the prevailing

cause of death in the period under one year. In the next period, between one and five

years, Diphtheria ranked as the highest cause of death, with Croup and Pneumonia second
and third, and they occupied the same position in the periods from five to ten years and
from ten to fifteen years, with the exception that Phthisis takes the place of Croup in the
latter period. In the next five periods, ending at sixty years, Phthisis and Pneumonia
rank first and second as the princijial causes of death in all of those periods. Heart
disease held the third place in three of these periods, and Diphtheria and Typhoid Fever
were each third in the fifth and sixth period of age respectively. In the period between
sixty and seventy years, Heart Disease was the most fatal, Paralysis second, and
Cancer third. Between seventy and eighty years 42 per cent, of all the deaths were from
old age. The next highest was Heart Disease, followed by Paralysis. In the next and
last period, eighty years and over. Old Age again ranks as the highest cause of death,

Paralysis second, and Heart Disease third. Scarlet Fever, Enteritis, Apoplexy, and Dropsy
did not either of them rank higher than the fifth cause of death in any period.
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Death Wave in the Province, in the Cities, Towns and Hural Districts for 1SS6.

LOCALITY

])csigned by F. Warwick.



No. 2.

The FolloT^ngr Diagrrams present a Comparison of the Per Centages of Deaths from



No. 2.

Old Agre, Phthisis, Diphtheria and Typhoid Fever in each month of the year 1886.

DIPHTHERIA.

Total Deaths, 1,406.
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EXPLANATION OF DIAGRAMS.

{Diagram Xfo. 1.)

Death Wave 1886.

The percentage of moitality in each of the four divisions of the Province is shown
in this diagram.

The following is an explanation of the various lines :—The four divisions of the

Province are indicated by different lines, viz., the Province by short straight lines — —

,

the cities by a continuous straight line , the towns by dotted lines . . . , and the
rural districts by crosses + 4- . The round dot on these lines in each column indicates

the percentage of deaths in each month, i. e., in the month of January a dot is placed on
the line for the Province opposite the tigure 7 6 in the column of the percentages, there-

fore, 7 6 per cent, of all the deaths in the Province took place in January. In like

manner, the dot on the line for the cities in January is opposite 8 6, therefore, 8 6 per
cent, of all the deaths in the cities were in that month ; and similarly the dots on the
lines for the towns and rural districts show the percentage of deaths in those place.s.

In the same manner, the dots on the different lines in the other months show the per-

centage of deaths in each of the months.

The two high points of mortality were for the Province, in March and September ;

and they were the same in the rural districts. In the cities, the two high points of

mortality were in April and July, and, in the towns, in April and AugUft. The largest

percentage of deaths in these high points was, in the towns in August, 10"2 per cent.,

and the lowe.st, in the cities in July, 90 per cent., a difference of 1-2 per cent, between those

two high points. The two low points in the death wave were the same in the Province,

in the cities, and in the rural districts, viz., June and November. In the towns, the low
points of mortality were in January and December.

The lowest of these low points was in the towns, 6-4 in December, and the highest
in the Province, 7 '7 per cent, in November.

Diagrams 2 and 3,

Percentage of deaths from Old Age, Phthisis, Diphtheria and Typhoid Fever.

Old Age.

It will be seen that the percentage of mortality from Old Age was the highest
in March in the rural districts, being 12 '6 per cent, of all the deaths from that cause in

those localities ; in the cities it was the highest in December, 10 6 per cent., not quite so

high as in the rural districts. The highest percentage, 9-8 per cent, in the towns, was
in April ; it was also the same in May and October. The lowe.st percentage of deaths
from Old Age was in the cities in October, 4 5 per cent. ; it was nearly as low, 5-4 per
cent, in June, in the rural districts. In the towns the lowest points reached were 6 4 per
cent, in February, June, July and November. The difference in the mortality from Old
Age in the cities in the months of October and December was remarkable, 4"5 per cent,

in the former month and 106 per cent, in the latter.

Phthisis.

In comparing the mortality from this disease in the cities aiid towns with the rural

districts, it will be seen that the percentage of deaths was the greatest in the month of

March in the cities and towns—more particularly in the towns, as 11 per cent, dit^d in

those places in March and also in May ; while in the cities only 10 percent, died in March
and 8-4 per cent, in May. In the rural districts the deaths were the highest in Feb-
ruary, 98 per cent. The towns also returned the lowest percentage, 55 in September;
while in the cities the lowest point was in November, 6-4 per cent. In the rural districts

the percentage did not in any month fall as low as in the cities or towns, the lowest
point being 6-8 per cent, in January.
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Diphtheria.

In this disease the towns reached the highest percentage in November, viz., 14;
the iiext highest point was in the cities in December, viz., 14 per cent. The point in the

rural districts was nearly the same, 13-5 per cent, in January. The mortality was also

very large in October in the rural districts, reaching 12 per cent. The diagram also

shows that the high points of death from Diphtheria in all three localities we're in January,

February, October, November and December, no locality returning less than 112 per cent.

Again, in the three months June, July and August, the three localities were equally low,

being 4 per cent. In the other months there was considerable variation in the per-

centage of mortality.

Typhoid Fever.

The two high points of mortality from this fever in the Province, cities and towns

and rural districts, were in September and October ; the highest point reached in the

cities and towns was in October, 23"5 per cent, of the total deaths from that fever in those

localities.

In the Province and rural districts the highest point was also in October, 18 -5 per

cent, in the former and 16 per cent, in the latter.

The waves of mortality from this fever in the different localities start at a low point

in January ; they then rise and fall through the next six months, but not to any great

extent ; they ascend with great rapidity through August, September and October, and

then as rapidly descend through November and December.

CLASSIFIED CAUSES OF DEATH.

Class I.

—

Zymotic Diseases.

{See Appendix, Table E : also, Tables 20, 21, 22 and 23.)

Thirty different diseases are included in this class, of which the principal were

Diphtheria, Diarrhoeal diseases and Fevers. The total deaths in the whole Province in

this class was 4,639 ; of males, 2,401, and of females, 2,238 ; the ratio to population was
2-1 per 1,000. In the cities the deaths numbered 1,302, or 43 per 1,000. In the towns

331 deaths, or 2-7 per 1,000, and in the rural districts 3,006 deaths, or 1-8 per 1,000.

Diphtheria.

The number of deaths from this cause was 1,406, an increase of 400 over the deaths

from the same cause in 1885. This increase was principally in the following counties,

viz., York, which increased 122 ; Renfrew, 41 ; Wentworth, 28 ; Middlesex, 27 ; Pres-

cott'and Russell (united), 25 ; Brant, 23 ; and Lambton, 21. The mortality from this

disease has been excessive for several years in the Counties of Prescott and Russell

(united), Essex and Renfrew, and no diminution appears in 1886, as the returns show

that there were 159 deaths from this cause in Prescott and Russell (united), a ratio of 3 8

per 1,000 of the population ; 102 deaths, or a ratio of 2'0 per 1,000 in Essex; and 64

deaths, or a ratio of 1*4 per 1,000 in Renfrew. The ratio for the whole Province was

•66 per 1,000.

The following Table exhibits the number of deaths in each county from Diphtheria

during ten years, with the average mortality and ratio per 1,000.

The total deaths for the ten years was 9,445, the average per year, 944-5, and the

average ratio to population, -49. Eleven counties had higher ratios than this and twenty-

eight lower. The two high points of mortality were in 1882 and 1886, and the two low

points in 1879 and 1884. The year 1886 was the most fatal, and the year 1879 the

least so.
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It is to be regretted that this disease has so largely increased during 1 886, notwith-

standing the energetic measures adopted by the Provincial Board of Health for its

suppression ; but it is fair to presume that if the sanitary measures recommend -d by
the Board had not been adopted in many localities, the mortality, gn,^at as it was, would
have been much greater. Municipalities have it in their power, by carrying out the

provisions of the Health Act, to check, and, to a certain extent, root out this disijase ; but
evidently there has been, in some locilities, great apathy displayed in enforcing sanitary

measures, and not until this disease becomes epidemic do they appear to realize the

necessity of sanitary precautions. As Diphtheria belongs to the class of preventible

diseases,, the mortality from it should decrease instead of otherwise.

The fall and winter months are the most fatal. October, December, and January
returned respectively 151, 159, and 170 deaths— 67 more than the five months from April

to August. The young are the principal victims from this disease. 1,146, or 81 per cent,

of all, died under ten years of age.

The ratio to population of deaths from this cause in the 11 cities was 12 per 1,000>

in the towns 98, and in the rural districts "56 per 1,000, showing that Diphtheria was
more fatal in the cities and towns than in the rural districts.

The city of Hamilton returned the highest death rate, 1'8 per 1,000, and Toronto
was next, 1'5 per 1,000. Ottawa and Brantford returned each I'l per 1,000, and Lomlon
and St. Thomas each '7 per 1,000. Belleville and Stratford returned only one death each.

The towns of Pembroke and Windsor suffered severely from an epidemic of Diphtheria

in 1886, as 29 deaths, or a ratio of 7*9 per 1,000, were caused by it in the former town,

and 23 deaths, or a ratio of 3'1 per 1,000 in the latter. It was also prevalent in the

towns ol Sarnia, Peterborough, Cornwall, and Lindsay, the ratios being above the average,

•98 per 1,000. No deaths from this cause were reported from eight towns.

In the rural districts, although the mortality was, on the whole, much less than in

the cities and towns, yet in some localities it was very fatal. For instance, in the rural

portion of the county of Essex the deaths numbered 79, or a ratio of 1'8 per 1,000 of the

population ; and, also^ in the rural portions of the following counties the ratio was above

the average, -56 per 1,000, viz., Huron IS per 1,000, Brant and Renfrew each "9 per

1,000, and Algoma and Lennox and Addington "8 per cent, per 1,000.

DiARRHCEAL DISEASES.

There was an increase of 187 deaths from Diarrhoea and Dysentry in 1886. Diarrhoea

is most prevalent in those counties in which the large cities and towns are situated. July

and August return the highest number of deaths from these two diseases. The young
are chiefly the victims—492, or 82 per cent, of all, died from Diarrhce;i under the age of

five years. There were 70 people died from Diarrhceal diseases at and over seventy years

of age.

_In the cities, Toronto returned the largest number of deaths—viz., 106—from these

two diseases ; but the proportion to population was the same as the average for the eleven

cities, '9 per 1,000. Hamilton and Ottawa returned a less number of deaths from the

same causes, although the ratio wljs higher. In the former city the deaths were only

44, but the ratio to population was I'O per 1,000, and in the latter there were 76 deaths

with a ratio of 2-2 per 1,000. In the other cities the ratio was below the average, although

it was rather high in Guelph. The towns and rural districts returned a much lower death

rate

—

-5 in the former, and "23 per 1,000 in the latter.

Fevers.

The total deaths from the various kinds of fever numbered 861—of males 451, and

of females 410.

The deaths from Typhoid Fever were 386. A gradual falling off in the number of

deaths from this fever has taken place since 1881. In 1881 the mortality from it was
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616 ; in 1886, as above stated, the deaths were only 386, a decrease of 230, or 37 per

cent. The ratio to population of the deaths from this fever in the whole Province was
•18 per 1,000, in the cities -36 per 1,0U0, in the towns -24 per 1,000, and in the rural

districts 15 per 1,000.

The cities of London, St. Catharines, Brantford, and Toronto returned a rather high

death rate in proportion to their population from this fever—in London it was "53 per

1,000, in St. Catharines -5 per 1,000, in Brantford --iT per 1,000, and in Toronto -45 per

1,000. In the other cities the ratio was below the average.

The returns show that 260 deaths were registered from Scarlet Fever, a decrease

,

of 54 as compared with 1885. This fever was prevalent in Toronto, Kingston and

Ottawa, although not to a very great extent. The mortality was the lowest in the rural

districts, numbering only 191, or -11 per 1,000 of the population. In the cities the

deaths were 43 and ratio -14 per 1,000, and in the towns 2G deaths, or -21 per 1,000.

About the same mortality was returned from the other fevers in 1886 as in 1885.

Class II.

—

Coxstitutional Diseases.

Thirteen diseases are included in this class, and they were the cause of 5,438 deaths
—2,613 males and 2,825 females, a ratio of 2-5 per 1,000 of the population. In the cities

the deaths in this class numbered 1,402, or a ratio of 47 per 1,000. In the towns there

were 393 deaths, a ratio of 3 2 per 1,000 ; and in the rural districts, 3,643 deaths and a

ratio of 2-2 per 1,000. The prominent diseases of this class are Phthisis, Ana;mia,

Cancer and Kheumatism.

Phthisis.

The excessive mortality from this disease continues. In 1886 the deaths from it

were 2,419, an increase of 106 ; the ratio, however, was lower, LI per 1,000 to L2 per

1,000 in 1885, in consequence of the increase in the population. The ratio in the

cities was 2*07 per 1,000; in the towns, L6 per 1,000; and in the rural districts, -95

per 1,000.

The following counties have for some years returned a higher death rate from this

cause than the average rate for the whole Province, viz.. Brant, Carleton, Frontenac,

Hastings, Prince Edward, Wentworth and York.

The mortality from Phthisis has always been greater among females, varying in

different years. Thus, in 1884, there were 475 more deaths of females than males ; in

1883 there was only 258 more.

The most fatal period of life from this cause was between the ages of 20 and 40

years ; over fifty per cent, of all the deaths occurred during that period.

The months of February, March and April, are always dangerous months to those

afflicted with this disease. In the Province the short month of February returned the

highest number of deaths of any month, 236, and November the lowest, 171.

March returned the highest mortality in the cities, although January and February

were liearly as fatal. In the towns Phthisis was the most prevalent in the months
of March and May.

The city of Ottawa returned the highest ratio of deaths, 27 per 1,000 ; Toronto

and St. Catharines were the next highest, 2 4 per 1,000 each. In all the other cities the

ratio was below the average, 2 07 per 1,000.

In some of the towns the ratio of mortality from Phthisis was very hi^h, viz., in

Napanee it was 3 2 per 1,000 ; in Brockville, 2-5 per 1,000 ; in Kincardine, 2 4 per 1,000;

ill Brampton and Gait, each 2 3 per 1,000; and in Chatham and Perth, each 2-2 per

1,000. Whereas in the following towns the ratio was low, less than the average, 16
per 1,000, for all the towns, viz., Goderich and Peterboro', LO per 1,000" each; Owen
Sound, 9 per 1,000; Woodstock, -8 per 1,000 : and Barrie, 1 per 1,000.
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The rural portions of York, Wentworth, Oarleton, Lincoln, Essex and Leeds and
Grenville (united), exhibit a high death rate from this cause, and the rural portions

Brant, Elgin, Grey, Huron and Wellington, a comparatively low rate.

ANiEMIA.

This is a general term given as the cause of death of those dying from general

debility, without any specific disease, or which has not been diagnosed. The deaths were

principally amongst the young, 1,439, or 86 per cent, of all the deaths were of children

under one year ; the remainder were principally of persons between 20 and 70 years of

age. The mortality was greatest in September and least in December.

Ganger.

Cancer, after increasing steadily for years, has, it appears, fallen off in 1886, the

returns showing a decrease of deaths of 47 females and an increase of 24 males,

leaving a total decrease of 23 deaths from this cause. There was also a small decrease

in the return of deaths from Rheumatism.

Class III.

—

Local Diseases.

This class comprises 71 causes of death, and the mortality from them in the whole

Province was 8,014—of males 4,293, and of females 3,721—a death rate of 3-7 per 1,000

of the population ; in the cities there were 2,139 deaths, or 7.2 per 1,000 ; in the towns

597 deaths, or 4*9 per 1,000 ; and in the rural districts 5,278 deaths, or 3-1 per 1,000 of

the population.

The chief diseases in this class were of the nervous system, such as Apoplexy, Para-

lysis, etc.; diseases of the circulatory system, as the various affections of the Heart, etc.
;

diseases of the respiratory organs, as Congestion of the Lungs, Bronchitis, and Pneumonia
;

diseases of the digestive system, such as Hepatic Disease, Enteritis and Gastritis, and

Urinary diseases, etc., which include Kidney complaints.

Nervous Diseases.

The total deaths from the different nervous diseases were about the same as in 1885,

viz., 2,280. In two of them, however. Convulsions and Meningitis (inflammation of mem-
branes of the Brain), there was an increase of 123 deaths ; but in Necrencephalus (softening

of the Brain) and Paralysis there was a decrease of 58 deaths.

In the cities, the deaths from nervous complaints increased 7 per cent.

_- Circulatory System.

There was an increase of 50 in the deaths from diseases of the circulatory system.

Nearly all the diseases of the circulatory system are connected with the Heart, and

the mortality from diseases of that organ in 1886 numbered 1,090 as against 1,046 in

1885, an increase of only 44. The deaths attributable to Heart Disease are, however,

becoming more prevalent in the Province every year. In 1870 they only numbered 213,

therefore the increase in 18s6 as compared with 1870 was 877, or 418 per cent. more.

The ratio to population in 1870 was .1 per 1,000, in 1886 it was -5 per 1,000. Amongst
the most potent causes of this increase is the so called progress in civilization with its

attendant excitement and rush and business anxiety. It is about equally fatal in the

sexes, as the deaths of 546 and 544 females were reported in 1886. The proportion of

mortality from Heart Disease in the three divisions of the Province was, for the cities

311, or 1.04 per 1,000 of their population ; for the towns 91, or a ratio of .98 per 1,000
;

for the rural districts 688 deaths, or a ratio of .41 per 1,000.
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Respiratory System.

Pneumonia and Bronchitis are the two most fatal diseases of the respiratory system.
The mortality from them in 1886 was 2,005. an increase of 156'. There was also an
increase of 13 in the deaths from Congestion of the Lungs, another disease of the respira-
tory system. In the cities, the deaths from Pneumonia and Bronchitis increased by 93
in the towns the increase was 57, and in the rural districts 32. These two causes of death
were not so fatal in the rural districts as in the cities and towns. In the cities and towns
the ratio of deaths was 2.0 per 1,000, in the rural districts .1 per 1,000.

Urinary Diseases.

Diseases of the digestive and urinary systems show no great change in the number
of deaths caused by them. The numbers were 1,296 in 1886 as against 1,327 in 1885 a
decrease of 31 deaths, chiefly of Liver complaints. There was a small increase in the
deaths from Enteritis and Gastritis.

Class IV.

—

Developmental Diseases.

Eighteen diseases are grouped in this class, and they are composed of those
incidental to childhood, to women, and to the old. There were 35 more cases of prema-
ture birth and fewer deaths from teething, and the returns show a decrease of 83 in the
deaths from childbirth.

The deaths of those who died in 1886 over 70 years of age, without any special
disease except that attendant upon old age, numbered 2121, an increase of 48 over the
number so recorded in 1885.

Class V.

—

Violent Deaths.

The eighteen causes of death in this class complete the 150 divisions of the classifica-
tion of diseases in Table E. The deaths in this class numbered 760, as against 822 in
1885. The majority of these violent deaths were from wounds and drownincr

j 301
deaths from the former cause, and 170 from the latter. There were a few more cases
of suicide, and a decrease in the number killed by cars.

Deaths by Occupations.

{See Table 2^)

There were 12,297 deaths at the age of 21 years and over in 1886, and of this
number the occupations of 9614 were given. Deducting the farmers' wives, house-
wives, and those whose occupation were not distinctly given, there remains 5800
actual workers, 83 less than in 1885. Table 24 designates the particular occupation
that they followed, and 66 diSerent kinds of employment are given, of which 14
lived to be over the average age, which was 57.5 years, an increase of 1.1 year over the
average in 1885. Amongst these 14 were male teachers, who appear for the first time in
this list, their average age having increased from 49.6 years in 1885 to 58 years in 1886
whereas the ages of female teachers at the time of death have decreased.

The ages at which tailors, miners and bricklayers, died in 1886, was greater than in
1885, therefore, they now appear in the list of those who died at ages above the average •

while the ages of brewers, millwrights and contractors having decreased, they are n ^^
classified with those who died under the average age.
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STATISTICAL CLASSIFICATION.

Class I.

—

Cultivators of the Soil.

{See Table 25.)

There was only a difference of three in the number of deaths of tillers of the soil,

two less of farmers and live more of gardeners ; their average age was about the same as

in 1885.

Class II.

—

Mechanics.

Of the 32 mechanical trades the average age of Coopers was the highest, 70 years.

Weavers were next, 64 7 years, and Masons third, 6L5 years. Tobacconists were the

lowest, 29.2 years, but there were only nine deaths amongst them.

The four trades Carpenters, Shoemakers, Blacksmiths and Tailors, generally grouped

together, show an increase in their ages at death. They numbered together 385, being

30 more than in 1885, and their average age was 56.7 years as against 55.7 in 1885.

The returns show that painters and printers are short-lived, and in 1886 their ages

at death were less than in 1885. Comparing those mechanics whose occupations were

chietiy carried on out of doors with those whose work was within shops, factories, etc.,

the returns show that the former lived longer than the latter. Of the former 324 died

at an average age of 55 years, while of the latter 610 died at an average age of 52 years

As in former years, some striking exceptions are noticed, viz.. Weavers, Shoemakers,

Tailors and Coopers, who, although indoor workers, were longer-lived than the out-door

workers, their average age was 61 years.

Class III.

—

Labourers.

The number of deaths in this class was 65 less than in 1885 ; but the average age

was about the same.

Class IV.

—

Merchants, etc.

The nine occupations included in this class returned 476 deaths, 24 less than in 1885

but the average length of life was 1.4 years longer. Several changes are observed in the

age of some of the members of this class. The age of chemists and druggists in 1885 was

only 33.5, in 1886 it was 52.4 years. The ages of telegraph operators increased from 24.1

years in 1885 to 31.6 years in 1886 ; manufacturers from 50.6 to 54.3 years ; while the

t«tvern keepers, bankers, manufacturers who died in 1886 were not so long lived as those

who died in 1885.

Class Y.—Professional Men.

There were registered in 1886 the deaths of 508 persons belonging to this class, 71

less than in 1885 ; but their average age was slightly higher. Only 1 dentist died in

1886 ; his age was 77 years. Two died in 1885 at an average age of 61 years. There was

an increase of 8 years in the ages of male teachers and engineers. Editors, lawyers,

musicians, and those designated as gentlemen averaged the same age as in 1885. There]

was a decrease in the agi-s of female teachers, public officials, physicians, and artists,

especially in the ages of female teachers. In 1885 t eir average age was 36-5 years, in

1886 it was only 252 years ; but there were 15 less deaths of them. The average age of I

the members of the three professions, divinity, law, and medicine, was 55.2 years, nearly

two vears less than in 1885, ciused by a decrease of live years in the average age]

of physicians. Clergymen have always attained a greater age than lawyers and!

d.^cLolS.
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Class VT.—Other Employments.

Many of the occupations included in this class are attended, more or less, with
danger to life, and therefore their average ages were low, only 40 years. There was the

same number of deaths of railroad employees, but their average age was 6 years less.

Class VII.

—

Females at "VVokk.

The deaths in this class were not so numerous as in 1885, but their average age
was higher by 2.3 years. There was an increase in the ages of servants and milliners and
dressmakers of 5 and 3 years respectively. Seamstresses show a decrease in their average
age of 7 years.

I have the honor to be,

Sir,

Your obedient Servant,

H. S. CREWE,
Inspector.

5* (R. G.) 49
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TABLE C.

MARRIAGES BV MONTHS.
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TABLE E.—

Distinguishing by Months, by Ages, by Sex and by Diseases, the Registered Number

CAUSE or DEATH.

CLASS I. ZYMOTIC DISEASES.

Order I. Miasmatic Diseases. Miasmatici.

Anthrax (Carbuncle) M
F

Total

.

Cholera Infantum M
F

Total

.

Cholera Morbus M
..F

MONTHS.

Total.

CvnancheTrachealis(MembranousCroup)M
'

ii u i< « p

Total ,

Diarrhoea Acuta (Acute Diarrhu'a)
(( a ((

Total

Diavrhcea Chronica (Chronic Diarrho-a).^!
" " " " .F

T(.tal.

Dysentery M

Total.

1 diphtheria M
F

Total.

Erysipelas

Total

.

.38 50

2 5

6i 3

170

.M I 12
.F

17

131

35

10 14

191 20

291 34

2 7

9i 3

11

1

4l 3

136

91 6

4 9

10

51 41
38

10 79 171

11

19

161 86

106

13 15; 11

63

3! 3

9! 6

20

81 1 18
46 15i 2

127 I 33

18

155

13

20

64

10

25

301 25
24

54

82

164

15

35

941 113

4

56

14

151

21 6

-i-

25

50

....I 4
I

.... 4

41 264
5 201

465

21
9

1 30

22' 22(>

28 1 201

501 427

61 4i 286
7I 51 259

13

133 159

545

30
28

58

51
62

iia

704

702

1406

71 61 67

21 1 35

7 102
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DEATHS.

of Deaths from various specitied causes (arranged in Classes) during the year 1886.
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BEATKS.—Continued.
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TABLE K—
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DEATHS.

—

Continued.
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TABLE E.
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DEATB.ii.—ConUmied.
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HEATHS—Continued.
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TABLE E.—
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DEATHS.

—

Cwitinued.

AGES.

SEX.
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TABLE E.—
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BEATRH.— Continued.
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TABLE E.-

CAUSE OF DEATH.

Endocarditis (Inflammation of Membrane
of Heart) M

F

Total

MONTHS.

Hydrops Pericardii (Dropsy of Heart) . .M
" " " " ...F

Total

Hypertrophia Cordis (Enlarge 't of Heart)

M

" F

Total

Morbus Valvularum Cordis (Valvular Dis-
ease of the Heart) M

F

Total

Pericarditis M
F

Total

Syncope (Fainting) M

Total

Ordek 3. Disease of the Respir.'VTORy
System. —Pneumonici.

Apoplexia Pulmonalis (Congestion of

Lungs) M
" " F

Total

Bronchitis ....

Total

100

1

1 ...

3 ....

-I

1 1

104 98 68 72

3 ..

20 24 32
24! 24 21

44! 48 53

21 1 16
241 22

45 38 65

Emphysema (Injuries to Lungs) M
F

Total

62

1

_2|

3

38 24
42

66

48 36

79

14

25

29 30
17

46

14 16

25

41 47
30! 35

13

16
20

36

11

8

19

43 500
541 487

71| 821 97 987

21..

31..

II..

18, 32 32

11 12 18 17

47

10 13 20

17 22 31 1 37

22

8
10

18

8

15

21 '2

201

413

24 266

46

232

498

xlviii.
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TABLE E.
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DEATHS. —Continued.
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TABLE E.

CAUSE OF DEATH.

jMiteriti.s (Inriainmatioii of the Bowels) .M
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BEATR^.—Continued.
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TABLE E.
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DEATHS.—Con^/merf.
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TABLE E

—

MONTHS.

CAUSE OF DEATH.

Nephria (Bright's Disease) Ml 5
F 6

Total

Nephritis (Inflammation of Kidneys) M

Total

Stricture of Uretha M
" r

11

20

15 11

3i 3

18 14

14

21

12 .S, 6

I I

>. ; s
I

>> ' 60

11 5' 5 71

S
S 1 x>

14

31 5; 3 9! 4i 3

10| sl 16

121 81 4 6

6; 3 4 (il O! 4

11

Total.

11.

-I-
II.

19 14! 9i 16' 131 141 sl 10' 13
I

,
I

ll..

Order 6. Diseases of the Generative
Organs.—OencticL

Hydrops Ovarii (Ovarian Dro])sy) F

Metritis (Inflammation of Womb) F

Morbus Uteri . . F

Tumor Ovarii . . . , F

Tumor Uteri , . .F

Order 7. Diseases of the Locomotive
X System.—Myostici.

Arthritis (Inflammation of Joints) M
" F| 1

Total ;
1

..I 1

1! 1

31 2 3

I
I

,1 1

11....

Caries (Bones) M
F

Total

Synovitis M
" F

Total

II....

;l..:l

31 21 1

I— I——

13

C I b-

7 1 101

8; 59

15, 1(>0

8. 8| 97
5 5 ti5

13 131 102

ll 1| 4
. I....! 1

1 ... 19

G| 31 41

31 6 43

2 9

1 5

. 31 14
-I 1

11.

•! 1

1! 1

I 5

II 12

Ivi.
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TABLE E.—

MONTHS.

CAUSE OF DEATH.

Okder 8. Diseases of the Inteoimentary
System.—Ch rotoci.

Abscess M
" F

T.ital

Eczema M
F

Total

14 17

Phlegmon M
F

Total

Total Local Di^^eases M
F

Total

CLASS IV. DEVELOPMENTAL DIS-
EASES.

—

Metamorphici.

Order 1. Developmental Diseases of
Children.—Paidiei.

Amentia (Idiocy) M
F

379 370 449
336

715

368 368

7381 817

T.ital

Anus Imperforatus M
F

448
416

11

372
270

10 8

316
284

14

c

1

m

5
3

8
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DEATHS—Continued.
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I»EATHS

—

Continued.
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DEATKS—Continued.
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TABLE E.—

MONTHS.

CAUSE OF DEATH.

Freezing • ^I
'• F

3! 1

Total

.

Lightning M

Total.

o

O ^

Suffocation M
F

Total .

.

DrLiwning

Total..

Poison

Total..

AVounds ....

Total .

Killed by Cars

.

Total..

I .. i'

..i....: 11 ij II 1

2, 4| 2:... A Ij 2

21 4' 21....' 1| 2

II i

2 s

3| 2
II....

M
I

41

FI....I
.

.' 7 16| 111 18 27

II 1 51 o o

21 2

. .i 1

.M 19! 15
.F

8| 21! 131 23: 32

1

II 11 3 3; 5: 5 4

Ij 2l 21 2

.. li 1! 3

21

23

2 20
..I 4

2 24

151 8] 7I 6 140
...I 4i 51... 30

15 121 121 61 170

5 3|

. II

171 22

23

4! 5j 2 3

191 25

Order 2. Hojiicide.

Murder and Manslaughter M
«. <« F

20

25| 23 24
4| 6! 4

29 29 2S 23

3l 71 fil 4
II. ...I 1| 1

18! 21
41 7

^'> 28

Total

.

Order 3. Suicide.

Submersis (Drowning) M
" " F

Total

5! 10

101 4

4

20
8

26

34 21

252
49

301

50

1 ..

II..

I

....I 4

...I «

Ixi
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DEATHS—Continued.
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TABLE E.
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BEA-TRii—Continued.
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TABLE E.—DEATHS BY
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CLASSES.—RECAPITULATION.
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TABLE F.—DEATH BY COUNTIES.—
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CAUSES OF DEATHS, 1886.

DISEASES
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TABLE F.—DEATHS BY COUNTIES.-

COUNTIES.

Algoma :

Males .

.

Females

Total

Brant :

Males . . .

.

Females .

Total

Bruce :

Males .

.

Females

Total

Carleton :

Males . . .

.

Females .

.

Total

Dvifferin :

Males
Females .

.

Total.

Elgin :

ilales . . .

.

Females .

.

Total

Essex :

Males . .

.

Females ,

Total

Frontenac

:

Males
Females .

.

Total

Grey :

Males . . .

.

Females .

.

Total.

CLASS II.— Continued.

11

17

44

60

o .j:

52

140

13

25

17 ,

22
I

82

CLA.S.S III.

:-5s

o s

14

159

183
211

5
I

394

44

39
I

1

1

1
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CAUSES OF DEATHS, \S8Q.— Continued.

LOCAL DISEASES.

5
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TABLE F.—DEATHS BY COUNTIES.-
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CAUSES OF DEATHS, ISSd.—ConthmefL

-DEVELOPMENTAL
EASES.
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TABLE R—DEATHS BY COUNTIES-
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CAUSES OF BEATHii.—Contiymed.

DISEASES.

2 I.

1 •^

1 1,3

O I E^

CLASS II.—COXSTI-
TUTIUXAL DISEASES.

^
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TABLE F.—DEATHS BY COUNTIES —
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CAUSES OF DEATHS, \88G.—Continued.

LOCAL DISEASES.

1

1

1

1
c
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TABLE F.—DEATHS BY COUNTIES.—
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CAUSES OF DEATHS, im6.—Continued.

—DEVELOPMENTAL DIS-
EASES.
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TABLE F.—X)EATHS BY COUNTIES.-
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CAUSES OF DEATHS, ISSiS.—Contimied.

DISEASES.
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TABLE F.—DEATHS BY COUNTIES.—
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CAUSES OF DEATHS, 18S6.—Continued.

LOCAL DISEASES.

1
30
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TABLE F.—DEATHS BY COUNTIES.-
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CAUSES OF DEATHS, 1! -Continued.

DEVELOPMENTAL DIS-
EASES.
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TABLE F.—DEATHS BY COUNTIES.

COUNTIES.
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CAUSES OF DEATH, ISSG.—Conthiued.

DISEASES.
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TABLE F.—DEATHS BY COUNTIES.-
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CAUSES OF DEATH, l8S6.—Confmued.

LOCAL DISEASES.

J.
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TABLE F.—DEATHS BY COUNTIES.
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CAUSES OF DEATHS, ISSG.—Couiitiued.

—DEVELOPMENTAL DIS-
EASES.
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TABLE F.—DEATHS BY COUNTIES.—

COUNTIES.

Welland :

Males . .

.

Females

,

Total.

Wellington :

Males . . .

.

Females .

.

Total

.

Wentworth

:

Males . . .

.

Females .

.

Total.

York:
Males . . .

.

Females .

.

Total.

Females

Grand Total

.

CLASS I.—ZYMOTIC

O Q

38

103

ojO

^3
o g

o

^ >.

'J 0)

.5Q

to <C

3
I

11

Total Males 264
201

465 30

17 42

226
201

61
39

100

9

5

14

13
6

19

117

427

316
287

603

14

123
105

228

51
62

704
702

113 I 1406 102

.SH

a c

10

10

13
8

21
i

41
26

67

14

21

221
I

131

165 12!^

386 260

XCIV.
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CAUSES OF DEATHS, ISS6.—Continued.

DISEASES.
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TABLE F.—DEATHS BY COUNTIES.-
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CAUSES OF DEATHS, 1SS6.—Continued.

LOCAL DISEASES.
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TABLE F.—DEATHS BY COUNTIES.-
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CAUSES OF DEATHS, l886.~Concluded.

—DEVELOPMENTAL
EASES.
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Brewers and
Distillers.
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OCOQPATIONS, 18S6.— Continued.

Chemists
and

Druggists.
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TABLE H.—DEATHS BY

COUNTIES.

Algoma

Brant

.

Bi'uce ,

Carleton

Dufferin

.

Elgin
Essex

Frontenac.

Grey

Haldimand

.

Haliburton ,

Halton
Hastingsj . .

.

Huron

Kent

.

Lambton
Lanark
Leeds and Grenville
Lennox and Addington
Lincoln

Middlesex
Muskoka and Parry Sound

Norfolk
Northumberland and Durham.

Ontario .

Oxford .

.

Peel
Perth
Peterborough
Prescott and Russell.
Prince Edward .....

Renfrew

Simcoe
Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry

Victoria

Waterloo..

.

Welland ...

Wellington.
Wentworth

.

York

Farmers,

No.

31

44

99

87

37

52
65

56

121

42
14
34
70
100

70

59
56
99
41
47

136
42

59
108

60
97

40
90
61
40
54

52

89
105

38

55
48

100
50

94

Farmers'
Wives.

Total
Ages.

1609

2772
6079

5694

2468

3308
3742

3467

7611

2834
643

2076
4223
6471

4278

3436
3790
6493
2571
2977

8313
2294

3768
6595

3743
5886

2465
6046
3427
2475
3276

3543

5512
7147

2363

3510
3322
6360
3189

6359

Totals 2642 166135 2193 131602 34 2029 214 14763

No.

12

38
65

46

29

28
60

50

99

41

15
39
30
108

42

63
59
68
25
37

95
32

68
87

64
88

57
61
28
58
42

31

79
97

37

65
27
86
53

84

Total
Ages.

684

2198
3585

2768

1617

1855
3506

2800

5876

2501
751

2218
1766
6518

2050

3295
,

3285
'

4391
1606
2286

5742
1834

3932
5146

3775
5379

3471
3807
1624
3555
2446

1899

4936
6429

2120

4151
1581
5694
3253

5272

Gardeners. Gentlemen.

No.
Total
Ages.

No.

139

48

52

226
86

49

359 17

169

29

127

439

Total
Ages.

cixxviii.
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OCCUPATIONS, 1886.—Oontinued.

Hunters and
Fishermen.
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OCCUPATIONS, 1886.—(7owfm««(f.

Musicians.
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OCCUPATIONS, 188Q.—Continued.

Plasterers.
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OCCUPATIONS, IS86.— Continued.

Teiimsters.
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OCCUPATIONS, \S8Q.—Concluded.

i

Weavers.
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INTRODUCTION.

In presenting the eighth report of the Union, a few remarks l>y way of introduction

'ipon the Union's general progress and the increasing interest in its work manifested by

its members and others may perhaps not be amiss. The attendance at the last meeting

was good ; several of our most prominent agricultural authorities were present and

imtered warmly into the discussions, rendering them most interesting and instructive to

all. A new and important feature was the establishment of a "Question Drawer." Any
member desiring information upon some point writes the same out in the form of a

(juestion and placi^s it in the Question Drawer. At the most convenient time the draw(jr

's opened and the questions are severally read out to the full assembly and discussed.

The memV)er thus has his question fully and searchingly cntei-ed into by th(3 gathering.

This, as can at once be seen, is of great benefit to all, valuable and useful information

being gathered from the practical experience of those present upon the question under

discussion. The opportunity thus offered of obtaining the opinion of so many upon

knotty points was eagerly embraced, many lively and thoughtful discussions resulting.

Much interest was evinced in the report of the expwiments ably carried on during tho

last season by several members in the interests of the Society. Yet, although many

valuable lessons can be learnt from the experiments, we venture to submit that before

drawing any very definite conclusions it is undoubtedly necessary that so important a

subject should be still more widely experimented upon. The number of experimenters

for the coming year is much larger than heretofore. The results when given will, we

have no doubt, enable us to draw fairly definite and accurate conclusions upon the

respective merits of the various fertilizers under experiment.
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CONSTITUTION.

For the l)enefit of those who are unfamiliar with the constitution and by-laws of the
I nion it has been decided at a meeting of the Executive Committee to jmblish them in

Ills report.

OliJECTS OF THE UxiOX.

Tile objects of the Association are to form a bond of union among the olticers and
students, past and present, of the Ontario Agricultural College and Experimental Farm.
to promote their intercourse with the view to mutual information, to discuss subjects

! Hearing on the wide field of agriculture with its allied sciences and arts, to hear papers
iid addresses delivered by competent parties, and to meet at least once annually for

li(^se purposes.

Admissiox of Members.

All officers and students of whatever time shall be entitled to become members of the

I'nion on paying their subscription. The Hon. the Commissioner of Agriculture for the

Province of Ontario, the Presidents for the time being of the various Agricultural

Societies of Ontario, and snoh parties as the Association dpRTn it. advisable to appoint,

shall he honorary members of the Union.

SUBSrRIPTIOKS AND PrIVILKGES.

Members shall pay the sum of fifty cents annually. They are pligible to .ill tlie

ofiices of the Union, and shall receive gratuitously any reports of the same which may be
published after the date of such payment. For any reports previous to their admission
they shall pay the sum of twenty-five cents.

Every ex-ofiicer and ex-student, who is in regular accord with the Union, shall be
considered as a cori'espondiiig member thereof. Each shall be entitled to the privilege of

receiving for experimental purposes at least five samples annually of such agricultural

seeds as may be on hand fur distribution at the Ontario Experimental Farm. He shall

rejjort to the Union the results of such experiments, and also give his experience on such
subjects as come within the scope of the Association. Ex-officers and students, who are

members, shall be entitled to receive by correspondence, if necessary, such information on
the work of the Union or that of the Ontario Agricultural College and Experimental
Farm as may be deemed reasonable by the Executive Council.

Meetings.

The Union shall meet annually at the Ontario Agricultural College for one day or

more, beginning two days previous to the Easter closing exercises of the Institution.

Officers and their Duties.

The officers of the Union shall consist of a President, Vice-President, Recording
.secretary. Corresponding Secretary, Treasurer and Editor of Transactions, who shall

be appointed annually by the general meeting and hold office for the ensuing twelve
months.

The President as chief officer of the Union shall be ex-officio a member of all com-
mittees or councils thereof during his term of office.

The Vice President shall ha\ e powers similar to the President, but only in his absence.
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The Recording Secretary shall keep the minutes of the genei-al meetings of the

Union.
The Corresponding Secretary shall conduct all business in connection with the Union

in regard to memberships, general meetings, and all the business of the Executive Council,

for which purposes he shall be ex-officio a member of that Council.

The Treasurer shall collect all fees and keep account of all receipts and disburse-

ments of the Union as may be authorized by the general meeting and Executive Council.

The Editor shall receive, revise, and attend to the publication of such addresses,

articles, or papers as may be authorized for publication in the transactions of the

Union.

Executive Council.

The Executive Council shall consist of the officers of the Union for the time being.

Its duties shall be to prepare a programme for annual general meetings, invite and
arrange with parties for the reading of papers, to appoint reception and sectional com-

mittees, and transact such other work as has been indicated for it in this constitution,

or which may be hereafter authorized by the general meetings.

Accounts.

The accounts of the Union shall be audited annually by the Auditors appointed by
the general meeting.

Alteration of Constitution and By-laws.

No part of the constitution can be altered except at an annual general meeting of

the Union, and then only by giving at least three hours' notice of such intended

altei-ation.
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EIGHTH ANNUAL MEETING

OF THE

Ontario Agricultural and Experimental Union.

The eighth annual meeting of the Ontario Agricultural and Experimental Union
opened in the lecture-room of the Ontario Agricultural College, on Thursday morning,
February 24th, 1887, at ten o'clock.

Mr. A. E. Shuttleworth, President of the Union, occupied the chair, and owing to

the absence of INIr. R. W. Madge, recording secretary, Mr, C. A. Zavitz was appointed
recording secretary pro tern.

After the reading of the minutes, Mr. E. F. Holterman, corresponding secretary,

read a large number of communications received from individuals in various parts of
< 'anada and the United States. The corresponding secretary's report referred to the
Iieavy correspondence of the year and to the encouraging remarks of many prominent
agriculturists over the Province on the work of experimentation.

The editor gave an account of the progress made in publishing the annual proceed-
ings of the Union.

TREASURER'S REPORT.

!Mr. Ramsay submitted his report, as treasurer, as follows

:

Dr.
To money received from K. A. Kam-

say, trea.surer of last year si 4 35
To subscriptions received 47 00

S61 35

Or.

By 100 post cards 8 1 00
" printing 100 envelopes 75
" 500 railway certificates 3 00
" 300 circulars . 2 00
" 500 four-page circulars 4 00
" 250 slips . 50
" postage 8 57
" balance on hand 41 33

H 35

DISTRICT SECRETARIES.

Mr. Holterman brought up a motion with a view to appointing district secretariei=i

for keeping up communication between the members of the Union and the executive
eommittee, with the object of increasing the work, usefulness and interest of the Union.
After some discussion the motion was can-ied, and the President appointed Professor
Panton, Mr. Holterman and Mr. Wettlaufer as a committee to divide the Province into
ten districts and to nominate the secretaries.
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THE PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS.

Mr. A. E. Shuttleworth, President of the Union, delivered the following address:

We, with the experience and lessons of another year, have been permitted to leave
our tields of labor and gather at this our eighth annual convention of the Ontario
Agricultural and Experimental Union.

Tt is with pleasure that we, being older and more experienced .students of agricul-

ture, re-enter these rooms to meet our teachers and fellow students, and again engage in

the study and discussion of those subjects and experiments which are successfully and
profitably directing us in the pursuit of agriculture. We have at this convention many
who have not had the privileges and advantages of earlier lessons here, but to whom we
feel indebted for their presence. We welcome you to our convention, inviting you as
fellow-students to join in a full and diligent discussion of all questions arising from the
subjects of our programme, as well as any others coming within your experience or

observation.

For me to take up the time of this convention, named and convened as it is, in

explaining the objects for which we have met, would be occupying time for purposes
with which you are already all familiar. Rather let us consider the very favorable
circumstances under which we, as an agricultural convention, are placed. In the fii'st

place, our members are gi'aduates and students of an agricultural college that, since its

tirst establishment, has been earnestly following up the study of those sciences directly

bearing upon agriculture and extending, as far as has been within its power, the general
experimental work. Secondly, the place where we hold our annual meeting enables u^:

to come directly in association with those who are engaged constantly in the study of

agriculture, and from whom the results of new and further investigations may be obtained
freely at any time. And further, the interest which prosperous and progressive farmer'-

always take in an agricultural college or experimental station, is a medium through
which the most intelligent and long-experienced farmers are attracted to our convention.
A convention thus composed and situated has the greatest opportunities for extending
its work and helping to advance the interests of agriculture, and thereby considerably
improve the general prosperity of our country. These are some of the favorable circum-
stances under which we, as a society, were born, and during the last eight years have
been gi'owing to our present attainment.

But during this infancy we have not lived in vain, although our efforts in the past
have not been as practical as we intend they shall be in the future. One reason for this

is, that we have rtot fully matured a uniform system upon which to carry on our experi
mental work ; we have not combined sufficiently all our resources, and consequently we
do not obtain the same immediate and profitable results as we should under a more
definite and extended system of expei-imental work. We especially ask for a very full

and practical discussion of this question after the reading of a paper on " The Work of

the Experimental Union," by Professor James, who has shown already his willingness

to aid us in turning our efforts into the most useful channel. An instance of what we
are doing and what can be done may be seen from reading our last annual report in

which a very useful experiment in testmg the comparative value of a number of manures
upon a rotation of crops, was conducted by the members of our Union under seven
different conditions of soil and climate. This experiment consisted in testing six

different kinds of manures in ten different combinations upon a four years' rotation of

cropping. Had this experiment been conducted by only one member and on only one
variety of soil, its reliability would have been reduced ; but as it was conducted by a

number of the members of this Union under a variety of conditions, both of soil ancl

climate, more extended and reliable results were obtained in one year than by the former
system could have been obtained in seven years. One party conducting these experiments
has reported alwa^'s a better result from the application of potash manures, whUe other

members haA'e reported by their tests better results from phosphate manures. From
these results when compared, the parties engaged in these tests have been led to draw

10
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onclusions regarding the probable requirements of their soil, and thus in one instance

which has come to our notice—I refer to Mr. Ramsay, of the county of Halton—a very

profitable investment was made by buying a quantity of hardwood ashes and applying

them to his soil, which by the test was found to be deficient in potash.

Xow such results, when compared and studied, are undoubtedly the most reliable

soui'ce from which we can draw conclusions applicable to our individual circumstances.

It is upon this idea, together with the tendency which is given to every one to continue

his search after information, that the success of our eftbrts is ensured and our usefulness

as an agricultural society made apparent. As practical farmers we, at all times, should
V)e on the look-out for the newest and most profitable varieties of grains, grasses, etc. I

see no quicker or better way, a way in which the least annoyance and disappointment is

given, than by making regular yearh' tests in as many different parts of the Proyince
as possible, and then, at our annual meetings, compare results, and from these draw
conclusions. There is no reason why we should not be able to lay before you at every
meeting the results of the testing of twenty different varieties of grain grown in thirty or

more different parts of the Province. And this work need not be confined to grain alone,

for other tests may be made with special and unknown brands of manures, with tests in

feeding and breeding stock, or it may be extended in certain cases to the growth and
•ultivation of fruit and trees. The opportunities for extending our experimental work
'.re unlimited. All that we require is to enter into a more definite system of operation

-0 that the results of tests of a class may be compai-ed. and thereby the most character-

istic failures in certain varieties of grain, manures, fruit, or trees, may be a lesson through
A'hich we can rely more certainly on other more successful experiments.

I regret that our report does not reach the members in time so that all who read may
ii once take advantage of these experiments ; but those who attend our meetings and help to

•liscuss and arrange the results of these tests, may the very next day commence to pro-

vide themselves with those grains, grasses, manures, etc., which in their opinion, based
upon the tests made, will be a sure success. And further from our connection with the
college and our previous instructions in conducting experiments, we could assist greath
those who are making tests from year to year at this experimental station ; and we
could do so greatly to our own advantage.

P>esides the advantages gained from these experimental tests the members of our Union
profit by the improvement and pleasure they derive through search after information per-

taining to their occupation. Undoubtedly, a man who engages in general study and the
cultivation of his mind, is a wiser person and enjoys his association with life to a fuller

extent ; and likewise, he who studies the sciences bearing upon agriculture and stores his

mind with causes and effects, is a more useful farmer and enjoys more fully his association

with agriculture and agricultural interests. We therefore appeal to every member of

this Union to open your eyes to the field of useful work which we invite you to enter,

and thus let us earnestly unite our efforts in carrying out the work of this convention.

Mr. R. A. Ramsay, Xassagaweya township, county of Halton, bore testimony as to

the value the experiments conducted on the uniform system of the Union had been to

him. He had found out by this means that potash manures were far more needed by his

soil than the phosphate manures, and he had therefore purchased that kind of fertilizer

with very beneficial results. His was a light soil, of a limestone formation.

:\rANAGEMENT OF MANURE.

>lr. A. Lehmann, of Orillia, then read the following paper .

In this ProWuce, but much more so in this Dominion as a whole, the value that is

contained in well managed manure is not appreciated, or is it that the difference betweMi
well and poorly managed manure is not known ? One fact is certain, and that is, the
Tianure of the farm does not receive its due amount of attention, as one example, that
will with slight deviations apply to the large majority of Canadian farmers, will clearly

illustrate. Last spring I visited a well known farmer, a breeder of pedigreed Shorthorn

11
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cattle. There the buildings, but more especially the stock and fields, were in excellent

condition; and every person seeing only these would have termed him a "first-class"

farmer, as indeed they did. But on seeing his barnyard I did not think that he deserved

this name ; for this was a piece of ground, containing about one-tenth of an acre, that

sloped towards a large creek which supplied his cattle with water the year round. It

was, for the sake of shelter, enclosed on all four sides by farm buildings with their ridges

parallel to the sides of the yard, leaving just sufticient room at the lowest corner of it for

a driveway. On its entire surface was spread one large heap which the proprietor termed
manure, but which might more appropriately be called a heap of leached straw, or a

filter, for the water that fell on the one side of the roofs droi)ped on the pile, filtered

through and ran off again as a little brown rivulet which finally entered the creek. The
water was, of course, colored by material taken out of the pile, and this material consisted

of the soluble salts essential for plant food, chief among which would be the valuable

nitrates. The loss occasioned by such washing is by some reliable agricultural writers set
"

down at from one-third to one-half of the original value of the pile ; a great loss indeed.

But the report of a still greater one awaits us, for the urine, which contains more than
one-half of the entire value of the manure, was allowed to run off unchecked. Thu«;, by
this mode of management, the manure, although not reduced in bulk and therefore requir-

ing the same labor to haul, lost nearly three-fourths of its entire value. I do not know
if the farmer in question was at the time aware of this stupendous loss. Likely he
was not, for if so he would have checked it and not bought a high priced commercial
fertilizer whose intrinsic value was a point of question. Is this not an unwise and
extravagant mode of management, and is it any wonder that farming thus conducted is an
unremunerative occupation ? But how can this be improved '? How reach the average
farmer ? and what way of management shall we advise him to follow 1 These are ques-

tions that have to be earnestly considered. Some men in their management of manure
have resorted to liquid manure tanks and have put their solid manure into buildings

specially constructed for that purpose.

But this method is, I think, still inferior to one generally adopted in Germany, a
country in which agricultural chemistry has made much progress and in which much
attention and importance is attached to the subject of manure, as some proverbs there

much used will show ; for instance, " Manure is the soul of agriculture," and '' Show
me your manuile heap and I will tell you what kind of a farmer you are." There the
" economist," as the agriculturist is called, keeps his cattle standing on the manure, his

mature stock tied up while the younger ones are running loose in a separate stable, those

of the same age and size together in one large stall. The young stock is rarely bedded
with straw, peat or earth being generally used. These are good absorbents and give,

unlike straw, a short and easily handled manure. The stables are large and roomy, and
their entrance doors large enough to allov/ a team and waggon to pass through them.

When the manure has reached the depth of from two to three feet it is hauled out into the

field and there piled up in neat heaps, as much care and pride is there taken in the building

of these heaps as here in that of a hay or straw stack. In these piles earth is intermixed

with the manure in alternate layers, but this requires too much labor for Canadian agri-

culture. I shall not enlarge upon it, and will only say that they are covered with earth,

whicih catches the ammonia if any should be given off, and if they are intended to stand

for a somewhat longer time they are seeded with buckwheat or rape to shade them. In

this method all the urine is mixed up with the solids, and thus saves the liquid manure
tank, cart and pump that are necessary in the liquid manure tank system, their first cost,

their keeping in repair, and the time necessary to use them ; it will also be observed that

no loss f: cm overflowing tanks can possibly occur. The remainder of the manure is

practically exempt from all loss ; the cattle tramping over it check almost all fermentation

while in the stable, and pack it so tightly that when it is hauled out to" the field manure
heaps it is still compact enough to prevent overheating, which is so often a cause of loss

if the manure pile is kept too loose.

The above system is one which is especially recommendable for Canadian agricultur-

alists, for the manure being hauled out in winter saves so much time in our short and
much crowded spring, when the roads are soft and are liable to be "badly cut up " if much

12
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used. If the straw for bedding be scarce, muck or sawdust might be used, together with
horse manure, and this would be found to be equal if not greatly superior to the straw
bedding. At the only farm in Canada at which I saw the above system carried out they
were much better pleased witli it than they at first anticipated. There the stable is a

frame building, high and roomy, with its sills about 2\ to 3 feet from the ground, resting

on a stone foundation. A space of about 14 to 15 feet is allowed to each row of cattle,

and the main door is of sufficient breadth to allow a waggon or sleigh to pass in and out.

The horses and cattle aie both kept tied up in the same stable,—the horses on a plank
tloor which rests on the sills and keeps them above the highest level of the manure, while
the cattle are standing on the ground. The horses are bedded with sawdust and straw,

and the cattle with the horse manure and a little exti-a sawdust, which keeps them as dry
as straw would on a plank floor. The air is as pui-e and fresh as it can be in a stable.

The above metliod of management has so many strong points in its favor that everv
farmer would do well to think about it, examine it impartially, and then see how he
might best adapt it to his circumstances and building.

Be economical ; save your home manure and turn it to the best account before buying
artificial fertilizers.

In answer to questions from President Mills, Mr. Lehmann said that the last farm
he had referred to in his paper was their own. He objected to the use of liquid manure
tanks on account of the additional labor and loss incurred. He had no bad smell in his

stable from ammonia. The manure of the horses and the cattle was mixed, and it was
cramped down by the cattle till it was about two feet deep, when it was taken out. They
used a little sawdust to absorb the urine, but not much. They hauled out the manure
into the fields and left it in square piles there.

Mr. Ramsay took up the question of handling manure. Their custom was to spread
the stable manure on the land in the winter. They mixed the manure from the cattle

and horses, made a pile and left it tor three or four weeks to decompose, then spread it

on the snow, and plowed it under in the spring. Their land was light. The manure
did not prevent the frost from going out in the spring. They got on the land as soon as
it was needed. They culled the bedding well, and took out no long straw. Thev used
the straw and a little gypsum to absorb the liquid manure. They did not cut their

straw ; they used it coarae He did not believe in cutting straw, but cut hay a little in

the spring. He did not believe it paid to cut straw for feed ; he did not mix meal and
straw. He was not in favor of making the animals eat the cut-stufi, which they did not
like, in order to get the meal which they wanted.

Mr. Wettlaufer, Oxford county, said his was a heavy clay soil. He had found it

more profitable to draw the manure out at once. He culled his straw well. His land
was level, and he did not think there was any loss in this method.

Ml-. Lehmann admitted if the land was level there would be little loss ; but on
sloping land there would be considerable manure washed away by thaws.

Mr. W. J. Stover, Oxford county, stated, as his experience, that he had been beaten in

putting manure on frozen ground. He had a strong, level soil, but the frost had not
come out even in 'the spring, and he could not work the land well ; it was patchy and
very irregular. He took some of his manure out in February ; it had been tramped well
up to that time. He put it in piles in the field, then distributed it evenly. He plowed
his land in the fall and then gang-plowed the manure under in the spring. He thought
it rotted thoroughly from February to spi'ing. He sometimes applied a little gypsum to
assist in decomposing the manure.

In reply to President Mills, Mr. Ramsay said he made no difference in his method
ot manuring, whether for grain or root crops.

Mr. Wettlaufer had manured in the fall after extra deep plowing. A field near
him was manured in the spring, and gave better mangolds.

In reply to Prof. Panton, Mr. Lehmann said they kept down ammonia in the stables
by the use of muck, clay, or sti-aw. Straw would do very well, but there was considerable
labor in hauling it out.

18
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Mr. Ramsay said he did not appear to have many supporters for the method of

spreading the manui-e on the snow. It was better for the manure to be decomposed in

the land tlian in the barnyard. There was little loss on sloping land. Theirs was
rolling land, and there was no difference in result between the hills and the flat places.

Their soil, of course, was light. AVhen the ground thawed the manure thawed, and when
the ground froze the manure froze. His roots and fall wheat took all his farmyard
manure ; occasionally he put a little on barley. He spread in winter only for roots.

Mr. Stover agreed that winter-spreading for roots alone was all right. He thought

foul seeds would be a trouble if manure was put out on cereal crops. He let it decompose
under a shed. The manure made from the beginning of winter to March he hauled out

for his barley and roots ; that made from March to the end of winter he used for fall

wheat. He gang-plowed it deep.

Mr. Beverley Jeffs, Bond Head, York county, said they spread manure in winter

They believed in getting manure on the land and into the land. They found little waste.

If the manure was strawy they let it decompose in a pile in the field ; if not strawy they

spread it at once. They plowed it under in June.

Mr. T. Raynor, Rose Hall, Prince Edward county, applied his manure in the winter.

It was better for the horses to team it in winter as they couid take a bigger load on a

sleigh. They spread from the sleigh on the land. The frost got out of the land soon

enough for use in the spring ; it did not keep them late. He advocated putting out the

_uanui-e as soon as made. He had not found the foul seeds much hindrance.

Mr. A. E. Wark, Wanstead, Lambton county, said ninety per cent, of the farmers

made their manure exposed in the barnyard. If they made a pile in the yard and it

froze there, the frozen crust to the depth of about six inches could be taken off, and the

manure easily handled.

Mr. Wettlaufer said that such eminent agricultural authorities as Arnold and Laws-

held that fresh manure was not so good for the root crop as well-rotted manure. The
green manure had a tendency to make the roots stringy.

Mr. Eamsay did not put much faith in authorities, when he found by his oavu

personal experience that his crops were better in spite of their opinions.

Mr. Wettlaufer said he used a few loads of well-rotted manure in preference to fresh

manure on fall wheat. He spread the old manure thinner, however. The latter was

much the best for the root crops also.

Mr. Robinson did not use the winter's manure until the following fall, when he

l)lowed it in. He did not believe in winter-spreading. For fall wheat he drew out his

manure before sowing. He once top-dressed on the snow, but found it frozen in the

spring. He put manure on a summer-fallow after harvest before seeding. His wheat

usually looked well:

Prof. Mills had met an Englishman at Cobourg at a Farmers' Institute there who-

found that he was losing money every year on his farm by plowing in his manure. He
was on lightish land, and changed his method to applying the manure after the last

plowing as a top-dressing, which made a big improvement. From all that he had heard

he was disposed to think that manure, applied as a top-dressing late in the fall or in the

winter would do for light lands, but plowing under in the fall was better for heavy lands.

He would agree with Mr. Lehraann in discouraging manure tanks ; they caused too much
labor. If they were attended to and pumped up regularly they might be an advantage,

but there were too many "ifs" about it. He would not advise the building of sheds to

make manure under, although it Avas better to make manure under a covered shed, but

any farmer, by care, might see that the soakage from his barnyard Avas diverted to his

fields. Eain enough fell in the barnyard without the extra water from the buildings.

Every farmer should have eave-troughs on his barns and stables, and wooden ones would

answer the purpose if tin or galvanized iron troughs cost too much. Manure could be

decomposed and made under a covered shed, in the barnyard or in the field. The manures

were far better mixed ; the warm manure of the horse with the colder manure of the

cows and pigs. He had been over to Ithaca, N.Y., at a State Agricultural Convention

and while there he had inspected a barn in which the horses occupied half of the first

floor, right over the manure yard. Of the basement, half was occupied by the cattle an.
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the other half was the manure yard. The manures there could be mixed very
conveniently. The cattle were turned out into the yard, and tramped the manure
thoroughly till it was about two and a-half feet deep, wlien it was hauled out ; for the
lij^'lit lands it was taken to the lields and spread ; the i-est was left in the yard all winter.

In partial thaw there would be a small loss ; otherwise there would be no loss. This
method of winter-spreadin;^' ga^'6 line results around Xewmarket, wliere lie had been that

winter. If equal results only were gained by top-dressing and plowing in manure, it was
more convenient and cheaper to put out in winter.

Mr. Wark wanted to know why, if the manure was spread in winter, it was made
and kept under cover to protect it against freezing '?

Prof. Mills said that Prof. Roberts, at Cornell, contended it rotted more easily wheii
•;11 mixed and tramped under cover.

Mr. Stover mixed his manures, and allowed his hogs to root and spread it I'ound the
\ urd. He had no smell or tirefanging.

Mr. Lehraann asked how they took care of their liquid manure at the stable Mr.
Mills had spoken of. Did they apply enough absorbents to take up the liquid manures
with the solids 1

Mr. Mills said the cut corn and straw acted as absorbents, which was an incidental

advantKge in favor of the use of cut-straw for food and beddina:.

Mr. Lfchmann said the gain of making manure under cover was that the liquid

anure was all saved. In no other way could the liquid manure be so well and
I cheaply taken care of.

]\lr. Wark said a liquid manure tank would only cost 812, which would break nobody.

The President here closed the discussion to uuike room for the next paper, which was
by Mr. James Cheesman, of Toronto.

THE COMMERCIAL ASPECTS OF EXPERIMENTATION.

When you did me the honor of inviting me to address your meeting to-day, I assure

you the compliment was most warmly appreciated, and it seemed to me that the most
serviceable subject I could take would be the commercial character of your work. We
cannot do better than recall the experience of the late Sir William Siemens, because I

know of no man in our century who succeeded so well as he did in the department of
applied science in industry. His work in heat, alone, might well occupy us for a few
hours, had we time, but I must content myself with merely remindiug you of his regenera-

tive gas furnace, its ability to give much higher temperatures than could be obtained by
any other mode of combustion, and all this at an economy of from 30 to 35 per cent, of

fuel. Siemens was an electrician, too, and devised an electric furnace for high tempera-
tures, besides working in the department of electric lighting. Not of least importance
were his experiments as to the effect of arti6cial light through the medium of various

colored glasses on vegetation, and also the application of electrical energy to mechanical
work on the farm. In all these endeavors of his, the constant incentive was increased

economy of production, and he generally came out with a greater profit on his work than
could be shown by others who pursued older methods.

As I understand it, the object of your Union is to enable the members who have
graduated at this institution to so apply the knowledge they ha\e gained here as to

produce a greater profit on their undertakings than those who have not had that advan-
tage. To succeed in reaching this result we must at all times report failures with the

same conscientiousness as we do successes, otherwise the work of this Union will fail.

At the outset it is very important that we agree upon definite objects, and also upon
well defined modes of attaining them.

Let us take certain recent experiments which have come under public notice, and
about which we have had some very hard words, and not a little rough handling. During
the last three years testing individual cows for the purpose of establishing the relative

value of the diflerent breeds has been very much resorted to. Your Professor Brown
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has had a share in this work, and much good has resulted in stimulating enquiry among
milk producers as to which breed was most economical, and what kind of a cow in any
particular breed was the best to select for raising the milk, butter or cheese, at the least

cost. All that a college can do is to start questions, illustrate modes of procedure, and
report results faithfully. It is not a jury. That is the function of your Union. You
can test herds for a whole year by asking your members to keep registers, as good

business men .should do, and bring the returns here. Could not county agricultural

societies give prizes for excellence in the aggregate rather than for fancy points in a

particular animal 1 We are told by the Bureau of Industries that 3,000 lbs. of milk is

the average product of the Western Ontario cow, and that 2,700 lbs. is the mean of her

Eastern Ontario sister. It is generally believed that it takes three acres per cow to raise

this, or one acre to make less than 1,000 lbs. of milk. Remember these statistics come

from the best men in each county, the poor and indifferent ones won't take the trouble

to send returns. This is a very poor showing. The average milk product in Great

Britain is 4,§00 lbs., and it takes a vastly smaller area to feed the cow than with us. I

know, and many of you are aware, that in every county of Ontario cows of all breeds

can be found capable of doubling this 3,000 lb. yield from two acres. In saying this I

am not thinking of the work you have heard of here, and which some of j'ou have

enf^aged in under our friend Professor Brown. I am thinking of men in the neighbor-

hood of towns, cheese factories and creameries. I know a farmer whose milk record at

a cheese factory for his seven cows for the season of six months was 35,000 lbs. ; when
told he had done well he did not think it extra good. I know heifers whose yield for

300 days was 6,700 to 7,000 lbs. on ordinary farm treatment—a pretty good result for

their tirst year. Now, I want to urge on you the importance of lengthening the milking

period with the frrst calf and don't be satisfied unless it reaches 300 days. Length of

period is more important than the milk obtained the first year, valuable as that is. We
must get I'id of the idea that big yields are from individual phenomenal cows only. If I

spoke of the milk yield from your two grades on permanent pasture objection might be

made that 7,800 lbs. from two cows on one acre was not an every farmer's possibility. If I

told you that Oakland's Jersey Stock Farm could show an average of over 6,200 lbs. for

a herd of about 150, and that if it had been churned into butter, 417 lbs. per head for

the year would have been the result, it would not influence you so much as instances of

ordinary farmers who make milk a primary consideration. Well, here in Ontario you

show about four per cent, of butter from your milk, and barely that. In the French

counties of Quebec they make i}, per cent., and their creamery or Separator butter is the

best I know of in Canada. That is, it realizes a higher average on the market as creamery

than any other. If we don't attack this question of economy at its source, depend upon

it there is no us^ talking cheese factory, creamery, breed, or anything else. Are we
getting all we can from our acres ? Do we not feed too many cows, or get less milk for

the energy we put into soil and attendance on animals than we should 1 Are we to till

less for what we now get, or get more without reduction of area 1 Shall we go on feeding

and caring for two animals when one can and does do the work of the two, or shall we
double the yield 1 Shall we toy away on three acres when one will, and does under

proper conditions, supply the product we get now from the larger area 1 The three acre

estimate is, I am sure, less than is actually used for the average cow yield. We want

greater accuracy in farm returns, but where and how can we get these except through your

ITnion 1

In 1883 I wrote a short article for the June or July issue of the Popular Science

Monthly, on " Selection in Grain Growing." The object was to show the importance of

applying the same principle to plants as we have long practised in breeding farm

animals. Select seeds and propagate from the tittest only. Now why can not this be

done 1 If men will pay thousands of dollars for cows and horses, why should not some

kinds of seed be worth dimes or dollars per pound rather than cents. In our climate we
have to stall feed cattle.from six to seven months in the year, and it is very important

that the seed we use for growing plants for stock feeding should be obtained at the lowest

cost. This is the prime requisite. Unless we get reliable, and strong, vigorous seed,

how can we have healthy plants ? If we believe in breed, in high birth, why not in high
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character in seed. We know the value of early growth in uninials, how indispensable it

is to them in laying the basis of constitution. Unless we use seed of the right kind C9,n

we expect crops of high nutritive value ? Having decided the question of the best being
cheapest, we must now settle how far permanent pa.sture is of service to us in Canada. I

confess that iu years gone by I was inclined to the Danish and Swedish system of soiling,

or, as they say in England, of arable land dairying. But atter what has been done in

Ontario on your experimental plots here, and by farmers not%in your Union, I have modi-
tied my views on Canadian pasture ; much, however, rehiains to be done, in varying the
proportions in the mixtures to suit the requirements of different soils. What proportion
of a farm should be placed under pasture, and what under soiling crops is a question
which must be settled by your own experience. I look forward with hope to the elucida-

tion of these economical problems to the members of your Union who want to work for

its advancement.
The provision of winter food is one which we must not overlook, and I do trust

that some of you will satisfy yourselves that root growing should not be relied upon
too exclusively for carrying stock through winter. " Too many eggs in one basket " is

not without its application on the farm, and if only in this sense, some attempt should be
made bv your Union to determine the value and place of ensilage in Canadian farming.

I have had the advantage of travelling over a large area, and of seeing many of the best

farms in Canada, since 1883, and I am bound to say I look to ensilage as one of the most
important crops of the future. I don't think it well to abandon roots entirely for ensil-

age, but 1 think they might be supplemented, and the quantity- of dry fodder lessened by
feeding this crop. I cannot pretend to say much about the crop in so short an address,

which I wish to be suggestive rather than conclusive in its argument. Try ensilage,

those of you who have thought most about it, and before you venture, learn from those
who practice it with the best results what are the conditions, and I am sure you won't be
disappointed. And now let me say, have faith in your work, and labor with the faith with
all your strength and enthusiasm, and the results will not disappoint, though they may
not always be quite what you expect.

In the discussion following the reading of the paper,

Mr. Wark opened out with the assertion that permanent pasture was not all that it

was cracked up to be. The permanent pastures at the Farm might have been a success,

but it did not therefore follow that it would be a success in other places. Two of his

neighbors had tried the experiment and were $200 each out of pocket, and no permanent
pasture. He was doubtful as to the advisability of introducing Jersey blood into their

dairy stock. He had found the best breed of cattle for the farmer to be the common
Canadian cow. Thare was more profit in them than in any thoroughbred. They gave
good butter results. When the Jerseys are past milking they are no good for anything
else.

Mr. Mills—They are good for beef ; the meat, they say, tastes like venison.

Mr. Wark—The butchers would have great trouble in skinning them for they could

not lay them on their backs. As to soiling, he was afraid to try it. There has been a
little done in Canada, and some in the United States. He believes in partial soiling

;

every farmer should sow an acre of corn, which could be fed green to his cows during the

dry sj)ell, when the pasture had given out. When a cow had once fallen back in con-

dition, she could not fully recover that season, no matter what was done afterwards. He
advised the use of corn to avoid this.

Mr. Little said he changed his cows from Held to held. He depended entirely on
pasture. He had spring creeks on his low lands, and the cattle ate the natural swamp
grass which grew there. He made cheese in summer, and butter in winter.

Mr. Scrugham had carefully watched the permanent pasture at the Farm, and
believed it was a success. Before he could pronounce it a failure in Mr. Wark's neigh-

borhood, he would like to know how it was managed ; whether the cattle had been put
on it the tirst year, when the grass looked well, but the tramping of the cattle would kill

the young roots and spoil the pasture ; or perhaps it was injured from other causes ? Two
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•ows had been put on one acre at the Farm to test the limit of the pasture, and not as a
rule ; the object was to see how much sustenance could be got out of one acre. On
another plot of four acres four steers had been put ; the first year's crop was crft and the
second year they put the st'iers on. From May to September the gain was 1| lbs. a day.

If this was a fair guide, it w ouid pay the farmer well to go to the expense of permanent
pasture, as no ordinary pasture would give luiy result like 1^ U)s. Farmers say permaneiit

pasture is not profitable, still it is worth while to make experiments with such an end in

view. By using and testing all kinds of grasses, they would accustom the more perma-
nent to this climate. Even if these so-called permanent pastures only lasted five or six

years, the increase in pasturage in that time would amply repay the tirst cost. In five

years more beef woul i be got off it than off an ordinary pasture. The one-acre plot and
the four-acre plot at the Farm were sown with about the same grasses.

Mr. Wark said the men experimenting near him did not pasture their cattle on the

prepared land the first year. He thought the Ontario Experimental Farm soil was
especially adapted for permanent pasture ; but on clay land permanent pasture of this

kind would not succeed.

Mr. Scrugham said there had been men who visited the College in September last

who had expressed themselves as being well satisfied with their own experience of per-

manent pasture.

Mr, Stover had found the common Canadian cattle better as milkers than any other

class, but they could improve the milking qualities of these cows by judicious breeding :

by ci'ossing with families of different breeds known for their milking qualities. It was
wise in breeding to keep beef in view as well as milk, as the cattle could be turned off

for beef after they had ceased to give milk.

Mr. McCaig, Eramosa township, Wellington county, thought that for permanent
pasture a good deal would depend on the soil. A sandy light soil was an advantage.

Some three or four years ago he had been up in the dairying county of Oxford and had
been shown there a iield which had been pasture land for seventeen years without change.

It had been originally what is called " black ash swales." He did not think they could

pasture as many head on permanent pasture as on clover. As an instance, last year they
had pastured on tirst year clover from May to July, two and a-half months, thirty-five

head of cattle and ten horses on ten acres ; the land was, however, in exceptionally^ good
condition. They would in permanent pasture, though, take away the labor of sowing
every second year. The expense of sowing and working a perman-ent pasture would not
need to be taken into account if the pasture was good for years. Permanent pasture
was, after all, an expensive mixture of grasses as against the native grass. The Mr.
Graham referred to by Mr. Cheesman might be on low ground. If good grasses on low
land be got to nrature at different periods, the probable results would be good so far, but
the question was how long the majority of grasses would last. In Oxford they top-dressed

their pasture land.

Mr. Wark did not think it wise to go to the expense of a mixture of grasses, unless

there was a fair probabilit}' that the pasture would last.

Mr. Wettlaufer said that Mr. Cheesman had referred to soiling as a method which
was still under experiment. He would like to ask how many acres it took to keep a cow
by soiling.

Mr. Cheesman thought from thre^-quarters of an acre to an acre and a-half, according
to circumstances. Continuing the permanent pasture discussion, he said : Mr. Drum-
mond, of Montreal, sowed a permanent pasture of mixed grasses fifteen years ago, which
had been a success Mx'. Drummond used largely in addition, however, concentrated

food.

Prof. Mills thought that England and Scotland and their grasses were no criterion

for Canada and the pastures here. From his observation of pastures of mixed grasses

the spear grass and white clover crowded out everything else in a few years.

Mr. Cheesman agreed with the first remark of Mr. Mills. Even in England the

grasses and climate varied largely. Eain fell in twice the quantity in the Midland
district that it did in the London area. In response to a question, he said he thought
Mr. Drummond had twenty-five grasses living and growing after thirteen years.
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Prof. Panton bad often thought lately of making a collection of the grasses of the

Northwest, and of ascertaining their nutritive value. He believed it would be of more

practical benefit to experiment in pasture with the grasses of the Northwest than with those

of England and Scotland. The climate of the Northwest more nearly approached ours

than in the latter countries, and the grasses were hardier and better suited for Ontario.

Mr. Stover thought the natural grasses of Ontario would, after all, have to be

depended on for permanent pasture. In the Northwest the grasses were very fine, and

also in Montana, Nevada, etc. In Arizona and California these were not so good : they

could not stand the winter so well.

Mr. Holterraan believed Prof. Panton's idea was a good one. He had been over

the Northwest. They had gravelly ridges and low lands in the Qu'Apelle valley country

and lighter land nearer Winnipeg. There was a great variety of soil and climate up
there. Grasses that do well in the Northwest ought to do better here. In the Bow
River district he saw magnidcent grass; in very dry seasons the Qu'Apelle and Regina
grass would dry out, while Bow River would have a fair crop, and in a wet year there

would be a perfect mat of rich grass. He believed the grass seeds from the Northwest-

would be found better adapted to our soil than any other.

Mr. Ramsay understood that the grass out there would not grow if nibbled close by
horses or other animals.

^Ir. Cheesman said sheep had been pastured in grass there for three years without

it suffering harm.
Mr. Ram-ay had heard that if a horse was tethered for the night the grass which

he nibbled close would grow very slowly again, if at all.

Mr. McCaig thought that it would be a similar case to the clearing the ground of

grass V>y fire. It was agreed that after a tire the grass would grow as well as ever.

Mr. Sharraan said that in some districts the only grass they had was around the

sloughs. If this grass was close cut, the second season there would be a worse crop, and
the third season there would likely be none at all. After burning, grass would not be

worse next season
; good hay resulted from the eftect of the burnt and dead grass on the

soil The cattle chiefly browsed around the sloughs ; in the valley these were chiefly

weeds.

Mr. Evans was anxious to know about the results of permanent pasture, and how
many kinds of grasses were sown. On his farm he had a grass which came up after

everything else, and which they therefore called after-grass. It was not the red top, nor

the blue grass, he did not know what it was, but he considered it worth studying in

reference to its benefit to cattle for dairying purposes. He had twelve or fifteen different

kinds of grasses in his pasture, yellow clover, alsike, timothy, red top, blue grass and others.

His neighbors would not break up their pastures. He had nine acres in pasture : the

seed came up well in two years.

Mr. Stover had had considerable experience with this after-grass. It seeded in July

and August and formed a natural permanent pasture, and would keep more cattle with

a better flow of milk than anything else. On their land, which was what is called "black

ash swales," the cattle would gain flesh in September and October, although the pasture

looked very dry.

Mr. Evans considered white clover the standard grass. He believed there were

more seeds on the roots of the white clover than in the heads after the heads had turned

brown.

Mr. Jeffs thought that this after-grass was only the Kentucky blue grass under
andther name. On ditterent soils the blue grass took different colors, such as red and
almost yellow.

Prof. Panton thought also that this after-grass was the Kentucky blue grass. He
explained that the bulbs on the white clovei^ roots did not contain seeds, but would pro-

duce plants. These were called latent buds.

Mr. Evans was still of opinion that the after-grass was distinctly difterent from the

blue grass. He had seen the latter in various parts of the United States and Canada
and did not think this was the same.

The President here deemed it wise to close the discussion.
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STOCK-RAISING FOR ONTARIO.

-Mr. W. J. Stover, of Norwich, read the following paper

:

Whole volumes have been written on the various branches of this theme. " Best
Breeds of Cattle," " Best Means of Improvina; Stock," " Scientific Feeding," etc., have
been much discussed and with valuable results ; but the more practical questions of

detailed management have been in a measure overlooked.

Ontario adapts itself more safely to mixed husbandry than to specialties ; conse-

quently it involves us in more complications, and makes our pursuit more indefinite. We
find it necessary to direct our attention to such productions as may be l)est adapted to the

locality and size of the farm, while at the same time we are often obliged to vary our
system of management to suit unforeseen changes of circumstances. In stock-raising,

one of the most difficult problems is how to keep stocked to just the right number that

can be managed to the best possible advantage. In this age of close competition we
cannot allow much margin. It is necessary to manage with the closest economy ; and to

determine what will give the best result is often a serious question.

With the advantage of purchasing their stock for feeding from the ranges farther

south and west, the farmers of the Western States have at the present day advantages
over us. They are not put to the expense of providing room for so much young stock,

and those which they do raise from breeding are kept through the first two years at much
less expense. Within the last few years the surplus of ranch cattle has increased to

such an extent as to more than fill the demand in western markets, and they are now
looking to the east for outlet—consequently we have the wholesale western production to

compete with, and so long as they can raise such vast numbers at but little more
expense than the cost of herding, they can undersell us and still realize a decided profit.

But, with all its disadvantages, stock-raising is an essential and important branch of

industry to the Ontario farmer, and by no means unprofitable under thorough and
scientific management, even though the returns may be largely indirect, A practical and
comparatively minute experience in stock-raising and management having recently come
under my own personal observation ; I have thought it might be of value to stock-

raisers in general, and therefore endeavor to give here some ideas gleaned both from
observation and experience.

In beginning our preparations for stock-raising, the first necessary arrangement—the

]iroviding of buildings and stable-room—was the most expensive, and proved to be one of

the most important items of consideration connected with farming. Buildings must be

convenient, and the stables must be warm, well ventilated and comfortable. The
convenience of management in our own buildings is such that one man can attend to

sixty head of cattle, do all the stable- cleaning and preparing of food, with help only to

do the straw-cutting. On the barn thert; is a wind engine—a wheel of sixteen feet

diameter—with which all the power work, except threshing, is done. The first t.ost of

this machiiie is the only cost, and it stands in readiness to be used at any time when the

wind is blowing. The greatest importance of this is, that the straw-cutting, grain-grinding,

etc., can be done in weather unfit to work outside ; no fuel, no time in preparing to start,

and no horses being required. Horses, of course, have little else to do in winter as a

rule, and can work on the power, but in the early winter when it is muddy, and in spring

when the hox'ses and hands should be at other work, the wind power is invaluable. The
stable is cleaned by means of a dump car, working on a track similar to that of a pitching

machine, and the manure is all piled under a shed where it is saved and thoroughly

decomposed.
The food is all prepared, and dry fodder and uncut hay are used for a change only,

which is very necessary. When depending on hay as the principle coarse food for cattle,

I consider it only a useless expense to cut it ; for the object in cutting fodder is not so

much to improve the quality as to make it more palatable, and when mixed, much rough

food is eaten which would otherwise be wasted. But the most important feature in our

feeding experiment is this : Three years ago we commenced a system of cooking the food

with cold water, that is, we made it soft and moist by simply wetting it and allowing it
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to heat and soften by partial fermentation. This experiment was carefully managed and
noted through the tirst winter until we learned how much water to use and the length of

time it should be allowed to lie before feeding, and now we practise the system altogether,

being fully convinced of the success and value of our experiment. The food is prepared
in different lots and in quantities to suit the number of cattle, so that some is being

'

prepared while another lot is being used. The foo.l must be fed as soon as it begins to

get warm, and used up before it gets old or sour. fStock will eat the dryest of straw
when prepared in this way ; they relisli it and thrive on it, and we find that it is much
cheaper to use such food and add small quantities of grain, bran, etc., to give a nutritive

ratio equivalent to that of a whole food, than to feed so much hay and more expensive
food. I consider roots well worth raising, and a valuable food when u.sed with coarse
and rough fodder, and prefer them freshly cut, and thrown upo;i the food in the manner
immediately after it is put in. The meal seems to give better results when fed with
other food, as it takes the animal longer to eat it, and it is more thoroughly masticated
and better digested. As convincing evidence that this system of wintering is more
profitable than the ordinary plan of feeding uncut dry food, we are now keeping a larger
number of cattle, have sold from thirty to sixty tons of hay annually, while previous to

this we sold none, and are raising as much of other kinds of grain as before.

It is a mistake to have calves coming tOD early. March and April calves are early
enough, and can be raised at a better ])rofit than those coming at any other time.

Although it is an object to have early calves that they may look well, and do Avell in the
fall, it is more than overbalanced in fitting the cow and feeding for a proper How of

milk so long before grass grows. Calves should never be allowed to run with the cow.
Keep the calf in a box stall and let the cow with it regularly three times a day for the
first month, and twice a day after until weaned. They will not fret, they will learn to

eat other food earlier, they will become (|uiet and more easily handled, and when the time
for weaning comes, the cow and calf will not worry themselves poor by bawling two or

tliree weeks. If a cow is to be allowed to raise calves she should be milked the first year,

for then she can be milked at any future time.

For the summer management we necessarily have the permanent pasture system
prominent. I am satisfied—although we have not given it a full and thorough test

—

that the best possible system of management for cows in summer would be soiling and
permanent pasture together. My ideal system, and the ])lan which we are preparing to

make thoroughly practical, is to keep the cattle in the stable after the hot weather and
flies come on, and let them out at night only. A good, permanent pasture, in which to
turn them at night, will allow sufficient exercise, and they are contented to stay in and
eat in the day time, and will do much better there than in the hot sun switching flies. In
this way a larger number can be kept per acre ; they do not waste flesh and shrink in

milk from fighting flies in the hot sun, and there is an item gained in the value of the
manure. It often occurs in a wet season, or when much new land is seeded, that the
meadows and stubble fields yield a large amount of pasture, which must necessarily be
eaten off or the crop may be injured. In such instances the cattle may have the range
of it for a part of the day, and less other food is then required. It can generally be
estimated at the beginning of the season what the amount of such surplus food will

probably be, and the number of cattle .should be regulated to correspond, or a smaller amount
of forage crop can be raised.

In conclusion, whatever the system of feeding and management may be—whether
dairying, breeding or beefing—never keep one animal more than can be kept well ; always
keep as many as can be kept right, and always aim to improve the breeding of the herd.

Feed every pound of grain to some kind of stock so long as it will return a price equal
to its market value, (irain catinot Ije laised without straw ; then make the best possible

use of the straw, and let what cannot bo fed go for bedding, and return it to the land. The
land will then produce more grain, which is all marketed and its value received indirectly .

Remember that breeding for fancy ])riees is a specialty. Breed carefully, and keep only
the best stock. Calculate the profits derived from the direct value of the animal, but if

enterprise and superior breeding will make them bring fancy prices, so much the more
{profitable to the breeder.
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Mr. Stubbs was very much pleased with the practical nature of the paper and the
valuable hints contained therein. He I'uUy agreed with Mr. Stover as to the strength

of western competition, and the disadvantages they labored under as compared with their

western friends. The long season for stall-feeding in Ontario was against them, as the

cost of it was heavy, they had to have more expensive and substantial buildings, and
where in the Western States one man could take care of one hundred cattle, in Ontario

they had to have three. Of soiling he had had no experience, as he bad sufficient pasture

land. He would think that it would cause considerable expense and trouble at the busy
season of the year. As to the stabling of cattle in summer, there was also here the

expense necessary and the time taken up.

Mr. Stover did not wish to be understood as recommending soiling and permanent
pasture. He intended, however, to try and make these systems practicable. The experi-

ence of the States was in their favor.

Mr. Ramsay liked Mr. Stover's plan and arrangement of building, and also of getting

sufficient power from the windmill to do all the work of cutting, pulping, and other food

preparation. He would ask Mr. Stover whether there was much gain in cutting the straw
and rough feed and feeding it with other food, or whether the cattle were not after all

well enough without it 1

Mr. Stover's experience had been that by preparing their food in the way he had
spoken of and feeding some coarse food they could keep more cattle than under the old

method and have the land as well cropped. He fed oat straw and fine wheat straw.

They cut just what they thought the animals would require. He advocated the raising

of roots and feeding them with the coarse stuff in this way.

Mr. Stubbs did not believe in feeding uncut straw and meal and ending up with dry
hay. He thought the cattle would eat cut straw and meal to better advantage.

Mr. Stover was inclined to be doubtful of the value of cut straw and meal when fed

dry. They moistened and softened their feed in the feed-room and the cows came readily

to their mangers to eat it.

Mr. Jeffs used cut stuff, mixing it well with other foods in feeding. The cattle did

not relish it so well without the cutting.

Mr. Ramsay contended that straw was straw no matter how you cut it and prepare

it. Nature teaches an animal to eat only enough crude fibre to make meal digestible,

no matter in what shape it was. He. did not see any gain in nutrition in change of shape
or preparation.

Mr. Stover still maintained that the moistening and warming of the cut stuff and
meal had a beneficial effect ; it was more easily digested.

Prof. Grensi.de was disposed to agree with Mr. Ramsay. He could not understand any
gain or change in nutrition by such preparation, but believed there might be a gain in its

action on other foods. There was very great benefit to be derived in mixing coarse foods,

such as hay, straw, etc., with concentrated foods like grains, etc. He was anxious to

know what management Mr. Stover had for ventilation, temperature and moisture.

Mr. Stover had found ventilation a difficult matter, and they were not satisfied with

their progress in that regard. They differed in opinion as to temperature at home.

Personally he was in favor of a temperature of from 40 to 50 degrees, though theirs was
kept up to between 50 and 60. They had too much moisture. They overcame this to

some degree by lowering the temperature of the stables for a short time in the morning.

Prof. Grenside said that the ventilation of the new stable at the Model Farm had

been carefully studied, but yet it was very imperfect. The difficulty could be obviated by
having artificial heat in the building as the draft caused by the ascent of the heated air

would draw away the bad air, but they have no artificial heat. They could not prevent

a down draft. A low temperature was not advisable ; he considered about 60 degrees the

right thing : the stock would lose heat of body if the temperature was over 60. They had

contrived a tin pane for the introduction of fresh air into the Farm stables, which caused

the cold air to rise up into the warmer air and not strike directly on the animals. They
should have some means, however, of producing an upward draft. He had heard of a

revolving wheei for this purpose. The warm air ascends to some extent but cools before
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getting far enough. Overcrowding should be carefully guarded against ; each animal should

have 1,000 feet of atmospheric space.

Mr. flolterman would inform them that the bee-keepers were ahead of the stock

raisers in the matter of ventilation, as it was of more importance to them. They ventilated

their repositories by an underground pipe, in dimensions one foot square for every one hun-

dred colonies. This pipe takes the fresh air from outside and when it reaches the repository

this air is as warm as the inside air. It is continued up in the repository, and an extra

pipe conveys the cold air into the current of warm air which carries it off. Some bee-

keepers use a small stove and pipe.

Prof. Grenside agreed if artificial heat*were used there would be no difficulty. He
wanted to know something more about this pipe and why they considered that it produced

an upward draft.

Mr. Holterman explained that the pipe brought the pure air from the outside, and
no matter what temperature the air might be when it entered the pipe, the underground
passage warmed it and when ifc entered the repository it was the same temperature as the

inside air. They had tested the upward draft by the bee smoker and the smoke from it

could be seen ascending in the current of warm air.

Prof. Grenside held that the smoke ascended naturally on account of its being heated.

Mr. Holterman contended on the other hand that the heat of the smoker was very

insignificant, and the smoke \,ould lose its heat at once by contact with the air.

Inanswe' to questions from Prof. Mills, Mr. Stover said they found the preparation

of their food by cutting, mixing, moistening and warming, better and more productive

than the old method ; they fed their hay uncut. He was going to experiment in soiling

and permanent pasture for summer management of cows.

Mr. Hobson advocated soiling. He had found that a crop of corn would give good
results with calves, and he had no doubt it would be best with cattle too.

Mr. Stover admitted that the fear of stable cleaning had hitherto kept them from
adopting this method.

Mr. Laidlaw replied to a question from the President by saying that for beef, the

best time for calves to come was in March or April, but for breeding purposes, they should

come late in the fall or early in the winter.

Prof. Mills added that they should select and breed from the best, and procure the

choicest males to breed from.

Mr. Stover explained to Mr. Ramsay that their windmill was built to give four

horse-power in an eighteen-mile wind. He considered it the most economical and practical

power for farm use. They purchased one which was highly recommended, but it did not
work, so they tore it down and built one of their own, which gave good satisfaction.

It had a 1 6-ft. wheel and a 40-lb. hopper.

QUESTION DRAWER.

An interesting feature of the day's proceedings was the reading and discussion of th«

following queries dropped into the " Question Drawer "
:

What is the best method of destroying what is known as couch grass I Does Italian

rye grass turn to couch grass in time 1

Prof. Panton could answer the latter half of the ques-ion. Italian rye grass would

not turn to couch grass. It would be a case of degradation of grain, should such a thing

be possible.

Mr. Hobson had met with half an acre of couch grass in the valley of the Ottawa.

Mr. Shaw, who was with him, could, however, tell them better about it.

Mr. Shaw said that in the east the couch grass was regarded as a terrible plague.

There was quile a bit of it down there, but not near as much in the west. It was the

worst enemy in the form of a weed the farmer met with. On the farm of Mr. Graham,
near Ottawa, he and Mr. Hobson liad seen a plot of this grass. Mr. Graham was much
troubled with it. His plan was to plough it up, go thoroughly over it with a harrow.
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rake in heaps and burn. He then sowed a hoed crop, but saw traces of the grass after-

wards. He had shortly after met a man who said he kept the grass under, but could not

get rid of it. His way was to summer fallow, plow lightly several times, turn up the land

well on the approach of dry weather, then fallow in the ordinary way with a grain crop,

seeding down with grass, and for three or four years plowing light after harvest and then

before winter.

Prof. Brown believed this couch grass was like the rack of the old country. If so it

should be got up bit by bit and no small pieces should be left.

^Ir. Rivers also agreed that it was similar to the grass that had given so much trouble

in the old country. Those who once saw it wqjild easily recognize it. His English hired

man noticed it on their farm and advised him to get rid of it at all cost. They plowed

and harrowed and then went over the land carefully and threw out every scrap they could

find. They then plowed and harrowed and sowed with turnips, and the turnip hoeing in

the fall made away with the last of it. No half-way work would turn it out.

In reply to Mr. Morgan, Prof. Panton said that the couch grass was something

similar in appearance to the ordinary grass, but its roots were jointed and fibres were

thrown out from each joint which spread all around. Its joint was like that of spear grass,

and its head like wheat. The roots in a plot were matted in every direction.

Mr. Wettlaufer said that two farmers near him were troubled with this grass. One,

however, cultivated his land and grew good crops, while the other had hard work to raise

anything off the fields in which the couch grass had appeared.

Mr. Hobson understood Mr. Graham had spent $150 in forking, plowing, etc., trying

to root out the couch grass on the plot they had been speaking of. The best farms would

be soon ruined by it, if it was allowed to get ahead.

Mr. Simmons said he was raised in Northumberland county and he left it because the

soil was too poor for him. The couch grass, or twitch grass, as they call it there, made a

very fair pasture. He would advise anyone not to let it get on good land ; this grass on

light soil would form a solid mat. Prof. Brown might investigate it with a view to

mixing it with his grasses for permanent pasture, for it would hang out if none of the

others would. (Laughter.)

Mr. Shaw asked for a method of driving couch grass out of large fields,

Mr. Pv.aynor said some farmers in Prince Edward county sometimes looked on it in

the light of a blessing, as it made them work their land more to get rid of it. They
plowed shallow with the long plow, then gang plowed it and sowed buckwheat, sometimes

plowing it in. The buckwheat smothered the couch grass. Another way was to gang

plow, plow, harrow and fallow with the cultivator, then go over with a horse-rake. What
was left of the grass would be killed by the frost after it has been ridged up in the late

fall.

Does wheat turn to chess or chess to wheat 1

Prof. Panton said that all science affirmed that wlieat never changed to chess, or

chess to wheat. He had met men who believed that sometimes wheat turned to chess.

A man had told him that if wheat was sown in July and the frost of the following

winter kfUed it they would have chess the next summer. Another man said that when
wheat had been frozen on low lands there was always a lot of chess next summer.

Mr. Stubbs thought the man who did not sow chess would not grow chess. The man
wlio believed wheat turned to chess would take no pains to get it out of his seed and keep

his field cleai'.

Mr. Stover at home had had to stand alone in arguing that wheat did not turn to

chess. Last spring, however, they had stood the seed drill in the implement shed after

sowing wheat, and at each point of the drill little bunches of chess sprung up.' He could

not believe that wheat produced chess, but after that he had quit arguing the point.

Where may concrete walls be used for stables, and are they durable ?

Mr. Hobson said Mr. Seagram, the distiller, had built 820,000 stables near Waterloo,

He had built his walls of concrete, and they were now giving away. He was propping

up his roofs until he could build up with brick in the spring.

Mr Wettlaufer considered a concrete wall close to the ground a failure.
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Mr. Havers had asked the question. His son was living near Lake Erie, and was
disposed to use concrete, as stone was $G a cord laid down. He was building against a
bank.

Mr. Ramsay had had a little e.vperience in concreting. Some say that one p:irt of

lime should be usod to twenty of gravel, but he has found better results from a proportion

of one to four or tive. Concrete did not do under ground ; it was good, though, for cross

walls. It should not be used around a bank.

1. Which pays the best, spayed heifer.s or steers? 2. Can spaying be successfully

carried on among pigs and cows or heifers ?

Dr. Grenside answered the questious*as follows : 1, Experiments were under way,
and he could not speak deHnitely yet. Spayed heifers were better for the market. He
believed it would be good for .sows and other animals. Dishorning was not of much use.

2. Yes. Spaying might also be applied to mares.

Would Mr. Cheesraan kindly tell us how Mr. Dawes, of Lachine, makes his ensilage?

Mr. Cheesman explained that the crop was sweet corn. It was sown the first week
in June, worked with the cultivator and fertilized with about twenty loids of farmyard
manure and five hundred pounds of Stanker fertilizer. They harvested forty tons in the

second week in September. This was cut into three-quarter inch lengths and trodden into

the silo .slowly.

Will anyone offer an explanation of the following circumstance, which the experience

of many others bears out? We had eight acres laid down to clover, first season's growth.
About the middle of May we turned in several head of cattle and a number of horses.

We noticed that the animals persisted in eating every blade of grass which they could
find. The ground was cropped bare in every corner of the fence and in the lower places

of the field where timothy would grow. The clo\'er was left to be eaten at the last

extremity.

Before the meeting adjourned, President Mills invited all present to proceed to the
dining-hall of the College, to partake of the Matron's hospitality, after which various

toasts were proposed and fittingly responded to by membsrs of the li^nion and others.
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SECOND DAY.

The Union resumed on Fiiday morning at 8.30 o'clock.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS.

The nominating committee presented names to be balloted for, to occupy the diflferent

offices, and the election resulted as follows

:

Honorary president, James Mills, M.A.
President, R. F. Holterman, Brantford.

Vice-President, J. B. Muir, North Bruce.

Recording Secretary, H. B. Sharman, 0. A..C.

Corresponding Secretary, W. J. Stover, Norwich.

Treasurer, T. Raynor, Rose Hall.

Editor, C. A. Zavitz, O.A.C.

DISTRICTS AND SECRETARIES.

The Committee on the division of the Province into districts to facilitate and increase

the interest in the Union presented their report which was adopted, and the following

district secretaries elected :—^For District No. 1, comprising Stormont, Dundas, Russell,

Glengarry, Prescott, Cornwall, Carleton and Grenville, J. A. Craig, Russell ; District

No. 2, Lanark, Renfrew, Leeds, Frontenac, Lennox, Addington, Hastings and Prince

Edward, T. Raynor, Rose Hall, Prince Edward Co.: District No. 3, Nipissing, Parry

Sound, Muskoka, Haliburton, Peterborough, Northumberland, Durham, Victoria and

Ontario, S. P. Brown, Whitby ; District No. 4, Simcoe, York, Peel, Dufierin, Grey.

Wellington and Halton, F. J. Sleightholm, Humber ; District No. 5, Wentworth, Lin-

coln, Welland and Haldimand, C Harcourt, St. Anne's ; District No. 6, Waterloo,

Oxford, Brant and Norfolk, H. Dean, Harley ; District No. 7, Huron, Perth and Bruce,

J, H. Esplin, Burgoyne ; District No. 8, Middlesex and Elgin, H. A. Morgan, Kerwood;

District No. 9, Essex and Kent, J. J. Sinclair, Ridgetown ; District No. 10, Lambton,

A. E. Wark. Wanstead.

INCORPORATION.

The question ""of incorporation was then brought forward by Mr. Holterman, who
explained the advantages that would accrue from such a step. President Mills, Prof.

Brown and Deputy Commissioner of Agriculture Blue also spoke, the latter giving the

general requirements necessary to be fulfilled before incorporation was sought. It was

finally carried that Prof. James, Messrs. Raynor and Holterman be a committee to carry

out the intention of the Union in regard to incorporation.

WORK OF THE UNION.

The following paper by Prof. James, Ontario Agricultural College, was then read :

The live man must possess something more than life—animal life. He must not

simply he, he must also do. From time to time he will stop, sit down and consider, and

submit to himself a few questions : Why am I in this world 1 What is my purposo

here 1 What claims have I upon this world 1 What claims have the world upon me 1

Am I improving myself and others 1 Am I filling ^ place here that no one else could fill

but myself? This may not lie an inappropriate time for us as a society to submit a few

such questions to ourselves, and to consider just what we are here for, what we are doing

and what our aims and prospects are. Unlike the man who v,'as not responsible for hi?
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pxistence in the world, we as a society, are responsible for our existence ; and further,

in common with each individual, we are responsible for the proper use and development

of the powers and capacities given to us and within our reach. As a Union we have no

moral right to remain organized as we are, unless we show some good results and do the

very best we can, both for ourselves and for the cause under whose patronage we are

organized—the cause of Scientific Agriculture.

The right to be. as I have above stated, lies in the aim and object 6i the Union.

>uch work, and only such work, should be attempted and can be more thoroughly done by

jombined eftbrt than by individual exertion. The fostering of mere sentiment will not

be sufficient to bind you together firmly or permanently. Love for and interest in this

Agricultural College must not be the only or principal aim of your organization. If you
.vould keep that sentiment warm, if you would attract the attention and win the com-

mendation of the agricultural and scientific class, you must accomplish something; your

fruits will attest your vitality and growth.

That there is need of such a Union as this, really doing the work it proposes, no one

can question. The study of agriculture is opening up one of the widest fields for scien-

tific research, and it is possible if every man stands true, if every man is willing to sacri-

tice a little in a good cause, if good common sense directs your movements—that in a few

years you will achieve a position beyond your present most hopeful anticipations. The
xuture lies in this. There is no limit to your possible development, and you can make
vourselves what you like. Think great things for this Union, and do them. To a band

of young men who have received an impetus along the line of scientific investigation, and

who have well rounded out their education by the various studies set down in our course,

L know of no more promising or attractive field of work than that which opens before

.ou. If you have not accomplished much in the past, remember the future is as yet

untried. Remember also " He who aims the stars, shoots higher than he who aims a

tree."' Place a high ideal before you, resign yourselves to hard work, continued work:

permit no discouragement. Cultivate a social spirit among your members, take second

place to no society in this country, and not being overburdened by pride or selfishness,

:ro to work and accomplish even more than you expect.

Of the past work of this Union I know but little, and therefore shall say nothing

>K^yond a reference to the work of the past season.

BiPERIMENTS CONDUCTED IN l)S8t) BY jMeMBERS OF THE EXPERIMEKTAL UnION?

The object of the experiments was to test the eftects of salt, gypsum or land plaster

md superphosphate upon wheat, oats, and barley. The plots were one-fortieth of an acre

n area in each case. The cereals sent out were 12 lbs. of White Fife wheat, 8h lbs. of

-ix-rowed barley, and 7.V lbs. of Black Tartarian oats, each for four plots or one-tenth of

.m acre. The fertilizers were— 10 lbs. of salt, 10 lbs. of gypsum, and 10 lbs. of super-

phosphate. The analysis accompanying the superphosphate was as follows : Phosphoric

acid, 13% : ammonia, 2;/ ; potash, 14-%- Each experimenter would therefore have wheat,

oats or barley, growing on four similar plots, treated as follows : (1) No manure, (2) salt,

.")) gyp.sum, (1) superphosphate. Grain and fertilizers were sent to twelve members of the

Union, wheat to four, oats to four, and barley to four. Eight completed the experiment,

and reported in full.

The experimenters were requested to observe and report upon the following points :

1. PreNnous cropping and fertilizing.

2. State of soil and condition at time of sowing—date of sowing.

3. Time of appearance of grain in each plot.

*. General growth and comparative condition of grain on four plots from time to time.

5. Date of maturity and harvesting.

6. Weight and condition of straw and grain separately.

7. General observations of the weather.

>. Conclusions as to the value of each of the fertilizers.
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No. Expprimonter. Gi"£iin.

I.
I
J. B. Muir, Bruce Co.

I

I

II. !.T. (;. ^rcKa}-, Bruce Co.

Wheat . .

.

Fcrtilizi-r. iStraw in lbs.

Wheat

No fertilizer 46—lOlbr chaff j32
Salt 42-10 ,. i34

Gypsum '44—9 „ l33

Sujierphosphate .. .50- 8 m 34

ni. E. :M. Zavitz, Middlesex Co. iWheat

No fertilizer

. . |Salt

. . . Gypsum
Superphosphate .

,

Soil.

og Clay loam to-

g..
I

clay, with clay^

92
Isub-soil.

73
60i
73"

GGi

No fei'tilizer . .

.

Salt
.

I
Gypsum

. ISuperphosphate

o7|
77

^8

•21 94
:l9i I 80
1

21'
I

94
\16h

I

83

I23i SI

i36 1113

1274
I

90
123 81

Clay loaiii

Clayjoam in-

clined toloam,
gravel fcubsoil.

T. Raynor, Pr. Edward Co

(See notes below.)

Geo. Charlton, Brant Co.

Barley . . . jNo fertilizer

„ ...'Salt
Gypsum

» ... ISuperphosphate

8
lOJL

10|
9i^

Barley

C. A. Keil, Chatham [Barley

. No fertilizer ....

.Salt

.Gypsum

. 'Supei-phosphate

. jNo fertilizer . .

.

.Salt
, .IGypsum

I
Superphosphate

35
43
43
43

12

15i

35
39
37
38

20
I

||j Clay loam.

2231

Clay loam,,
with clay sub-
soil.

39
28
28
34

E. Lick, Ontario Co I Oats

vf;i. A. L. r. Lehman, Simcoe Co. Oats

No fertilizer . . .

.

Salt
Gypsum
Superphosphate

42

|33m
.1

.1321

.132^

26|
.i32

70
82
80
81

I

i 81
I

61 Rich alluvial

59isoil.
69'

No fertilizer 123—4 chaff

Salt 20—4i M

IGypsum '22—8i ..

Superphosphate ..|22—5 i.

Farmyard manure,
20 tons per acre. 33—6 "

,
Poor clay

. lloam, inclined

. Ito gravelly na-

. iture.

31 58
28.51 53
21.5 52
26 I 53

33
I
72

Clay loam.

Average of experi-

ments on

—

ExjDeriment-
er's Nos.

^\^leat

Barlev.

Oat«

All complete reports of
crops.

I.

II.

111.

V.

VI.

VII.

VII r.

Fertilizer. Straw in lbs. Grain in lbs. iTotal in Ibs.-

I.. II., III.

No fertilizer
]

62.25
Salt I 63.17
Gypsuji. I 62.92
Superphosphate 00.83

No fertilizer. .

.

ISalt

IGypsum
' Superphosphate

No fertilizer . . .

.

Salt
Gypsum
Superphosphate

I

No fertilizer. . .

.

Salt
Gypsum
iSuperphosphatc
I

37.00
35.50
35.50
38.50

27.00
24.50
30.50
27.00

47.96
47.50
48.37
47.58

25.42
29.83
27.08
24.50

38.50
36.00
34.25
36.50

31.75
30.50
23.87
29.00

30.99
31.78
28.21
29.21

87.67
93.00
90.00
85.33

75.50
71.50
69.75
75.00

.58.75

.55.00

.54.37

.56.00

78.56
79.17
76.83
76..50

Note.—Full reports were not received from the other four experimenters.
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OBSERVATIONS AND NOTES B^' EXPERIMENTERS.

J. J]. Muiu, North Bruce.

—

Previoun Cropping :—Previous to 1886 no systematic
course of cropping had been adopted, but corn, potatoes, millet, etc., had been grown upon
it from time to time. Previous Treatment

:

— For the past eight or ten years it has been
plowed in the Autumn and generally receives from ten to twelve loads of barnyard manure
per acre yearly ; a small quantity of wood ashes were thrown upon it from time to time
<ivery winter. In September, 1885, a light top-dressing of fresh meadow muck was
spread and allowed to lie exposed for the winter. State of Soil, etc.

:

—Land selected was
in fair state of cultivation and not exliausted by previous cropping. The surface soil

varies in texture from a clay loam to clay with heavy chiy .-subsoil; onl}' partially drained;

a gentle slope to east and south. In the spring of 1886 weather was wet and cold

Land plowed May 12th, then harrowed, rain prevented sowing till 18th. Appearance of
Grain:—First blades on gypsum plot on -'^rd, on 24:th large percentage up in all plots

;

wheat came up quite thin. Weather :—Several frosts early in season, dry in summer.
Later on the plots fertilized by salt and superphosphate became more healthy and viofor-

OU5 looking than the other two, especially the plot where no fertilizer was used. Durinir
the latter pai t of June and the early part of July quite a percentage of this latter plot

turned yellow in the leaf and was yery unhealthy looking for a time. As the season of

growth advanced the salt and superphosphate plots becnme more uniform and healthy
looking than their companions, and after the grain shot out the salt plot seemed to gain
on its rival, ripening a day or two earlier, and more evenly ; had a brighter, stilFer and
healthier looking straw, and when thrashed a plumper and more uniform grain. On 22nd
August, wheat on the salt plot was ripe and ready to cut, on 2-ttli all were cut. Had the
grain in the supei phosphate plot rilled out as well in proportion as that from the salt, it

would certainly have ranked first in point of yield, as there was a more vigorous growth
of vegetable matter from tins plot than from any of the others. Conclusions :—From the

results of this experiment T consider salt to be the most economical and beneficial fertilizer

to apply to our land at the present time. It is inexpensive and convenient, may be

obtained in abundance in this locality, and would certainly be used proHtably, even if

there was no greater returns than the improved tpiality of the grain would secure. Judg-
ing by the return from the superphosphate plot, it would not pay to use this fertilizer at

present price in our land. Gypsum apparently has no value and is not required by the

land in our locality.

J. (.J. McK.vv, Underwood P. 0., Bruce Co.

—

Previous Cioppiny :—Clay loam ; last

V rop peas ; land never manured before ; four crops taken off since broken up from sod
>oil. Sowing, Weather, etc. :—Sowed wheat on forenoon of May 14th ; it rained 7 p. m.
of the same day. Forepart of season (June) was very dry. July 7th—Doing fairly. (Jn

July 15th the salt plot headed out, superphosphate plot half headed out, gypsum plot

just starting. July 20th—All headed out. August 13th—Heavy hail which hurt the
grain, shelling about one-fourth. Augu.st 16th— Rain. Salt plot the ripest. August
23rd—Rain all day. August 30th—Salt plot cut. September 1st—Other plots cut

;

superphosphate plot being a little riper than the gypsum. The salt plot had a little more
clay in it than the others.

E. M. Zavitz, Coldstream P.O., Middlesex Co.

—

Previous Cropping :—Roots up till

last two years, when plots 1 and 4 were under strawberries. Only manure has been barn-

yard. Growth of Grain:—Sowed on April 28th ; soil moist and mellow.

Grain on plot No. I appeared I\Iay 6.

" 2 " " 8.

" " " 3 " " 7.

<« '• '• 4, «( "6
They seemed to keep even until the time of the drouth, when the salt plot seemed to hold
out rather the best. Condition, of Grain and Strati) :—The straw of No. 2 was a little the
brightest ; the rest about the same. After careful examination we concluded that the
ditference in quality of grain was slight, and in the following order from best to poorest :
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Nos. 2, 3, 4, 1. Conclusions

:

—The exceptional drouth seemed to give the salt plot an

advantage over the rest. Had it been a wet season the results might have been materially

chan<'ed, even reversed in some cases. Could we foretell the nature of the season, we
mi"ht choose more wisely, but under existing circumstances we must draw conclusions

from the aggregate of advantages and disadvantages of each fertilizer, not only the aggre-

gate of the dozen little experimental stations of this year, but of a number of years. We
feel well repaid for having undertaken the experiments in the insight we have gained in

experimenting. We intend to act on the result obtained by sowing the wheat next spring

from all the plots and fertilizing with salt.

T. Raynor, Rosehall, Prince Edward Co.

—

Previous Cropping:—Barley iu 1885.

then light coat of farmyard manure. Soil

:

— Clay loam, plowed once in fall and ganged

a^ain in spiing. In fair condition, but not so fine a seed bed as is desired. Sowed Muy
4th

;
plots somewhat wet. I sowed it by hand, but unfortunately got it too thick, although

I did not sow by a pound the quantity sent. It was harrowed over twice after the

fertilizers had been applied. Appearance ot' Grain

:

—It was all above the surface in a

week or perhaps less time. No. 4 first showed itself distinctly. The other plots seemed

to come up and grow about alike. Growth of Grain :—Notwithstanding the face that

the grain was too thick, it grew quite uniformly most of the time. Plots i and 2 grew

somewhat ranker towards the close of the growing season. Being so thick on the surface,

the straw was much finer and the head much smaller than it otherwise would have been.

Maturity

:

—About August 1st plot No. 4 had matured four or live days before the others.

Condition :—The straw was fine, fair in color, and of medium length. That from No. 2

was a little the coarsest, I think. The grain was partly colored and partly bright, about

No. 2 extra. It was plump, however, and in other ways a good sample. The Weather .

—

The weather at time of seeding was everything could be desired. The seed sprouted

quickly and grew rapidly with the refreshing showers. The weather, changed, howevef,

becomino- cold and very backward for two or three weeks, and finally a drought setting

in, indicated a short crop. Towards harvesting time the weather became once more

favorable, and with the tine warm showers a good crop was harvested after all. Conclu-

ffions :—From results obtained I must acknowledge the salt to be the best, although I

think the positions of plots 1 and 2 were a little advantageous. I do not think that salt

acts directly as a manure but indirectly aiding in splitting up other constituents into

soluble plant food. Salt has been used before in this vicinity and with good results. The

o-ypsum gave even better returns than the superphosphate. However, as a fertilizer, I

think it is much better for leguminous crops than for the cereal crop. There is no doubt

in my mind that the superphosphate is a far better manure for barley than the others.

It is quick in its action and causes a more rapid gi-owth. A rapid growth means early

maturity, and on the whole I am somewhat prejudiced in favor of phosphate for barley.

In conducting this experiment, it was discovered when too late, that only one-quarter of

the land necessary was taken. This will account for the small amount of grain and straw

in comparison with the other experiments. If the result were multiplied by three a fair

average would have been obtained.

George 0. Charltox, St. George P.O., Brant Co.

—

Previoas Cropping :—The soil the

previous year was under roots and had farmyard manure applied at the rate of 20 loads

per acre. Soil is a clayey loam and at time of sowing was in the best possible condition.

Growth of Grain:—Sowed May 8th; by May 14th all plots were up equally well. No
difference apparent in growth from time to time, except that No. 3 had a deeper shade of

o-reen. A ditference was perceptible in the time of maturing. No. 2 (salt) ripening fully

three days sooner than No. 3, No. 4 maturing sooner than No. 3, but not so soon as Nos.

1 and 2. All were ripe and harvested July 20th. Condition of Grain .—No. 1, heads

short • straw had a tendency to remain green and the barley contained a considerable

percentage of small grains, though of a good color. No. 2, straw bright and stood up

well • heads well formed
;
grain of a good color, plump, and very few of small size. No.

3 same as No. 1, except that the percentage of small grains was less. No. 4, straw

seemed soft, had a tendency to lodge and colored rapidly wdth dew and sun ; heads large
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and well formed
;

grain slightly colored yellow, Vjut plump, with few small grains.

Weather

:

—During the experiment, the weather was warm and moist tirst half, but
latterly dry and hot, which, 1 think, was the reason why the yield Wiis not greater.

C. A. Keil, Chatham.

—

Previous Cropping :—From 1879 to 1885, potatoes (farm-
yard manure), barley, potatoes, fodder corn, sugar beets, flax (farmyard manure), and
oats. Land has been cropped for 25 years, no special fertilizers ever having been used.

It is drained by an open creek near by ; no under drains. The soil is a clay loam with
considerable percentage of humus, having a clay subsoil. The land was plowed
April 21st (rather late for us), barley was broadcasted next day, and fertilizers broad-
casted afterwards. The ground was not in very tine condition and the weather was very
warm. Growth :—From date of sowing till harvesting we had very little rainfall, and
th« barley did not stool out as it should have done. The only difterence in all the plots

was that the salt plot could be easily distinguished from the others by the whiteness of
the straw and grain. It was cut July 21st and threshed Nov. 25th. Although not a
heavy crop the sample was good. Salt was Ko. 1, gypsum No. 2, the other two equal.

I also sowed salt on our field of barley and also fall wheat, leaving some strips unsown.
I could never see any difference in the growth or maturity, except that the straw was
brighter where the salt was sown. The land in this part of the- country being of a rich

alluvial nature, if moderately well worked and manured with farmyard manure, will yield

good crops for a great many years, and I think the benefits derived from special fertilizers

would not compensate for their cost. Salt and gypsum would be useful in diminishing the
quantity of straw, and salt especially very materially brightens the grain and straw, but
superphosphate would not pay. The extreme dry weather may have affected the action

of the manures, but it is rather strange that the " no manure " plot came out the best.

Elmer Lick, Oshawa.

—

Preceding crop :—Oats seeded to alsike clover ; the portion

under experiment winter-killed. In 1884, barley. In 1883, peas on three-year-old

sod. A light dressing of barnyard manure was applied in fall of 1883. iSoil

:

—It is

a poor clay loam inclined to be gravelly. It was plowed May l-4th, was very wet owing
to spring rains and low situation. Growth:—On May ITth, oats and fertilizers were
sown. .June 23rd—A much darker and more luxuriant growth could be noticed in the
superphosphate plot. Dry weather following, the salt soon gave the best appearance.

After every rain a very noticeable improvement could be seen in No. 4 plot; no difference

in Nos. 1 and 2. July 22nd— Nos. 1 and 2 headed out ; 3 and 4 a few days behind and
not looking so well as 1 and 2. Just before harvesting Nos. 2 and 4 were equal in

appearance, only slightly better than No. 1. No. 3 was very inferior to the others.

August 23rd—Ripe and harvested, no difference could be noticed in ripening owing to

rust. Condition :—The quality of grain was best on No. 4, then No. 2, No. 1 and No 3

in order. There appeared to be more straw on 2 and 4 than on 1, and more on 1 than
on 3. No. 3 was badly rusted. No. 1 not so badly, and Nos. 2 and 4 were comparatively

free from rust. The late sowing and rust account for the low yield (under 40 bushels

per acre.) Ganerul Observations :—The dry summer gave the salt a good chance and
hindered the superphosphate from showing the effects of its application. The land was
poor, scarcely ever giving over 35 bushels of oats, 20 of peas or 20 of barley to the acre.

Conclusions :—From the above e.xperiment I would conclude that gypsum was an injury

to the crop ; that salt would pay in dry seasons through the straw being freer from rust;

that superphosphate in dry seasons would not pay for its application. All the above
applies to land similar to that under experiment.

A. L. F. Lehmaxn, Orillia.

—

Previous Cropping

:

—Oats preceded by peas. !S<>il:—
Clay loam, plowed in fall and spring. Growth of Grain :—Sowed on May 8th, appeared
on 17th and 18th May. June 1st—Superphosphate and gypsum ahead, then farmyard
manure, then salt and no manure. June 15th—Farmyard manure improving. June
30th—Salt and no manure still behind ; others even. July 1st—Farmyard manure
decidedly ahead and headed out, the others evenly advanced. July 12th—All headed
out. August 23rd—Grain matured. August 30th—Cut ; rainy weather preceded this.

September 4th—Threshed. General Observations :—All grain was '* dead ripe," except
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that on the farmyard manure, which still contained some green stalks. The season was
a dry one, with the exception of seeding and harvesting time. Conclusions :—My conclu-

sions are that the soil on which I experimented has been deficient only in nitrogen. The
farmyard manure was of inferior quality. As clay predominates, I think sufficient potash

was present. As far as I know no similar experiment has been conducted in this neighbor-

hood. I was much astonished to find all the special fertilizers have an injurious effect

upon the soil on which I experimented ; but in a previous experiment with superphosphate

on potatoes in sandy soil I found the same injurious effect.

F. Wettlaufer, Innerkip.

—

Sowing :—For the sake of having the seed more evenly

distributed, I used a " Wisner & Son seed drill " in sowing the oats, and as I had to set

it to a given quantity, I did not get the seed all sown, about one-half pound being left

over. However, each plot received the same quantity of seed. April 26th—Plowed
land, soil quite dry. May 1st—Dragged, sowed seed, rolled. Groiuth:—May 11th—Grain

V>egan to appear; sowed fertilizers. May 14th—Grain well up; came up uniformly on

all plots. INIay 15th—Heavy rain fell last night. May 17th—Severe frost last night

;

oats slightly touched. May 24th—Plot No. 4 considerably ahead of the others ; has a

much richer color. Soil on No. 2 looks moister than the other ]:.lots. July 5th—Oats

heading out ; Nos. 2 and 4 fully two days earlier. July 14th—Oats fully headed out.

August 3rd—Harvested oats. Observations.—In considering these results the following

facts should be noted :— (1) That the fertilizers were applied broadcast on the surface

after the grain was up. (2) That the only rain heavy enough, during the wliole season's

o-rowth, to reach the roots fell on the night of the 15th of May. (3) That No. 4 plot

gained immediately after the rain. Conclusions.—In my opinion the small yield on plot

4 was due to the unusual drought, the fertilizer not having been washed to the roots.

The small yield on No. 2 is easily accounted for, the soil being destitute of those materials

on which salt generally acts. I must add that there was no appreciable difference in the

quality of the grain. Had the fertilizers been well incorporated with the soil I think the

results, at least on No. 4, would have been better.*

The membership of this Union must be made up of workers—there is no rooni for

drones in the hive. Bring on every good man you can. Make extra effort, again and

again, to enlist the sympathy and co-operation of every goo 1 man that has gone out from

this College. You cannot afford to be without them, and at the same time you cannot

afford to hold on any who have neither strength in themselves nor interest in your under-

takings. I u.ay be speaking plainly when I say that it is better for you and the half-

hearted members to part—bettor for you and better for themselves. You can accomplish

more with six earnest, careful workers than with twelve half- hearted, careless ones. Aim,

then, to bring together a band of intelligent, careful, enthusiastic workers, upon whom you

can always depend, and whom you can always rely upon being in their place at the right

time. Your geiieral aim is to collect facts ; you must undertake new work, review and

confirm former work, patiently collect statistics from year to year, publish them, and wait

until you have sufficient results to deduce general laws in which confidence can be placed,

and to which your reputation for careful work will give reliability. To collect facts is no

easy matter, for there are facts and facts. There is a looking at an object without seeing

it, and there is a seeing of objects which do not exist. Collect the true facts bearing on

a<^riculture developed in your experiments and ordinary work, and the theories and law

will gradually reveal themselves. This Union, then, should be the means whereby

every member makes public early the valuable observations and conclusions of his year's

work.
Work can be undertaken in two ways, either individually or collectively. Of coui'se

the aim of a union is to do united work, but, at the same time, there should be a place for

individual work as well. All are not so situated as to be able to work in the same lines ;

it should be considered as a necessity of continued membership that each man attempt

some experiment at least once in every two or three years. If you are true members you

will bring in or send in each year some result of work, and contribute something, little

though it may be, to the report of the year's work done by the Union. Do not think any

* Owing to the lateness when this report came in no comparative table is given.
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I' esult accurately obtained too insignificant to be presented. The most valuable and
interesting part of this annual meeting might be the reading of written reports of
individual members upon experiments carried on independent of the general work. For
instance, one man might report on an experiment in cattle feeding, giving the daily ration
and the results obtained ; another, some observation in fruit growing, the improvement
of a tree or vine, the appearance or disappearance of some new or old injurious insect ;

another might make a collection and send in an illustrated paper on the weeds of his dis-

trict ; another, on the use of some special fertilizer ; another, on the ingenious devices
and improveinents noticeable from a visit to the most improved farms in his district, and
others on the thousand and one points to be observed by those who wish and are willin"

to make a little effort to observe them. Has not some member any suggestion to throw
out in regard to this at the present meeting 1 Are there no observations that any one
would like to have made by those who are in a position to make them, and which can be
reported upon at the next annual meeting ?

If you are desirous of interesting work, and are bound to do it, you need not be idle

—here as everywhere, " Where there's a will there's a way." If this Union accomplishes
one of the principal objects for which it is established, it will undertake and carry out
some comprehensive work, perform experiments, whose combined results can be tabulated
and puV)lished. We should not attempt too many or too complicated experiments at first.

The results of the past year's work clearly pi'oved that to obtain accurate imformation there
must be more Experimenters, a continued trial, a wider range of soil, climate and time
covered. This meeting can either itself decide what shall be the work attempted or leave

it to a committee, which, perhaps, would be the wiser, more expeditious and more satisfac-

tory plan. For myself, if I am allowed a suggestion, I think one of the most important
and most inviting lines of work would be the continuance of the past summer's experi-

ments, an investigation of the native fertilizers of Ontario, especially with reference to

salt and phosphates. You have now an earlier start and can make much better arrange-

ments than were necessitated last spring by the lateness of the meeting. The work might
be undertaken as follows :

A continuance in as many cases as possible of the experiments upon the same plots

as were used last year.

New experiments started by other experimenters. We should have at least twenty-
live or thirty carrying on these experiments during the present year.

The appointment of members in various districts to gather all the reliable imforma-
tion that they can in reference to the use of the same fertilizers by the farmers of their

section, and report on the successes and failures.

The appointment of a few of the students to read and examine reports, write for

statistics if necessary, gather all the printed imformation possible in reference to these

fertilizers here and elsewhere, and compile results.

Then to appoint a committee of two or three into whose hands all this imformation
in reference to the fertilizers shall be directed, who shall compile results and put all into

shape for the next annual meeting.

Give work to as many reliable men as possible, and the re.sult will be a gradual
accumulation of facts on the native fertilizers of Ontario, valuable to the farmers, and a
credit to the Union. It should be, and can be, the most reliable work to be found on the
subject, and a report eagerly sought for by the intelligent farmers of the Province.

I do not think it necessary for me to dilate upon the advantages of experimenting
further than to state among its most apparent good results the following :

—

1st. It leads to habits of careful handling, of accurate observation, of true calculation

and of scientific method in working.

2nd. It gives a higher status to the calling, imparts increased dignity to the pro-
fession, and attracts the attention of the members of the other callings.

3rd. It adds interest to the farmer's work.

ith. It opens up the only way by which farming is to keep pace with the other
rapidly advancing professions.
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In conclusion, let me say, that we must look forward, not backward, if we desire

inspiration in this work. Let us lay down definite work,—leave this place with every

member detertmined to do something, to leave in the hands of the Union, one year from
to-day, something worth recording. Let us be willing to make a little sacrifice for the

sake of this cause ; let us work harmoniously together, being more desirous of the success

of the Union than of mere personal favor or aggrandisement ; let us take hold of the

plough without meaning to look back, and it may be that in ten years it shall be said of you
who are now working for the success of this commendable cause, " They builded better

than they knew."

The Pi'esident complimented Prof. James on the excellence of his paper. It was an
exceedingly suggestive one, and, he might say, the best he had ever heard read before the

Union. He would ask Prof. James if the committee on experiments had finished their

work.

Prof. James thought the committee of last year had ended their work. The compila-

tion and aggregating of the results sent in entailed considerable work, and he would like

it a little more evenly divided, A committee should be formed now to decide on the

experiments for the coming year.

Mr. James Anderson asked where the superphosphate used in the experiments was
procured.

Prof. James said it was manufactured at Brockville, and the published analysis

accompanying it gave as two constituents, phosphoric acid to the amount of 13 per cent.,

and ammonia 2 per cent. He was doubtful, from the results of its use, whether it was so

rich as claimed. He could not analyze it then, but he was now in a position to have the

work of analysis done before the fertilizers are sent out.

The President thought it would be worth while to consider the question why salt

gave better results than superphosphate and gypsum. He was pleased to find that they

had got eight full reports out of the twelve. These were very useful. Salt was ahead

nearly all through.

Mr. Hobson asked Prof. James to tell why land with no manure gave a greater yield

than land with artificial fertilizers. In three or four of the experiments the results were

greater,

Mr. Keil said the reason salt gave such good results last year was on account of the

dry weather. In his county (Kent) in a dry season the salt kept the ground moist ; in a

wet season it was of no benefit. In his experience no manure gave better results than

special fertilizers.

Mr. Wark coCrld not get over the fact of land not manured giving better yields than

land with special fertilizers unless the latter injured the growing grain. He was down on

special fertilizers. He believed in farmyard manure and clover. In ten years by their

use his land would be in better condition and have given -better results than his neighbor

with his special fertilizers, and he nvould have no mortgage, while his neighbor would

have one.

Mr. Dennis would add buckwheat along with clover for manure. It should be plowed

under when green.

Prof. James reminded them that th«^ question whether farmyard manure was ahead

of special fertilizers in all cases was for experiment to determine. He had been asked

why the phosphates and the gypsum were behind. He could not explain it. He could

onlv say that a well-grounded failure was just as necessary as a well-grounded success.

They had simply to find out facts. They were not to start out prejudiced. In the case

of Mr. Keil, of Chatham, the plot with no fertilizer gave the best results ; the other

fertilizers had an injurious effect. Mr. Keil had omitted to mention the kind of soil in

his return. His was a remarkable result.

Mr. Keil v>-as under the impression he had given the nature of his soil in his report.

It was a rich alluvial, clay bottom, and subsoil humus. The four plots were side by side

in this soil. He found that if his land was properly worked and farmyard manure was

used, there was no necessity for any other fertilizers. He favored the use of salt, not.
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because it increased the yield, but it made the straw brighter and the berry plumper.
Using gypsum and superphosphate on his land was throwing money away. Ours is old

land worked for twenty-tive years ; ilat, well-drained, three and a-half miles from the

river, open ditches, no underdraiuing ; rotation of crops was given in report.

Mr. Wettlatifer had sent in a report but evidently they had not received it as no
mention was made of it. There was not much difference in his plots ; the superphosphates
was a little ahead, the rest were alike. The yield was poor. He had a rich soil, sandy
loam, limestone foundation, naturally well drained, but exhausted by continual cropping*

The best analysis was by the plant; very little could be deduced by soil analysis.

Mr. vjampbell (Halton) used salt on barley. It does well on clay soil. He would
agree with other speakers that farmyard manure is best ; it was hard to surpass nature.

In dry seasons they saw the etlect of salt ; it absorbed the moisture of the atmosphere.
In farming extensively it was hard to get enough farmyard manure. If they had not
sufficient, they must get artificial manure. He had used phosphates with good results.

Salt was good on barley and oats on clay soil.

Mr. McMillan (Huron) had found .salt good on muck land, not only for the stalk but
also in the yield of grain. He and a neighbor had cleaned up a swamp on their farms and
sown it in grain. He used salt liberally, and his neighbor used none. He had a yield of

34 or lib bushels to the acre ; his neighbor's crop was a failure. On a real deep heavy clay,

salt was of little use, but on light land it gave good results. On wheat it gave no notice-

able effect, but was a great benefit to oats. Salt was a physic, and should not be used
regularly. He would suggest that in the next year's experiments the amount of rainfall

and of sun.shine be noted and reported, as in different localities in one season these varied
very much.

Mr. Simmons (Middlesex) believed that in the level land and rich soil of the County
of Kent, with farmyard manure and proper cultivation, a man could have a steady crop
lor fourteen or fifteen years. It was a rich part of the province near Chatham. When
the straw is disposed to be weak and gets down a judicious use of salt was beneficial ; it

should be used occasionally. In raising mangels and carrots salt was good, but he had
not found it a success on turnips. By the use of a little salt each year he secured big

crops of mangels.

Mr. Shuttleworth suggested that the result of the use of salt, whether regularly or

occasionally, might be taken up in their experiments. It might be wise to confine their

experiments for the coming year to salt alone.

Prof. James said they could decide whether to confine to salt or to continue their

present experiments. Many farmers say they get good results, but what they wanted was
accurate results. Without these they could not draw conclusions. The use of farmyard
manure with salt, or without salt, was also worth studying.

Mr. Ramsay wanted to know whether salt was good for leguminous crops, as well as

cereals. He did not believe it was any use on the former
;
gypsum was better for clover,

timothy, etc.

Mr, James Anderson never attempted to raise mangels without salt. Low mucky
soil was better for them. He used two or three hundred pounds to the acre.

Mr. Shore (Middlese.x) saw the general experience was that salt acted better in a
dry season. He would give them an instance of its use in a wet season. He had bought
a new farm, and the insects had rendered about four acres of a field almost unfit for use.

The crop of a year before had been badly injured. He sowed this field, ten acres, in

barley, and on the bad four acres he used 300 lbs. of salt to the acre. He would not
waste good seed on it so went to the barn and got barley tailings. The surprising result

was that he had the best crop of barley on that four acre patch that there was in that

section of country. He had tried salt since, but had never got such remarkable results.

These stimulating fertilizers should be used on some crop that was going to be kept on
the farm. It should go to enrich the farm, not to be sold off it. In the fall of 1884 he
had a twenty acre field which he wished to sow in wheat and plow down with clover.

For sixteen acres he had enough farmyard manure ; on one acre he put no manure ; on
the other three he put half a ton of superphosphates and 500 lbs. of .Vjone dust ; on some
parts phosphates alone, and on other part.s a mixture of the two. He seeded clover and
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timothy. His crop on the four acres was sipaller than on the other, and he could tell

the lines up the fields where the different fertilizers were used. He saw no advantage
whatever in his bone dust ; the barnyard manure was ahead. The year (1885) was a
wet year, and the wheat as a rule lodged badly. On the sixteen acre plot he got forty-

two bushels to the acre ; the other averaged twenty-five bushels. Tlie straw on the
second plot was inferior ; the first was eomparati^•ely bright and of good quality. The
manure made the straw stiffer. The plot on which he had put special fertilizers or no
manure gave a light crop of straw. Where there was no manure at all the wheat went
down fiat. He understood the general opinion to be that manure weakened the straw.

31r. Lehmann thought the fertilizers furnished the experimenters ought to be
analyzed, if possible. He would like to ask some of the older farmers present how they

treated their manure, whether they made it under cover or outside.

Mr. Little said they made their manure in the barnyard. They did not cover it.

They drew it out to the fields in winter, except for wheat. They teamed it out and left it

in large heaps. They absorbed their liquid manure in the litter. They had eave-troughs

on the stables and barn to carry off" water. The natural rainfall fell on the manure.

Mr. Shuttleworth believed the general favor the experiments had met with would
encourage others to help in them. Any who were disposed to do so would be gladly

welcomed.
Mr. Lehmann asked whether the eight members who reported this year were to go

on with their experiments.

Professor Brown expressed himself in favor of earnestly requesting these gentlemen

to continue. The chief value of the experiments was in their being kept up steadily for

a number of years.

Mr. Shuttleworth thought they should get new varieties of grain to test next spring.

Mr. Holtermann asked whether any of these soils had been analzed.

Professors Panton and James agreed that the analysis of soil amounted to but little

as a guide for basing conclusions as to manure, etc.

Mr. Hobson remarked that Mr. Blair, of Nova Scotia, who, he believed, was to have

charge of the Dominion experimental station in that Province, had told him that repeated

analyses of the soil of the rich lands on the Bay of Fundy which gave such heavy crops

of grass, had failed to discover the necessary ingredients which would produce such a

result.

Mr. Blue believed a record of rainfall, temperature and sunshine would prove of

much benefit as a guide in their conclusions as to the results of the experiments. The
sunshine was the same over large sections of the Province, and there were ten stations

for recording it, so the results at the station nearest the experimenter would be suflB.cient

for all practica? purposes. But rainfall and temperature differed widely, and as the

results of the crops depend largely on climatic conditions, these should be observed.

Rain-gauges would be supplied through the meteorological office to any responsible party

who would undertake to give monthly reports.

Professor Panton would second Mr. McMillan's suggestion, and which had been

referred to by Mr. Blue. In observing i-ainfall, they should note the distribution of time

in fall, whether a heavy rain for a short time or a light steady rain. There was 50

per cent, more value in a steady rain than in a heavy downpour. Regular reports of

temperature and rainfall could be easily got by anyone within ten miles of any meteoro-

logical station like the one at the College. There were a lot of stations throughout the

Province, but for those not so situated a rain-gauge and a thermometer could be procured.

They could not hope for an instrument for registering sunshine, as they- were a little

expensive. They had not got one at the College yet, but he was pushing the government

for one. Sunshine was of great importance, but they could estimate it very nearly by

allowing ten points for a cloudy day, five points when the sky was half covered, one

point when scarcely a cloud was to be seen, and so on ; in a very short time they would

judge quickly and accurately. In summing up, all days over six points were counted

cloudy weather, all under four clear weather, those between four and six were not

counted. They could compare their results with the reports of any city station in their

vicinity and estimate the sunshine very closely.
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Mr. Blue added that they could measure the snowfall with a stick.

Mr. Stover considered it would not be wise to undertake too much, but they should
arry out the experiments and work they already have in hand. If ten experimenters
were to follow up the tests of manures as in the past year, another ten could experiment
with seeds, another ten in another branch, and so on. Some might have to take
individual experiments. The work should be carefully and thoroughly done.

Mr. R. River.s, Walkerton, had used salt with good results ; if it did not apparently

benefit in one season, it did in the next. He used salt on six acres of his turnips, and
had three acres in the same field without. The turnips with the salt gave one-third

better yield than the other lot. The salt plot did not appear to be doing half as well as

the other till within three weeks of when they were taken in. He followed his turnips

with spring wheat, and seeded down with clover. The straw harvested was stiff, and
the berry plump.

AGRICULTURAL COLLEGES, THEIR AIMS AND ADVANTAGES.

Mr. Thomas Shaw, Editor of the Live Stock Journal, Hamilton, then lead the

following paper :

The usefulness of agricultural colleges will depend first, on their aims, and second
on the degree in which these aims are realized. The aims of agricultural colleges may
and do vary in a marked degree Where the outlines of agriculture are taught pure and
simple, and where an insight is given into its scientific side from books only, we have an
instance of an agricultural college in its least complete form. These may and do lend

material assistance to the farm student who is seeking for light. But a college existing

for this uljject alone is unnecessarily expensive, as we see no good reason why it might
not just as effectively do its work in atiiiliation with an ordinary educational college as

when standing alone.

It is a question of much moment as to the amount of benefit that is to be derived

from such a college. We may say that practically in this country we have not the data

of experience from which to draw our deductions, and tlii^ is the ground that furnishes

the best of all data. If these colleges when established, only accomplished the work of

polishing the bark of the tree at the expense of its vitality, or in other words imparted a

knowledge of the science of agriculture that had the etiect of inclining the recipient to

be less disposed to labor with his hands, generally an indication of the growth of those

moss-coatings of character that are more or less fatal to progress in agriculture, then we
do not want them. There is a popular impression abroad that such is the tendency of

higher agricultural education, and till we correct this impression by facts that cannot be

gainsaid by the production of numerous instances the opposite of this tendency, we
have little hope that our farmers will ever become clamorous for a higher agricultural

education for their sons in the collegiate sense of the term.

We are not sure but their are some just grounds for this opinion. Farmers' sons

who have been favored with a collegiate education, too seldom return to the farm. But
wi' fail to reflect that they never intended to when they went there. Some of them were
brilliant, and they, with the concurrence of their parents, made the college but a stepping

stone to help them into other professions. Another class have attended educational

colleges with the intention of taking up farming as their life work—young men who had
no experience whatever in the downright earnest of farming. Their experience at the

most consisted of a few weeks spent in holiday visiting upon the farm of some relative,

and at that season of the year when every propect pleases. Their presence whas tolerated

and their so called assistance borne with, just because the farmer with all his shortcomings

is of all men the most forbearing. Impressions imbibed at such a time and in such a
way, give an idea of the other side of farming, about as true as that which the recruits

get of the battle-field upon a gala day. These men leave college for the farm without any
previous knowledge whatever of its physical hardships. It is like bringing a plant from
the tropics to the Arctic circle. The work of accommodation to the new surroundings
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is almost impossible. They soon leave it for more congenial work, and this but tends to

intensify the prejudice against collegiate education for farming.

It is a mercy for the race, that young people cannot get true enjoyment without
going through all manner of physical motions. The boy cannot get the desires nearest to

his heart gratified, who stands with hands behind his back, watching the antics of his

fellows on the village green. He is more impatient than the warrior of the martial post,

who, on the eve of battle, is represented in his anxiety to begin the fray as standing

Avith "foot in stirrup, hand on mane." He must with his fellows, go through the tum-
blings and the tossings, and he comes out of the game stronger than he went into it. Bui let

the same boy stand on the same green ten years hence, and watch another company go
through similar antics and he will find truer enjoyment in looking at them than in taking

a part in the play. Indeed to do so would be positively a hardship rather than a pleasure.

This provision of nature to the farmers sons is an illimitable Vjlessing. While he is

growing up he is exercised in doing light work on the farm in what not only tends to

develop his muscles, l)ut he grows up in the work of the farm as naturally as he grows in

stature, so that in leaving the farm for the college with a view of coming back to it, he
resumes this physical labor with no more discomfort, than he would resume an old study

laid aside for a time. Note carefully the comparison we have made, for it only illustrates

the tendencies of college life as it afi'ects the physical man. When the study is laid aside

for a little it is easily taken up again, when for a longer period with more difficulty, and
after a period sufficiently long, it would almost be forgotten. Yet there would never

be the same difficulty in resuming it as if it had never been partially mastered.

From what we have said it will be seen that we admit there is danger here, and the

parent who is anxious to have his son escape it will be careful to have him kept in physi-

cal trim, by giving him more or less work on the farm during the college vacations, and
the son who has a due regard to his own future on the farm, will show hi.s wisdom by its

cheerful performance.

We know we stand in danger of being arraigned as a worshipper of muscle. We
repel the imputation. In farming, intellect has its place and muscle has its place, and in

this above all callings we find an imperfect specimen, when one or other of these is sickly

or wanting, ^luscle to a farmer is of great consequence, and of even more consequence

is the ability and disposition to use it. The most successful foundrymen are those who
in emergency are able to build their own models ; and so the most successful farmers are

men who are able to show every man upon the place how to work in case of emergency.

It does not follow necessarily that they must labor at all times, but it does follow that

they must know how to labor, and this they can never know without having served a full

apprenticeship to it at some previous period of life.

If, then, the^farmer-lad can be educated in the scientific side of his future work at

colleges with an agricultural professoriate, without alienating him from its future prosecu-

tion, he should have the facilities for this. The farmer can claim it as a matter of right,

and not as one of favor. We have no doubt whatever but this may be accomplished with

much advantage and no corresponding disadvantage, and would therefore like very much
to see it tried.

Where an experimental plot is attached to the collegiate professoriate, the aim of the

college is very materially widened, and the cost of the institution of necessity materially

increased. In addition to imparting a knowledge of agriculture in its higher aspects the

school takes up the work of discovery. Discovery has always been an expensive work.

We doubt not that it has impoverished ten men for every one whom it has enriched, and
yet along with the one enriched thousands have at the same time been benefited. It is

therefore utterly prepostei'ous to expect an experimental department to pay its way. In
no field of experiment are definite conclusions so difficult to arrive at as in agriculture,

owing to the variations of influence and conditions not under the control of man, as

changes of atmosphere and the complications which flow from these. In chemistry we
can fancy the same experiment conducted a hundred times with precisely the same result,

as the conditions are always the same. In agriculture on no two occasions may the

experiments prove exactly similar, where affected by life and growth ; and hence, in these

experiments, conclusions can only be drawn with the utmost caution, and as the result of
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a good many repetitions in most instances. In a work so complicated it might almost

seem hopeless to arrive at results at all detinite, but sufficient has been accomplished in

the pa.st to encourage us to persevere.

It has been demonstrated, we do not ask by whom, that a Shorthorn bullock will lay

on twice the amount of llesh per day on less feed, under three years old, than during the

same period after that age, and that a time comes when tliere is no porcoptile gain at all.

It is astonishing beyond measure that the world swung through spa.-e f6r nearly 6,000

years without this fact having been discovered, or if discovered, in practice it was ignored.

The knowledge of this fact alone is worth millions to the nations. But although this

truth is almost universally accepted now, no two experiments made to ascertain the exact

proportionate gains at different ages have quite agreed. Yet the needle has invariably

pointed in the direction of more rapid gain the nearer we approach the birth period,

and gains less rapid the farther we get away from this. So it will be with other experi-

ments in practical agriculture, and the moment we add an experimental department to a

collegiate in agriculture, we splice on the practical. Though no two of any number of

experiments exactly agree, when the needle always points in one general direction, though
varying a little at different times, we are after a time to accept these results as sufficiently

detinite to act upon them in the practice of the farm. When it is found repeatedly, that

feeding rye to breeding cows has a tendenc} to produce abortion, though not always in

the same degree, it may be accepted as the part of wisdom not to feed rye under these

conditions, and so of any other repeatedly confirmed experiment.

It would not, therefore, be sufficient ground for condemning the experimental

department of an agricultural college because it had failed to establish anything during

a comparatively short period of existence. It is sufficient to know that it is heading in

this direction. Some things in agriculture may be established sufficiently to be accepted

and embodied in general practice in a much shorter time than others, but all of them
relating to life and growth take time.

This, then, leads us to the rock on which many experimental stations make fatal

shipwreck. They attempt too much, and, as a foregone conclusion, accomplish but little.

Who ever heard of a " Jack of all Trades " that was master of one ? Experiments are

made with everything that comes to hand, and, as a matter of course, they are imper-

fectly made, and results given out to the world that are not quite correct, or that, owing
to a want of sufficient repetition, are not confirmed. It requires a peculiarly constituted

man to manifest the patience requisite for successfully establishing anything conclusively

in agriculture proper. The world of to-day, in its blind haste, is calling impatiently for

results before they have been arrived at, and too many of our experimenters are pandering

to a depraved taste. It is not enough that single or even dual experiments be blazed

abroad in the press of different countries, and given to the world as final, for newspapers

generally adapt themselves to the tastes of their readers. There is no harm in puV>lishing

them, but until it is known that they are final, so it should generally be understood.

In agricultural experiment we would rather be instrumental in giving to the world

one established truth that promised to be useful than carry a thousand different experi-

ments that did not establish anything. The experimental department of an agricultural

college, then, which does not aim at conclusive discovery is not, as we regard it, fulfilling

the high mission for which it was given a being. The experimental department is more
for the benefit of the country generally than for that of the students, although the latter

may reap some gains. In view of this the experiments should be conducted with the

utmost accuracy, otherwise their effects upon the land that sustains them may be baneful

in the extreme.

We do not wish to represent that partial experiments are of no service ; far from it.

They may serve to stimulate inquiry, and to fasten the attention of agriculturists on
what otherwi.se might have escaped their notice, and the issues raised may be carried on
by individuals and other experimental stations, till a safe harbor is reached where the

anchor of conclusiveness may be cast. But work of this nature is so foreign to the true

idea of an experimental station that it should be shunned rather than courted.

When the theoretical side of farming only is taught, we have already said that we
have the simplest form o". an agricultural school. When we have an experimental station
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added it is emerging from the chrysalis state ; and, where a farm is tilled in connection

with it, and stock kept, not simply as object lessons but for real utility, and where the

professoriate is sufficiently ample to grapple with all the principal features of this, the

grandest and most comprehensive of the sciences, we have the highest realization of an

agricultural college adapted to the wants of to-day. An establishment which simply

teaches agriculture in the class-room may be complete in its relation to its own particular

work, and so, too, may be an experimental station, but these combined are not complete

in their relation to the subject of agriculture in its entirety. A farm may be added and

stock may be kept, and this makes it more complete ; but if any one of the departments of

agriculture is lacking, itdetracts justso much from completeness as it is relatively important.

We have not then at present a fully fledged agricultural college in our Province, but

the Ontario Agricultural College at Guelph is at least an approximation, as complete, it

may be, as the world has yet furnished. We have the lectures in science, the experi-

mental department, the farm, the stock, the creamery, and other departments ; but we
have not all of them. Veterinary science is only taught in a crippled manner, as the

infirmary is lacking, and some departments, as apiculture, are lacking in their entirety.

The objects of the farm are various. One is to assist in providing food for the stock

kept ; a second, to give those not acquainted with methods of tillage opportunity of

learning, whether by observing only or by taking a part, is a debatable question ; and

a third, to furnish a model from which the average farmer can always carry away whole-

some lessons.

Food can be raised more cheaply on a farm than it can be purchased, where the

management is right, and we see no reason why it may not be on a government farm

where the above requirement is forthcoming, viz., proper management. This, then, will

always form a standing argument in favor of having a farm attached to such an

institution. Where this department fails to pay its way, no harm should follow

investigation to know the reason why. We do not think that a profit should be looked

for ; if so, the margin on the right side is likely to be small, as more has to be expended

in keeping the farm tidy and at all times presentable than would be necessary on

any other farm.

The advisability of giving the students labor on the farm depends upon several

conditions. If they try to do it right—the overseer being held responsible for this—it

would seem hard to debar them ; but they should, unless experienced, do it without pay,

or, at least, for a very small fee, on the principle that apprentices labor thus. Where

they manifest indifference as to whether they acquire knowledge, they should be debarred

from laboring altogether. But this part of the subject, we confess, is full of difliculties.

The best place for recruits to learn physical farming is on the farm, and for their own

sake mainly we strongly favor making a monetary distinction in the entrance fee of those

who come in this way and those who do not.

We do not think it would be wise to hinder the proper tillage of a government farm

for the sake of those who have had no experience in agriculture. Our prize farms in

Ontario were not built up by any such hands, and a government farm should be as good

as any prize farm.

We confess we have no great hopes for the success of a majority of the young men

hitherto wholly unused to labor who come to a government college to learn farming,

unless they have first gone through the dnll on the farm. Be it far from us to give pain

to or discourage anyone without good reason who is looking in the direction of the farm
;

but what are the facts ?

Of the young men of this class who have graduated at the Ontario Agricultural

College, how many of them, we ask, have made a success of farming ? We cannot give

the figures, but the number, we are quite sure, is not large. Coming through the farm

to the college, they know what they are doing. If they passed through and enjoyed this

initiatory ordeal, they are quite likely to enjoy what will follow when they leave the

college, and they are pretty sure to succeed.

The chances of the success of young men who leave the farm for the professions are

far greater than are those of young men who leave the professions for the farm. The

former, cradled in the free air of the country, toughened in their physical fibre by labor,
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bring with them to their new pursuits strong brain power, which, sustained by their

physical stamina, carries them well over the rough swell of life and into the harbor of

success ; whereas the latter, because they have not been inured to physical hardship at

the right time, tind the future of the farm a continual up-grade for many a long day.

A government farm should always furnish a model from which the average farmer

may carry away useful lessons. Like the lady of the drawing-room, it should always be

presentable. Farmers, when they come to see it, should never hnd stones lying about

the private roads like the unburied skeletons of the battle-field : they should see no

weeds that were not kept well under control ; they should find no debris lying about the

buildings or the tields in a confused way. It should indeed be a modd farm, and

the country sustaining it will be satisfied with nothing less, even though the name Model

should be ostracised from the college nomenclature.

The right management of the farm is exceedingly important. Its bearing upon the

attendance of students is such, we believe, that it will go far in itself to determine

whether the students' roll shall be full or lean. When farmers visit the farm and find

things at loose end, they are justified in concluding that it is not the best place to send

their sons. The weakness of management in the class-room is not apparent to the average

farmer, but that of the farm is, and therefore we regard it as of first importance to have

the farm and all appertaining to it, as stock, etc., kept in the pink of condition.

We imagine we know well something of the dilficulty of managing it thus efficiently,,

but the country has a right to expect it, and we believe farmers generally will be found

willing cheerfully to sustain an institution kept in this condition. The farmers are

justified in demanding of the Minister of Agriculture and the Government which he

represents, that tiieir Government farm shall in every respect be a model farm. Where
it is not, the Minister is justified in demanding the reasons of his advisers, and they in

turn of the head of the farm department, and he in turn of his subordinates. That people

is a tame people, not true to themselves nor to their country who would tolerate an

ill-managed agricultural college, representing as it does by far the most important industry

in the land, without demanding and without trying to provide a remedy.

The aims of an agricultural college, then, in their full sense are (1) To impart to

students a more perfect knowledge of the scientific side of farming
; (2) To carry on

experiments in the gro^vth of plants anel animals with a view to the discovery or the

establishment of facts that will prove useful data on which to base practical work
; (3)

To so carry on the practical work of the farm in connection in all its details, that students

shall have object lessons daily in the best methods of farm labor and management, and

that the farmers of the country may have at all times before them a model from which

they can carry away useful lessons. The effect of all this should be to elevate farming to

its rightful position among.st the industries, more especially the farmer to that position

of citizenship which is his natural birthright, but which he has been in the past too prone

to barter for much less than a mess of pottage. It should tend to make farming more

profitable and more enjoyable, and in this and other ways to ameliorate the husbandmen's

too often hard lot.

We know there is a shrinking on the part of some in reference to the application of

the term "model" to a farm connected with an agricultural college. This should not

be, for no college thus situated will do it;^ work properly without the farm is in every

sense of the term a model one. For though the term " model " were blotted out of

existence and buried ever so deep, what is implied by its present meaning would still be

looked for in the management of a government farm, and justly so.

We stated at the outset that the usefulness of agricultural colleges depended on their

aims, and on the degree in which these aims are realized. In defining these we have

unavoidably spoken of very many advantages that must radiate from a vigorous and well

conducted college ; but we are far from having exhausted our theme. In addition to the

direct inrtuence of such a school it has also an influence we believe, which, though indirect,

is far-reaching, [t keeps the subject of better education prominently before the farmer.

Though he cannot afford to send his son to the government college to which his neighbor's

son has gone, he can provide him with books, and in many ways encourage him to

clamber high in his profession. But the crowning advantage of a farmers' college, and
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the only one we shall mention now, consists in this, that those who attend are enabled to

become better farmers. If they do not, the aims of the college are either defective, or

they are not realized. A young man of the right mettle attending such a school will go

to work more intelligently when he goes back to the farm. He will bring to liis work a

fund of knowledge from which he may continually draw, while the farmer who has not

had these advantages is wholly dependent on observation and previous experience.

Who shall win in the race need not for a moment remain doubtful. It may be that some
who have not attended such a school have distanced others who did in practical farming,

but would not the gap have been greater had these been equally favored with the others 1

How stands the matter with ourselves ? We are quite aware that here we tread on
dangerous ground. But shall we falter 1 No. We have an Agricultural College almost

in the completest sense of the term, and no one who is at all informed will say that it

does not stand well in the eyes of the agricultural world. But how does it stand with

ourselves I While it has many warm friends and admirei's in Ontario it is not in favor

with one of the political parties, and it may be that the other is disposed in consequence

to make too much of it. This is sure, that with all that it has done, and it has done a

good deal, it has not gained the heart of the great bulk of our farmers, or its roll would
be better filled from the ranks of their sons. This College should be tilled to overflowing

from the sons of our yeomen, without the enticement of any bounty, and yet it is not,

and we now propose to seek the reason why.

1. There has been amongst farmers in Ontario in all time a prejudice to what is

termed " book farming." Whence this prejudice arose is not far to seek. Gentlemen
who had been failures at everything else, arrogantly assumed for themselves the position

of teachers of the farmers, and dealt out to them in the periodicals of the day, theory

seven times refined, and served it up to them along with impracticability. The farmers

soon became nauseated, and the feud which thus arose hae been ti'ansmitted from genera-

tion to generation. And it has been enhanced in another way. Cultured men who had
seen better days, in the hour of their extremity turned farmers. As a matter of course

there was much book lore in their methods, and they failed not because of this, but

because of the lack,of all prior experience. The College is in no way responsible for this,

but it is made to suflfer in consequence. We hope the day of awakening is not distant

when a spirit of discernment will be given to every one of them, to enable them to dis-

tinguish between the true and the false, and to see this matter in its proper light.

2. The success of the graduates of this college will do much to remove this foolish

prejudice, and the lack of this will but confirm it. Hence the great importance of having

the right class of students. It is perfectly legitimate that the farmers judge of the tree

by its fruits ; indeed they cannot do it in any other way. If the young men of the farm
who have never gone to college leave the student farmers in the race, then onlooking

farmers are justified in keeping their sons at home ; but if the contrary is apparent, they

make a great mistake if they do no rise to the full stature of the privilege of this their

birthright. If we always have students of the right class, we have no fear that they will

not beat their fellows in practical farming, though their rivals in other respects should be

equal. The students of any agricultural college do more for its making or unmaking than

all the professors can. In the long run they will help or hurt it more by the nature of

their futures than half a dozen advisory boards; they may lift it higher or sink it lower

than any legislation either for the better or the worse. Consciously or unconsciously on

their part the stream of the college prosperity follows them, and then it is that onlooking

fathers and their sons come to test the virtues of the waters.

We do not say that students should not be encouraged to come from other lauds.

Nay, when exemplary young men come, able to present proper credentials, let us take

them by the hand and bid them heartiest welcome. But we do say that it is more
important in the future interest of the College to have the classes mainly composed of our

own farmers" sons. Students from beyond the sea have carried off on several occasions

the highest honors of the College, but it should not be forgotten that distinction on

examination days and distinction afterwards in practical farming are very distinct things,

--and oftentimes are not found in the same person. If those young men excel in the latter
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as well as in the former, then they are worthy of double honor, for they entered the lists

at a decided disadvantage with our Canadian students, in that they lacked previous
experience.

o. It is a fact tliat one political party in Ontario contains a number in its ranks who
are hostile to the College, and also another division who look upon it with a negative
sympathy. This is evidenced in the small number of the students in attendance from the
ranks of this party. We speak here of the past, and we presume that so it is now. We
see it also in the thunderings of one section of the press, who can see nothing good in the
College ; while on the other hand another section can see nothing bad ; and thus it is that
fair criticism is denied, which is always wholesome to any public institution. It may be
that if the opposite party were not in power they would do likewise. Of that we cannot
say, but this we do allirm, that it is a shame that the farmers of Ontario should allow
politics either to hinder them from sustaining their own College in the highest measure of
efficiency, or in availing themselves of the full measure of that long list of advantages
which we have shown may flow from it. Which of the political parties oan tell us how
much additional it costs to sustain the animal heat in a cow exposed to inclement weather
<luring the winter, as compared with the cost of one properly housed 1 Until we know
this and a thousand other things relating to our calling that we do not know, we cannot
afford to do ^vithout our College, nor can we in this matter afford to allow party to divide
us into different camps.

Doubtless there are other hindrances to the efficient working of the College ; if so,

let us not shut our eyes to them, but seek to have them righted. It is a poor way to
seek to have them removed by crying out " Away with the College." Why should we
away with it? We cannot do without it. The day its death warrant was signed, on-
looking nations would cease so far to respect us as an agricultural people

;
yea, we would

cease to respect ourselves. In the grand march that we are making in agricultural

supremacy we would be greatly hindered, and scientific agriculture which we can no
more do without would sicken and die. And we cannot but conclude that from the
grave of this College another would speedily spring to life within our borders in some
other quarter.

Providence has blessed us wyth one of the most favored provinces under the sun,
-viewed from a standpoint of agriculture. Under Providence, we have filled it with
more good stock, by far, than is to be found on any equal area in the American continent.
In several lines of agricultural production we are the acknowledged leaders of the world.
Farmers of Ontario, let us still further improve this favored vantage ground by so
sustaining our Agricultural College, that it shall be without a peer in any country in
the world.

Mr. Simons was inclined to think his friend, ^Ir. Shore, would like to say some-
thing. Mr. Shore was a Conservative, and Mr. Shaw had come down hard on that
political party. He was sorry to hear that there had not been many of the sons of Con-
servative farmers at the College in the past, but he knew that the farm was gaining in
favor every year. He would give the boys .some advice from his own experience. What-
ever they did, should bo done thoroughly. They should not go out at night, without
having some useful purpose in view. They must use their education ; they must work
hard and must put their scientific knowledge in practice. They should study agricul-

tural literature and keep away from novels, the euchre deck and checker board. They
.should never bet : they had enough to do with their money without risking in that way.
Education was just as good for the farmer as for anybody else. He would find fault with
the location of the Experimental Farm. The farm would not produce big crops because
they had not rich enough soil. The students should thoroughly understand the most
suitable soil for his various crops, and the Farm has not the best soil for this. The student
should not lose hold of the practical farm work. A master who could not only tell his

man how to do a thing, but also show him how to do it, would gain the respect and con-
fidence of his men. They should take their men into their confidence, tell them about
their plans and their bargains, and the men would then care for the farm as if it were
their own, and they had a direct personal interest in it.
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Mr. Shore, though a Conservative, regretted the action of Conservatives towards
the College, but he thought the more intelligent of them were beginning to see the
usefulness of such an institution. He intended to send his boys there when they got

big enough.

Mi*. Morgan was pleased to meet again with the members of the Union. He had got
valuable information from them last year, and had been much pleased with the paper,

and discussions that session. The College was an institution they .should all rally round
as it was endeavoring, as they were, to advance the agricultural interests of the Province.

He admitted that the Conservatives had censured the expenditure in connection with the
college, but it had thriven in spite of their opposition, and he was thoroughly pleased

that the large majority of them, with him, believed that the institution should be main-
tained and encouraged. To the students he would commend the wise saying of Solomon,
" Whatsoever thy hand findeth to do, do it with thy might." He would urge them, both
in the college and out of it, to advance themselves by every means in their power in.

scientific agricultural information.

Mr. Rivers contended that the attitude Conservatives had assumed in the past
towards the College arose from the faults of its first management. He believed if it was
carried on as it ought to be it would be a great good to the country. He was better

pleased with its prospects to-day than ever before. They learn the theory of agriculture

at the College, and put it into practice on the Farm. They must keep up their practical

work, and should be qualified to shew, both by precept and example, to any one, the

proper method of doing any matter of farm work. Their outside work nmst not be
neglected if they were to succeed.

Col. Campbell thought the Union a fine institution. He would not advise them, to

go too heavy into the experimenting at first. In the hurry of business in the spring, it

Avas a little hard to get time for careful experiment. Two or three acres would require

considerable observation and noting down, laut what they could speak of confidently they
could report to the Union. They had found out that salt was beneficial on their land by
using in detail and noting results. As to the College, he thought a visit to it would
dispel the prejudices of any farmer. Two of his neighbors, among the best farmers iu

Haltnn, Messrs. Fothergill and Blanshard, though living so near it, had never visited it

till 1885, and now they think, with him, that it is one of the best institutions in the

country. The difiiculty with Conservatives was that they based their opinion of the

College on the statements of the Mail ; but he was glad to see that now it was indepen-

dent, the Mail used the College far better.

APICULTURE, ITS RELATION TO AGRICULTURE AND ITS

DEVELOPMENT.

Mr. R. E. Holtermann, of Brantford, read the following paper

:

A great deal of attention has been directed by the general press of our country and
England during the past season to apiculture. The reasons for this are various, but chiefly

owing to the display of comb and extracted honey made at the Colonial and Indian

Exhibition by the Ontario Bee-keepers' Association. This exhibit was the largest display

of honey ever made in any country and was organized by bee-keepers of Ontario. The
freight expenses were paid by the Dominion Government, the Ontario Government
granted 81,000 to assist in defraying further expenses, and those sending honey met

the balance of expenditure by paying a tax of so much per lb. upon the respective quan-

tities sent. Messrs. S. T. Pettit, S. Cornell, J. B. Hall, R. McKnight and D. A. Jones

were the commissioners selected to attend the exhibition. Mr. Hall finally found it

impossible to attend, leaving the four. These commissioners succeeded in selling all the

honey put in their charge at a satisfactory price, being about 10 cents per lb. net. for

extracted. They also suceeded in placing their honey in the hands of the very highest

classes in England, and our commissioners returned with the honest conviction that our

Canadian honey has no equal in the world ; that is, honey cannot be produced in any
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<iuantities to compete with Canadian honey in the markets of the world. We now only
require to have a constant supply and of the best quality to retain and increase the foot-

hold we have in the market.

The price is not likely to increase, in fact 7^- to 8 cents per lb. net is all we can
expect. When we remember the time when honey was 25 cents, the uninitiated may marvel
and wonder how we still make it worth while to produce honey. The solution to the
pToblem is : we have learned how to produce more honey and at a less expense. This
.still continues to be the problem ; and step by step the moveable frame hive, the honey
(extractor, the comb foundation, and many minor inventions, with discoveries as to the
best use to be made of them, all these have and are assisting to enable us to produce
honey for less than heretofore. True, we have had reverses, but, all in all, progi-ess has
been rapid and sweeping. This progress may attriljute to the fact that as a class, bee-
keepers read more than perhaps any others who labor with their hands ; thev are coni-

ninnicativeand fairly enthusiastic ;
all exercise means progress. This pi'ogress is all the

more creditable when we remember that if we except an experimental station established

for the advancement of bee-keeping by the American Government and apicultural depart-
ments in two or three of their agricultural colleges, and some steps taken by the German
and xVustralian Governments to promote bee-keepins, all of recent date, this progress i-*

due to the efforts, and unaided efforts, of the bee-keepers themselves.

One of the troubles of the present day is an extreme we have allowed ourselves to

drift into, and it is over manipulation. The old box hive or straw skep had the swarm
shaken into it when planted, and when the honey harvest came the swarm was smothered.
From this, by means of the moveable frame hive, we have got into fussing and fixing in

-season and out of season with our bees and over manipulation, losing time and retardin"
their work ; and now this is being done by the wholesale, namely, whole hives are bein"-

reversed and inverted. If not done carefully, and by one understanding the condition of

the brood and surplus chamber, and the effect of reversing and inverting, this system
may prove an even greater pest than the manipulations of individual frames.

Let it be understood I do not here condemn the judicious use of these modern hives;

far from it. Some of them may be a great advantage, but I reiterate, we must be very
careful in the use of such hives, and a novice may ruin his apiary. Our most successful
Canadian bee-keepers are getting back to disturbing the brood of their colony but little,

contracting it not at all during winter and spring unless in exceptional cases, and the
sooner we all learn this and how to work them successfully on this principle the better,

the less danger will there be of this much dreaded foul brood. It will be both a preven-
tative, and where existing, be of some assistance, or, at least, we will not aid in spreadino-

the disease.

And then, as to its relation, it is a beautiful study to find how the honey bee is an
instrument in a.ssisting the fruit grower, the clover seed producer and all those whose
crops depend upon the fertilization in the largest quantity possible the flowers which
eventually produce their crop. The honey bee cannot rifle the flower of its store of nectar
without passing the centre of the flower which contains the pollen, which latter requires
to be distributed to the stigma. When the nectar is secreted by the flowers the anther
which contains the pollen is bursting and showers from it the pollen ; and the stigma will

have a rough moist surface, or in short be in the most favorable condition to enable some
of the pollen to attach itself to the stigma. But these conditions are not always favorable.

Often days pass and much opportunity is given, and our fruit crop is proportionately
large. But we know during the spring of the year how uncertain our atmospheric condi-
tions are, and a drenching rain or such like may have given but little opportunity for fertiliza-

tion, and we find with regret our fruit crop is but scant. Then again, the core of an apple
is diviiled into segments and each segment has to be individually fertilized. Failure in
part of this results in a part of the apple being dwarfed, or wind-tails, a result we have
frequentvy seen without knowing the cause. But the flower being in a proper condition
for fertilization, the nectar is being secreted and the Creator of all things in His infinite

wisdom has provided for us an agent which is attracted by the fragrance of this flower.

Who has not seen the busy bee amongst the parts of a flower, and who can doubt after
seeing it covered with pollen—acting as a transmitter of the pollen from anther to stigma
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who can then fail to see the beneficial results secured in this way by means of bees? Of

late some attention has been paid to injuries done by bees to fruit. Convincing experi-

ments by means of placing fruit of all kinds with bees in all stages of starvation show that

the mandibles of bees are powerless to puncture fruit ; but if the covering of the fruit is

damai^ed ever so slightly they will readily avail themselves of this opening to extract the

juice. Such action, however, cannot be considered ground for prohibiting bee keeping.

In conclusion, I would say, honey permitted to be well ripened by the bees has few

equals as a food, especially for the young. It is a sweet which has already undergone the

lirst stages of digestion by the bee, and is almost ready for assimilation by the system. It

has medical properities from the formic acid, which it receives from the bee, and pro-

perties transmitted to it from the plant the flower of which has secreted the nectar.

Honey should not be eaten in large quantities. Many when first eating honey are inclined

to take it in immoderate quantities, and the results are injurious and sometimes create a

repugnance for this sweet, temporary or lasting. When a family has become accustomed

to honey, there is no danger of this. Therefore, bee-keepers, do not attempt to sell a

novice too much honey at the start. Properly treated he may become a lasting customer

to your own and his benefit. If he tires of honey, and knows not the reason, he may
become a bad advertisement. Again, I would say do not over-manipulate your apiary.

.Judicious treatment of a weak colony is beneficial no doubt, but better than to overdo it

with an entire apiary, is to let them all alone.

QUESTION DRAWER.

The " Question Drawer " was again re-opened, and the following discussion was-

elicited :

Does Lucerne mature its seed properly in this province, and is it harvested similar

to other clovers I

Prof. Panton said Lucerne was introduced into the province in 1S76. So far as he

had heard it matured its seed well, but he would advise the getting of new seed for sowing.

It was threshed like alsike.

. What is the most economical way of building or re-building a barn suitable for a

200 acre farm ? What is the best way of arranging the stables, and also the main part

of the barn.

Mr. Biggerman had purchased a farm with an old barn on it, and he was debating

whether to pull the >hole thing down or try to refit it.

Mr. Hobson said that it was very hard to advise in such a case. A commission of

fifteen members of Parliament, two or three farm experts and a famous architect had

spent two days, and a part of the commission had spent two or three days more, in dis-

cussing, examining and deciding on the ]>lans for the new College barn, and many would

doubtless say that they had botched it after all. To reply to Mr. Biggerman's question,

one w^ould need to know the value of timber, the convenience of stone, labor, etc. The

problem could be best wrought out by the owner to suit his special requirements. He
should spend a little time and money and carefully inspect the most improved barns in

his neighborhood of similar capacity to the one needed.

Mr. Stover and ^Ir. Hobson agreed in advising against the use of the old frame, for

if the old building was not of the exact size it would make an unsatisfactory job. It

would be far better to pull the old barn right down to the bottom and use the good timber

in a new barn.

What are the best scales for weighing milk 1 Reference being made to keeping milk

records.

Mr. Lynch, of Quebec, who had asked the question, was strongly of opinion tha

spring scales were far preferable to any other, but there was a law against their use. H
had found spring scales in use, however, in some good creameries, and even in the govern
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ment post offices. They were used there because more convenient. The law prohibits

their use because they are not sufficiently correct for ordinary commercial transactions,

but why should the farmer be forbidden to use them ? He would a-sk the support of the
Union in an eftbrt to have the law changed on this matter. In keeping a milk record one
day in seven accurately taken was sufficient for an average record. If the farmers are to

keep the actual weight of the milk they must have an easy means of weighing it. Why
should they be debarred from using them ^ The argument against spring scales in com-
mercial transactions would not apply to the farmers' requirements.

Mr. Macdonald said by their system they used no scales, and it was in use at the
Experimental Farm creamery. They took the pail and marked it for every three or four
pounds. They worked on a water basis and marked in accordance with the specific gravity
of the milk.

Mr. Lynch—What about the froth ?

Mr. Macdonald—We strain the milk.

Mr. Lynch—Do you strain each pail separately ?

Mr. Macdonald—We use a milk pail with strainer attached, such as can be procured
anywhere.

Mr. Little said they had a weighing pail on an ordinary platform scales, into which,
they poured their milk and then weighed it.

What is the best date to sow turnip seed 1

Mr. Hobson believed in sowing turnips from the 1.5th to 20tli June. They thus
avoided the fly and promoted rapid growth.

Mr. Laidlaw's experience was also to the efiect that from the l.')th to the 20th of

June was the best time. He used to sow about the 8th or 10th, but found better results

from sowing a week or so later.

Mr. Chrysler sowed between the 5th and 20th June. Long necks he ascribed to

being left a little too long before thinning. The turnips should be thinned before the
leaves were fully developed. He got good turnips from sowing as early as the 5th ; they
were inclined to be smaller if sown as late as the 20th.

Mr. Hunter considered this a very important question, more especially to stock-

breeders, as turnips were their staple winter food. He agreed with the preceding
speakers as to time. They should carefully prepare the soil and treat the plants

thoroughly. He used a top-dressing consisting of 150 pounds of salt, a barrel of wood
ashes, and 100 pounds of plaster to the acre. He would specially urge the students to

make a specialty of some branch of agriculture, eitiier stock-raising, dairying, or .some

other line. Doctors, merchants, and other men in connection with their regular work,
made a special study of some one thing, and farmers should do the same.

How would you know a Down sheep from other breeds if it were not for the color of

face and legs ? Shall we l)reed long, short, or medium wooUed sheep, and what breed or
cross, considering the present state of the market, for wool and mutton?

Prof. Lrown said it was rather difficult to tell ; Downs had the finer wool, however.

Mr. Whitelaw believed that on good soils, with good management and good food, the

Leicesters would take the lead. The Southdown, though, is a very fine sheep. The
Leicester is keeping its ground well in Scotland ; from !?200 to .'?G00 are paid for Border
Leicester rams there. We were told a few years ago that the Shropshire was the coming
sheep. The wool was nearly as fine as the Southdown, and the meat nearly as good as

the Leicester. A nice Border Leicester ewe should weigh about .330 to 340 pounds, and
would bring ^100 to !?150 in Scotland. There was a lack of uniformity in the issue of

Shropshire ewes. A big U. S. sheep breeder had spent a year and a-half in England and
Scotland, inspecting the different breeds of sheep, and he had come to the conclusion

from his ol^servations that the Shrops and Oxford Downs lack prepotency. He had
imported ten Leicester ewes two or three years ago, and his lambs had always come
regularly.

Mr. Simmons was of opinion that it would depend largely on the individual taste of

the breeder as to which kind of sheep he would rai.se. In his earlier years he had taken
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Biany car-loads of sheep to New York market, and he knew that he got three-fourths of

a, cent more per pound for a black-faced cross than for a white face. The Leicesters were

nothing but a lump of fat : the JSouthdown had far better tiesh for eating.

Mr. Whitelaw explained that the Leicesters were not bred in Scotland for mutton,

but for breeding purposes. The Leicesters gave an excellent cross for substance and size.

Mr. Chrysler did not deal much in sheep, but had heard that three Southdowns could

be kept to two Leicester or Cotswolds. If this were so, the Southdowns would pay the

farmer best.

Mr. Anderson knew a cent to two cents more per pound could be got for a black-

faced cross than a white-face cross. He found out by experience that the Southdowns

vere the best sheep for him to keep.

What effect would it have, would it be advisable, and what kind of horse would

it produce as to endurance, hardiness, strength and style, to breed our common mares and

lialt-bred Clyde mares to English coach horses ?

Mr, McMillan was of opinion that tlie English coach horse and our common mares

produced good horses, but that the English coach horse and a half-bred Clyde mare would

not give good results.

Mr. Watson did not think it advisable to mix a cross of one breed with another

breed. Crossing a thoroughbred or coach horse with a common mare would be all right,

but with a half-bred Clyde it would not be good. We could get nice carriage horses

from plump, wide-set mares and the thoroughbred horse. He thought the coach horse a

good one.

Mr. Hunter believed that what was commonly called the coach horse had not its

character sufficiently established to cross with our mares. The Cleveland bay horse would

brinw as high a price. The difference between the English coach horse and the Cleveland

bay was that the former had not been bred for a sufficient length of time with the same

object in view. What the English coach horse was designed to produce was a hard, wiry

horse that would go at a rapid rate for ten miles. When coaching went out, these horses

were crossed with heavy mares to produce agricultural horses.

Mr. Grenside said that Mr. Hunter had got as near unravelling the question as to

the difference between these horses as any one he had heard. For himself he did not

believe there was any material difference between the two. There was not much pre-

potency in either. He considered them local breeds of the same horse. He agreed with

Mr. Watson that crossing a moderate mare with a thoroughbred horse would best meet

the present demand. At this time there was a great call for a good light horse, and there

was no manner of improving our present stock save by the introduction of thoroughbred

blood. All the good stock they had in the country came from the thoroughbred horse.

The lit'ht stock of- Great Britain was held in high repute all over the world, and the

reason of it was that they keep their thoroughbred stock pure. The farmers of this

country could raise the standard of their horses and render them saleable by a more

general use of the thoroughbred horse. He would recommend an 1,100 or 1,200 pound

horse of gdod muscular action, attention being paid to symmetry, temper, quality and sound-

ness. A horse predisposed to temper should be guarded against. The British authorities

had issued a fresh commission this year and were extending their purchases of horses,

and it would be to the interest of the farmers were they to breed to satisfy the require-

ments of this trade.

Mr. Stover asked whether large mares should have a large horse or a smaller one

Mr. Grenside said the thoroughbred had been brought into bad repute by being bred

to too small mares. A mare of 1,200 or 1,300 pounds should be bred to the thoroughbred

horse. The latter is as much a distinct breed as the Clyde.

Mr. Stover had found the best mares of the country partially bred. What he more

especially wanted to know was whether if you had a big mare you should get a small horse,

or one of about the same size.

Mr. Grenside replied that that would depend largely on what they were breeding

for. The disparity between the two should not be too great ; they should grade gradually.

A horse of from 1,200 to 1,300 would suit an ordinary agricultural mare. For heavy
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horses they might first cross with a Suffolk or Percheron. and then with the Clyde or

English cart horse. In response to another question, he said that proper management
was a great factor in the training of horses. A horse's manner could be moulded by being

bred from good horses.

Mr. McMillan said that the hor.se that was wanted in England wa.s a horse of 1,200

or 1,300 pounds, of good appearance. Over there they did not care so much for ."^peed in

a carriage horse, but liked him to lift high.

Mr. Grenside believed the lifting high, or the knee action, was ditticult to get. He
had notice that the common Canadian horses bent their knees well and this made them
look sshowy. The thoroughbred was deficient in this point, but the mares could counter-

act this fault and supply the need He was not in favor of breeding too much to the

trotting horse. As a rule such horses had not a good appearance.

Mr. Campbell thought there were only two classes of horses needed in this country,

the heavy horse and the blood horse. He did not believe in breeding from the coach

horse and a mongrel. They could get a good carriage horse by crossing their common
mares with a thoroughbred.

Mr. Watson was largely in sympathy with the preceding speaker. There were too

many horses kept for breeding purposes in Canada. Farmers did not know what kind of

horses they wanted. They should find out and then breed accordingly. The general

purpose horse was not a profitable one. The handiest horse on the farm was one from
1,200 to 1,300 pounds weight. They wanted, too, more bone and size in the thoroughbred,

as the purer bred parent stamps his (qualities quicker on the offspring in development.

Mr. Grenside had found that there was considerable doubt as to what a thoroughbred
really was. In some quarters the Clear Grits and Hambletonians were considered and
called pure-bred hor.ses. The thoroughbred evidently was not known there.

CLOSING EXERCISES.

Tlie proceedings were then brought to a close by congratulatory addresses from
President Mills and Mr. Siuion.s, Middlesex, speeches from the newly elected otticers

and three hearty cheers for the visitors, among whom was Messrs. McMillan (Huron),
Morgan (Middlesex), Heacock, Rea, Macdonald, Farmers' Advocate (London), Simons,
Shore, Ander.son, Whitelaw, Hobson, Laidlaw, Jas. Taylor, Havers, Davis, Freeman,
l>if,'german, Harcourt (Lincoln), Fisher, Gilchrist, Rudell, Rivers (Bruce), Campbell
(Halton), Lynch (Quebec), Danville, Little (Huron), and a number of others. The
gathering tlioroughout was very successful, instructive and harmonious, and shows
increasing vigor and nsefulness.

The President, after a few appropriate remarks, brought the meeting to a close at

5.30 p.m.
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I)i SCKIPTION OF CONTENTS.

Tu the Hox. A. >[. Ross,

Treasurer and Commissionor of Agriculture.

SiH,—I have the honor to fomvard my Report on Forestry for the year 1886, which

has been delayed rather later than usual, to include certain valuable information oI>tained

last month from the American Forestry Congress and U. S. official sources.

It will be found to contain :

—

1. A statement of the amount of firewood yet standing in older settled Ontario, being

based on reports from 160 townships.

2. Descriptions of Forestry examinations of two townships—^one north and one south

—

with opinions of most farmers resident therein, and details of observation as to

effect of clearing, influence of woods on crops, and value of trees as wind-breaks

or otherwise.

3. Correspondence and observations with reference to the pine forests of Ontario, giving

descriptions of present method of . management, and suggestions of possible

improvement.

-4. Information as to the progress of Forestry in other countries, with valuable

information given at the late Congress in Illinois.

.3. Articles on various points of Forestry affecting Ontario, both original and selected,

with details of new plantations here, and experiments made.

6. Work done during the year, and recommendations as to further steps desirable to be

taken in the interest of Forestry, both in the farming and lumbering districts of

Ontario.

Respectfully,

R. W. PHIPPS.
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INTRODUCTION.

The fiTtility of Ontario is greatly affected, as is that of the States of the Union, of

late years, by the artificial changes occasioned through settlement here and elsewhere.

Fifty years since the sun rose on a different America. The great prairie country was an

interminable sea of waving grass, the Northern States largely a forest. All this is now

altered. The forests to the south are diminished to comparative nothingness ; and a

great expanse to the south, the west, and the north-west—large enough to make half a

dozen European kijigdoms—has been turned with the plough, and the ponds, streams,

and sloughs largely drained. Our own Ontario, then a forest, may, in its more cultivable

portions, be considered as cleared. In consequence the winds, from many points,

which formerly %blew over forest and grass, all of which gave off continual masses of

moisture to the atmosphere, now pass over a soil much drier, even heated, which, instead

of giving moisture to the passing bi'eeze, absorbs that which it contains. The result is that

those breezes, which formerly gave us continuous summer showers, do so no longer.

The rainfall is, perhaps, still in equal volume in Ontario, but not equally well

distributed, and our forests to the north obtain a moisture which at an earlier day fell

closer to the lakes. The result is well known—our harvests are diminished, and our

prosperity decreased.

For this there is but one remedy—more general tree-planting here. And here, in

this introduction, I would like to suggest to those who are most likely to afford the

work the assistance and example it needs—those, I mean, of our farmers who are

sufficiently well-to-do to spare the time and cost—that if they will plant each a few acres

of trees it will not only beautify and enrich their own farms, but will induce many others

to follow in their steps, Many such, I am glad to say, are moving in this direction ; but

thousands more are needed. Let me add here an idea well stated of late, " The waj' to

encourage the planting of trees is to plant them."

In the following pages many facts bearing on these important matters are stated,

and the experience of many well-informed individuals given. If those who receive the

book will, at their leisure, carefully read these statements, there is every hope that

valuable action will be excited. Excellent results have already followed the distribution

of this forestry literature both here and elsewhere ; but very much remains to be done

before re-planting can to any extent counteract the evils occasioned by the over-clearing

hitherto practised throughout all North America where settlement has occurred.
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FORESTRY REPORT, 188(i.

CHAPTEIJ 1.

SUPPLY OF WOOD FOR FUEL IN ONTARIO.

To those who remember the splendid forests of Ontario as they stood in a former

day, the apparently interminable supply of l)right beech and solid maple, it seems little

less than sacrilege to admit the idea that our farmers would ever choose to clear their

famis to the uttermost acre, and rely on coal for warming their habitations. There is

surely an enchanting remembrance of the wood fire. We think of the I'oad-side tavern, its

hearth fronting the blaze of a pile of four foot cordwood : of the evening parlour, and

the hickory logs a mass of white hot coals, the cooking of pop corn and the roasting

of nuts, prophetic at Halloweve of many a matrimonial future—the bright clear blaze

where hemlock snapped and crackled in the early morning, when shivering we came iVom

the upstair.s rooms, then ignorant of fire, and all the more healthy therefor—ten thousand

pleasant memories throng around the old wood Hre. It is much more clean, it is fifty

times more healthy than that produced by any coal that ever Lehigh sent. When the

passer by looks at a farm, he thinks, " Where is its wood lot—its grove of fuel-providing

trees?" If he sees none, and is of my mind, lie will say, "What, he has cut down all,

and perhaps depends on coal. Pass on : wo do not wish to visit him ; lot a wood tire

crackle its welcome to me."

There is a great portion of Ontario which, if its own reserves of firewood were ex-

hausted, would be too far from the back country to draw its supply thence. That is to

say, when these reserves no longer afibrd a supply, it will be cheaper to buy coal than to

pay for the carriage of firewood to this part of the country. How decidedly this will be

the case, will V)e at once understood when it is shown that in townships where railway

facilities are plenty, it is now cheaper, in many instances, to buy coal than to purchase

wood, although the latter can be cut close at hand, or bought at a low rate. The town-

ships so situated would be in number probably somewhat less than two hundred, which

would cover all the most important and older settled portion of Ontario. I have either

j^ersonally examined, or have had information through the most reliable source, the Town-

ship Clerk, from the large majority of tjiese, and following will be found a summary from
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about 160 of them, the object being to ascertain how long a supply of firewood will be

obtainable within their borders. From this may be obtained an idea of the fuel now ex-

isting therein, and its probable duration. It will be observed that many state that with

care a certain duration may be expected ; and others allow for the increase, and growth of

the younger wood. As has been often proved by experience, of which I have published

many instances, if a portion of forest in good condition—where not shallow-rooted or

especially exposed to being blown down—have cattle excluded from it, the undergrowth

will preserve the bush in a perpetual state of vigor, and young trees will be ready to take

the place of the old. Such a forest can yeai'ly be drawn upon for firewood in considerable

quantities, without injury to the bush resulting. But this is the case in no great pro-

portions of our woods ; cattle are too often allowed full range ; and the opinions expressed,

as to the supply of firev/ood here given, are based on this too general state of affairs, and

the likelihood of forest survival under it :

—

Bruce.

Saugeen.— 6, .5 72 acres; no coal used: hard times would increase wood-cutting.

Brant.—17,370 acres bush.

Eastnor.—Half bush.

Greenock.—8,267 acres bush, 9,187 swamp, mostly timljered : wood largely shipped

out of township ; no coal used.

Amabel.—Supply sufficient for thirty years ; no coal used.

Bruce.—One-sixth yet in bush ; no coal used ; standing timber rapidly blowing down.

Carrick.—18,033 acres yet in bush, about 22| acres for each family, including those

in villages ; little coal used ; forty years' supply.

Lindsay.—Twenty years' supply ; no coal used.

Arran.—^14,000 acres wood ; calculation, 700 dwellings, using about 12,000 cords 4-ft.

wood per year : little coal.

Eldei'slie.—14,212 acres wood : coal not used ; large quantities sold to villages and

R.R. stations yearly, still supply for a long time, if properly managed.

Huron.—Little coal used ; all timber nearly exhausted ; township drawing firewood

from adjoining townships.

Kinloss.—Supply about twenty to twenty-five years
;
probably 5,000 acres good bush.

Culross.—Some coal use^^ in villages: 0,805 acres of wood, besides' swamp.

Brant.

South Dumfries.—8,048 acres of wood : number of families, 796 : allowing one-

fifth of woodland to be used for farm purposes, leaves 6,438 acres for firewood;

suppose each acre will turn off twenty-five cords of wood (the woods on farms being

nearly all culled) will make 160,950 cords of wood, and if each family consumes ten cords

per annum, will give a little over twenty years' supply. I think the above calculation is

not far from the actual state of the matter, the woods having been thinned out very much
for timber for farm use, and also the best timber has been sold to the mills, to be made
into lumber, so that the woodland will not yield more than one-third of what it would

in its primeval state. Coal is largely used through the township, perhaps one-half of the

population using coal for at least half of their fuel ; of course tliis is only an approxi-

mation, but I do not think it is far from the truth. It is a great pity that our farmers

do not plant trees, many parts of their farms being only adapted for that, and not arable,

especially along creeks with steep banks. They complain that their fathers cut down all

the woods ; but they do not move an inch to mend the matter.

8
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Onondaga.—Little coal used ; no uncleared farms ; some tarmers are preserving their

wood, some few have none ; on the whole, twenty years' supply.

Burford.—Fifty years' supply, if coal were not used ; considerable, however, is used

J)0th in the villages and on farms.

DUFKERIN.

Mulmur.—Little coal used ; 10,000 acres wood ; should supply present population

thirty or forty years,

Mono.^—By assessment roll, 11, .520 acres wood ; Vjut do not think this is correct, as the

assessors estimate the cleared land, and set down the balance as wood and swamp
;

probably no scarcity for twenty years ; little coal used ; a few have coal stoves for

parlors, etc.

East Garafra.xa.—On an average, one-tenth is wood ; coal little used.

East Luther.—Assessed at 8,677 acres wood and swamp ; marsh and waste laud,

12,864 acres; probably twenty-five or thirty years' supply ; some coal used.

Melancthon.—No coal used : twenty-five years' wood.

Durham.

Cartwi'ight.—6,731 acres wood ; coal little used ; wood getting very scarce ; hardwood
in tins remote section, $3 to §4 per cord.

Darlington.—9,733 acres uncleared ; but it must be understood that much of this, so

returned, is run over, and is but a good pasture for cattle ; coal is used as wood decreases

of wood, about ten years' supply remains.

Clarke.—About ten years" supply ; a quantity of coal is used.

Elgin.

Aldborough.—Assessed woodland, 33,226 acres : and 36,342 cleared. These

quantities are deceptive, woodland being ascertained by deducting the supposed quantity

of tilled land from the total owned by each person assessed. For instance, a lot, 200

acres, has, say fifty acres under crop, and fifteen acres in old fallow, choked up with

young second-growth, which will bo cleared up as opportunity affords, but at present it

ranks as woodland, although worthless, and not intended for future preservation. Would
rather not make calculation ; very little coal used.

South Dorchester.—Little coal used : would think there is wood for seventy-five yeans.

Dunwich.—Nearly every farm of 100 acre.s has a fine reservation of twenty or thirty

acres : no coal used ; the wood will last many years.

Grey,

Sarawak.—Coal not used ; 1,000 acres of bush.

(ilenelg.—Little coal burnt ; 14,000 acres of bush, calculated to last jiresent population

eighty-four years.

Xormanby.—From sixteen to twenty acres are yet standing on farms of 100 acres, on

an average. There are 10,31.5 acres of wood which, if properly managed, is expected to

last for generations.

Proton.—24,000 acres of wood ; the stock of firewood, therefore, will take long to ex-

haust ; the rapid disappearance of the forest, however, is injuring our climate. I think

our public schools might wisely turn some attention to arboriculture.

Bentinck.—No coal used ; 23,543 acres of wood.

St. Vincent.—Could not estimate : think one-fourth of the township yet in bush.

Keppel.—No coal used : at the present rate all our soft wood will be gone in four or

five years for saw-logs ; but the township has so much stony land covered with raaple,

that its supply of firewood seems inexhaustible.

Artemesia.—28,000 acres of wood, enough, therefore, for a great number of years.

Egremont.—Farms will probably average fifteen acres of wood, enough, perhaps, for

thirty years ; coal is not used on the farms, but is in all the principal stores of the town.
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Derby.—16,451 acres of wood ; being near Owen Sound, much of this will be consumed
there : coal not used.

Collingwood.—The exact length of time the bush would last is a difficult problem to

solve, as there is a great amount of bush land held for the timber to be used in different

ways ; I should judge about 1.5,000 acres in the township. The assessment roll never
gives the proper answer to the que.stion, " How much cleared land?"

Sullivan.—No coal used
;
probably twenty-five years' wood standing.

Csprey.—Three-sevenths yet wood ; many years' supply : no coal used.

Haldimand. .

North Cayuga.—The calculation asked is difficult ; probably one-eighth yet in bush.

Dunn.—No coal used ; each 100 acres has about thirty acres of wood left ; enough,

if preserved, for forty years or over.

Seneca.—Coal little used; fifteen or twenty years' wood.
Canborough.—About fifteen years" wood ; little coal used. If no more care be taken of

the forest, in about twenty years it will be a prairie in this township.

Moulton.—Our woods might last for fifty years, but there is as much sold each year as

is consumed in the township : and a great portion is liable, as heretofore, to be killed by fire.

Oneida.—No coal used yet ; the wood supply will not, with the utmost economy, last

more than twenty-five years.

Rainham.—No coal used ; over 5,000 acres of wood standing.

Sherbrooke.—No coal used ; wood for twenty-five years.

Walpole.—Little coal used, except in the villages, where one-half use coal ; not more
than eighteen or twenty years" supply of wood.

Haltox.

Goderich.—About 11 acres of wood to each eighty-acre lot ; coal is not much used

yet, but must be shortly.

Trafalgar.—The consumption of coal will soon be general : perhaps eleven yeais'

supply of wood.

Nassagaweya.—8,500 acres of hardwood ; allowing forty-three cords to the acre,

would give fifty years' consumption.

Esquesing.—Coal is used in the villages : the townships have probably twenty-five

years' supply of firewood.

Huron.

Stanley.—Cbal little used ; 7,932 acres of bush land, and 432 farms of 100 acres each,

on the roll ; allowing each acre of bush to supply fuel for a farm for four years, this

would give seventy-three years' fuel.

McKillop.—Our township, containing 52,000 acres, will scarcely average about five

acres of bush per hundred acres ; there are a good many farms all cleared, and no bush :

some of my neighbors say that three acres per 100 is a nearer approximation than five :

there is no coal used, except in the villages, coal being cheap.

Hay.—No coal used for domestic purposes
;
possibly thirty years' supply of Wood

standing.

Ashfield.—3,000 acres bush : coal rarely used.

Steven.—Possibly twenty years' consumption.

Wawanosh West.—Supply for many years, the wood area being large.

Grey.—Fifteen years' consumption ; little coal used.

Leeds.

Elgin.—Farmers have been very careful of their timber here : with care there is

fifty years' consumption.

North Crosby.—Ten years' supply ; coal much used.

Kitley.—Wood for sixty years.

10
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Front of Leeds and Lansdowne.—Twenty years' supply ; a good deal of coal u^ed.

Rear of Leeds and Lansdowne.— Many years' tiniber.

Rear of Yonge and Escott.—^Nfany years' timl)er ; wood area largf?.

Front of Escott.-— Little coal used : twenty years' wood.

Lincoln.

Clinton.—Could not calculate ;
.'^,895 acres assessed, Ijut if all the timljer was put on.

one-third of the land, it would not make a very thick bush.

South Grinisljy.—Some coal used ; acres of woodland, -'^oSB.

Grantham.—Acres of woodland, 1,1 HO ; one-half burn coal.

North Grimsby.—4,000 acies of woodland ; some coal used.

Caistor.—Little coal used
;
perhaps thirty years" wood.

Louth.—2,145 acres of woodland : some coal used.

Middlesex.

L Adelaide.—About 11,000 acres, each of which would give thirty cords of wood,

p Nissouri West.^—With some parties the wood is nearly exhausted, but as a general

thing there is enough to last tifteen or twenty years ; coal is used by some, but people are

finding out that it is too expensive. The bush is now preserved as much as possible, and

in some instances tree planting is being commenced.
West Williams.—^Assessment returns cannot be depended on. I know many

instances where the farmer returned 100 acres of wood, while there are only forty or forty-

five. More care is being taken to preserve woods ; probably twenty-five years' consumption
here.

Mosa.—Twenty-five or thirty years' consumption.

North Dorchester.—-Our township woods are being taken good care of.

Westminster.—Twenty years' consumption : coal is frequently used.

Metcalfe.—Twenty years' consumption
;
no coal used.

Delaware.—Eighteen years' consumption.

Ekfrid.—There is hardly any land cleared, except what is cleared by taking wood
off, so, in my opinion, it will take at least forty yeais to use up all the woodland ; and
taking into consideration that a good deal of coal may hereafter be used (although little

is used now) we may assume that it will take sixty years before all the wood is consumed,

and then there may be some left ; no doubt there will,

< 'aradoc.—About twenty-five or thirty years' supply.

Williams East.—Perhaps twenty-five years' consmnption.

Norfolk.

Middleton.—^No coal used : fifty years' supply.

Woodhouse.—Calculation difiicult, as on a good deal of the land returned by the

assessor as uncleared, there is no wood on at all ; it has been taken off, and the land is

ready to be broken up when the stumps are rotted out.

Townsend.—Very little coal used ; thirty years' supply of wood.

Houghton Centre.—No coal used ; there would be many years' supply of wood, but

we export it at three points by lake, al.so,our maple is being used for lumber.

Charlotteville.—Reported uncleared, 26,000 acres, but the greate,st part thin, the

timber having been nearly all taken : perhaps over twenty-five years' supply,

Wal.singham Centre.—^Wood, I think, in ten years will \>e very , scarce : and in.

twenty, not to be had.

Northumberland.

Cramahe.—One-eighth use coal ; fifteen years' supply of wood.

Percy.—With care, there should be thirty years' supply.

Alnwick.— About thirty years' supply.

Hamilton.—Much coal used in winter : wood for eight to ten years.

Seymour.—Little coal u.sed ; 1,900 acres wood.

11
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Ontario.

Pickering.—Coal used very extensively; of the township, not one-half is uncleared
;

about ten years' supply.

Brock.—Probably fifteen years' supply.

Scugog.—Little coal used
;
probably fifteen years' supply.

Uxbridge.—Over twenty years" supply ; little coal used.

Whitby.—Quite an amount of coal used ; ten years' supply of wood.
Rama.—I think, in thirteen years from now, firewood will be pretty scarce

;
quite

a number of farms have not enough for five years" supply, and are getting wood where they
can. A lai"ge portion of the uncleared land is a burnt rock, and burnt over twice at that.

The mills are manufacturing all kinds of hard and soft wood ; and as is generally the
case, people who have marketable stuff are disposing of it as fast as they can take it out.

The coal that is burnt in the township is not worth mentioning.
Scott.—Some coal used : twenty-five years' wood.
East Whitby.—Six or seven years' supply ; coal is much used.

Mara.—Over half the township uncleared.

Thorah.—Township nine-tenths cleared : probably twenty years' supply of timber ;

but this will be much lessened by the fact of fire having run through the woods, so that
much timber will rot or be otherwise destroyed.

Oxford.

East Zorra.—Nine-tenths cleai'ed : many have no wood ; coal will shortly be used
altogether.

South Norwich.—-Supply for ten to fifteen yeai's ; coal little used.

East Nissouri.—One-ninth woodland
; no coal used

;
pei'haps fifteen to twenty years'

consumption.

Blenheim.—Much coal used.

Peel.

Mornington.—Little coal used ; avei'age bush, twenty acres to 100 ; if taken care

of and cattle kept out of bush, would last many years, as young timber \vould be

growing.

Note.—With such care, many woods would last for ever, but it is rare.

Albion.—Supply of wood, over fifteen years ; use of coal increasing.

Caledon.—Some say ten years, others fifteen, with the care now exercised ; much
coal is used, owing to three railroads running through the township.

Toronto Gore.—Sufficient timber to last for fuel for twelve years : about a third of

the farmers have no bush : very little coal used : considerable coal and wood coming in

on cars ; farmers not saving bush as they did some time ago.

Toronto.—Much coal used ; ten or twelve years supply of wood. Quite a number of

my neighbors are buying firewood at present.

Ohinguacousy.—Probably fifteen years' wood : coal is used extensively.

Perth.

North Easthope.—Would last many years : in fact, where ordinary care is taken of

the woodlands, by properly enclosing it, clearing up and removing all fallen and decaying

timber for fuel, thei'e is a better opportunity given to young timber to grow, and it does

grow rapidly : in short, when proper care is taken in a twenty-acre lot, the growth of

young timber will equal the amount consumed for private use. Coal is not used ex-

tensively : possibly twenty per cent, of the farmers use it in hall stoves ; it keeps the

house comfortalile during the long and cold winter nights.

Hibbert.—No coal used : with economy, fifteen to twenty years' supply.

Blanshard.—The timber in this municipality can not last more than fifteen or twenty

years at the very most ; scarcely any farm has more than ten acres of wood left, and

12
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there being no wasti.' land in the township, you can see that we are near the end. Many
of the farmers are using coal in tlieir parlors, in onler to make the few remaining trees

last as long as possible.

Logan.—In Logan ;iie Oo,770 acres ; the amount returned to me as being cleared,

40,000 acres
;
you can add to that, .^.OOO acres, which is cleared and not returned, as the

farmers all try to return to the assessor as small a clearance as they can, to keep down
taxation, that will leave you about, say 9,000 acres of pretty fair timbered- lands. I

should say that wood will be used as tuel generally for the next fifteen to twenty years.

0\it of the above 9,000 acres, the Canada Co. own and have in their possession, 5,800
acres, which is very fairly timbered : and as they are not selling land or titnber, you will

see that they have a very large supply. There is not much coal used in this township.

Elma.— There is a sufficient suitply of .second-cla.ss, or soft wood, for over fifty years

;

that is, supposing no lire should run through it and burn it down. First-class wood is

not in great supply. In our swamp lands, which contain the supply of wood, I am of the

opinion that tire will diminish the supply very rapidly, as those lands are all being

less or more drained, and when dry are very apt to be overrun with bush fires.

Wallace.—Coal is not used in this township ; total acreage, -49,809 ; acres cleared,

;ii.',.j91
; acres of woodland, 6,675. The farmers are not cutting down timber for clearing,

e.vcept small parcels, where there is some local cause I'or it. Besides the acres of wood-
land given above, there are about 7,000 acres of swamp land, from which a considerable

supply of firewood may be gathered.

Ellice.—Supposing the wood in our township was used exclusively for home con-

sumption, the timber would likely last for forty years, if no fire were to destroy it in the

meantime, but its likely that fires will occur in the near future, as we have had tires

which have burnt down thousands of acres of timber where lumbering has been carried

on, and in some places the tires ran into woods which had not been culled, on the low-

lying lands, where it will most likely catch again, the tirst dry summer. Very little coal

is used in this township, perhaps not twenty tons in a year.

PETKKliOKOLOU.

Monaghan, South.— Little coal used ; should say fifty years wood.

Prince Edward.

South Marysburg.—-Little coal used ; tweilty years' wood.*

Sophiasbui'gh.—Consumption of coal is increasing ; fifty years' wood.

North Marysburg.—Probably six or eight years would destroy our wood, if coal

were discontinued. I might add, that owing to our geographical position, being nearly

surrounded by water, thus exposing our woodland to the cold, freezing incleipent winds
of winter, a great amount of our standing timber is at present in a state of decay, and
landowners are clearing olf the wood on this account. Coal is our present fuel, and with

present prices, will, in a short time, supplant wood.
Hillier.—Many years' supply.

Waterloo.

Wilmott.—Many use coal to some extent ; supply of wood, by careful management,
sutticient for the present generation.

Wellesley.—Some coal used ;
perhaps sixty years' wood ; 9,000 acres bush.

Waterloo.—Villages and many farmers using coal, one-fourth of the township being

in bush and little clearing being done for farm purpo.ses ; with care, the young timber
will supply the decrease.

Wellaxu.

Willoughby.—Probably twenty years' supply.

Bertie.—One-sixth bush
;
perhaps thirty years' supply.

Crowland.—Twenty years' supply.

Stamford.—One-half use coal in winter ; twenty years' supply.

Wainrteet.—No coal used ; fifteen years' wood.

13
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Wellington.

West Garafraxa.—Little coal used ; lifteeii years' wood.

West Luther.—No coal used ; forty years' wood.

(ruelph.—Coal partly used ; twenty years' wood.

Puslinch.-—With careful husbandry, and barring accident by tire and tempest, twenty-

tive years' supply.

Nichol.—Some coal used ; twelve years' wood.

Arthur.—Little coal used
;
perhaps twenty years' wood.

Maryburgh.—Coal somewhat used ; forty years' wood.

Eraniosa.—Thirty-live years supply.

Pilkington.—Coal much used ; most farms have six to ten years' firewood.

Minto.—The farms here are nearly all cleared ; tirewood obtained with difficulty
;

coal must soon be extensively used.

Erin.—Coal little used ; twenty years' wood. .

Wentworth.

North Glanford.—^2,063 acres of wood returned ; but, I think, that although that

number of acx'es may still be termed timber land, there is not more than one-third or one-

half at most, ot the amount of timber that originally stood upon the ground, it having

l.>een constantly, for years, tliinned out for fuel and other purposes. As to coal, it is

being pretty generally used in winter for heating purposes.

East Flamborough.—Much coal used : thirty years' wood.

Ancaster.—Coal considerably used ; the supply of firewood is fast diminishing ; and

without more care and economy is used in the future, will be exhausted by the next

generation.

Beverly.—Hard coal somewhat used ; if the wood in tlie township be well cared for,

the annual growth will supply the farms.

York.

Etobicoke.—Much c-oai used ; twenty years' wood.

Vaughan.—-Coal largely used ; nine years' wood.

Markham.—Coal much used : twenty-five years' wood, or more.
' East Gwillimbury.—Coal largely used ; twenty-five years' wood.

Whitchurch.—Coal considerably used : twenty years' wood.

In noticing these opinions, which are of the greatest importance, one point must

be carefully remembered ; that is, that many state the position of the fuel supply in their

townships to be such that, with care, they would have wood enough for many years.

This is undoubtedly the case. With care to keep cattle out, as remarked, our forest

patclies would be continually reproductive ; or, which is the same thing, if the cattle be

never let in, except when the pasture outside is good. When the pasture is good they

will not do the forest much harm. But it cannot be too often impressed upon the minds

of forest owners, that the only way to- preserve a wood, is to allow a succession of

young trees to grow up ; and tliat if cattle be let in hungry, they will nip the supply in

the shoot. A piece of woods, twenty-five acres, owned by the Snell Brothers, the well-

known cattle breeders, of Edmonton, furnishes a good instance of this. Here may be

seen in full and apposite view— I quote a former description—the difference between the

sapling of the forest and the sapling of the field. Here is no longer the maple, no longer

the ash of the roadside—stout, many-branched and square of stature. Here, beneath the

tall and embowering branches, rises the young maple, scarcely more than eight inches at

the base, shooting upwards in sheer and twigless pillar ; dark gray, of mottled skin, seventy

feet of height, or more, till its topmost tsvigs may bourgeon into head, whence sun and

air may feed the trunk below. Here is the beech, almost equally tall, slim and branch-

less, pres.sing upwards, instinctively aware that its life depends on attaining the sunlight

14
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above. Here is the yellow bircii, scarce three inches through, forty-feet in height,

destitute at this season of foliage on its few and scanty projecting limbs, and appearing,

where a streak of sunlight falls upon its polished trunk, like a slender and rounded pillar

of shimmering and dusty silver. All round, everywhere down the foi%st glades, visible

I'roiu our carriage, rises many another youthful tree—the elm, the ash, the oak— lofty and
beautiful ; six-inch stems, every one : all emulously pressing to the light and life above.
Every here and there stand the huge and older trees, but sparsely scattered ; for this

J^wenty-Hve acres has, for this score of years, yielded annually its thirty cords of wood to

stove and tire place, and will probably continue to yield as much, as the process of re-

production is being continued in full vigor, and the forest earth is dotted with little

seedlings springing up, ready to be trees in turn. This piece of woods affords a good
example of the manner in which the forest can be preserved, if care be taken. There are

two ways of preventing cattle from destroying the forest ; one is to fence them out ; the

other to keep their pastures rich. Cattle have always had free access to thi.s piece of

woods ; but the adjoining tields, where they pasture, have always been kept in heavy
grass, the cattle never being allowed on the pastures in spring until a rich growth has
appeared. The consequence has been that the cattle have gone through the bush when
they chose, without any inclination to feed on the young trees. It will be observed that

patches of wood so kept are not so liable to suffer loss from wind ; the trees originally

left at the edge, their trunks weakened by the force of a sun, to which they were unused,
would fall ; but these could, either before or after being blown down, be removed and
used for firewood. The young trees springing round the borders, and growing up exposed
to the sun, acquire the form of the low and many-branched trees of the open |>lain, giving

a border which will not itself blow down, and acts as protection against sun and wind,
to the older trees behind it. But we must remember, that if cattle anxious for food, had
been permitted entrance, they would liave destroyed the young surrounding trees in their

infancy.

But what my informants generally have in their remembrance, is the manner in

which the forest has, of late years, disappeared. It may be trusted that better care will

be taken in future ; but to state the reasons why it should be taken, let us mention some
of the evils to be feared if our wonted course were longer persisted in. We will now
suppose that no new plantations are grown and that the firewood is exhausted. Let us

calculate tne amount this proportion of Ontario will have to pay yearly for coal. We
may, not unfairly, take it that these tosvnships will average 350 farmers, needing at least

ten tons of coal yearly, which, at eight dollars per ton, would be $5, 000,000. It could

by no means be carried for less than that price ; aud this allowance of fuel is so moderate
that, considering the number who would use much more, the total sum could not be less

than .58,000,000 yearly. As these townships will not give more thai two-thirds of the

growing capacity of Ontario, this would almost equal the whole amount of agricultural

products, exclusive of cattle, exported by that part of Ontario. It is plain that so great

a proportion of our farm products could never be made up by bringing into cultivation the

portion now in forest on each farm. There must be very serious loss suffered, look at it

how you will, when the supply of firewood is exhausted in, say, very probably (consider-

ing clearing for farm purposes, which always goes on whether intended or not, for woods
uncared for and left free to cattle, get to be such an eyesore that they are cut down and
the land cropped), twenty years. The account then stands, that in twenty years most of

the Ontario farms must pay a rent of from SlOO to S150 a year for fuel, having as a set-

off whatever additional crops they can raise in consequence of completely clearing the

land. Those who do not then have to pay this, in consequence of having wood still on
hand, will have paid its equivalent in buying coal for partially or fully supplying their

fuel from now till then. That is, taking an average ; for though many will have plenty

then, yet that will be balanced by those who have none even now. But next, it is an
important matter that they will certainly not get this set-off of the increased production
of crops consequent on full clearing, for, if there is anything well proved by repeated

testimony in America, it is that when the woods are nearly or quite gone, the farms do
not yield the good return to the husbandman as when such remained in forest. It can-

not Vje too impressively stated that this is not due to the exhaustion of the land by over-
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ci'opping, for neither will bush land yield nearly as well when iirst cropped as did its

adjoiniiig bush land at the former period. It will come to this, then, on a rough but

pretty just calculation, that in about twenty years the farms of Ontario must pay !|100

to -S150 each, yearly, for fuel ; this not being repaid them Vjy the additional lancl under
cultivation, as experience shows that their crops will be at least so much the less remun-
erative when the forests are gone.

It seems to me that in this condition of affairs there is but one source for the

provident farmer, who wishes his farm to retain its value, to pursue—that is, he should

plant a strip of timber, choosing, of course, the most exposed aspect of his farm, and
thereby obtaining at once shelter and certainty of future fuel. Such strips should be a

hundred feet deep at least. People who have only seen the natural forest, and often only

that when it has been thinned by many successive cuUings, have very little idea of the

quantity of wood which a small portion of land properly planted and given ordinary care,

can be made to yield ; that is to say, when the trees are placed at about four feet apart

each way.

They will then grow to trunk instead of branches ; and the same gi'ound, which one

tree grown in the open would have occupied with its spreading limbs, might give, in some
cases, as many as forty or iifty tall, straight stems, sav eight feet apart, after thinning

once. After some time, half of these could again be taken, and wood, easily worked

and split, procured all the \vhile. Open planting gives trees full of knots ; the close

planting gives clear timber. It may be understood by this how very dilferent is the

return obtainable from ordinary bush land to that which might be expected from a regu-

larly managed plantation. I would like, did space permit, to give my readers some idea

of how this is done in Europe, where a foi-est is reproduced in rotation, an acre being

planted for every acre cut ; and the trees standing at even distances, as regularly as

vegetables in a garden.

As soon as our land-owners actually realize the description of what may be called a

wood famine, whicTi must soon overspread America, when the process of culling which

now exists has exhausted the areas of valuable woods, planting will commence in all

directions. Within a few years, those who are provident and far-seeing enough to com-

mence at once will see buyers approaching their doors, with, " What will you take for so

many of those second-growth elms 1 " or " I would like to purchase a good many white ash

from you ; I see you have some hundreds there."' Those who have grown hickory will be

able to fet a price for it which will ))ut them forever " out of conceit" with wheat grow-

inw. They will tind, if judiciously planted and cared for, the wood lot yields more dollars

per each acre than any live on their farm.

It appears to me that, though undoubtedly progress is being made, and hundreds

now plant trees a"Hd care for wood lots who would not have done so but for the efforts

made to spread information on the subject, yet this progress will be probably so slow that

the twenty years will pass and the evil will be on us bef(u-e we have replaced or conserved

by even one-tenth the amount necessary. What is needed is some general movement by

the leaders of the community, and I will suggest one.

If you speak to a farmer who has tried planting forest trees to any considerable

extent, he will tell you that though young trees of all descriptions are obtainable in the

forest, yet. practically, when sought for, it is difficult to find the class most suitable to

plant. The forest sapling is generally inclined to spread its roots in a manner which

renders it difficult of success in planting, or to send down one long tap root, often very

hard to manage. Of course they are often planted out, but with the exception of the

maple, an easy tree to jnove, there is frequently much trouble and many failures. They

do not give the decided yearly growth of a transplanted seedling, for the reason that their

roots are not such as to adapt themselves at once to the change. The nursery tree is, or

should be, twice transplanted when small. Each change gives a greater number of

healthy fibres to the roots ; and by the time it is planted out ultimately, in its destined

position, it should possess a considei-able number of root fibres, full of life, which im-

mediately take hold of the soil, and draw such nourishment from it that rapid growth is

generally the result. There are many means, too, used with certain kinds of saplings, to

improve the roots, and root pruning. The last, by the way, as I have pointed out to my
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readers, is possible in the woods. But in a nursery, where you have a large expanse of

easily worked earth, and situated, which is a very important matter, in a part of the

country tit for the operations you contemplate, the raising of immense numbers of young
trees in excellent condition for transferring to other localities is, with proper assistance,

so easy a matter as to render it inadvisable to use foi-est grown trees. What I would
suggest, as the only plan likely to give us plantations ot forest trees throughout the

country in time to meet the scarcity of fuel and timber, which, as shown, is rapidly

approaching, is that sutiicient appropriation be made to maintain public nurseries, either

*by the counties where they are most needed, or by the Government, where large quantities

of young trees might be grown and distributed free to those who would agree to grow
plantations of larger or smaller size. This would not interfere with any nursery business

(though even in that case the few must give way to the many) ; but it could not, for

very few plantations are attempted, the trees l>eing generally placed in rows, which will

yield shelter, but never a quick, tall growth of timber. They will give the hard, knotty,

"second growth," valuible for much, but not for the purposes spoken of here. Let the

professional men sell for the purposes they at present provide for ; but this other, the

great necessity, will not be met without extraordinary aid be given. It is just, too, that

the farmers be aided to replant, tor the cities have shared in tin spoils of the land which
has been cleared, and .should assist in its partial re-foresting. I have reason to believe,

from many assurances, that if such were grown and distributed, they would be, by very

many, gladly received and cared for. It is easy, no doubt, to make objections to this

plan, but it should be remembered that no other has been found capable of trial. Time
goes on, and if no general move be made the country will sutfer much. With so many
farming competitors we should look to the sources of fertility, an I above all, to the great

one of tree preservation, the real need of Ontario.

CHAPTER II.

FORESTRY EXAMINATION OF TWO TOWNSHIPS.

Notes prom Makkham.

Two townships in Ontario, .St. Vincent and Markham, have been selected this year

for thorough forestry examination, as they were respectively on the northern and southera

borders of the Ontario peninsula—the first close to the Georgian bay, the second rather

removed from Lake Ontario, but still within its induence. These townships were com-

pletely traversed, every concession and side line being visited, and the opinions of all

farmers, as far as possible, secured. What was noticed in Markham was that all agreed

fall wheat was much benefited by the shelter of trees, and many stated that it was useless

to attempt growing it without shelter. All agreed that grass was benefited by shelter, on

any side. Some, but very few, objected to the shade thrown to the north by lines of trees:

All, as a rule, thought more tree planting was very necessary. Wherever farmers were

well read on the subject, and able to plant, they were establishing rows of trees round

their farms. It was noticeable that many held the view that a wind-break on the south

was as valuable as one on the north. Nearly all agreed that the rainfall was much more
variable and distributed in a manner less useful to the farmer than when larger forests

existed throughout the land. The general impression left was that Markham, having

many farmers possessed of means, would soon have nearly every farm partially surrounded

by trees, and that plantations of larger extent might shortly be looked for. Following

will be found a great number of opinions from various farmers, all, or nearly all, it may
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be noticed, freeholders; froin these, if my readers will go carefully over them, much may

be learned :

—

J. Brumwell has a bordering bush of poplars to the east which much benefits crops

near. East and west wind-breaks would cast some injurious shade to the north, irom
north to south not at all, A number thus across the country would be a great advantage.

J. Farr—Wind-breaks would be valuable : would prefer elms as easier to plough
near. Of resinous trees cedars are most friendly to the soil. For dry land they should

Vje taken from dry land.

Mr. J.\MES has two fields protected on the north and east by a second growth of

young pines, about thirty-five or forty feet high. These two fields have had excellent

crops of fall wheat twice in succession, while the wheat over all the rest of the farm has

not been nearly so good, and this, notwithstanding that these two fields have never been

undrained, while the rest is well under-drained. Mr. James considers that, though drain-

ing is undoubtedly good, yet shelter from trees is better for fall wheat. Even right over

the under-drains the wheat often failed, but succeeded with the exception of very small

patches, where the bush gave siielter. Mr. James has also a long stretch of young pine

wind-break in front of his farm. He finds no injury w^hatever from the pines near the

crops. Would prefer spruce, as it spreads its branches near the ground and thus gives

more shelter than pine, which have their branches some height up.

Mr. DuNCAX—Bush on the north and west makes his fall wheat and grass much
better there. A double row of spruce twenty feet high makes grass much better and
heavier that side of the field and a good way across.

Mr. Marsh has bush on the north side. No diflFerence in the spring crops, but so

much in fall that wind-breaks would have saved nineteen-twentieths of his crop last year,

which was so badly winter-killed where unprotected as to necessitate ploughing up nearly

the whole.

Mr. Cicely finds that the crops are helped by shelter both fall and spring. Has
noticed that the grass, where sheltered to the north by a row of buildings, is much better

and talh'r. Has lately planted some hundreds of young cedars three feet high, and
though taken from a wet swamp, they have all done well. Is so convinced of the value

of wind-breaks that he is about to plant a row along the whole north and west of his

farm.

^Ir. Lynett has bush on the north and east. Fall wheat is always a surer crop there.

The present small portions of bush in various parts of the township cannot give much
protection, but lengthy rows of trees would be of great value.

Mr. Jacques, on the celebrated Rennie farm, is strongly of ojjinion that the presence

of woods benefits crops, especially fall wheat, but the others largely by the influence of

the moisture in the ground which decreases as the woods are cut. Intends himself to

finish out the tree planting in lines on his farm, and preserve all the bush now on it

carefully, only using fallen trees for fuel.

Old ]S[iller Homesteajj—Here is one of the finest wind-breaks in Ontario, a double

row of pines planted thirty-five years ago, forty feet high, and three rows of spruce nil

ten feet apart (the pines to the outside) planted twenty-three years, and now taller than

the pine. • This surrounds an orchard of about two acres. The clover in the orchard is a

heavy crop and grows as thick close up to the trees as elsewhere. The fields to the north

and west show no injury whatever from shade, the grass growing as well close up. Mr.
]\Iiller, as son of the late proprietor, says : It is of the greatest possible service to the farm.

Mr. Miller has planted wind-breaks at his own farm a mile ofl" and would not be without

them for thousands of dolla^rs. Would pay that difference if buying a farm. When he

went on his place could not grow anything with ease for the wind, which blew his young
' rose trees to pieces. Has it now well sheltered. Gave the statement that all fall wheat
near not sheltered largely failed. Where sheltered on any side, it was a good crop.

Fields near here, not sheltered, of ten acres, lost four out of the ten. Would not object

to anyone planting a wind-break south of his land ; considers the benefit of checking the
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force of the wind much greater than the trifling loss by shade. Would be glad to see

fanners induced to plant long lines of trees ; it done generally it would be the best thing
possible for the country.

Mr. Miller (a namesake) has planted a fine row of pines round his grounds and
found them of the ijreatest possible beneht. These were planted the iirst new moon in

June, which was considered the best time. Cedar he finds succeed well and grow large

and tine wind-breaks. Is planting a held, three acres, with maples as a grove. He will

till some of the lield, being low, with soft majjle and cedar. Agriculture will be almost
impossible here unless more trees are planted to check the wind. Believes from his

experience that if much of the land were in trees the rest would grow more than now
when it is mostly cleared. Has planted a great deal on his place.

Mr. Hoover—shelter does not benefit spring crops so much, but winter crops are
much the better for it. Sheltered fields have always much the be.st fall wheat.

Mr. LowRY has two fields sheltered by woods on the north and partially on the west.

These fields he can always depend upon for a crop of wheat. It will grow there with
poor culture better than elsewhere with good. One end is exposed and there the north-

west wind always kills the fall wheat. All along the rest the wheat keeps good for about
forty rods from the woods, when it begins to winter-kill. Mr. Lowry believes that spring
crops also are much Vjenefited by shelter of wind-breaks or woods, which he considers keep
the moisture in the land after rains. He has planted .spruce wind-breaks round his

orchard and mean^ to continue it round his farm. Last year all fall wheat in the neigh-

bourhood failed except where sheltered.

Mr. Castor intends to jDlant a wind-break along the exposed side of his farm. Shelter
is the great necessity for enabling crops to be profitably grown in Ontario. The north
and north-west winds, which blow the snow ofi" the fields, are one great cause of the
repeated bad crops of fall wheat.

Mr. Hamiltox—The shelter of woods is of such benefit to all winter crops that as the
woods go, wind-breaks must be planted. He has planted a row along one whole side of

his farm this spring, using maples.

Mr. Rayner— Shelter is of great value to fall wheat.

Mr. Klink—The great trouble in growing fall wheat now is that in April a cold
wind comes along and does it harm. Did not notice any difference in spring crops. The
shade on the north of a bush would weaken crops for a short distance, but the shelter on
the south would assist them over a much wider space. Cedar A\ill grow fast and tall here,

and make a much better wind-break than spruce.

Mr. Gan'Tox—Though fall wheat is our most valuable crop, yet it would almost be
as well to give it up if no better chance arrives ; has tried it three times with little

success. Shelter is valuable for it ; would be glad to see some means tried to afford it
;

even for the sake of the roads it would be an excellent thing to try the experiment of

wind-breaks, as in winter it is freezing work to travel much now. With wind-breaks
travel would be infinitely more comfortable. Has planted cedar on the north, but it

failed—will try again. *

Mr, WiDEMAX would be glad to see some law which should induce farmers to plant a
certain number of trees yearly. A wood benefits fall wheat to a considerable distance:
much more than forty rods.

Mr. Palmer—If we are to continue to grow fall wheat, the shelter of trees must be
encouraged. Has not known a sheltered field to fail lately with this crop, while in the
open failures were common ; had this year to plough up twenty acres. A good line of

second growth evergreens will give shelter over a wide field. For shade for cattle, too,

trees should be preserved. Grass was much better where sheltered by trees. In a field

near with rows of young trees along the sides it grew as fast again.

Mr. Russell—Lines of trees would weaken the crop north of them for twenty feet.

If fall wheat is to be grown, however, shelter is necessary. His son this year had the
best crop in the township, in a field sheltered on the north and west. In fields without
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shelter the percentage of crop lost was large. Has not had a stick cut on the farm for

twenty-five years except for fuel, thereby saving an excellent bush. The shade of trees

is very good also for cattle. Is decidedly in favour of preserving a proper amount of trees.

A great trouble in the way of planting wind-breaks is the expense, labour being now so

dear.

^Ir. Langstaff—Shelter is valuable for fall wheat in especial and to a certain extent

to grass. In Essa the only fields to be relied upon for fall wheat were those next the

bush. The eflfect of sh' Iter would be very evident half way across a twelve acre field and
would benefit the whole field more or less. This was the case throughout Essa.

Mr. RiCEBOROUGii's farm is almost entirely without .shelter, although his crops,

especially spring crops, are always up to the average. On one field, j^rotected on the west

by 1 ows of pines and cedar, his fall wheat was good in seasons when it was killed in the

other portions of the field. The soil is clay loam. He has planted a considerable num-
ber of tieesand would be willing to plant more, especially if the cost of procuring suit-

able trees were diminished. Has intended for some time to protect the north side of his

farm with trees. Is in general in favour of moie extensive shelter being provided from

the north and west winds, especially for fall wheat. Regrets the neglect he has noticed

in the matter of planting timber.

Mr. XoBLE has noticed that his crops are almost always better preserved when they

are sheltered by woods remaiiiing on the west. His land has been long cleared. Is

strongly of opinion that even wind-breaks would be l-eneficial in the way of drawing

moisture, but does not think that if planted near roads they would have any material

effect, upon them, as the wind-breaks would not be wide enough. He prefers evergreens,

especially Norway spruce, to any other kind of tree. Has had great trouble from cattle

upon the roads destroying the trees. He has procured from Nebraska some seeds of the

Box elder, a variety comparatively new to Ontario. Is greatly in favour of having lines

of Norway spruce planted along the roads, as they would furnish shelter in winter and
would also greatly increase the amount of produce. Intends planting along the north

side of his farm, which borders on the road, a wind-break consisting of two rows of

maples and a row of spruce in the centre. Mr. Noble is willing to expend on tree-plant-

ing and is satisfied that his investment will be repaid by the ornament as well as the

profit derived.

Mr. Robert Canning believes that evergreens are less injurious in their immediate

vicinity to crops than deciduous trees. Finds the protection afforded by shelter on the

north-west advantageous. The evergreens are better than maples—for example, because

they afford most shelter during the winter when the protection is most needed. Has
planted a large number of spruce, mainly for shade and protection, with splendid success.

Mr. Hugh Canning pointed out the case of one field of fall wheat, protected on the

north and west by old woods, where the crop is not killed at all, while another field on

the same farm not protected is badly damaged, to the extent of one-third, though the

land is of the same quality, both fields drained and both sloping to the north. The country

as it becomes more cleared will lose its moisture, the resilit being that it will not raise

fall wheat .so well. It is better to have the trees planted on the north and west of the

farm irrespective of roads. Likes trees that grow up quickly and would prefer a mixture

of evei'greens, maples and elms for example. He has had good success with balsams

taken froju the swamp, which if well planted and cared for, he believes as good as any

kind ; also maples, a number of which he has planted.

Mr. Morris has known cases where the shelter made so much difference that he has

better crops in sheltered parts where the soil is comparatively poor. As the woods dis-

appear the climate will become much colder and the land will become dryer. Even the

soft maples are becoming scarce for planting purposes.

Mr. McLean has some Avoods remaining as a shelter from the east and south which

he regards as no disadvantage, and during some winters a positive advantage to fall wheat

from the protection afforded by the coat of snow which could be collected, but in the case
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of spring crops he considers that a wind-break on the south would hinder and delay sow-
ing operations. In the case of protection to orchards they would be of great benefit,

especially on the north and west. He would plant trees along every road side, as they
will not ati'ect the state of the roads materially. In his neighbourhood there is u fixed

intention on the part of many to plant to a much larger extent than formerly. Would
prefer evergreens in some localities and maples in others. He has planted a number of

both kinds, si)ruce as shelter for fruit trt^es, while maples are ornamental in summer in

places where protection in winter is not so urgent.

Mr. Graham would plant trees on tlie road side rather than on the farms^ but he
would require that laws be enforced preventing cattle from being at large. Trees in the

roads would be less bother to the farmer ; it is the fact of so many cattle being at large

upon the roads that has prevented him from planting. He is of opinion that if some-

thing in the way of protection by trees were provided fall wheat might yet be successfully

grown in his neighVjourhood. In his opinion spruce trees would be the most useful. He
has cleared some bush oft' lately and it has had the effect of letting the wind to his

neighbours timber, causing very great damage. He is strongly in favour of (Government
assistance in tlie way of procuring suitable trees that will branch out near the ground.

Cedar suits certain soils only ; the Norway spruce has been observed to do well wherever
it has been planted. He is satisfied that there is not enough tree-planting being done.

It requires encouragement on a more extensive scale.

Mr. Robert Frknoh believes that if he had wind-breaks planted on the north-west

of his farm he would be able to grow fall wheat with more certainty of a good yield than
at present. He has planted out a young orchard and will protect it on the west and
north with spruce trees. He has been very unsuccessful with maples procured from the

woods. He thinks that the injury to the roads by the trees planted along the road would
be slight. Like the nuijority in his neighbourhood he favours spruce for planting,

although soft maples are best for furnishing shade for cattle.

Mr. Crosby—On low lands soft maples and elms and the native cedar are the best

suited for hedges, and better than hard maples. It must be a good plan to plant trees

both for ornament and protection, especially for winter crops. Would plant among fruit

trees other varieties, such as walnut, butternut, etc. for protection. He is satisfied that

the presence of trees on the streets of villages, etc. has the effect of making the atmosphere
more healthy. Trees planted along the road can be trimmed up so as to remove any incon-

veniences from shade to the roads in spring time. There is no difiiculty as yet in pro-

curing trees, the native varieties, soft maple, etc., although there is not enough being

done in the way of planting. If planted in the proper places the trees might afterwar.ls

be utilised as posts for stretching wires on.

Mr. Hagerman last year had a crop of fall wheat, part of which was protected by
bush on the north. He found it necessary to plough up all the field except the small

portion protected and believes that if it had all been protected his crop would have been
saved. Trees planted along the roads running east and we-st would have a bad eflfect on
mud roads. If genuine interest were created in the line of obtaining suitaljle trees and
planting them as protection f6r exposed parts of the country it would have a highly

beneficial effect, increasing the amount of produce as well as improving the general appear-

ance of the country.

Mr. Vincent Johnson—For the last two years whatever fall wheat was saved was
in most cases due to the shelter of bush. Lines of evergreens would do but little harm
by shading a small strip of land compared with the benefits obtained. He would raise

more grain on his farm by allowing one rod along the north for the purpose of furnishing

a wind-break. He prefers evergreens. Has had wheat protected on the north-west and
noticed that it has been ripe earlier, and the grain has been plumper.

Mr. Jonathan Slater—Shelter from woods is beneficial, principally in the case of

fall wheat and grass, although the moisture that is in the soil adjacent to woods improved
other crops as well. The protection from high winds is beneficial to crops at a distance

of a quarter of a mile at least. The advantages of having trees planted on the roads far
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out balance any drawbacks that may occur. The disadvantage to the roads from trees

planted on the south side would be greatest. Has thirty acres of bush remaining and has

not found it necessary to plant, e.xcept for ornamental purposes. His woods are becom-

ing thin ; he is endeavouring to preserve them by keeping cattle out altogether. Govern-

ment should interfere in the wholesale destruction of woods that is going on in the way
of compelling those who cut away timber to plant other trees to replace it, a plan which

is followed in some parts of Europe.

In Mr. CtOHIe's neighbourhood good timber is becoming scarce. He would be in

favour of some plan by which evergreens might be furni.«hed to form wind-breaks.

Mr. Leek has not planted any trees and does not believe that rows of evergreens

would furnish a sufficient wind-break to be of any material benefit. They would also

take the strength of the ground and stunt the crops in their immediate vicinity, though

he admits that the bush he possessf^s, twenty or twenty-five acres, has in different cases

preserved his fall wheat.

Mr. John Clark, Headford, considers the presence of trees an advantage to crops

as well as a shelter to buildings, fencrs, etc. He has found them a benefit to crops of

fall wheat. His own intention is to plant to protect his house and garden, which are

built on an elevated spot, but would not go to any great expense in the way of plant-

ing s^-stemsstically for shelter to crops.

'Sir. Sanderson—Cedar is as good as Norway spruce and it can be procured quite

easily. Cedars are quite as good on high land as low when once they are started ; he

can point out cases of the cedars growing to the height of from 10 to 15 feet on high

land.

Mr. Fichelder's woods shelter fields from the north wind.s and pi'otect his wheat in

seasons when it is killed in other places. Has planted maples on the east front of his

farm, some of which have been killed by cattle on the roads, also by vehicles being driven

along the side of the road. If he had a wind-bi-eak planted along the north side of his

farm it would be a great benefit to it. Has planted a number of walnuts in his woods

with a view to profit from them in the future. A small number of pines were planted,

but all died. Has planted spruce for a wind-break for the house and garden.

Mr. Miller had fourteen acres of wheat sheltered on the north and west by woods

on land sloping west, of which about six acres was saved by shelter from the bush. A
considerable part of the woods was cedar. His land is rather low, heavy clay, and

undrained, fifty rods of shelter on the north have been chopped off last year, rye sowed in

this is rather a poor crop. He has planted cedars to a large extent (-500 rods) on his farm

which he intends to Use afterwards as fences, though some of them have died. Some
were planted close for a hedge, others four or five feet apart. He considers that cedars

suit his land best—they are hardy and furnish shelter in winter, as it is only in winter

that shelter is needed. In low, wet land they must be planted top of the ground with

some soil thrown on the roots, otherwise they die ; they grow slower than spruce.

}Ir. F. EcHARDT has a fairly sheltered field which raises wheat every third

year. Last year was the first time that a failure occurred and this on only about

five acres on the least sheltered part. Another field (thirteen acres) south of it unpro-

tected, was all ploughed up. In his lane, part of which has pine trees along it on north,

it is always clear of snow when the rest of it is drifted. Regrets that he had not left a

row of trees wherever he had a fence. Has a swamp lying to the east of his orchard

which has been a protection, though he would rather have it to the west.

Mr. Pringle does not consider the protection of a swamp wood that he has on his

place of any material benefit to the crops ; it affords however a shelter from the west

winds to his house and buildings. The path runs along the south edge of the swamp and

in winter is protected from snow drifts.

Mr. William Latimer has no woods on his farm nor shelter from trees of any kind.

He sowed six acres of wheat the last two years, and lost the crops from the effects of

winter-killing. Two of his neighbour.s had wheat saved, but in every case it was sheltered
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in some way. Another neighbour who has no bush has not sown fall wheat for the last

two years on account of failure before. Is strongly in favour of tieeplanting for orna-

ment and shelter. He pointed out a short row of cedars closely planted along a fence

sheltering a field of his which lay to the south ; when he had wheat or grass on this field,

about six or eight rods from the fence was good, the rest killed.

Mr. Alex. Pringle has twenty acres of bush on the west side, and half of his farm
is protected by a row of trees left running north and south to the south of his bush, l-ast

year he had fifteen acres of fall wheat in the field lying to the east of this ; seven and
a-half acres nearest to the woods were a good crop, the other entirely killed. The effect

of the woods e.vtend over ten acres at least. The land is drained and slopes to the south.

In his neighbourhood many are planting maples for protection to gardens, orchards, etc.,

from the north winds. Would prefer having the trees planted on the road. Has planted

trees, but they have not reached a sufficient height to be of benefit to crops. The benefit

of shelter is confined to fall crops.

Mr. Su.M.MERFELDS has examples of fields sheltered on every side. One small field is

in fall wheat, protected on the south-east. It is not killed out, but the land is new, low
and swampy, which has kept it backward. ^lost of his land that lies between the bush
is pasture, and grows good pasture.

Mr. C. HoucK has twenty acres of woods sheltering the east side. He cannot see

any Vjenefit that is derived from woods on that side. He sows fall wheat seven or eight

acres each year. Occasionally it is good. He points out a case where shelter was a

benefit on the north, a field of a neighl)or so sheltered being the only piece of wheat
remaining last year.

Mr. Nigh has protection on the west from old woods. A couple of acres farthest

away from the woods has been killed in fall wheat, the other eight acres remaining. He
has planted 125 spruce trees, all living, to form a protection to buildings. He would
prefer evergreens, especially Norway spruce.

Mr. Jonx Bruce gives an instance of a farm sheltered by a belt of trees about one-

eighth of a mile wide and over a quarter of a mile long, sheltering fields on the south, and
never in any case has he seen the fall wheat fail when so sheltered. He has often noticed

that a shower di^-ides when there happens to be a clearing of any extent, each part follow-

ing the wooded country. Trees are valuable as conductors between the atmosphere and
the earth, and tend to preserve the moisture ; the effect of clearing too extensively is to

produce sterility and drought. His brother V^ought a farm to the north of him in order
that it might not fall into other hands, and the timber be cleared ofl'. He does not
believe that coal will ever take the place of wood for fuel.

]\Ir. Button's farm lies facing the east, with the town line along the north. He has
thirty acres of bush on the west, and the benefits of which he has found to be so great

that he has commenced planting a wind-break of maples and spruce along the north sid^.

He believes that cedars could be plant(;d out at a small expense. They would grow to a
sufficient height to make a good wind-break. Basswoods are not injurious to the land ;

he has one here and there scattered through his fields, and will preserve them by all

means as shade for his sheep and cattle. He is satisfied that anything in the way of
planting must be done on a thorough plan, not in patchwork as formerl}'. A solid cedar
hedgi?, backed by woods, has grown so high along the line to the east of his farm that

they begin to affect the roads, but he would strongly object to having them cut down,
and would only trim them to the proper height. It is only for a short time that the roads
are kept damp in the spring. In his orchard, which has until just lately been entirely un-
protected, many of the fruit trees have been destroyed by frost. The frost split the bark
and ruined the trees. Also wherever the blos.soms have been protected in May the fruit

crop has been good, a slight frost at this time of the year having ruined the prospects in

the case of unprotected trees. He prefers planting the trees on his own premises as close

to the line as possible, with the view of forming fences when large enough.

Mr. Ravmer believes in cutting out the big timber and leaving the smaller. H«
thinks this is the best way to protect. The people are themselves to blame for slashing
out all the timber.
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Mr. Martin Widejian has about twenty acres of bush on the west ; wheat sown
beside it was killed on the side farthest from the bush, one-quarter at least, and even then

he believes the bush saved it to some extent. Bush on the south he considers a disadvan-

tage ; he would rather have it away.

Mr. Eeesor lost six acres of wheat which was not sheltered. AYould be willing

to plant trees if any laws to that eflect were passed.

Mr. C. B. Hoover—The grain is always plump wherever it has a tree, whether

orchard or a single tree, in the middle of the field. Has observed instances where shelter

saved fail wheat, while all exposed near was killed.

Mr. John Williams has a row of spruce along the north of his buildings perhaps ten

rods long, planted about twenty years ago. They form an admirable wind-break for the

buildings.

• Mr. Hoover has forty rods of spruce, twelve years old, along the west side 6f his

orchard, about twenty feet high. They form a protection when the fruit is nearly ripe.

On the east side of the orchard there are woods which shelter it from the east wind. Five

or six feet from the spruce wind-break the grain does not do so well. They don't branch

out far enough yet to do great injury. He considered them especially beneficial to build-

ings and fruit trees, but not so much to crops.

Mr. T. Williams has a wind-break by about sixty rods long, consisting of spruce and

cedar about twenty feet high, which he considers worth a thousand dollars to his farm.

It runs along the north side of his orchard, and iuA'ariably protects the fruits, when in no
better orchards it is destro} ed. He considers spruce trees the best, and next to them,

cedar. He is preparing to plant spruce along the north and west of his farm. He will

have nothing but wire fences in crder to get on the land ten days earlier in spring. The
trees did not keep the land wet in spring because the snow was of even depth. He can

work the land on the north of his wind-break as early as anywhere, while on the south

it is always much earlier. His opinion is that the Government should provide trees free

to anyone that will plant them. Unlef-s trees are planted for shelter there will be no use

in sowing fall wheat,

Mr. Milne has ten acres of fall wheat on clay land, protected on the north by a bush

:

of fall wheat and maple ; about five or six acres near the bush is a good crop : in the rest

fully half is killed out. He attributes the difference entirely to the shelter of the trees.

Mr. B.0LPH has noticed the general benefit to fall wheat wherever it has been

sheltered on the north and west. In a field of his which has woods to the east he con-

siders that the shelter has in many cases been an injury. The field was drained, but the

woods kept the snow on so long that the wheat was weakened. In the case ot spring,

crops, the field near the wood.s- seemed always inclined to rust. Evergreens are the best

shade if raising fall wheat is the object, or for meadows.

Mr. Wood rents his farm, and considers that any investment in tree-planting would

return no profit unless leases were extended to a much larger period than at present. He-

prefers evergreens, when properly trimmed, to maples.

Mr. Oeorge Eobb has planted a row of spruce about twenty rods long on the north

and west of one set of buildings. Planted about twelve years, now average twenty feet

in height. He finds great benefit from the shelter from the orchard, especially from the

frost ; the bark does not split from the eff"ects of cold weather. Along the east side of

the farm there is old woods extending about eighty rods, also on the north about the same.

The east wind is kept off, but the east shelter is no great benefit. He believes that the

clearing has had the effect of injury to the land, nor have we now the same showers as

formerly. Evergreens, especially spruce, are preferable. He has planted 160 rods of

maples.

Mr. John Young, for the last two years, has sown ten acres of wheat unprotected by

trees, and had to plough it up in both cases. His land is all drained. He has noticed

that as a rule the fall wheat has been better when sheltered by woods.
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Mr. Robert Cunningham has three acres of woods forming a shelter on the north-

west. The field (14 acres) next to it had fall wheat on last year, and it was all ploughed

up except about two acres sheltered by the woods. He attributes the difl'erence entirely

to the shelter. The field sloped to the east ; it was so high that it did not require drain-

ing. Wind-breaks on the north are beneficial for the crops He intends planting all

along the road maples two rods apart. If planting on his own land, along the roads at

least, he prefers the white ash to evergreen, but for a wind-break the evergreens are the

l)est.

Mr. Smith has noticed the general benefit to fall wheat from shelter on the north and

west. He considers that lines of evergreens would take up too much land to be of any
material benefit to the crops, that is, if they are thick enough to become a wind-break.

Mr. Hogg considers that land gets dryer and poorer the longer it is cleared. This

is to be accounted for mainly by the removal of the woods. Norway spruce Avould give

the best shelter, and would grow best on his land, sandy loam. He does not think that

the trees would injure the roads.

Mr. Thos. Brown has seen fields of wheat totally destroyed where there was no
shelter, when in cases where there was wood the crop was saved. Where the land is

drained it will do better without shelter than land that is not. Wind-breaks will make
land comparatively valueless for grain as far on the north of them as the shadows are

cast at midday. Evergreens would do best, as the shelter is needed in the latter part

of April or the beginning of ^lay, often the most trying time to fall wheat.

Mr. JouN Trudgeon has ploughed up his wheat for the past two years: unsheltered

He believes that the land as it becomes more clear retains less moisture. Wind-breaks

along the road would do no injury, but he would plant them along the north and west to

be of benefit to crops.

Mr. Isaac Brummell^—This spring sheltered wheat is comparatively good : where it

is exposed it is killed. He has no winter wheat. He has seen in a cold spring that

spring grain sheltered does better. He has not planted trees as shelter, but considers

that he could select trees that, if planted along the north of his farm as wind-breaks,

would repay the cost of the ground taken up. He would prefer evergreens because they

afford a shelter at every season of the year.

Mr. William Lewis—An orchard stands in the north west corner of a field, and
every time he sows fall wheat in this field he is sure of a crop, and the wheat fai s in

other places. No difiejence in the draining or slope, though if anything, other places of

the farm have the ad^antage in the way of rolling land. For general benefit he is in

favour of tree planting. He believes that any loss of land that is taken up by a wind-

break would be made up by increase in the crop on the rest of the farm. He would
prefer to see them planted in a zig-zag manner. Evergreens are preferable.

Mr. Stoutexburgh says that he found the benefit of a bush one and a-half miles

long along the north of bis farm with a road between. He never had a failure on any
part of his farm in fall wheat while this remained. His wheat as a general thing is

damaged since this was cleared up. He has a bush on the south of him ; it is no advan-

tage, though not an injury. His land is pretty much drained. His orchard shelters his

crop to the extent of fifty rods in fall wheat ; other grain needs no shelter. Is strongly

in favour of soaie plan by which lines of trees might be planted out through the country.

Has 'seen the showers fall on the ridge.s and where the woods are. Nursery trees will

grow much quicker and surer than trees got in the woods. Pine ti-ees (half a dozen, fifty

feet high) on the north side shelter the wheat twenty rods in a streak. A wind-break

running east and west will be no injury whatever to the farm north of it.

Mr. Jennings has planted eighty rods of maples on the inside of the fence. He has

tried Manitoba maples, but they grow too much from the roots in the way of suckers.

Prefers tamarac, cedars and balsam mixed. Cedars twenty-five years planted have been
thinned off several times. They are large enough now for posts. Would plant rows of

trees mentioned above along the north line ; they would form a wind-break, but they
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would take some nourishment. The crops, however, that he has on the north of a line of

tamarac and cedars are as good as in other places. Trees should be selected that will

afterwards form fuel in case they ever blow down, or if they should die. Cedars will

^row on any kind of ground, high or low ; has never lost a cedar that was properly
planted. Any means by which trees might be furnished at less expense would be a great

benefit to the country. Nurser}^ trees are to be preferred to those taken from the woods.
The ground must be prepared for planting any kind of trees so that the roots will have a

chance to spread. Planted some hundreds of willows as a shelter for orchard and garden,

most of which he has since cut down ; found them a nnisance. The effect of the sun on
the south of the wind-break impoverishes the land more than the shelter on the north.

To form a wind-ljreak he would plant two rows of trees.

Mr. MiLLiKEN considers that what is needed is lines of trees across the country.
He has on his lawn some fine specimens of Norwaj- and native spruce. He has found
the shelter of woods is very valuable for fall wheat, and, in fact, beneficial to crops
generally Is planting a line of Norway spruce and cedar along the whole north of his

farm, having it in great part finished now. Planted at five feet from the fence, but
considers that he planted it too close, as the branches soon need more room. Has about
twice too many trees in it, which will give him every second tree to take up and replant.

Believes that if a number of farmers would plant rows, the benefit would be very great
Has a row of pine about thirty feet high. The benefit from these would extend nearly
across a square ten-acre field. Finds the second week in June a vexy good time to plant
evergreens. A young spruce brought by him from New Brunswick (native there) seems
of a better foliage than either the Norway or Canadian. Considers that shelter from the

south-west side is also often serviceable, especially in preserving apples from the strong
fall winds which are apt to blow them down.

Mr. Hood—Shelter is very necessary, not only to fall wheat but to spring crops.

Has grass, where sheltered by a line of trees, a foot higher than where it is not, and in a
field of about seventeen acres, largely in clover, and having the shelter of a wood on the
north and west, where the shelter exists the clover is very high and rich, while elsewhere
it is very pbov.

Mr. Reesor, Sen., states that shelter is always valuable to both spring and fall

crops. Where the shade of the trees extends there will be some diminution in the crop.-,

but nothing compared to the gain derived by the rest of the field. He and his fanily
have planted very largely, being convinced of the benefit of wind-breaks. Is of opinion
that th^! road.s are excellent places to plant on, as it shades the crop less, while the shade
does not to any great extent injure the roads. Pointed out a considerable length of road
so shaded which was but little if any injured, while, on the other hand, the shade was
very pleasant of a warm day. A field close by on the Eeesor property, sheltered on the
ea^t by forest and on the west by a row of young maples, has now one of the best fall

wheat crops in the township—a dense mass of wheat ears extending from fence to fence.

Mr. Colin Reesor—Shelter is almost indispensable in many seasons for fall wheat.
He had thirteen acres last year exposed on the north atid west, which was completely
killed out and had to be ploughed up, while a field near by, sheltered by woods on the

north and an orchard on the west, had one of the best crops in the township. Trees on
road do little or no harm to the road.

Mr. MiLRoy—The presence of trees as wind-breaks is of the greatest value to crops-

Instanced two cases in which the portion of a crop of fall wheat, sheltered by a bush on
the east, was saved, the i*est a failure.

Mr. Robert Reesor—Shelter is what is needed for crops in this township. The
Norway spruce is by far the best tree for wind-breaks. The shade necessarily Uhi'own on
the north is of no consequence compared to the benefit to the field.

Mr. Abraham Strickler—What injures the fall wheat principally of late is the
sharp freezing witids which sweep across in April where there are no woods left to shelter

the crops. Wherever shelter exists far crops can be looked for, where it does not, half

a crop. With reference t^ spring crops they are not benefited so much by shelter,
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except to protect them from spring frosts which often occur, and are greatly mitigated in

their effects by shelter. Wind-breaks also make a diSerence in the atmosphere of four

degrees. The l)est wind-break is cedar, which, if not the most ornamental, is the most
lasting.

Mr. Mustard—To ije of u^-e the wind-break should be of evergreen and several trees

in depth. Most damage is done in April, when warm weather occurs, and sharp frosty

winds following. The sudden change seems to weaken the wheat, which appears dead or

decayed. The only chance is the obtaining shelter by means of trees, which also would
prevent the snow blowing off the fields, and thus causing winter-killing.

Mr. Pike—The winter crops badly need shelter, the want of which has been
undoubtedly the cause of its failures of late. For wind-breaks, cedar and spruce aie

equally good.

Mr. Grove—Wherever fall wheat was not .sheltered by woods of late, a poor crop

was frequently the result. Believes also, from observation, that all bodies of trees draw
rain in summer and are valuable thence.

Notes from 8t. Vincent.

In St. Vincent, south of the great chain of northern lakes, the conditions are

different. Here, fall wheat was not mentioned as needing such shelter, or being so much

improved by it. In Markham, near Lake Ontario, freezing winds in March and April

were complained of as destroying the fall wheat—these winds, it will be noticed, passing

over vast stretches cf land, much of it still snow covered. In St. Vincent, on the con-

trary, the north and north-east breezes passing over the Georgian Bay, seemed to be

deprived of this destroying power, and though shelter is still to a certain extent valuable

for fall wheat, it does not appear so indispensable as on the Ontario shore. On the other

hand, in both townships, great benetit appears to be derived from the shelter of either

forests or lines of trees so far as grass is concerned. In St. Vincent and the bordering

township of Euphrasia, many fields were passed where the elms after clearing had sprung

up all along the fences, and now formed a natural wind-break thirty or more feet in height.

Where grass was grown so protected, without exception, it was good ; the protecting trees

generally doubling the grass crop. Throughout this northern township, the farmers

interrogated, comprising the great bulk of the community, stated that close to the shade

of wind-breaks or forests their crops were weakened, especially to the north of the lines

of trees. But without exception they admitted, what was evidently the fact that

their township was drying up by over-clearing, and a greater amount of tree-planting

would be beneficial. St. Vincent, it may be remarked, occupies in great part an elevated

situation on high mountain ranges and the loss of fertile soil through washing, owing to

the mistaken clearing of the summits of the hills, is often evident. Finally, what is the

sum of all the observations of both townships is this, that much encouragement', whether

in the shape of bonuses for trees planted, or in the shape of the gift of numbers of

young trees, of a class and quality Ijetter than the woods afford—must be given to induce

a sufficient rapidity and generality in planting trees in Ontario.

John B. Ferguson, 1st line—Fall wheat is much the better of shelter near; spring
wheat crops not so decidedly so. More trees would be beneficial in obtaining summer
rain ; showers follow the lake or wooden stretch of country along Beavef River. Since
forestry has been written up, quite an impetus has been given to tree-planting. Ev^r-
gret ns are hard to grow here ; maples ea.sy. Thinks of planting a good deal of ash
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Has some young ash trees from which every year falls much seed, producing so many
young trees that they are ploughed up by hundreds iu the fall. Cut one down lately and

found the timber excellent. Would have planted much before now, but the short season

has been too crowded with work.

Mr. Noble, 3rd line, has land sheltered, but cannot give its effect on fall wheat,

as it does not succeed in his neighbourhood. With spring crops is of opinion that

shelter gives the crop more lasting benefit from showers, as the ground does not dry

out so fast. Maples do not succeed here so well as alone.

Mr. White, 3rd line, has witnessed the effects of loss of forests in this region, in the

decided diminution of the number of showers in summer and lessened fertility of the land.

^Ir. TucKEK, 3rd line, has noticed scarcity of summer rain since the bush was cleared

up. Wind-breaks on the north and west are the things needed hf re—the force of the

wind being great. Has planted many evergreens, but a number of them failed. Has
succeeded well with maples, with care, but others, who were not careful, lost tvery tree.

We noticed that one of the best crops of spring wheat observed was growing here under

shelter of the bush. It had once, however, he said, rusted there.

Mr. WiiEATELY, 1st line, is much in favour of planting forest trees, but has been too

hurried to do as much as he would wish. Measures must be taken to form wind-breaks,

both on account of the force of the wind here and the inferior supply of summer rain,

consequent on loss of forest, or the country here will lose much of its fertility.

Mr. Hartman, 1st line, has taken particular notice of the effect of the shelter of bis

bush on the grass near it, and find it twice as good a crop, but a little coarser grass than

where unsheltered. The late writing up of forestry matters has had a good effect through

much of the country. Has planted a good deal himself, and has a beautiful wind-break

of the locust or Acacia twelve or fourteen feet high and 100 yards long, which he says

is of such benefit already as to show its value if extended. Is about to plant a belt of

ash and other trees, three rods wide, along most of the north of his farm. Will use

basswood, if possible, for the sake of the bees.

Mr. MacKay, 1st line—Grain grows much better on the south side of a line of trees
;

not so good on the north side ; finds grass grows well on either side ; would plant trees

on the north side of a farm ; would prefer evergreens on account of winter shelter. His

apples blow off badly ; intends planting trees all round his orchard.

Mr. Crookshank, 1st line—If trees shade the grain too much it wull not grow well

;

but would like to have a line of balsams along the north side of his farm.

Mr. McKittrTck, town line—Trees are a benefit to meadows,- especially when on

the north side. His peas were on the south side of a bush this year ; finds they were better

near the bush ; has wheat growing with a bush on the south side ; finds it very short for

about twenty feet from the fence. Thinks maple the best tree to plant.

Mr. ^^IcCauslin, 1st line—The ground dries up much faster now after rain. The

rain falls much heavier than it used to but not so frequently. Grass grows better where

it is sheltered
;
grain grows as well, does not think it fills quite so w^ell in the shade.

Intends planting trees all around his farm, wonld prefer evergreens ; thinks elms easier

to grow. His fruit is blown off badly since the wind gets such a sweep at it.

Mr. Christie, 3rd line, finds that the winds have now so much sweep that wind-

breaks are becoming absolutely necessary. He "proposes trying the poplar, either Lom-

bardy or silver, in a long line on two sides of his farm, with, if procurable, a line of

evergreens in front, which would fill up the gaps below. Thinks planting one of our

chief needs.

Mr. Richmond, 3rd line—Climate much altered since clearing the forests
;
new land

will not now yiftld the same crops ; the wind has a much greater sweep than formerly,

and would approve of wind-breaks on the side most exposed, but finds that where woods

are on the east side the crop is subject to rust.
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Mr. Foster, 3rd line, is much in favour of planting wind-breaks. Since the forest is

being cleared there is not at all the same amount of rain falling when needed in summer.
Wind-breaks would be valuable as shade for cattle.

Mr. Montgomery—The chief noticeable change in the climate is the blowing of the
snow in winter. The use of wire fences has not, he thinks, greatly helped this.

Mr. Latierney, 3rd line—Climate much drier in summer of late years. The planting
of trees is an excellent thing, but finds'it difficult to grow them on hard clay. Has tried

mixing building sand without effect.

Mr. Almax, 3rd line—Much difficulty in growing trees on the hard land. Has bush
on the west side

; but thinks the wheat near it is apt to rust. Is not certain of the
general benefit of wind-breaks to lields ; would approve of one near liis orchard,
but has not yet had time to start it.

Mr. Fergusox, 3rd line—Evergreens would be the best to plant for shelter, a.s it is

in the winter they are needed. Clearing makes the climate drier.

Mr. Jameson, 3rd line—Wind-breaks are the only method of replacing the shelter of

the woods, which are now fast blowing down here.

Mr. La.mu, 3rd line—Winds very heavy and sharp .since the woods are going; is in

favour of lines of trees along the borders of farms. •

Mr. Caunahan, 4th line, has some line, tall rows of elms and maples along the road
side ; being large and spreading, these weaken the crops of cereals under them, and perhaps
twelve feet beyond. They stand north and south. Has some rows of trees standing
east and west, which do not at all injure the crops close to them. His farm, he linds,

always possesses sufficient moisture in the land, with a fair season. Intends to grow grass

crops on that part of the land under and affected by the shade tree^, and considers the
shade will be very valuable for cattle.

Mr. Dougherty, 4th line—The planting of rows of trees is advisable as, if something
is not done, the present forests blowing down so fast here will in twenty years leave the
country quite bare. Finds the winds very severe on fruit trees especially. It is no use
trying to grow fruit without shelter here.

Mr. Eli'ord, 4th line, has some hue rows of elms, but too close to one another, and
has just cut one out in consequence. The near forest preserves moisture in adjacent
lands, but does not notice this effect from single rows of trees. Has a portion of land of
small value for crops which, if planted with trees and left for cattle, there being a spring

there, would be of great use. Many such exist in the country, which should be so treated

as the best hope of the farmer will, in future, be stock.

Mr. Charters, 4th line—A line of trees along the exposed east side of a farm would
greatly benefit as shelter. Close to the bush on the north, crops are not injured, close to

one on the south the shade injures. Mr. Charters has a long line of hedge bought as

buckthorn, which proved not to be genuine, and though pretty, is not very valuable.

He has, however, two trees of the genuine Canadian buckthorn, from the seed of

which he will raise many young plants. These trees are eight feet high, with plenty of

strong thorns. They will make an excellent hedge, and what is important, they will

thrive well in high land.

Mr. Clark, 4th line, is much in favour of tree preservation ; means to plant a hill-

side in front of his house with evergreens. Has a portion of pasture surrounded by bush
on three sides and a hill on the other, aiid finds that there they can pasture cattle in April,

the grass being a month in advance of that elsewhere. Two sides of this are not his bush,

but he means to plant evergreens along the edge now so as to be secure if his neighbours
should clear theirs up.

Mr. W. Whitelaw, 4th line—Shelter is needed on this line, the situation being high
and bleak. Some arrangement should be made with telegraph and telephone companies
to wire on one side of the roads, leaving the other side free to plant trees on so that they
ne^d not cut them in placing wires. The Township Council had adopted the tree planting
act, and this would give an impetus.
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Mr. Young, 4th line, linds— his land lying in a slope downwai'ds from the east to the

Lush—that crops close to the bush are softer. Shelter of some sort, however, will lie needed

as the woods go ; they are going fast now.

Mr. LoBLAW, -ith line—Crops close under the shelter of a bush to the west are soft

and slow to fill ; to the east not so. Planting the trees in wind-breaks thirty feet apart,

sutiioient sun would strike though to prevent any injury from shading. Fears evergreens

would not do on this elevated land, but maple, a*h and basswood would do well. Fall

wheat cannot be well grown here since the forests are largely cleared.

Mr. W. Young, 4th line, is much in favour of preserving a supply of wood, and is

growing ten acres of second growth with that view. If a farm were divided into ten acre

fields, and sixteen or eighteen trees left along one side of each, they would be no detriment,

but a benefit. The country is not nearly so healthy as when better forested ; if the present

woods go it will be much worse. Cattle on the roads will not prevent ash from growing.

Has a row of tine trees of that description ten years old.

Mr. Guy, 4th line, has preserved several fine rows of trees, besides a large portion

of forest, so that much of his farm is well sheltered. In consequence he has the finest

grass crop noticed, being much of it full four times as heavy as great part of that seen

elsewhere. His- other crops are also good. The cutting down of so much forest and

planting no trees is ruinous. Though a near bush or a near wind-break may hurt some

wheat under its shelter, yet that damage is many times overpaid by the benefits to the rest

of the farm. Is heartily with the tree planting movement.

Mr. John Parker, 4th line, finds as the bush goes the climate becomes much more

disagreeable, cold winds in the winter and spring being frequent and injurious. Lives in

a sheltered place and tinds a different climate in leaving the vicinity. Preserving bush or

planting shade trees is very valuable to the country.

Mr. Hunter, 4th line, finds since clearing is general, say twenty years, the summer

climate, so far as regards rainfall, is not nearly as favourable to farming—the rain being

now variable—sometimes very wet, sometimes the opposite ; also the wind is troublesome.

As for lines of trees he does not like them near a crop, but thinks that thirty feet apart

they might not injure : also does not like them near roads, which in this locality they keep

damp ; but believes that all through this country there are many portions of land Avhich,

if they had, after a crop or two had been taken ofi", been while yet fresh planted, or

allowed to grow up in good undergrowth, such as elm, ash or maple, would have been by

this time more valuable for their timber, than any crops they can now produce. These

would then have aided in improving the climate.

Mr. Thorntoj?; 4th line, has a line of elms twenty feet high, .west of his orchard,

which is of great benefit to it. preventing fruit from shaking off with the wind particularly.

It will be, he thinks, absolutely necessary to plant trees here. Maples and ash rather

than elms, as they stand straighter, while elms get a bend with the wind.

"""""Mr. Abercromby, 4th line, finds the climate changed for the worse by clearing. Finds

a bush to the west injures crops close to it. Considers it very important to have trees and

shade for cattle, if for no other purpose. Has a line of trees he would not lose for a

great deal.

Mr. Petit, 4th line—Would be glad to see each side of the road planted with trees.

It will not keep them damp if they are properly turnpiked, and would be of good to the

country. Summer rains much fewer since the country was cleared.

Mr. Kelly, 4th line, considers that those portions of a farm otherwise of little value

had better be planted, as undoubtedly we should provide for timber and shelter, but does

not like lines of trees, as they seem to weaken the crop by some feet each side.

Mr. Jerrod, town line, favours trees on roads, as if turnpiked they would be dry

enough. Finds a loss on crops close to them, except grass, which is benefited.

Mr. LoucK, 7th line, finds that the trees are valuable for grass, and would encourage

them on roads and dividing lines.
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Mr. BiRCHELL, 7th line—Though little fall wheat is grown here, Mr, Birchell, who
has a piece of land with a hill to the east, trees to the north and west, never fails of a
.<i;ood crop, and has an excellent one there now. Last year's gave forty bushels to the
acre. His orchard, which is sheltered by tall trees across the road, and well shaded bv
its own trees, has a very heavy crop of clover. Plum trees, he linds, do not do so well
when twenty feet from a line of poplars sixty feet high ; at thirty feet they do well.

Mr. Chappell, 7th line, is planting out long lines of maples. He does not, however
consider them necessary generally, as he fancies the young undergrowth sprincin*' up
along fences and elsewhere, if preserved, will be sufficient.

Messrs. Louck, 7th line—Trees by roads will do no harm to the roads if planted 30
feet apart. Evergreens would answer best for shelter, but little tried here yet. Ash.
maple and elm .grow well. There is an idea that elm trees draw the land, but from
experience they do not believe it.

Mr. Matthew?*, 7th line, is much in favour of planting trees along roadsides, as it

both aflbrds shelter in winter and shade in summer. Does not think it hurts the roads.
Thinks that along fences, close to crops, they draw the land, rendering it poor for a rod or
two in width.

Mr. Still, 7th line—Difference in climate perceivable is less showers in summer and
exposure to cutting winds in winter, since clearing is general. The effect of trees on an
adjacent crop is to weaken grain for a short piece ; on grass to benefit it. Trees bv roads
do not keep the roads from drying to amy injurious extent.

Mr. Cook, 7th line, finds showers less since clearing, and wind very piercinf'. Trees
by a grain crop weaken it under the trees, but is not able to say as to the general effect
on fields. Close to woods rust is likely. Much more tree planting should be done.

Mr. GooLD, 7th line, finds that close to forests or lines of trees there will be loss both
of grass and grain, more immediately under the shade than elsewhere. Where the trees
stand perpendicularly there is little loss. "Would not, however, do without trees, as probably
tliey have much to do with keeping moisture in the earth, and they certainly clieck winds.
Would plant lines on the south side of roads and on all inferior land on each farm. The
shade of the trees on the roads will do little harm, or none, compared with the benefit.
On the north they shade land to an injurious extent.

Mr. SiUNDEUS, 7th line, considers that while both woods and lines of trees weaken
crops under their shade, they yet benefit much uiore by their pre.sence. Would like to
see the inferior land of each farm in trees.

Mr. Ellis, 7th line, finds crops much poorer since the country is much cleared.
Believes lines of trees would help ; they weaken crops in their shade, but give a beneficial
moisture to the whole field.

Mr. McKay, 7th line, is much in favour of planting lines of trees ; crops poorer
since the country is cleared ; climate much changed ; less snow bv half ; springs not so
favourable to vegetation. Thinks woods on a farm, though injurious to crops directly
under their shade, very Ijeneficial to the farm generally. Approves most of maples or
evergreens.

Mr. Mackev, 7th line, considers it the greatest mistake to clear up so much of thi.s

country. Has been settled here fifty years, since Mackenzie's rebellion. Has noticed
often that when a stretch of country is cleared the country dries up, whereas the contrary
is necessary ; when the trees are gone rain is much more needed. Lines of trees should
be planted everywhere possible, and all the waste places left in wood. On his own farm
leaves one-fourth in woods and does not clear the swamp. The great need is to keep the
wind from drying out the land too fast, and trees are the ordy means of doing this.

!Mr. Bovce, gravel road, finds, since clearing, the wind dries the moisture from the
ground much quicker. Has woods to the south and west, grows all crops well ri"^ht up
to them, and particularly good grass—last year his timothy there being nearlv six feet
high.
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Mr. C. Levins, gravel road, fiuds the sweep of winds, since the forest is being

cleared, such that wind-breaks along the west would be of great benetit.

Mr. John Levins, gravel road, does not like lines of trees to the south, as they

weaken vegetation under their shade, but on the west would like them. A road through a

bush will be slow in drying on account of the trees each side, but second growth trees

along a road (of which Mr. Levins has some fine long, tall rows), will not keep it damp at

all, or have any injurious eti'ect.

Mr. Samuel Eagle, gravel road, finds the need of shelter very much in the matter

of orchards. The wind from the south-west blows hard fall and spring, when the ground
is soft, and shakes the roots in the ground till they are quite loose. Has tried stakes and
braces, but finds them ineffective and sometimes injurious unless carefully padded.

Found rows of trees along the road on the south side, thirty -five feet high, keeps the snow
level and the roads passable. Where there was no trees the road was blocked. Finds

balsams not reliable ; if they grow, they sometimes die in twelve years. With reference

to the better class of evergreens, such as Norway spruce, he thought farmers must be

assisted to purchase them or the movement would be very slow, as they come high.

Mr. Day, Bayview—Evergreens do not grow well on this high ground, maple, elm
and ash being better. While agreeing that shelter is valuable, yet has noticed that wind
is more likely to prevent the midge, which works in the shelter of fences and sometimes

• trees.

Mr. Baker, 12th line, gravel road, is of opinion that the most valuable thing con-

nected with lines of trees is that they give shade to cattle. Observes that there is no

shade so good as that of the butternut, which seems to have the property of keeping away
insects, so that the cattle beneath it are not so much annoyed with flies. Mr. Baker
observes that it is not so much what a beast eats which will benefit him, unless he also

gets some quiet, shady place to lie and digest it in. Is in favour of one line of trees

along the exposed part of his farm, also of much waste land being planted. States that

Xiiany farms along certain lines here are being wasted away every year, as the bush has

been cleared that should have held the rain, which now carries away all the good earth,

till many of them are abandoned.

Mr. Shunk, 12th line, considers there should be planted lines of trees along roads

here in all parts. Much more of it should be done. In trying the Norway spruce, has

planted lifty this spring about two feet high. These have been mulched with manure and
are doing well. Mr. Shunk says this is a great point ; he had a lot of trees in another

place, and they were at a standstill, neither grew nor stopped. He mulched them in this

tnanner and they took a start and went right ahead.

Mr. Burnett, 12tli line, finds the country much dried up since clearing. Had a

good spring on an elevated piece of land, which gave water perpetually while the land was
in bush, which is altogether dried up now it is cleared. Has some trees planted in the

same spot round his house, for which he would not take any money, as the grove gives

pleasant shelter. Thinks that some means, whether of planting the waste places on
farms, or along roads, must be adopted, or if drying up proceeds as it has, there will be

injury to all vegetatioiL

Mr. GiBBS, 12th line, considers the countiy is losing much by being denuded of trees.

Showed us a beautiful piece of woods of his own, situated on a sharply sloping ground,

which he is taking care of and means to keep. His neighbour has nearly cleared the same
slope on his side, which will be of little benefit for crops, while he loses his bush. Mr.
Gibbs considers the piece he has saved of great value to him as shelter, besides keeping a

Reserve of wood.

Mr. Snider, 12th line, believes lines of trees, especially along roads, do much good
and no appreciable harm. Is planting trees himself, as fast as possible, but seasons are

hurried and much cannot be done.

Mr. Watson, 12th line, finds the greatest change, owing to the clearing of the forest,

in the additional heat at night. Formerly a hot day brought a cool night, but lately the
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nights also are hot. Has planted a good many maples ; thinks much more should be done
in that way.

Mrs. Bowes, 11th line, linds the winds very much worse than formerly, and more
destructive to orchards, but notices little changes in rainfall. Next to lines of trees the

crops will be weaker for a rod. For wind-breaks, would plant along the roads. There is

no perceptible injury caused by damp there, especially as in this part of, the country

there is little teaming done in fall and spring, the season when the trees might cause the

roads "to retain moisture.

Mrs. ]5o\VEs, side road, finds the orchards in great need of wind-breaks ; fruit is blown
off in great quantities before ripening. When the first settlers cleared, if they had
planted trees for shelter it would have been extremely valuaV)le now, but they were too

busy. Indeed, they are yet.

Mr. Marshall, 11th line, would rather have encouragement given to plant waste
places on a farm, or on roads, than on any dividing line. A dividing line, of which his

neighbour is to the south and he to the north, weakens his crops for a rod.

Mr. BuRt'HELL, 11th line, finds crops weaker for a rod each side of lines of trees

between fields. Considers, however, that many farms are drying up and that the plant-

ing of trees is necessary. Would plant on roads and waste places of farms. Much dryer

summers and springs since clearing.

Mr. Brooks, 9th line, finds the climate totally changed by clearing, and the crops as

well. For instance, formerly a new fallow when cleared would give a very good crop
;

now not nearly so good a one, and full of thistles. Is not sure that lines of trees or

plantations would give the old moisture back ; finds that under a line of trees for twenty
feet there is a weaker crop ; but is still of opinion that there ought to be more trees

preserved and grown, as it would add to the general fertility.

Mr. Watte, 9th line, finds that since clearing the country is drying up, but can
suggest no means of remedy more feasible than lines of trees along roads. This is valu-

able and should be carefully attended to. Where he was brought up the same had occurred

;

and before he left there was neither the advantageous rainfall, or even the useful snow-
fall which had been common where woods were more general.

Mr. Long, 9th line, does not approve of trees on roads, as they keep them from
drying. As for them near crops, saw no benefit in them, as near a tree the crop was
poor. Had noticed no change in climate.

Mr. How, 9th line, finds that since the clearing up of the country, the rain, which
was formerly general, now travels in lines, giving rains of perhaps a mile or two in

breadth. So also with the wind ; it comes in violent and apparently narrow gales.

Consideio that the main chance of assisting matters by means of tree-planting is the

encouragement of lines of trees along roads, where they are of great value. Would plant

them to the west and south of all roads.

Mr. Brice, 9th line, always finds trees weaken the crop under or close to them, yet
thinks each farmer should maintain a grove. Trees are of great value to cattle.

Mr. Anxing, 9th line, does not like trees between fields, but considers that all roads

would be the better of trees on each side. If turnpiked the roads would not be injured,

Avhile the shade would be a great benefit. The country much dryer since clearing.

Mr. ^IcNaughton, 9th line, has planted largely along the road. Does not agree
with idea that proximity of woods hurts crops, for when woods were all around they had
far better crops. What troubles principally now is the number of insects which were
unknown formerly.

Mr. RoBSOX, 9th line, has been here fifty-one years ; finds a great change in climate.

Planting is valuable, but it is difficult to get those who have cleared the forest to

re-plant ; still, many lines are being planted. What ho would like to see would be lines

of evergreens planted along exposed sides of farms. Maples, elms and poplars grow and
look well, but against the cold winds of winter and spring are no protection. Evergreens
are the things needed.
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Mr. Ellis, Nurseryman, 7th line, is much pleased by the impetus given to planting

liv the governmental reports and newspaper statements. Finds many more orders this year

and last for evergreens than ever before. Has himself planted largely and finds the

benefit. Considers the tall Lombardy poplars good wind-breaks, their height and rapid

growth are both in their favour. Evergreens do well here. Came from Owen Sound in

July ; drew some black spruce out of a swamp in passing and covered the roots with

damp moss ; wetted them once or twice, planted them in twenty-four hours, and they all

grew well.

Mr, HoFLAND, 7th line, has a very tine orchard, which only needs shelter, which he

has partially given by poplars, and is planting many more. Planted lately 500 willows

for a neighbour who likes, them for shelter, but does not himself as they are apt to breed

caterpillars. This will be the finest place for fruit in the country if only .shelter by

planting be given.

Mr. Cox, 7th line—Here the mountain runs parallel with the lake, the water being

north, leaving a strip of country varying in width at the base. The chief wind being

south-west, Mr. Cox states that all is sheltered here ; all Canadian crops and fruit grow

well. We saw some tine trees heavily loaded with peaches, which mature well. Even a

north wind from the water causes no storm, being checked in its course by the hill. Mr.

Cox states that he and those on the level dwell in two climates ; but that in his

opinion, if they would plant rows of trees, they might be as sheltered as he.

Mr. Dice, 7th line, finds that just here, sheltered by hills and groves all round, is the

best fruit country in Canada. In addition to the shelter, the lake on the north and east

prevents spring frosts. There is no need at present to protect fruit trees here, so well

does the present natural protection assist.

Mr. Patterson, 9th line. This is elevated land, above Cape Rich. There is great

need of wind-breaks, the wind now blowing in a manner resembling streaks or lines across

country, and often with great fury. A fourth of the roof of his barn was carried off last

week. Crops can be grown close to woods on two sides without fear of rust or weakness.

Some portions of the land near here, an old resident remarks, was first settled,

though it is so near the rock in part and of such hard red clay in other parts, that a

number of the farms there had far better have been kept in forest. They have yielded

some good crops in their days ; but were not fit to last, and now are poor. If these,

another old settler remarks, could be now got into good timber, it would be a most

valuable work, and the best use they are fit for.

Mr. Emory, gravel road, has long lines of tall stout Lombardy poplars on the road

line, and rows oi balsams protecting the sides. He finds these of great value. From the

success of the experiment it is evident that along roads these would make a most valuable

wind-break. They are only eighteen years old, and are sixty feet high and over eighteen

inches through. They give no annoyance by suckers whatever. They are on the north

side of the road.

CHAPTER III.

THE LUMBER REGIONS.

In all plans for improving our methods of forest management, which are frequently

proposed, such as starting schools of forestry, introducing the scientific methods of Europe,

and so on, one point has to be considered, that is, the systems of forestry in the Old and

New World are totally distinct. In Europe, generally, lumber is felled or marked to be

felled by the forest owners; the lumber merchant buys what is pointed out for sale.
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Here, he purchases from the government of a state or province the right to take such

trees as suit his purpose. There, it is generally the case that the peasant will clear the

refuse for fuel, if not, it is used in manufactures, or cared for that it shall be no source

of danger. Here, it is left to lie as chance throws it. This is and has been ever the

case in all North America, as far as I have known or learned. The consequence has been

the destruction of many line pine forests in the United States, for fire follows the lumber-

man, who is forced by this method to still further wastefulness, for he cuts many

young trees which would otherwise grow to large ones lest the fire take them oft" his

hands. In Europe the forests, many of them, have been planted for the purpose, the trees

stand as regularly as vegetables in a garden, and are sown, reared, and cut at stated

intervals.

Immense damage has been done in Ontario, as elsewhere, by our American system

but in this Province of late years, measures have been taken to check it. A stringent

Fire Act has been passed, demanding great care in the use of tire for camping and clear-

ing purposes, and for the last two years a number of rangers, half paid by the govern-

ment, half by the lumbermen, have traversed the country during the summer months to

enforce it. They are employed on the application of lumbermen, who then become

responsible for their share of the expense. These eftbrts, as will be seen by several com,

niunications following, are well spoken of. The plan is as yet not fully in operation,

many lumbermen not having as yet applied for men, nevertheless, its success seems to

have been considerable, for even through this last dry summer no fires at all so destructive

as in former years have been reported.

Ontario has taken the lead in this matter. I do not know in America of such

another Fire Act, nor of any body of rangers appointed to enforce one. Both have been

favourably commented on in the Washington forestry reports, and their imitation pressed

on the various state governments.

Though these steps will save much timber and far overpay their cost, yet we cannot

say they will eftectually preserve our forests. Time must tell. The next, if any further

step be taken, must be the compulsory destruction of the refuse by the lumbermen. This

is a matter for careful experiment, our climate being quite different from that of Europe,

and even from that of Maine and Massachusetts. For these reasons I have recommended

that this be tried on a Government reservation, where its possibility and cost can both

be ascertained.

The next and final step, namely, the management, replanting, and care of Ontario

forests on the European system, resolves itself into a question of expense. Sucli a vast

reform—a reform unprecedented in America, could not be expected without the sacrifice

of a very considerable portion of yearly revenue, fully, I should say, one-half of what we

now draw from the forests. If the people of Ontario are willing to incur this, there is

no reason why the object should not be attained. There are many reasons, climatic, as

far as the present generation is concerned, economic, as regards their successors, to be

urged in favour of such a course.

In this chapter will be sketched the condition and method adopted for dealing with

the lumber regions of Ontario, showing which may be called the American, as diti'ering

from the European manner of lumbering and managing the territory where the merchant-

able timber is found.
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These lands formerly included the whole Province, but the timber near the frontier-

being naturally the tirst exhausted, it may be said that in the Ontario peninsula west of
( 'ollingwood and Toronto, there is little left, and that in private hands. East of this

line the lumber regions extend as far as Ottawa ; and, passing up the Ottawa, west-

ward, they extend along the north shore of Lake Huron (where are dense pine forests) to

the Bruce Mines and Rainy lliver neighborhood, at the extreme west of the Province,

where is still found much valuable timber. In fact, north of Lake Huron, there is very

much which has never been lumbered over, though a great deal of this is overrun by
fire.

The method of working these is by holding periodical sales of lumber districts, at

which the higliest bidder obtain the right to cut timber on certain portions, ciiUed limits,

for a term which is renewable at the pleasure of the Government yearly, and practically

is always renewed. On the timber cut the Government afterwards levy dues each year,

in proportion to the amount cut. This, it will be seen, often gives the settler, if the land

has been taken up for settlement, a joint interest in the lot with the lumberman, whose
interest only extends to the timber.

The lumberman camps on the limit (if a large firm, he will have many camps, and
central farms and depots). He cuts such of the trees as he chooses, takes what portion

of the trunk suits him, cuts it into logs, leaves the tops, and branches lying in the woods,

and draws the logs on sledges to the nearest water, down which they are floated to the

mills, if for boards ; or if square timber, continue in raft to their chosen sea-port, generally

Quebec. What is sent to the mills is generally for Canada or the States, the square tim-

ber is for Europe.

What has been commonly the method practised Vjy lumbermen .is to cut, as soon as

possible, the merchantable timber from all portions of their limit which are nearest to

settlement, or, in other words, in most danger from lire. They will often do this as far

as they intend, in two or three cuttings, in successive years. They will then sell the

right to cut to a smaller firm or jobber, who will glean what they have left. What poi--

tions they have in dense green forest, more distant from settlement, they leave till the

last, or cut over it at long intervals. I was shown some which had been gone over but

three times in twenty years.

I have procured during the last year, opinions from a great number of gentlemen,

long resident in these districts and intimately acquainted with the lumber trafiic, as to-

the present position of afliairs. From various portions of the country the opinion was
expressed that in fourteen or fifteen years the merchantable pine would be gone, in

other parts, where forests had been, for various reasons, not so accessible, many years'

cut still remained. But the same pi-inciple governed all, of which I am about to speak.

When a forest Ss lumbered over on the above plan, vast amounts of resinous tops,

branches, and portions of trunks, as well as many young trees cut down to clear the way, ai-e

left lying in the forest. Then, the continual passage of campers, hunters, fishermen and
lumbermen, causes the lighting of many fires ; and in a dry season, these are likely to set

fire to the refuse above-mentioned. This being highly inflammable, spreads the fire

through the forest, and wide-spread conflagrations are often the result. This pine refuse

is the great block in the way of good management of our pine forests, and many plans

have been proposed for using or getting rid of it. Among the former it has been proposed

to make wood oil from it, as is done in Sweden, and wood wool, as made there and in

other parts of Europe ; also, to use them for cattle-bedding. But there are reasons

against these being the true definitions sought after.

In the first place, the cause of the use of forest refuse in Europe is simple and plain.

The user cannot get the forest to use ; that is in the hands of some great proprietor who
will not have it cut down. Next, labor is cheap and plenty, and the refuse can be

gathered without gi-eat cost, or, it may be, in some places at no cost, by allowing the

peasants a share for firewood of what they collect. In Canada, were an oil factory or

wood fibre factory started, its proprietors would probably find it much cheaper to buy
four or five hundred acres with the forest but little touched, and to manufacture them,

than they would, at our prices for labour and transnort, be able to search over a larg&

extent of forest for refuse.
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It would, there is no doubt, be well that these experiments were tried here, since

new industries which consume previously worthless products are always valuable. ]3ut

as to the point in question, they could not solve it. Say the oil produced (it is a product

not nearly as well known to the world as is the fibre) competed with our own petroleum

to the extent of one-half, would the cost of half our petroleum collect and manufacture

our lumber refuse 1 But a small part of it. Add what the wood fibre might give.

Mattress and cushion filling would be its principal use, and for these purposes we now
import the southern moss, which serves for the chief part of such work. Of this Canada
imports about 200 tons. The wood fibre would scarcely displace more in these days of

spring beds. That would take but little of our timber. I have seen as much burnt in

one logging field.

The proposal to use pine refuse as litter for animals has been frequently made, but,

in the first place, it could not be transported with sufficient cheapness to compete with

straw, except, as in the case with our planing mills, in the cities where it is a waste

product. In the next, it would not be well to use it largely for that purpose, as the pine

refuse injures land, and therefore renders the manure on many soils inferior or worthless.

The state of affairs spoken of above is now, as stated, much changed for the better

by the action of the Government, which, in combination with the lumbermen, have for

the past two summers had a large number of fire rangers engaged in enforcing the Fire

Act, long a dead letter, which demands extreme carefulness in setting out and extinguishing

fires. I find from the above mentioned correspondence that this has, in many parts of

the lumbering districts, had an excellent effect, as the following passages from letters

received show.

One from Rainy Eiver says :
" Forest fires caused considerable damage some years

ago, along the line of the Canadian Pcicitic Railway, but since the Ontario Government
has put the Fire Act of 1878 in force there has not been much damage done."

One from Renfrew says : "Some fifteen or twenty years ago there were several

miles in extent of valuable pine country almost totally destroyed by tire, which, if still

intact it would be hard to estimate the value of ; but since the Fire Act has been enforced

and the assistance given by the limit holders, Ave had not many bad fires, and do not

anticipate any serious losses from that source in future."

One from Addington says : "Regarding the question of forest fires, the lumbermen
in this locality have nearly all taken advantage of the Order in Council appointing fire

rangers : the system has given entire satisfaction, and the lumbermen are much pleased

with the results. In many cases the rangers have prevented fires from spreading in the

woods ; and the fact of those men being employed has had a salutary effect upon settlers,

hunters and other.s."

One from the County of Simcoe says :
" The only lumbermen who have taken

advantage of the Fire Act near here, by having fire rangers appointed, are the Longford

Lumber Company, who, after two years' experience, express themselves as well pleased

with the results. I am in hopes that other lumbermen will avail themselves of the very

kind offer of the Government, and ask for the appointment of fire rangers, as I am quite

satisfied it is a move in the right direction to pi-event a great deal of damage by fire."

Another, speaking more particularly concerning tlie Lake Huron region, says :
" I am

informed that the lumbermen in this section mean to avail themselves this season of the

privilege they have in appointing men to guard against fire. I know that fires are

causing great destruction every season on the north shore of Lake Huron, where I have
been more or less the last five summers, and each summer I can see the destruction that

has been made. It would take up more of your time than you could well spare for me
to give you the various causes and the remedies, but unless there is something done, the

Province will lose a vast amount of revenue. There are miles upon miles of young and
thrifty pine timber destroyed every season that could be protected by having a good man
that knew the country thoroughly, and. let him have a few Indians and kee]) a vigilant

look-out, there could be a great amount of valuable pine saved each year."

( >ne from Peterboro' says : "Allow me to state that bush fires have not done much
damage in this locality for the last year or two. The fire rangers visited this locality last
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season, and I have no doubt that such oiRcers do a great deal to prevent fires l)eing set

out. I would quite approve of such officers."

A letter from Peterboro', speaking of the difficult nature of the job, says :
" I do not

know any calling at present that would so soon make an old man of a young one as forest

ranging
;
going alone and unaided, with only a small pack of provisions, for days in the

forest, stopping wherever overtaken by night, exposed to all storms." He mentions that

they are not always successful, as, " granted the ranger was on the ground half an houi"

after a fire breaks out, 1 do not think one man could accomplish anything towards putting

it out, as the I'efuse through a chopping is so inflammable in a dry season. I think, though,
that the fact of a Government official being in a timber locality has the effect with the

people of making them more guarded and careful, during his stay anyway ; at the same
time, should a man, for some old grudge, make up his mind to burn a limit, forty-five

rangers could neither stop nor detect him."

Note.—The statement by the writer that " if he were on the ground half an hour
after," etc., does not give the full idea. I have repeatedly found fires burning a month
after the campers had left, generally in maple logs or old roots. With a strong wind
these may " break out " and set the forest on fire ; but the ranger, guided by the smoke,
can often see these and extinguish them before they spread, and can also institute

enquiries as to who left the fire (an illegal act), and institute a prosecution. The knowl-

edge that this is possible, as the above writer correctly remarks, tends to make people

much more careful.

A letter from Peterborough makes the suggestive statement that "All the lumbermen
have not availed themselves of the provisions of the Act ; some of them have, and as far

as I can learn, the results have been different, according as the parties were good men for

the position or not."

Some good suggestions are made in the following letter from the Parry Sound district

:

"A great cause of the fire following the lumbermen's footsteps is from fire started by
parties holding bad feelings against lumbermen or their agents for wrongs—real or

imaginary. Where a trifling matter of frivolous nature arises between the lumberman
and the settler, the wealthy and powerful one is apt to crush the poorer and weaker, aiid

subsequent fires follow, destroying thousands of dollars' worth of valuable timber for a
paltry misunderstanding regarding a few cents in the beginning. I think that the

Amended Act of 1880, the settler holding a third interest in the timber after the

patent is issued, will have some effect in keeping the tires from fallows more confined

within the radius under clearing. I think that if Government would reduce the timber

dues on dead or burnt pine, lumbermen could afford to cut a great deal of the dead pine

to advantage before it became wormy and dosy. Say, if the dues were reduced to fifteen

to twenty-ftVe cents per thousand b.m. I don't mean to say that the dues should be

reduced on the pine burnt that season : that might lead to fires being started purposely

to get the advantage of the reduced dues. But whenever there is a bruU or a dead

pinery, such timber should be cut and the dues reduced from the ordinary dues collected

on green pine."

Some letters received mention that the lumbermen in their districts have not j'et

secured the services of fire rangers, as offered by Government, but that they are expected

to do so. A frequent cause of forest fires which should be especially guarded against is

mentioned in a letter from Peterboro', concerning people who cut marsh hay. " I do not

think the settlers are the cause of many of the bush fires that destroy so much of our

valuable forests ; in fact they are interested in fires not spi'eading, as they are in great

danger of being burnt out themselves. The fires that have done most damage in this

section are not from settlers clearing, but fires fi'om camping parties and people who cut

marsh hay. When everything becomes dry in summer they will set fire to the old grass

in these marshes to clean the bottom and produce a better crop. These marshes being

largely in the pine forest, the fire gets out into a large tract of timbered land, destroying

wealth untold. I know whereof I speak in this matter. During my seventeen years'

residence in this section I have frequently seen, at a great distance, large volumes of

black smoke rise up. At once I have enquired where the large fire was, and invariably

the answer was, ' 0, it is in such a marsh ; there is a lot of hay that was not cut last year
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and some one is Ijurning it.' It is true the marsh burns over, and so does the pine adjoininfj.

The settlers get the blame, although in most cases there is not one \Wthin miles of where
the fire started."

A suggestive statement comes from Pembroke :
" Most of the pine forests of the

Ottawa county would not be reproductive, as the pine there growing has come to maturity

and is gradually decaying, to be replaced by other kinds of wood. Where the original

trees were killed by tire, some twenty years pust, the young pine is just commencing to

appear, seeming to take that time to allow the nursery trees to grow and shelter them."

XoTE—^These nursery trees mean generally small poplar. Underneath is a covering

of weeds, which gives infant pines the shelter they need. If this be found general (and

it might be assisted by sowing) there is hope of future forests. The statement of the pine

coming to maturity means where pine forests are tall, dense, and all large trees. Small

trees have little chance there ; but where light is afforded by an opening, the young trees

spring up. For instance, a letter, ahso from Pembroke, says :

' Small pine, when thinned

out by lumber operators, will grow quicker ; the Ijig pine being cut and taken away leaves

more earth round the roots of the young pines to feed upon. It must be like all roots,

the more you thin out vegetables the larger and faster they grow—the ones that are left."

The question having been asked whether persons found it possible to obtain land

ostensibly for settlement, but really to take pine, bark, etc., for sale, and abandon the lots.

About thirty answers state it impracticable, in their localities, to any extent, owing to the

action of the regulations; but letters from Victoria, Renfrew, Hastings, Peterboro',

Parry Sound, ^luskoka and Algoma, state that it is yet to some extent carried on—some-

times for bark, sometimes for pine—the settler being allowed to sell what he cuts down
in the course of clearing. Underbrushing has been interpreted to be the course of

clearing, as it no doubt is, but the idea given is that the parties never intend to complete

it, but leave when the pine is sold. For instance, a statement from Victoria is, " There

are but few lots in this district bought from the Government ostensibly for settlement

;

but of those located under the Free Grant Act, I am sorry to say, that notwithstanding

the fact that the locatee is required to take an oath that he intends the lot for the purpose

of actual .settlement and cultivation, too many of them have no re;il intention of settling

upon them, but simply to cut and sell all the saleable timber, and the result is the forests

are being destroyed by being cut and hacked through, and tops of trees left scattered

round to be burned up, and the remaining standing timber killed by bush tires, the real

settlement of the country being thereby greatly retarded."

Another letter says :
" This is carried on in this district extensively, especially on

Mississawga River and St. Joseph's Island. It is not too late yet to appoint a man to

attend to this.'

One from Peterboro' says :
" In the great majority of cases I have met the ' settler,'

or*' lumberman,' as he might more aptly be called, does not want a lot unless fairly well

timbered, they claiming it is impossible for a poor man to go on a wild lot and live for

the first few years, unless having the forest product to help them : and, in a great many
cases, the lots are afterwards abandoned ; and the bulk of them, in any case, are unfit to

produce food for a man and family, consisting largely, so far as I have seen, of red

granite
'

As to the remedy for this, a letter from Renfrew giving an opinion in which several

coincide, says :
" My idea is, to prevent this, no lot of land should be sold before an actual

inspection of the lot and the standing timber is made by the government forest ranger,

and reported ; also, he should report on the soil and its titne.ss for farming purposes ; and
I further think, for a great many reasons, the supervising wood ranger should be the

land agent as well."

The situation throughout the lumber districts may be stated in this manner, so far

as the method of cutting pre%'iously spoken of is concerned—that is, cutting all merchant-

able timber in exposed localities lefet tire run through it. The fire rangers have been out

but two seasons, and not in all localities, for a considerable number of lumbermen have

not yet availed themselves of the offer of Government to pay half the cost, if the lumber-

men apply for men. The lumbermen therefore, generally, are not in a position to judge
whether their claims be now sufficiently secure to warrant them in leaving the small and
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medium trees to grow to large timber. As soon as this is the case they will undoubtedly
do it, for there is little profit in the small trees. But there is no doubt, even with the

men now out, much good has been done, and the forests are immensely more secure.

As soon as the rest of the lumbermen adopt the plan, which will be, I should judge, almost
immediately, so ardently did many of them express themselves in its favour to myself, it

is highly probable that an entirely different state of affairs will be inaugurated in our

forests.

Without some security against fire, the lumberman has no inducement to preserve

the forest. In good forest economy, he should leave his medium sized pines till they grow
to be large, and then cut them. But if he did, in the intervening years, they were very
liable to be swept off by fire, set by careless settlers, hunters, or by even his own men.
There were—and are, it is feared—men even unprincipled enough to fire valuable pineries

that they might get a little work in saving what pine could be secured from the wreck
before the borers got it. All around him a lumberman's limits were insecure—what was
a forest to-day might be a hruU in a fortnight. It was no wo)ider he too often took what
he could, irrespective of growth. But, with a sufficient number of caretakers during the
" fire months," the cost of which is trifling, compared with the property saved, a different

state of things will arise. The lumberman will be careful both to leave uncut what will

pay him better in future years, and will endeavor so to use what refuse is useable or sale-

able, so that it shall not constitute a source of danger. Many expedients hitherto

impossible will then be tried. There is much to be done, but in the appointment of fire

rangers a great step in advance has been taken, and an important experiment attempted.

As is very correctly stated in a quoted letter, the knowledge that such officials are on
the ground will do much.

In forest as in ordinary police matters, it is not because the individual inclined to

ort'end has himself been previously punished for offending, and therefore abstains from
repeating the offence, that property remains tolerably secure. It is that some
individuals are known to have been punished, and that the officers are known to be on
the watch to detect others. It is not too much to say that in past years the Fire Act
has been a dead letter. Lumbermen, settlers, hunters, fishers, set fires as they pleased

and extinguished them if they chose, which last was seldom the case. The i'esultant

damage was, as might be expected, immense. Fires smouldered in logs till drouth and
high winds excited them to action, and there was no one to stay their ravages except the
immediately interested lumbermen, who thus were always interested in " cutting clean

"

and leaving nothing, in which case the fire, when it followed, although it destroyed many
thousand fine saplings, the hope of future forests, yet did not injure themselves, they
having taken all which was saleable before. But now what may be expected is as

follows :

—

^

"Word will, after a few convictions and punishments, go through all these districts,

indeed through some it has already gone. The fisher, the hunter, the geologist (sometimes
the worst of all, as our quoted extracts show) will be warned at the taverns where they
stop. " You must mind your fires ; so-and-so left theirs, and were tracked, summoned
and fined." For fire is a thing which leaves its plain tracas, and if the rangers follow out
the instructions carefully, affords every opportunity of proving the effects of their care-

lessness against those who misuse it. The effect will be that those who set fires at their

camps will extinguish them (they are always near water), and that those settlers who
burn fallows will notify their neighbors before doing so, and will take far greater pains to

prevent the spread of the flames into the forest beyond their clearing.

A suggestion is made in a letter from Xipissing concerning the danger of pine

rubbish left in the bush. He thinks that much of the evil is owing to part of the top of

the tree containing one, or sometimes more, knotty but still merchantable logs, being left

lying, the lower part of the tree being taken. He proposes that all logs so found should

be charged dues, and says : "If lumbermen knew they were to pay a duty on that

left, which competent men could easily prove and could not be gainsaid, there would be

removed the very thing which causes bush fires ; the top logs being resinous or pitch, and
which would be considered valuable timber on the second or third cut, but it is useless
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then as the •worm has got into it. Perhaps the lumbermen may say they could not afford

to pile the brush tops ; I say it will pay them."

A statement- from Brudenell says :
— " I think a very good way would be to have the

whole tree taken out butt and top, and leave none to waste in the woods ; in this way
much valuable timber would be saved to the country every year, and by cutting only the

largest trees and leaving the smallest ones to grow for whatever number of years would
be deemed advisable, I think lumbering could be prolonged to an indefinite period ; but
on the outlying portions of timber berths and adjoining the settled parts of the country

where there are patches of farming lands, it is hard to prevent squatters from going in on
them, a' d would say that whatev( r pine may be in such places might rs well be cut.

Immigrants are coming in e\ery year and want land."

A correspondent remarks that, on the north shore of Lake Huron, there ar<^ large

groves of young, thrifty pine which need protection fr^m tires.

A gentleman writing from the Parry Sound District states :
—" There are thousands

of acres of woodlands in these districts not suited eith';r for grazing or farming which
would be better left in the wild state of nature, than to be opened up for for locatees who
couie in and locate on such lands and start to sla-h and burn what they think a farm, and
subsequently learn by bitter experience that they have been toiling through ignorance,

trying to make arable land out of barren rocks: finally, in disgust, they pull up stakps,

and leave acres of burnt rocks and dead timber behind them. If sucli secti(ms of country

were examined and exempted from location the danger of fire would be lessened, and the

vi-gin fo»est would be left in its natural state."

An opinion from Xipissing was to the effect that :
—" I think it would be advis<ble

to put a price on land in townships where the pine is in large quantities, I think it would
have the elfect of stopping squatters from going in and settling in such townships until

such time as the pine had been pretty well cut off."

As has before l>een noticed. Ontario is now trying throughout her lumber territories

the experiment of stationing during the dry summer months a large number of fire i-angers

to enforce the Fire Act passed some years ago. This step was advised by many people

throughout the Province long acquainted with lumbering operations, and its results are

now being ob erved. There is no doubt whatever that this will save annually a large

amount of valuable timber, and prevent many tires. The question now to be anxiously

considered is. whether it will prevent them to such an extent as to give practical security

to the lumberman in leaving the smaller pines to grow to a large size. It has lieen the

piactice hitherto in all outlying forests or thos^ considered in danger of tire, to cit every

tree from which a tolerable log could be taken, as there was very little likelihood that, if

span^d, the fire, which frequently followed the lumberman's operations in consequence of

the (juantity of refuse he leaves on the ground, would allow it to grow. It is to be hoped
that the appointment of tire rangers will effect a to'tal change in this.

This experiment is, as before remarked, in America, unique. The habit of the

North American lumberman has ever been to cut the trees, leave the refuse, and risk the

fiire. Under this system, we may say, the northern States of the American Union have
practically destroyed their pine forests. Having been in communication lately with

otilcials of most of the States on the subject, I have not been informed of a single state

maintaining any fire rangers whatever ; I have therefore great hopes from this experi-

ment here. Without it the chances were that in from twelve to twenty years many of

our present limits would be valueless for pine : with its aid the pine will last much longer

than otherwise.
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CHAPTER IV.

FOREST MANAGEMENT IX INDIA.

It is most important, in view of the fact that India is now making great advances iiT

agriculture, and more especially in wheat growing, to notice that this capacity did not become

apparent until after she had been for twenty-three years—ever since 1864—spending

yearly vast sums of money in protecting her forests, and planting new ones with a view

to climatic improvement. I give below a summary of the steps she has taken during late

years, in this direction, compiled largely from the excellent treatise by J. Brown, Esq..

LL.D., in the Forester. If Canada would follow the example of spending money in this

manner, her sons, instead of seeking Manitoban wheat fields, might revive the almost

forgotten glories of Canadian harvests.

By the way of illustration, I may mention two provinces, Assam and Burmah. The

total area of Assam is 45,302 square miles. Of this area, a small portion only (6, 750'

square miles) is under cultivation. About 8,000 square miles are Government forestsj

but there is besides a very large extent of private forest. Thus, in the Goalpara district

there are about 520 square miles of forest, the property of Zemindars, (large native laud-

holders), while in the chief tea-producing districts of Cachar, Sibsagar and Lakhimpur,.

there are about 550 square miles of forest land in the hands of (principally) European
tea-planters. For the other districts, no definite data regarding the area of private forests

are available, and there are in addition to the forest, vast areas of grass land and waste,

both private and the property of the Government. • Of the forests in Assam at the

disposal of the Government, the area actually demarcated and set apart as reserved forest,,

to be permanently maintained as such, is only 2,015 square miles. As far as plans have

been formed, it is intended to increase the area of reserved forest to 3,000 square miles.

The total area of the province of British Burmah is 87,220 square miles, and of this

area only 5,334 square miles are cultivated, the rest being forest and grass land, nearly

the whole of which is at the disposal of the Government. According to present proposals,

about 3,500 square miles will be demarcated and set apart as reserved forest, and of this-

the demarcation of 1,G^0 square miles has already been completed.

In the provinces under the Goverliment of India, not including Mysore, ^\ hich is now
under its own native government, the area of reserved forests which have been demarcated

and set apart to be permanently maintained as forest, aggregated 14,890 square miles on

the 1st April, 1880. Outside these reserved forests, a certain control is exercised over a

portion of the remaining forest area in these provinces ; but the forest domains of the

State, which it is intended permanently to maintain as forest, have the area which is

stated above.

In the Bombay Presidency the area of resei'ved forests aggregated on the same day,

9,670 square miles. But here, as in the provinces under the Government of India, the

work of demarcation has not been completed, and is still in full progress.

In the Madras Presidency the process of setting apart and demarcating the Govern-

ment forests intended to be permanently maintained, has made less progress than in any

of the other provinces. There are upwards of 10,000 acres of forest plantation (twenty-

five square miles), and about 279 square miles of reserves under control of the Government,

selected and demarcated in the vicinity of the lines of railway, chiefly for the purpose of

furnishing a permanent supply of locomotive fuel.

In the provinces under the Governmentof India, the area under regular plantations aggre-

gated 32,461 acres ; but in addition to this, sowing and planting and other cultural operations

are undertaken annually on large extents of forest, chiefly with the object of promoting
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the growth of the more valuable species. In the Madras Presidency, as already mentioned,

the area planted aggregates 16,000 acres, and this includes the well-known teak planta-

tions of the Nilanibur in the Malabar district, which cover an area of 3,o00 acres, the

oldest portions of which were planted in 1842, and are therefore now forty years old.

In the Bombay Presidency there are no very extensive plantations, but much has

been done to facilitate the regeneration of forest, particularly on the dry hills of the

Deccan, by stiict protection and broadcast sowing. Similar measures hav-e been taken

with great success o\ er large areas, aggregating 68,000 acres, in the babul forest of Sind,

near the banks of the Indus.

The principal kinds of trees planted are chiefly those which have already been

enumerated as those which are the most important.

In the hills of the North-west Himalaya, the deodar is the chief tree planted. In

the plains of the Punjab, where wood is scarce, extensive plantations have been made of

sissu. Thus, in the vicinity of Lahore, on the low, moist ground near the Pvavi river, and

at Changa Manga, on the high ground, with the aid of irrigation, extensive sissu forests,

aggregating l-t.OOO acres, have been raised artificially, within the last twelve years, the older

trees in which are now nearly thirty feet high. The wood produced in these plantations

is sold as tire-wood, partly for locomotive fuel, partly for consumption at Lahore.

Teak is planted on a large scale in Burmah, and here a plan has been followed with

great success, known under the name of toungya teak plantations. The Karens and other

tribes which inhabit the hills of Burmah, practise a shifting kind of cultivation, by cutting

and burning the forests, and raising one or two crops in the ashes.

On the clearances thus made, and together with the rice, which is the chief crop

raised by these people, the teak seed is sown, and the result is a complete crop of that

valuable tree, provided the bamboos, the coppice shoots of other trees, grasses and

herbs are completely cleared ; for this is the great difficulty in all planting and sowing

operations in the moister and tropical parts of India, that the growth of bamboos and

other trees is so luxuriant that the teak or other kinds planted gets choked. On the

system of these toungya plantations, a total area of 2,515 acres had been planted up to

the 1st April, 1880, at a cost, on an average, of 9-14 rupees, or about 16 shillings per

acre ; and the plantations on this system are now being extended annually on a large scale

in the forests of British Burmah.
The excellent Xilambur teak plantations have already been mentioned. There are

teak plantations on a smaller scale in North Kanara, on the banks of the Kalinardi, and

in many other places within the range of that tree. And as an experiment, the tree has

been planted outside the limits of its natural distribution, in Assam and in the Chittagong

district of Bengal.

Sal produces so freely, naturally, that plantations of this tree are not, as a rule,

required. By way of experiment, plantations have, however, been established, in order to

stock open, grassy plains ; and the l)est method has been found to put out plants from

the forests. A pecularity of the sal seed is that it germinates immediately after ripening,

and that it loses its power of germinating very quickly. Hence, it is neither possible to

keep the seed for any length of time, nor to send it any distance.

Extensive plantations of india-rubber have been made at Assam. In its natural state

this tree generally germinates on the branches of old trees. At first these seedlings make
very slow progress, but they commence togrow more rapidly as soon as some of the ;orial roots-

thrown out by the young plant have reached the ground. The young india-rubber plants

require a great deal of light, which it finds more on the branches of trees than on the

ground under the shade of the forest. Self-sown seedlings on the ground are only found

in open places where thei-e is an abundance of light.

Experiments were made to imitate the natural reproduction of the tree, and to sow
the seeds in the forks and branches of the trees ; but this process was found to be so-

extremely slow that it was abandoned, and broad lines were cleared, instead, through

the forest, and the seedlings were planted out on raised mounds of earth. This plan has

succeeded admirably, and several hundred acres have now been planted on this system.

The lines are 100 feet apart, and the distance between the plants within the linea

is 25 feet. These great distances are necessary, as the India rubV)er tig is an exceedingly
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spreading ti-ee, which, at the distances named, maybe expected to take up the greater

part of the ground.

As regards the establishment of nurseries, it may be said that the general rule is

to sow the seed as much as possible in their permanent sites, but that nurseries are
alwa3S established siniiiltaneously with these sowings, with the view of tilling up blanks
by planting out from these nurseries. In the case of some trees, such as India rubl»er,

no sowing in the permanent sites is possible.

As regards the distances at which young trees are planted out. this necessarily varies,

according to the kind of trees planted and the circumstances of the case. But it will be
well to mention here that in many cases the plan of sowing or planting in lines has been
found to answer best. The lines are, according to circumstances, ten, twenty, or thirty

feet apai't, and the distance between plants or seed plots is much le.ss. The main object

of this system is to facilitate control and to diminish expense. The system of planting
and sowing in lines is particularly useful where the growth of grass, weeds, coppice-

shoots, and bamboos is so heavy that the plants require cleaning during a series of years

to prevent their being choked. Under such conditions it is moi'e economical to clear the
jungle only along certain well detined lines, and at the same time, as the plants grow up
closely within the lines ; they are soon enabled to cover the ground and draw each other

up : while the elbow-room given them on either side enables the naturally stronger or

more favoured plants to get the upper hand over their weaker neighbours. Thus the

process of natural selection is promoted, the expense of clearing is diminished, and control

is facilitated. The plan has a further advantage in India, where in most cases the

thinnings of plantations are unsaleable, that, the lines being far apart, it takes a long

time before the trees close overhead laterally, and before thinnings become necessary.

As regards forest trees, the most important introductions have been made from
Australia. Forests, raised by planting within the last thirty years of the Eucalyptus
globulus, or blue gum, cover large areas on the Isilgris, and several species of Acacia
also, have been extensively planted. Other species of Eucalyptus have been found to

thrive on the plains of North India and in some places of the North-west Himalayas.
A peculiar feature in most Indian forests is that they do not, like the Scotch fir forests of

the Highlands, the beech forests of Buckinghamshire, and like most forests of Europe,
consist of one or a few kinds of trees only, but that they are mixed, consisting of a great

variety of trees, of which generally the majority are worthless, a few kinds only being

valuable.

Thus teak is associated with a large number of other trees in the forests of Burmah
or South India, and most of its companions have no (or very little) value, and cannot be
utilized. This peculiar feature of the mixed forests of India renders their systematic

management and working extremely difficult, and every effort is made to increase the

proportion of the more valuable kinds, and to devise means for utilizing those which are

of less value.
*

Bamboos are commonh- found in many Indian forests ; but while in some forests

they are valuable, and can readily be disposed of, they are without any value in others ;

and in such places they are at a disadvantage, as they impede the development of the

more valuable trees.

The demand for firewood and charcoal is limited in most parts of India. Dried cow-
dung is used for fuel on a very large scale, and it would be a most important and advan-
tageous measure to increase the use of firewood, and thus to stimulate the use of manure
for its legitimate jiurpose. But even if the whole of the people took to using tirewood for

cooking, sugar-boiling and other purposes for which cow-dung is used at present in many
parts of India, the demand for tirewood would not be sutficient to utilize the entire mass
of the less valuable woods which are the companions of teak and other valuable kinds of

trees in the Indian forests.

Hence it has become necessary to devise other means for utilizing the great mass of

the less valuable woods. For this purpose it has been proposed to revive and extend the

old native charcoal-iron industry, and to impregnate such woods with antiseptic substances,

so as to make them more durable, and hence more readily saleable. At present the

difficulty remains in many forests of India that there is no demand whatever for any
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except a few valuable kinds of timber ; and that as these are cut out, the less valuable
kind take their places, unless much outlay is incurred in sowing and planting.

These are some of the peculiar conditions under which forestry is practised in India.

Now as to the outlines of the system followed, and the present condition of the forests.

The tir.st step ha.s been to select from the waste and forest lands which were at the dis-

posal of the Government, certain areas most suitable to be permanently maintained as

forest, to place them under efficient protection, and to improve them steadily, so as to

increase the proportion of the more valuable kind of trees.

The first and most important step which requires to be taken in imi)rovin>.j these

forests is to exclude fires, which throughout the greater part of India, were formerly a

regularly and annually recurring event during the dry season. The chief cause of the.se

annual forest ftres is the universal practice of setting fire to the dry grass and leaves in

the hot season, the object being to produce a crop of fresh green grass for the cattle, to

facilitate shooting and hunting, or to afford protection against wild animals. In many
cases these fires are caused by the burning of forest cut down for toungya cultivation, or

by mere carelessness.

It has already been stated that the total area of demarcated forests in British India,

excluding Madras and Bombay, amounted to 14,890 square miles on the 1st of April,

1880. Of this area 79.t square miles are in the Punjab where, though tires do occur,

and are often very destructive, they are not a regular annual institution, and where, as a
rule, no special measures are taken to guard against them. Of the forests in the remain-
ing provinces (14r,895 square miles) an aggregate area of 3,700 square miles was protected

during the hot season of 1880, and a large portion of this area has been protected lor

several years previously. This result has not been accomplished without great labor and
considerable expense, in clearing and burning lines round the portions protected, and in

entertaining special guards and watchers. During 1879-80 the outlay on this work
amounted to 70,000 rupees. Nor has the progress made in this work been uniform in all

provinces. Thus, while in the central provinces nearly one-half of the foi'est area is under
protection from hre, a small proportion only of the total area is pi'otected in Burma.

Eventually it is intended to bring the greater portion of the permanent forest area

under protection ; and this is necessary, for these fires injure the standing trees of all ages,

destroy seed and seedlings, and cause the soil to deteriorate.

Systematic efforts to exclude fires from forests hiive been confined to the provinces
under the Government of India, although in some districts of the Bombay Presidency,

particularly in North Kanara, considerable success has been attained in this respect.

Next in importance to fire protection are plantations, which have been mentioned
already ; but it is obvious that no planting operations can be of any value unless the

ground on which they are made is protected from fire. It will now be understood that

the production of young growth, to replace the trees when cut down, is secured partly

naturally by self-sown seedlings, foi* which purpose protection from fire is essential, partly

artificially by planting, with the special object of increasing the proportion of the more
valuable kinds in the forest.

The surplus revenue yielded to the state by the management of these forests is not

as yet very large. The reason of this is that cuttings are restricted to the utmost, and
that attention is chiefly devoted to the formation and improvement of these forest estates.

Yet the revenue yielded by these estates is increasing steadily, though the charges for

protection and improveme^pt ha\-e necessarily risen in a larger proportion.

A word shouKl now be said regarding the establishments employed for the protection

and management of these forests. The chief forest ofiicer in each province or sub-division

of a province is styled " Conservator of Forests."

The circuit under his control is sub-divided into a number of divisions, each division

forming the charge of a superior officer, generally a Deputy or Assistant Conservator.

Divisions are sub-divided into range?; or executive forest charges. Ranges are the most
important unit in the whole organization. Their extent varies exceedingly, but it is

probable that eventually an average area of about thirty square miles, or 20,000 acres,

will be found to be the most convenient size for these executive charges. In the pro-

vinces under the Government of India it has already been stated that the area demarcated
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to be permanently maintained as forest, amounts to about 15,000 square miles, and it is

probable that this area will be increased to 20,000 square miles. Under these circum-

stances it may be assumed that eventually there will be about 660 executive charges or

forest ranges in these provinces. It is intended that when the organization has been

completely worked out, ranges shall be held either by rangers or by junior officers of the

superior staff.

All rangers are and will be natives, .so that the filling of these appointments will

require the training of an efficient body of at least 600 native officers, all well educated

and competent to hold executive charge of a forest range.

For the purpose of training this body of men, a forest school has lately been estab-

lished at Dehia L)un, in the North-Western provinces, and the arrangement is that eight

months in the year are devoted to practical training, while the remaining four months,

during the slack season in summer, are devoted to theoretical instruction in mathematics,

the natural sciences and forestry.

At present the number of rangers is only ninety seven, and hence ranges are

frequently in charge of subordinate officers. On the successful training of the needful

number of rangers will mainly depend the success of the forest administration in India,

and the strength of the Forest Department will chiefly lie in the formation of an efficient

body of executive officers and forest rangers.

It is here the place to say a few words regarding the arrangements made for the pro-

fessional education of the officers who are destined for the superior staff of Conservators,

Deputy and Assistant Conservators—in fact, of the officers in charge of circles and

divisions.

As the organization of forest administration is perfected, all these officers, excepting

some of the junior men, who must commence their practical career as executive officers in

charge of forest ranges, will be controlling, inspecting and directing officers. The number

of these appointments will therefore be limited. It is at present ninety-three, and is not

likely to be increased beyond one hundred for the provinces under the Government of

India.

Obviously these are most important and responsible posts ; the men must be gentle-

men, and they must have such a good general education as will fit them for high adminis-

tration duties. Under existing arrangements, this superior class of officers is recruited

bv the appointment annually of a few young Englishmen, who are selected by the Sec-

retary of State in India, on the ground of an examination in mathematics, natural sciences,

and the branches of knowledge, and after going through a course of professional training

in the state forests of the continent of Europe, chiefly in those of France. Here they

learn the method adopted for administering large Government forest domains ; they

become familiar withHhe organization of a large public forest service ; and among other

professional matters of importance, they learn to appreciate the success attained by the

svstem of natural reproduction.

From the commencement great care has been taken to maintain an intimate con-

nection between forest administration in India, and in those countries of Europe where

lar^e areas of state and communal forests are managed according to a regular system. In

buildinc up the system of forest administration in India, we have thus utilized the

experience gained in those countries by the work of centuries, instead of following the

ideas and theories of individual men. The fcmation of the Government forest domains

in India, and the organization of their management, has bee» a large undertaking, and

whatever success has been attained in this matter is due entirely to our having utilized

the experience gained in forest administi-ation in Europe.

As far as matters have gone, the chief work in forest conservancy in India has been

done by the British Government. Attempts have, however, been made by the govern-

ments of several native states to protect their forests efficiently, and to manage them on

a reo^ular svstem. Thus, a regular Forest Department has been established in the Nizam's

dominions, in the States of Patiala and Sirmur in the Punjab, and in other native states.

Some of the chiefs of the Hill States, near Simla, have entirely and successfully prohibited

the annual firing, during the dry season, of the grass and forest lands in their territories,

and others have established extensive forest preserves.
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U. s. FOEESTRY.

As what is done in the matter of forestry of the United States is of great interest

to us in Canada, we quote the statement of the U. S. Conimissioxier of Agriculture

with reference to tlie forestry branch at Washington. It will be seen that he recommends

experiments on military reservations. Here, they are recommended on forest reserva-

tions to be set apart by the Government. Practically, what he asks is much more money

to be spent in forest preservation. That spent in educating public opinion has, he says,

done good service, but he asks that other and larger sums be spent in practical work :

—

!' I desire again to refer in strong terms to the urgent needs of the country for a

changed forest policy and the requirements of the Department for a proper prosecution of

needful investigations into the subject of forestry. While I have made only the usual

estimate of $10,000 for the continuance of the division, I consider this amount below the

actual requirements for a line of work which, if it is to be done at all under Government

control, recommendation or advice, should be pursued in a manner adequate to its

importance to the nation at large.

'' While, from the experience of the Old Woikl, we may learn the effects of reckless-

ness and waste, and the necessity for a rational forest policy, yet with our different system
of land holding we cannot expect to adopt their plans of administration. While from
European forest management we may learn the principles underlying forest growth and
forest management in general, with our different forest, flora, and different climatic con-
ditions, we shall have to work out our own system of management. This requires pains-

taking and systematic study, and inquiry at the hands of experts conversant with forestry

principles and forest conditions. The Department should be placed in position to employ
and pay liberally the very best talent on these subjects which the country affords.

" Regarded simply from a business point of view, the forestry problem is growing
every year in importance and urgency, as the forest area is diminished by both legitimate

and reckless denudation, and it should be an object of serious concern to the Government
to insure continuity of supply of raw material to a lumber industry representing a capital

invesOfed of not less than §200,000,000, not to speak of the many minor necessities of a
wood supply for railroad building, manufactures and domestic purposes. Figures are at

hand to prove that this supply must be waning.
" Practically there is in the United .States no forest reproduction attempted or forest

planting done worth mentioning, in comparison with the enormous annual consumption of

forest products.
*' Of still more momentous bearing upon the welfare of the country are the effects upon

climatic and agricultural conditions caused by improper deforestation.
*' The influence of the forest cover on water supply has become especially noticeable in

those districts, which like Eastern Colorado and Southern California, are dependent for

their agricultural success upon irrigation, and where a diminution and irregularity of the
wonted water supply has gone hand in hand with the havoc and desolation wrought in the
mountains adjoining by j-eckless denudation.

" While, through publications from this Department and other sources, through agita-

tion and discussion by societies and newspapers, a better knowledge of the condition of

our forests have been gained, and through representations of the experience of older

nations the importance of the subject of forestry- and the dangers resulting from its neglect

are appreciated by a larger number of people than formerly, yet it cannot be said that we
have come very much nearer to a practical solution of the problem. Meanwhile the
ditticulties in its solution are increasing as time goes on.

" As a first step of reform undoubtedly the land policy of the United States, in the
timbered region.*, requires a change according to the changed condition of those localities.

A state of affairs which allows railroad companies, miners, prospectors and settlers to cut
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timbei' on the public domain as their wants require, without any proper supervision,

without proper opportunity of acquiring; either n)aterial or timber land by purchase, holds

out a premium for fraud, theft and immorality. The inadeqiiacy of the force to pre\ent

depredations and to enforce existing laws is productive of the most reckless devastation of

these mountain forests, while the value of timber destroyed by fire in one year in Colorado

alone would suffice to pay a force of a thousand forest guards.

" Besides the good example -.vhich the Government may set in taking better care of its

own timber lands, it might appropriately extend its operations, by planting on a large

scale in bodies of several contiguous sections, in the treeless states and territories of the

west.
'' The military reservations in those states, owned by the General Government, would

form a most desirable field of operation. Only by such extensive planting can a desirable

modification of the extremes of climate on the western plains be expected.

" If, as seems contemplated by Congress, the so-called timber-culture Act should be

repealed, I would suggest that this be not done "svithout in some way making proper

provision for timber planting on homestead entries. More good is to be expected from

such planting, where the owner is near at hand to watch and give needed cultivation, than

in the case of timber-claim planting, which to a large extent has been practiced, it is

allec^ed. for mere speculative purposes.

" To bring the educational institutions into sympathy with the foi'estry movement, and

to intei-est them in forestry matters, the public school organizations of several states have

been invited to co-operate in gathering the forestry statistics of their localities, and

schedules for phenological observations have been distributed among the agricultural

colle»es and several thousand private observers.

"The liability of tree seeds to deteriorate when kept and the difliculty of handling

most of them by inexperienced planters makes this manner of supplying material a

doubtful aid to tree planters. The distribution of seedlings, on the other hand, requires

a more systematic and organized arrangement than the present funds of the division will

allow.
" Both the requirements of experimentation and aid by supply of material, as well as

instruction in the art of forest planting and management, could be admirably complied

with in connection with such plantations by the General Government as heretofore

suggested.

"Several states, notably New York, Ohio, Colorado and California, recognizing the

value of their forests, have instituted commissions or boards of forestry, with a view of

at least protecting what remains from useless destruction. Besides the National Forestry

Congress, which continues in its deserving missionary work, several state forestry associa-

tions are endeavouring to create a public sentiment in the interest of forest preservation.

These endeavours are worthy of encouragement, and this Department should be authorized

in its discretion to extend aid to such boards of forestry and societies by the publication

of their proceedings, or in other ways,

" With the increasing interest in forestry the correspondence of a technical character

is constantly growing, and this work of giving information and advice alone consumes

a considerable amount of time, and requires better oftice facilities than it has beea

possible to provide without curtailing other work.

" It will appear from these statements that the work of this division ought to grow in

importance as well as in scope ; but that in order to do the work required for a country

with such a vast area, such a great diversity of soil, climate and conditions, such immense

variety of forest flora, more adetjuate means must be provided if it is to be more reliable,

more exhaustive, and of more practical value, or a direct benefit to our people. If fore-

thought is the root of statesmanship, here indeed is a worthy field for its exercise ;
for the

interests of forestry lie in the future rather than in the present. It is for future genera-

tions rather than our own that we must be wise in dealing with this problem, and the

time for dealing with it is now, when favourable conditions are not yet entirely lost, and

while it is still possble to avoid the disastrous eftects of a policy of unconcern."
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WASHING AWAY OF THE LAND FOII WANT OF FOBESTS.

What is especially noticeable in Ontario since our forests near the front have been

largely (jleared, is the quantity of valuable and fertile soil washed away into the streams

In a valuable communication sent by Joaquin ^liller to the Forestxy Congress, which

met last month at Springlield, Illinois, the following occurs :

—

" I believe it is pretty generally conceded that our continent is being washed into

the sea by way of the Mississippi and its thousands of miles of tributaries on the one
hand, and at the same time swept naked of its native forests by annual fires on the other.

I take it that it is this deplorable condition of things that has called into existence the

American Congress of Forestry. I spent some time with the late Capt. Eads at the

mouth of the Father of Waters, inspecting his jetties, two years ago.
" ' We have begun at the wrong end,' said this great man more than once to me.
'' One morning he threw a bucket over the side of the boat and drew up several

gallons of dark mud and water.
" ' There,' cried the great engineer, ' there is a mixture of one-tenth Missouri, one-

tenth Illinois, one-tenth Iowa, one fraction Kentucky, and so on, through about fifteen

states, with an addition of about tive-tenths of pure water.'
" ' And what would you do, Capt. Eads, to stop this washing away of states ]

'

•' 'As I told you,' remarked the energetic old man, as he dumped the ugly mixture
back into the Gulf of ]\Iexico, ' we have begun at the wrong end. But the country is

not educated up to the point of beginning. It wants the other end for wheat and corn.

It only wants the mouth of the river kept open so as to be able to sell its corn for the

present generation, and let the next generation look out for itself. The other end of

the river has drowned out this end ; state after state is going to be drowned out until

some day the coral insect may again build his pretty castles where the people of Iowa
are now digging wells for water. The United States is tearing out her very heart with

her gang-plow.s, and dumping it into the sea, .•<ir.'

" I Vjeg to put this statement before the country with something of the emphasis with

which this great and good man uttered it there in the mouth of the great river. More
than once he brought up the subject and always with an emphasis that would write

every syllable in italics.

" Capt. Eads was very fond of quoting poetry. Once he was saying to himself,

'Leaves, leaves, nothing but leaves,' when he suddenly turned to me and said: 'Do
you know that in leaves you can read the history of creation ? My son, leaves are not

only creation, but salvation.' Capt. Eads explained to me that he meant if leaves and
grasses were left lying on the ground at the proper time of the year, as nature, the hand
of God, placed them, there would never be any damage from high water any time ; that

leaves would be the salvation of the republic, and that there would never be any need

for Eads' jetties. He explained that he meant when he said that leaves were creation

that there is no nourishment so dear to the hungry earth as a handful of leaves. He
insisted that more beauty could be grown out of a single basket of leaves than a whole
load of manure.

" Well, let me tell you right here that if this process of fires and floods—floods that

always follow fires— is permitted to go on by the help of 10,000 iron-toothed mills

—

gang-plows in the valleys to help along the flood that has gathered force in the burned-

out higher land—why, we will accomplish the same desolation just as certain as water
runs ; only we will achieve by the aid of gang-plow and circular-saw implements,

unknown of old, in two centuries what it took Babylon twenty to bring about."
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FOREST CULTIVATION FOR PROFIT.

The following valuable statement is taken from the address of the Hon. Martin

Conrad, of Chicago, at Springfield, last month :

—

" In ever-widening circles does this destruction spread over the land. It'is but a

few years ago that Chicago drew the bulk of its whitewood supply from the state of

Michigan—while to day, that great timber state, in corBmon with ourselves, draws upon
Tennessee and other southern districts for this valuable wood. Oak, at that time, was so

abundant that it could not be profitably shipped by rail to Chicai,'o from outside a radius

of a hundred miles ; whereas, to-day, Arkansas and even Mississippi are represented in

the oak supply of the Chicago yards. Black-walnut and live-oak are already practically

extinct; but long before the culmination of this ominous result—even as far back as

1868—The Hon. T. M. Edmunds in his report to the U. S. Department of Agriculture,

foresaw a complete extinction of all timber resources of the United States in about fifty

years. This threatened loss alone shou d demand prompt measures of restraint ; but the

disasters tliat we invite, through the climatic changes that must follow our imprudence,,

are appalling enough to justify the grave.st fear.

"It is not my purpose to introduce here any lurid pictures of calamities in store for

us—as better pens than mine, guided by the hands of science have already enlightened us

as to the probable course of events if the present conditions are allowed to continue. The
note of alarm has been sounded long ago, and the stormy floods of the Mississippi and
the Ohio have re echoed it with tei'ritic emphasis.

" In proof of the enormous climatic changes that can result from such a cause, I may
mention that we have an actual demonstration of the whole process at our very doors.

I refer to the northern domain of our sister republic of Mexico, a section whose former
luxuriance of vegetation once proclaimed it a paradise, and whose mineral wealth marked
a brilliant page in the chronicles of the sixteenth century. This jegion is to-day a

parched and torrid desert land, treeless and waterless, in whose barren solitudes it would
seem that few would have dared to venture.

" Yet it is a deeply significant fact that these sunburnt valleys, not only around the

city of Chihuahua, but also in many other parts of that section, should be covered with
acre after acre of slag from silver ore. It must be boine in mind that in all this strange

region there is not a bed of coal and that, therefore, the extensive smelting operations

that are evidenced by the vast fields of slag, must have required an enormous and also

convenient, supply of wood for fuel. It follows then that at some distant period of the

past dense forests must have covered this land, and furnished the necessary fuel, thereby

completely verifying the statement of Bernal Diaz, the soldier-historian of the Cortez

expedition, that they found the region covered with luxuriant woods, verdant valleys and
fertile plateaus. It was the treasure hunters then who followed these conquerors that

inaugurated the destruction which has extinguished these forests and swept all vegetation

from the face of the land.

" With nature's sheltering mantle thus removed, the denuded earth quickly yielded

to the influenee of an already arid climate, and the desert promptly spread over the area

thus prepared for it. The noble forests have vanished at the touch of civilization, and
with them also, the life-giving interchange of the clouds and^^the dew—the balance-wheel

of nature's fertility. To-day only a few scattered ruins, here and there, in the midst of

lonely wastes of desert, are left, to speak of their former beauty and grandeur. Could
the explorer Cortez, and his devout historian, at this moment look upon those beautiful

valleys of 350 years ago, viewing again the scenes of their adventures and discoveries,

their pious Catholicism might be charmed by the sight of the grand cathedral, with its

stately towers, costing almost a round million of dollars, as well as the beautiful park at

its doors, with its fountains, trees and luxuriance of tropical plants, maintained in this

splendor, by the ever watchful, artificial care of man ; but, looking beyond this little

garden spot, they would search in vain for the Eden of primeval beauty that first met
their wondering gaze, for their eyes would rest only upon the dreary desolation and ruin

which their treasure-seeking followers left behind them.
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'• Fortunately, we have a prudent example before us, in the countries of Europe, in

all of which the forests are under government guardianship, protecting them against tire
*

as well as spoliation ; and, however little we may profit by this (for such a system would

be a physical impossibility in this country), it may at least serve to remind us that our

national legislation tends to the opposite direction, and that at least indirect relief could

he afforded by admitting foreign lumber free, and thereby lessening that much of the

drain uf)on our own resources.

"Without stopping to discuss this point, it is worth while to see what can be done-

legitimately in the right direction, and to inquire if there is not a chance of redeeming

the situation by intelligent and well directed individual a( tiou, with a sufficient incentive

of personal profit to warrant hopes of success. If I can show that proper efforts in tree

culture will prove profitable and that it is a sure and valuable investment for any farmer

and land owner, this may be the means of forestalling evil results and recovering some
part of what has been so wantonly destroyed."

To bring forth adequate results, therefore, will, as I have said, require the powerful

stimulus of personal gain to whomsoever shall venture his means and his time in this

beneficent work. I am aware that it is the unfortunate, though general impression that

no profit can possibly accrue to an investment that waits for a forest to grow up fronv

the seed, yet I propose to show that nothing could be further from the reality. I main-

tain that there is a profit in it, and that a well-directed system of cultivation will not

only repay the investment richly at an early period, but will be the means of solving the

economic problem of our timber supply.

Any line of inquiry looking to the practical solution of this great problem must
naturally begin with the number of trees can be successfully grown on a given space of
land—say an acre—for a unit of calculation ; but, simple as the question may seem, it i-s-

vain to look for it in books One German authority gives us 300 to 400 trees to an acre,

as the results of an 80-year period of cultivation ; but unless we are ready to allow a
good deal fur the rigorous thoroughness of the forestry systems of the old country, we
may be pardoned for doubting these figures. We must reflect that a square rod to each
matured tree is a small enough allowance of ground space for a large healthy growth.

This gives us 160 trees to an acre, but to be still more conservative, let us knock ofi'

lifty more, leaving 110 trees to the acre for the harvest eighty years after planting the
seed. This result coincides exactly with the figures given by A. R. Whitney, Esq., the
veteran tree grower and proprietor of the well-known Whitney nurseries at Franklin
(irove, III.

The long practical experience of this gentleman has formulated the following method
of cultivation, viz. :

—

Starting with a planting of 2,720 young trees to the acre, set four feet apart, he
begins by trimming out after ten years of growth every other north and south row.

Five years later every alternate tree in each of the remaining rows is removed, and after-

another interval of five years more, cull out all imperfect growths, which will leave ani

average of not less than 110 trees to the acre.

To put this result in marketable form is the next step in our inquiry, that we may
determine the money value of our harvest. Our leading hardwood lumbermen count aiL

average of two trees for each 1,000 feet of lumber, and with these factors we may easily

compile the following table, showing the value per acre of our SO-year crop of cultivatecH

trees.

Value of Acke ok Ti.mber ok Eujhtv Years' Gkowtii.

Number of trees per acre 110
NumVjer of trees to cut 1,000 feet 2

Number of feet of lumber per acre 55,000
Price per 1,000 feet - -SI 8 00
Value per acre, 80 years' growth .^1,100 00
Average value per acre per year 312 37/,
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Is not this encouraginji; result worthy of earnest consideration by every farmer and land-

owner? A little further reflection will show him that the above result is safely within

the reality, as such lumber as we speak of will be worth at least .*50 per 1,000 feet

eighty years hence, and he may also count upon the yearly trimmings of trees, which
increase in value, growing from poles to trees that will make the very best second growth
spokes, and carriage stock, as well as all kinds of the most expensive axe, hamiyer, and
pick handles. For these purposes, a tree at thirty to forty years is of greater value than
when fully matured. Besides this, we will have timber which will be useful for fuel,

fencing or charcoal, and will eventually afford a steady revenue far beyond the actual

cost of supervision and labour ; and in addition to all this, we must bear in mind that the

timber left over after the logs are cut, including the tanbark, is very nearly as valuable

as the logs themselves. But you may say that a period of eighty years— aye, forty

years—is a long time to await the fruits of your labour. True, Imt cannot its full value

be realized just as readily as any of the other permanent improvements on your lands?

Your investment in the tree-plantation is not locked up, for should you sell the place at

any time, it will certainly take rank with the rest of the improvements as an element

of value, and will bring its full price.

No other improvement on your estate can do more than this. The soil itself is

certainly not as productive as it was when you first turned the virgin sod, while neither

the well-appointed farm-house nor the roomy barn nor any of the other fixtures can ever

realize you a cent, except as part and parcel of the whole, and then only when it passes

out of your possession by outright sale. It is the sum of all these improvements that

enables you to value the property at twenty times its original cost, and not because the

land will produce more than it did in the past.

Your investment in the tree plantation must therefore be ranked with the permanent
improvements of the place, with the additional certainty that at whatever period of its

growth a transfer of ownership may take place it will invariably yield its full value ; for

while all the rest are undergoing the process of natural decay and require constant labor

and expense to keep them in repair, the value of the tree farm until it matures is steadily

accumulating with the years, and it must therefore in its intrinsic worth prove the most

valuable of all the improvements on your estate.

My subject having been limited to only such woods of natural forest growth

as are in present use for waggon making, I must mention that there are numerous

varieties maturing at least a decade of years earlier that are possibly better adapted to

our soil, which might be substituted in many branches of manufacture without affecting

the quality of the article. However, as I have based my estimate of profit upon the

oak, which of all species requires the longest time to attain maturity, it follows without

argument that with trees of an earlier maturity the average would- be proportionally

larger.

Having therefore clearly shown that the culture of timber implies nothing in the

nature of sacrifice, but on the contrary is a valuable source of revenue, it follows that

the great problem can be solved by the incentives which nature herself holds out. She

asks nothing without recompense, but offers a far more substantial reward than the mere

consciousness of duty performed. Had the proprietors of the Schuttler Wagon Factory

planted an oak for each on t they cut down for spoke timber since the establishment of

their works in 1843, they might to-day make a like amount of second growth spokes from

the same gx-ound.

And Ijefore going further, let me say that this latter fact has actually been verified

ill a most interesting and noteworthy manner. The factory named has just hrdshed a

wagon built entirely of cultivated Illinois timber, twenty varieties of which enter into its

construction,—none of them over forty years' growth from the seed. This great variety

was sought, only to show what it is possible to produce on our prairie soil, and not for

lack of material,—for the entire running-gear could have been made out of one honey

locust log in the lot, which measured eighteen inches clear in diameter. The entire

assortment of woods was furnished by ]Mr. A. R. Whitney, of Franklin Grove, of whom
mention has already been made.
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RUSSIAN FORESTRY EXPERIENCE.

A statement made by Professor Budd, of the Iowa Board of Forestry, at the late

Forestry Congress, gives a very remarkable and convincing piece of evidence. He says :

—

" During the summer of 1882 I was permitted to study critically the elaborate
forestry system of the Russian Empire in Europe. Prior to the time of Peter the Great
we have the most complete evidence that a very large part of the black soil region east
of the Volga was subject to periodic extremes of rainfall, followed by long continued
drouth, during which the moisture-bearing winds from the west passed over the heated
plains of Russia in Europe and Central Asia to the far off Altia range of mountains
without precipitation, as they now pass over "Western Texas and Southern California.

^'om;, the planted forests on these steppes are 12,502 in number, which are under the
general supervision of 762 educated directors.

" The area of thesw individual forests ranges from 3,000 to 30,000 acres.
" In company with forestry experts we passed through many of these island forests

on the great plain, and found everywhere an attempt to preserve realforestry conditions
by thickness of planti g, the preservation of underbrush in open parts, and the rigid

exclusion of fires and stock. In all cases Ave found the dense sylvan shades, and the
carpeting of leaves and leaf mould which keep the earth cool and moist.

" As to climatic effects, the minister of public domain assured us that the meteo)o-
logical records of past 150 years, and the reported crop yields on the steppes dotted with
these forests, had shown a cumulative increase of rainfall from summer showers, and a
decided increase in the moisture of the air during the growing season.

" He was also positive in the statement that the modifying influence had extended
into the eastern sections, with the completion of the forests, where formerly the lands
had been utterly worthless except for thin and scanty pasturage.

"In the earlier history of this region the main rainfalls were in June, but since the
completion of the forestry system—now covering fully 30 per cent, of the black soil

area—the summer showers during July and August permit the successful culture of the
sugar beet, potatoes, Indian corn and other ciops requiring lainfall later than June.
When questioned for the causes for the increased summer rainfall, the invariable reply of

experts was, that it resulted from the unequal heating of the air over the plain, brought
about by the large forestry areas.

" On the north plain of Europe, including North France, Belgium, Holland, North
Germany, Denmark, Prussia and Poland, we found a methodic system of forestry plant-

ing and preservation, and that all classes from peasant to prince united in the belief that

33^ per cent, of the country must be kept in timber, yet we did not here find scientific

men united in the belief that forestry planting directly increased rainfall. But they did

unite in the belief that large areas of forest tend to a more equal distribution of the rain-

fall, and more equable conditions as to temperature and humidity of the air.

" On the north plain of Europe, forests have existed in more or less perfect condition

during hundreds of years, hence the Russian experience in the way of extended timber
planting on bare pastorial steppes, like our plains west of the Missouri to Denver, has
more value for our guidance.

*' As nearly as we can believe any proposition of science or any established principle

growing out of long experience, we may believe that the Russian plan of great island

groves over our western prairies will give us a more equal rainfall and more equable
conditions as to summer humidity and tenqierature of air.

" With a despotic form of government we might hope to try the scheme in the near
future, but loft to the voice of the |»eople the time of trial seems far off. Permit me to
repeat the opening remark that it is uphill work to write in a satisfactory way on a
subject on which I know so little or on which so little is generally known as prairie
climatology.

" It would have been far easier to talk of species and modes and methods of plant-
ing the blessed timber in which / believe with an intensity bordering on perfect faith, as
our final saviour and preserver from climatic ills and evils which each year are becomin-^
more apparent.

"
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THE WESTERN PLAINS.

At tliP same time it may be mentioned that Dr. Berry, of Illinois, read an elaborate

production which proved the author thoroughly informed on the subject of air currents

and the causes which influence their course. The fact that the once verdure-clad western

plains were yearly reduced to plowed ground, the further fact that the forests of the

west and southwest and of the mountains were almost obliterated he said, explained to

his mind the increased dryness from year to year of the air currents that sweep over the

.Mississippi valley. These currents are now dry and arid instead of moisture-laden as

formerly. Again, tiling throughout the west rapidly carries off the rainfall to the rivers,

from whence it flows in freshets to the sea, without, as formerly, remaining in the ground

to become a source of vapour and clouds. The planting of forests at regular intervals

throughout the west i7i his opinion, was the only remedy.

RAILROADS IN CONNECTION WITH FORESTRY.

A valuable statement in connection with the above has just been issued at Washing-

ton. Ten railroad companies, it appears, have busied themselves with tree-planting to a

greater or less extent, of which the Kansas City, Fort Scott and Gulf R.R. have done

most, having 1,300 acres in fine trees, six years old. The Acheson, Topeka and Santa

Fe R.R. have started plantations at diflferent points along their line, cultivated them

carefully for five or six years, after which time they were left to care for themselves.

They made good growth, and seemed perfectly at home in what w^as then a treeless

country. Since that time settlers have occupied the ground, and many of them have

planted trees in great numbers. The intention was to show an example, and it proved

quite successful. The Missouri Pacific R.R. have planted 250,000 trees, which are doing

well. The Southern Pacific R.R. have planted very large numbers.

To supply continuously the present demand for wood for railway construction in

the United States it is calculated would necessitate a reserve of not less than a hundred

million acres of well-stoeked, thrifty forests,—Statement of Mr. Fernow, Forest Conservator,

Washington.

One-sixth of all the fires reported are attributed to railroad locomotives. Some

statements are made as to the liabilities of railroad companies in these cases as follows :

—

In Colorado, for example, railroad companies are required to have a strip of ground

not less than six feet wide, ploughed every year, between .July and October, on each side

of the line of road, sutficient to prevent the spread of fire. This is not required within

the limits of towns or cities, or on roads running through mountains where ploughin-

would be impracticable.

In Connecticut the statute declares the fact that a fire was occasioned by a locomotive

shall be prima Jade evidence to charge with negligence those owning or operating the

railroad on which the locomotive was in use. In ^Massachusetts, whoever wilfully or

without proper care sets Are to the property of another is liable to a fine of 8-50, and

fire wardens are directed to prosecute such off"enders,

In Illinois the fact that a fire has been started by sparks from a locomotive is made,

as in Connecticut, presumptive evidence of criminal negligence.

The law of Maine enacts that when property is injured by fire communicated by a

locomotive, the corporation using it is responsible for such injury, and it has an insurable

interest in the property along the route for which it is responsible, and may procure

insurance thereon,
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In Maryland railroad companies are responsible for injuries occasioned by tire, unless

they can prove to the satisfaction of the court tliat there was no negligence.

In Michigan railroad companies are made liable for all loss or damage occasioned by

the engines or employes of such companies. It is provided, however, that they shall not

be liable if the engines are in good order and properly managed ; all proper precautions

are taken to prevent the origin of fires, and proper efibrts are made to extinguish fires in

case of their extending beyond the limits of the roud, when the existence of such fires is

communicated to any of the otKcers of the road.

In New Hampshire railroads are made liable for all damages. They are also

declared to have an insurable interest in all property on the line of the road exposed to

damage.
The law of Vermont is similar to that of New Hampshire.

In New .Jersey it is provided that engines must have screens, and the fact of fire is

made [triinn facie evidence of the violation of the law.

The exposure of the railroad companies to complaints on account of fires originated

by their locomotives, and to suits at law for damages, as well as other reasons appealing

to their self-interest, have led to many and protracted experiments for the purpose of

preventing damage to property arising from this source and inconvenience to passengers.

Many contrivances for this purpose have been tried. Some have been, in a degree,

successful, but most of them have proved failures in practice. Within a few years,

however, spark-arresters have been devised which railroad engineers and managers declare

to be so elHcient in securing the end desired, that it would seem to be imposing no hard-

ships on the railroad companies to compel them by law to furnish all their locomotives, as

a condition of their use, with one or another of these safeguards. An eminent expounder

of the English common law says that though railway companies may be expressly

authorized by statute to use locomotive furnaces of a dangerous character, " no statute

can exempt them from the consequences of negligence in the management of their rail-

ways, or the construction of their fire-boxes, chimneys or furnaces, whereby coals of fire

are thrown on the adjoining property. If they neglect to avail themselves of all such

contrivances as are in known practical use to prevent the emission of sparks from their

engines, they will be responsible for their neglect, and if they run locomotives without

statutable authority, in that case they are responsible for any damage caused by such

engines in setting fire to adjoining property or otherwise, although they have not been

guilty of negligence."'

Tt would seem (says the report) that our interpretation of common law should be as

extensive as that of England in protecting property from destruction by fires originating

from passing locomotives, or that our statute laws should be made to accomplish the same

end.

SUPPLY OF WHITE PINE.

( »f late years, many have prophesied the complete destruction of the white pine

forests of America, have poiiited out the amount yearly used, and th nee calculated the

period of its duration. Their prophesies have not been accurate, for according to many of

them the pine supply would have ceased before to-day, whereas the fact is that the supply

is still immense. The mistake in th se calculations was that they did not allow for the

fact that forests then considered thoroughly culled have since been gone over again and

again, and large supplies drawn. We use, too, infei-ior wood. To-day a class of pine is

used for many purposes which would have been thought too poor for these uses twenty

years ago. Hardwood and hemlock, also, which would not have been touched when pine

was plenty, are now largely drawn upon. The south, too, is furnishing pine, though, as said

below, she is using more than formerly. But though the south has much timber, in great

part it is in such inaccessible positions as to render it very costly when obtained. The
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writer, who says below pine cannot be reproduced, probably means that in our lifetime we

cannot grow a large pine. But I remember tields of forty-four years ago, now pine

groves, whence could be cut many sticks of thirty feet, and eight, or even ten, inches

square. There is no doubt, however, that the pine of the Northern States is fast nearing

its end.

It may be of interest to publish the following extracts from a letter recently received

from Mr. G. W. Hotchkiss, for n)any years Secretary of the Lumberman's Exchange at

Chicago, recognized as an authority in lumber statistics.

He says :' " So far as White Pine (Finns strohus) is concerned, it occupies to-day a
position in forestry analogous to the Indian in the body politic, practically a thing of the

past. Of course there are sections which will last for many years (not so very many
either), but the great bulk is gone, and like the straggling tribes, but a remnant of former

power and strength remains, and bi;t a few decades more and they will be known only in

history as a thing of the past.

" One hundred years ago, Maine, Vermont, New Hampshire, New York and
Pennsylvania, could boast vast forests of white pine. West of the lakes, Michigan, Wis-
consin and Minnesota, so late as fifty years ago, were unbroken in forest resources, and
the white pine predominated.

" To-day Maine gives us some spruce and a little small sapling pine, such as would
hardly have been sent for firewood in her palmy days of lumbering. Vermont, New
Hampshire and New York may still boast an occasional clump of trees, but have lost all

pretensions of lumber-producing regions. Pennsylvania has a few hundred million feet

on the sides of the Alleghanies, but has dropped out of the list as a lumber producer.

East of the great lakes nought remains (excepting the spruce forests of Northern and

Eastern ^Nlaine), save hemlock and hardwood, and these in very limited quantities,^

insufficient to supply the home demand in a majority of localities. Michigan, Wisconsin

and Minnesota are the last remaining resorjis for lumbermen east of the Rocky Mountains.

Originally there was probably 150,000,000,000 feet B. ]M. in Michigan, but fifty years'

Avork has reduced the supply to probably not over twelve to twenty billion feet, with an

annual average cut for the past five years of not far from four and a half billions ; and
the cutting is so close as to exterminate all the pine timber on the tract operated upon.

Wisconsin can hardly be estimated at over thirty to thirty-five billions, little more than

would sutfice to supply the consumption of the United States as a whole for one year.

"Minnesota, set down in the census of 1880 as having 11,000,000,000 feet, B. M.,

an amount disputed by some as too high, by others as too low, if allowed to-day at

10,000,000,000, could furaish but one year's supply for the mills of the north-western pine

producing states. In fact, if the mills of these three states were run to their capacity for

six years, there would be but little pine left for the seventh year's production. And these

estimates of timber include the red and Norway pine, which forms a noticeable percentage

of the whole. In Michigan and Wisconsin there are still large quantities of hardwood,

but it is not being cared for with that appreciation of its value, which is desirable. It has,

however, this advantage, it can be reproduced
;
pine cannot. The future timber supply

of the east must be largely from the hardwoods. The vast forests of the Pacific slope

will supplement this with such soft lumber as may be needed. Before many years the

forests of Alaska will swarm with enterprising timber seekers. Already those of Cali-

fornia, Oregon and Washington Territory, have been the subject of research, and vast

amounts of eastern capital are already invested there. British Columbia, west of the

mountains, will supplement the supply, but our children will bring their pine and fir from
Alaska. Meantime the supply east of the Rockies, once denuded, will be known no
more, except through wise Government action in protecting and encouraging timber

culture. Our present laws in this respect, so far as they relate to taking up land, are a

farce, falling little short of tragedy, as the Government parts with the land without

accomplishing the purpose of the grant in one case in a hundred, until it has lost control

ot all sufficient areas, which might be made a blessing to our successors in life's race.
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" I have not for some years given the southern production so much thought, so far

as statistics are concerned, and can speak only generally. There has been a great impetus
to trade in the south during the last tive years. You will be safe in computing the con-

sumption of all kinds of wood at 500 feet per capita of the population, and at 8,000 feet

per acre, it would take about 4,000,000 acres per vear for its supply. In southern timber

both the long-leaved and loblolly pine grow, and can be reproduced in their native soil,

so that the statement above, that " pine does not reproduce itself," applies only to the

white pine of the north.. I know of no good reason why Government endeavors to foster

and pprpetuate large areas in the south would not be eminently successful. But it should

not be delayed, as the wastefulness which has brought the white pine resources of the

north .so near their extinction, is rapidly doing the same for the long-leaved and loblolly

of the south. It is to me a source of surprise that some of the lumbermen of the country,

men who are, or have been, tramping through the forests for scores of years, are but now
awakening to a perception of tlie true condition of our forests. That they have opened
their eyes to the truth is made evidf^nt to those, who, like myself, are in position to know
of the search which is being made for desirable bodies of timber, by men Avho .six years

ago set down the Government estimates and statements as veriest bosh, and loudly

asserted that no diminution in present annual supplies would be seen for a generation

to come."

CHAPTER V.

THE NORWAY SPRUCE.

^Ietiiod of Growixg it from Seed.

There are many young men who intend their lives to be passed in the occupations of

agriculture—the most pleasant—and if we would aid nature instead of thwarting her,

not the least profitable of occupations. There are many fathers who propose that certain

of their sons shall so pass their lives. Of these, some now understand ; others are rapidly

acquiring the idea that the forest, as represented either by lines of trees, by plantations,

or by the remains of our original wood, mut-t be retained and assisted, or our farming

lands will dry into barrenness, as has been tho case elsewhere. The classes of whorn I

speak will plant trees—many of them are planting thousands. It will be well to intro-

duce the suggestion that, to those who have—and many have—time to look forward to

in which to labour, much more pleasure can be derived from growing the tree from the

seed than from buying the saplings. To see the tree, in years to come a forest monarch,

burst from the diminutive seed and rear its tiny shoot amid the soil ; to know that it,

in days to come, deep of root and vast of spreading foliage, will act as the rain-bringer

to a thirsty summer soil, and that our work has caused it, this is more than money, more

than praise. ^Vell, he who grows his seedlings can multiply the prospect by millions.

And there are more than climatic considerations. " What was it," askes the observer of

nations, "rendered the successes of Nelson possible? The oaks which Evelyn grew."'

And, without planning either the means of de.struction or defence, how vast the possi-

bilities of good to be aided by our future forests. It cannot be that in Ontario, among
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our patriotic young men, we have not many an Evelyn likely to give good assistance

in the task. But here let us say that, though it is fair to print the opinion of our

seed-grower, himself an amateur, that all do not agree with him as to the greater

advisability of buying trees. To those who have no time to spare, or who wish to save,

or who want but few, it may be well. But those who can should say, grow, or

attempt to grow, from seed ; even the attempt will give an enthusiasm which may be

lacking without. As for the deciduous trees, there is no difficulty in growing trees from

their seed ; do it by all means. But with the evergreens, if you can afford it, try it,

there is much pleasure in it. Let us also say, this is the experience of an amateur -.

be not rendered timid by his doubts ; he succeeded well. The next statement, that of a

professional, breathes no such hesitating counsel, but says plainly that the work is easy

to the careful. Naturally, all work is difficult to the careless. I trust before next year

to hear of many amateur Norway spruce growers.

Of all trees fit for evergreen wind-breaks in Ontario, it seems to me that the Norway

Spruce is probably the best for general purposes. Our native pine is no doubt excellent,

but of much slower growth. Our balsam spruce, found m many Ontario forests, is fre-

quently used, but I have lately heard of some failures after the age of twelve or fourteen

years. The White Cedar will not grow, in some soils, to such a height as a wind-break needs,

though in its native wood it produces magnificent trees. Our tamarack I have found

wither and fail in numbers after twenty years. But with the Norway spruce, after having

noticed it carefully in many soils and situations, I have observed no failure, except where

unnecessarily pruned to a low wedge shape, which killed it. In twenty years I have

known it in fair loam soil to form an excellent wind-break of forty feet in height. This

was where three rows were grown, twelve feet from each other, and the trees ten feet

apart. They had also the protection of a double row of pine, previously standing. It

will be seen that as one tree always assists another, these had thus a special advantage
;

but in lines by themselves they will grow wt.ll. As it is best to give only information

thoroughly practical and reliable, I have obtained from a gentleman, lately resident in

Hamilton, where he-grew the trees in question, a full description of his method of raising

these valuable trees from seed. He had, by these means, fifty thousand young Norway

spruce this spring ready to transplant. Of course, supposing the case of a small

quantity, as he himself observes, it would be cheaper to buy of a nurseryman, or import

from the States or Britain. But the raising of young evergreens from seed is an occu-

pation in which much pleasure is to be found. It is also one of much pride to the successful

grower, for such have been the difficulties that many have failed. It must be remembered,

too, that Hamilton is in a portion of Ontario more southern and sheltered than most

others. However, with the light afforded by those who have trodden the path of suc-

cessful effort, there seems no reason to apprehend failure. This successful grower, an

enthusiast in tree culture, I regret to say, sailed for New Zealand this spring. In his

parting note to me he remarks, concerning the following directions, " I will guarantee

that anyone following them will have a fine crop of trees. Remember, keep on the

screens ; the less sun the better the first year, but all the exposure in wet overcast weather,

and at night free from frost. A very little sun morning and evening the second year

;

the cotton allows quite enough to pass all day through."

It would be a matter extremely valuable to Ontario if this method were practised by

a few individuals who reside in suitable localities. Many millions of young trees might
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be easily raised, and these dispersed through the country in protecting lines, or in Vjroader

plantations, if desiraVjle, would be of infinite benefit. They should, to obtain a densely

fibred root, be several times transplanted, after which, always remembering to keep them
moist and covered between digging and planting, they will grow in most soils. I have

noticed them receive a remarkable impetus from bein>^ mulched with rough manure im-

mediately after planting ; a thing which, in fact, Avhether with straw or manure—though

the last is the best—should not be omitted with any tree. Manure is too rank, often, to

dig in with the roots at planting ; but mulching with it allows the filtering through the

earth to the roots of the precise nourishment needed. It is, too, the easiest plan of the

two. I will now give, in his own words, our spruce-grower's method and expei-ience :-

—

'' It has been well said that ' gentlemen plant trees but blackgu^rds cut them down'

—

that is wastefuUy and wantonly—and not lightly nor recklessly should we lay hands on

that mantle of living green, of all colours most restful to the weary eye, and which, cast

by the hands of an All-wise Creator, drapes and veils the scars left by the Titanic struggle

of fire and water.
" It may, however be urged, by way of apology for Ahithopel of these latter days,

that he is perpetrating the lesser evil, when, after his bungling manner, he compasses the

de.>truction of some patriarch of the woodlands.
'' While the ' unsteady vulgar," in blind and indiscriminating fury raise axe and

torch, there are, thank Heaven, a lew who cherish those things, without which, earth

would be a desert. Yet even of these the saying holds good, ' Many are called, but few

are chosen '; and as in the case of Gideon's followers, the paucity of their numbers does

not forbid rejection, for we may say of their devotion to nature what the poet wrote of

Wisdom and her worshippers:

—

' To some she is the goddess great,
' To some the milch cow of the field.*

•' Amid all sorts nnd conditions of men are to be found fanatics and enthusiasts, from

Archimedes to the latest discoverer of perpetual motion, who only want ' one more wheel

'

to achieve the impossible. Yet to those who niav contemplate attempting to raise ever-

green ti-ees from seed, with a humorist, whom time has almost rendered classical, I would
emphatically say 'dont." The advice is not prompted by a sense of failure, but the late

Dr. Hough, of whose kindness I have a grateful memory, quoting from Prof. H. H. McAfee
{vafe Report 1877, p. 3.5), says, 'Evergreen are Larch seeds, which, by the way, ought

not to be attempted by anyone not trained to the nursery business.' It would be folly

and waste, both of time and money, for anyone requiring a few thousand Pine or Spruce,

to attempt raising them from seed. Far better to purchase from one of the many nurseries

scattered throughout the Province ; while for those who, like myself, pref'^r the American
nurseries for the greater variety they offer, there is the gigantic establishment of Messrs.

R. Douglas and Sons, Waukegan, Illinois, where, in 1871, twenty-five millions of forest

trees were ofTt-red for sale ; inferior only in point of size, is that of Mr. W. W. Johnson,

Snowflake P. (J., Antoine City, ]Mich. It gives me great pleasure to acknowledge the

uniform kindness and courtesy of these gentlemen, to whom I am greatly indebted for

information and advice.
" ' Let it be granted,' to quote from the McChokemchild bible. • that an attempt is to

be made to raise, say 100,000 Norway Spruce. In the first place it will be necessary to

select some mellow piece of sandy loam, with rather more loam than sand, and naturally

dry or capable of being rendered so by drainage. It will also be necessary to have an
abundant supply—natural or artificial—of water, and the means of pouring it on with

unstinted hand in the parching months of the brief Canadian summer. Then in the month
of September, let a plot, 120 ft. by 14 ft., be trenched two spades deep, and, at the very

lea.st, let six inches of well-rotted dung be thoroughly incorporated with the whole mass
of loosened soil. No pains need Vje taken to level, or rake the earth, but it may be left

to the action of the air and fro.st for the winter. If the manure be not thoroughly mixed
with the soil, but bv left in a mass at the bottom of the trenches, not only is it out of the

reach of the young seedlings in the earliest stage of their growth, when they most need

it, but as the mass diminishes in bulk, through the progress of decay, the superincumbent
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earth settles, causing the formation of large and deep cracks, along which the young
seedlings perish. The following spring, as soon as the ground is fit to dig, let the earth

be turned over, then drive stakes four feet long by one inch by two inches, six feet apart,,

makin? two beds, 120 ft. by 6 ft., with path 2 ft. wide between the beds. The stakes-

should be of cedar, if the beds are to be used for a succession of years. A block of wood
should be laid on the heads of the stakes, to take the blows of the hammer when driving.

The lines of demarcation should be perfectly straiglit, parallel, and the corners should be

right angles. Xail boards on inner sides of stakes, sinking them sufficiently to allow for

settlement of soil, the upper edge being about 18 inches above surface of earth in bed.

Each plot Avill now resemble a gigantic hotbed, minus the glass, and they are thus boxed

in to prevent evaporation of moisture by drying winds. Let those who wish to ensure

the very best results possible rake their beds level and tine, as for onions, then spread an

inch of well-rotted dung uniformly over surface, to leach in with spring rains, raking off

manure just before sowing, with as little disturbance of the earth as possible. We are

now ready for the seed, which can be obtained from cones gathered during the previous-

autumn and winter. In Germany they are put in cylinders like coffee-i'oasters, artificial

heat, obtained by burning spent cones, is applied, the cylinders being turned by hand by
cranks outside the drying-room. If stored in a dry place, where a gentle heat can reach

them—either that of the sun, from the flues of a greenhouse, or that from an ordinary

stove, taking care that the temperature is not sufficiently high to destroy vitality—the-

scales will open, and beating them with a light stick will liberate the seed. It can also

be procured from any respectable seedsman, or from the gentlemen I have named, at a.

cost of one dollar per pound and express charges. I used that from cones, and also ' Best

Imported.' It may be fancy, but I thought the last gave slightly better results. The
average production of plants per Bb. of seed being 9,000 {vide Brown, the Forester, p.

505), we will require from 12-14 lbs. Take a small quantity of flour chalk dust, or

whitening, mix with seed, and shake till every seed is thoroughly coated, so that one can

detect at a glance if the seed is uniformly distributed in sowing. After all danger of

frost is past, when rain threatens, scatter all but two lbs. of the seed as evenly as possible,-

passing a light roller, such as that of a lawn mower, carefully over the seed. To cover, a
couple of cart loads of clean sharp sand, free from any admixture of soil, stones or gravel,

will be needed. Such sand as that at the mouth of Grimsby Creek, or at Hamilton Beach^

is the kind required, being free from any tendency to cake. This should be carefully

sifted or scattered, the depth not to exceed one-fourth (:}) of an inch. TheSe trees—so-

hardy when they have attained some age—are, in the early stage of growth, of the most

tender description. Heat, light and cold are alike fatal, if they can reach the frail crop.

To guard against all three, screens are necessary. Messrs. Douglas employ those made of

lath, the spaces being narrower than the laths ; others use hurdles, made of brush, but I

think that strong unbleached factory cotton, yard wide, costing 10c. per yard, is by far

the best ; and using this material, it will be better to make the beds 6 ft. wide, rath^-r

than 4 ft., as recommended by Messrs. Douglas. A .slender framework of battens, lx.3

inches, should be built upon the boxing of the beds ; the cross battens to be let in flush

with upper edge of boxing, to be on edge for greater strength and free passage of light

and moisture. The two longitudinal battens to be carefully put together on the flat,

no pi-ojecting ends or nail heads being visible. The space between cross-battens not to be

more than 3 ft.; if greater, the cotton sags in wet weather ; the water collects at one point,

with destructive eS"ect on the soft earth, instead of being evenly distributed. Any
method will answer that will strain the cotton to a flat surface and at the same time

permit the rapid handling of the screens at the approach of rain or the breaking out of

bright sunshine. These screens should be stretched as soon as possible after sowing, as

birds are partial to the seed. Their edges should fit closely to the boxing, to exclude the

the wind, as the great area, when 'filled,' will severely try the strength of the material.

Lastly, 50 ft. by 6 ft. is about as large a surface of cotton as can be rapidly handled by

one person. It may be necessary to water the beds before the seed germinates : great

care must be taken, in this event, to supply it in as fine a spray as possible ; if thrown

on with any weight or force, the displacement of the seed will inevitably result. In the

course of a few days, if the weather be propitious, myriads of little spires will gladden
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the eye by the ireappearance. Should these show that the seed has not been evenly scat-

tered, the two lbs. held iu reserve will make good any deticiencies. The watchful grower
will observe a minute grt'y moth, not half tlie size of a small house Hy, busy on no good intent.

To meet these and other insect pests, the following mixture will be found of service :

Eight quarts of water, and less than one teaspoouful of Paris Green ; or better, eight

-tjuarts of water, one quart of strong tobacco juice, and less than one teaspoonful of coal

oil—in either case to be thoroughly and intimately mixed, and applied with' a tine rose

on the watering pot or syringe. I find the syringe made by P. C. Lewis, Catskill, X.Y.,
to be all 1 could wish. They are e.xpensive, but will last a careful man a lifetime. One
word of caution may be useful : Never, on any account, leave the rubber plunger in the

tube ; it will set fast, and the effort to withdraw it will be destructive. The metal being

thin, the syringe must be handled carefully. Little remains to be told. If the land has
been prepared as directed, manure being applied with no stinting hand, the seedlings will

come on rapidly; there will be very little ' damping off ' or dwindling 3 and I believe that

the taint of the manure renders them less inviting to in.sect attack. The careful

destruction of all weeds by the tinger and thumb, as soon as they appear, is a si7ie (puf non.

The removal of the screens aft'tr sunset, their leplacement before the sun strikes the beds
on the return of day, frequent and copious watering when required, to Vje given only when
the sun is off the beds, frequent syringing and incessant care and watchfulness, will be

rewarded by the growth and vigor of the crop. Commencing with the last week in

August, water should be withheld or sparingly applied, so that the crop may ripen the

wood. When threatened with killing frosts, leave the screens on, but remove them at

every possible opportunity, to subject the seedlings to natural conditions of life. They
will thus be gradually prepared to Vjear the winter ; not, however, without artificial aid.

Before severe frost sets in, and, if possible, after a heavy snow fall, the beds should be
closely covered with slabs or two-inch planking, as the weight of snow is often very great.

Should it be necessary to .over the beds before snow falls, the planks should be piled one
on the other, as the storm comes up, and the snow allowed to drift in through the open-
ings, the planks Vjeing replaced before the subsequent thaw sets in. At the approach of

the next storm, the removal of the alternate planks will cover the whole bed with a fleecy

coat, the best preservative against the variations of temperature from which we suffer.

The planks must be left on till all danger of winter killing is past; any seedlings hove
out by the frost being carefully replaced with the lingers. The second summer is like

the first—demanding incessant care and attention. Though 1 did not do so, I think it

would be advisable to replace planking at the api)roach of the .second winter. The third

spring I would plant out, not in Held rows, where the mortality may be heavy, but in

nursery beds in close drills. These beds should be rich, and water and screens will be
necessary till the seedlings are establi-shed, when a little of the morning and evening sun
may be given. After two years in these beds the trees will be tit for field culture, in

drills 14 inches apart. Space must be given iu the drills, or the lower branches will be
compressed into an oval, instead of expanding into the full circle. J have taken tlie

Norway spruce as typical, the other variety of evergreens offering but little difficulty to

the successful grower of Abies Excehn."—(Janopus.

PLANTING IN SCHOOL GROUNDS.

" Let me make the songs," said the poet, "and I care not who makes the laws." It

might be said, now-a-days, so great is his—or often her— influence, that if the .school-

teachers unite in favour of a policy, sooner or later it will be that of the nation. Nor is

there any class to whom the future of the question here discussed could better be entrusted.

Acquainted as they should be, and no doubt generally are, with the history of nations,

they know that, exactly in proportion as the forests which should secure shelter and

proper humidity to a country were preserved or destroyed, so the land gained or lost in
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fruitfulness, and the nation in those sources of strength which the field and forest nourish.

In Ontario necessary clearing has led to over-clearing ; vegetation is suffering, our timber

resources are diminishing all too rapidly, and the facts need to be impressed on our youth.

For this, the province looks to the aid of the teachers, and, to give some slight assistance

in the way of suggestion to those leacheis who may be disposed to add example to precept

in the surroundings of the school, this article will treat of planting in school grounds.

The first idea of classical education we historically possess, is the remembrance of the

academic groves ; and surely, our school grounds, should have such appertaining ; but with

how few is it the case 1 The city instructional edilice is a bi-ick building, surrounded by a

Sahara of planked yard—its country relative often a wooden structure in a bleak quarter-

acre lot. Nevertheless, our grumblings over the matter need not be too intense. It is pro-

<^ress, and great progress, that we have them at all. It is but a few years since nine out

of ten of them were not. A vast advance has been made. We have the schools; now

let us have the trees.

A school should not be overhung by embowering arbors of waving foliage, nor

picturesquely situated among, and half hidden by, sturdy oaks and graceful elms. Walls and

roofs should be given their full chance of sun-light ; the shade is better to fight in than

to live in ; an inflammatory rheumatism is too high a price for a cooling breeze. In

short, it is not well to have too many trees near the house. At some distance it is welS

to have plenty of them.

A great point is that of shelter ; and this is generally necessary on the north and

west. Nothing but evergreens will give us this, therefore along the north and along the

west of our school inclosure we should have them in such numbers as the ground at our

disposal will permit. For my part, I should like to see a good acre of our white Canadian

pines (there is nothing better) on each such flank. There is no grove so healthy as a pine

orove ; from no other such mass of leaves will come on a summer's day such balmy zephyrs

to your open school-house windows. Such groves would well supplement the playground,

and they would also supplement the school-house, for they would teach a lesson—a lesson

not in the books, a lesson to be learned from example alone. The ground and the trees

would be valuable ; they would represent money ; they might be converted into it. That

they were not so converted would teach the pupils that trees had a use more valuable

than to build houses withal, to be sold for a thousand pence, or to be cut down that fat

bullocks might feed Avhere once they stood.

Yet, if we have 'But a small lot to protect and beautify with trees, w-e should run a

sinde line of evergreens along the north and west and let them branch to the ground.

The evergreen needs every lower branch for many years ; for one reason, that its trunk

and the ground beneath it both need shade ; for another, that your wind-break is no wind-

break if the air has full sweep beneath it. For choice of trees, the pine will give a tall,

dark solid row ; the cedar, one of lower height and closer texture ; the Norway spruce,

a lio'hter green and more picturesque line of conical summits. Of these, the cedar of

course will thrive on the moister soil. And, by the way, when we come to planting them,

there are four things to be looked for, namely, a small tree, good root, kept from sun and

air until the moment of planting, and a depth no greater than its forest bed. It is true

that by planting deeply, we hold the tree root in the ground firmly, a very necessary thing

to do but by this over-deep planting we often find ourselves, in the course of a year or two,

holdino' a dead stick in the ground very firmly ; not at all a necessary thing to do. The

trees should be planted firmly, but where the wind can affect them that firmness should be

secured by staking, not by planting the roots so deeply that heat and moisture cannot do

their work. Give these a fair chance, in fair soil, and the tree will soon make itself

steady enough. Till then, if necessary, tie it, and, by the way, do not let your ligature

ingrow.

If there be room enough, supposing we have planted our rows of evergreens on the

sides to be sheltered, we shall have an improved climate in our school grounds ; but we
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can £(reatly add to the beauty of our row if we have room to phint another row inside,

twelve feet from the first, and let this second be of the soft maple. When both are
grown up, the light green in summer and the bright scarlet in the fall, of the maple, will

produce a beautiful etiect against a back-ground of evergreen. But this must be
managed, for your maple will grow much faster than your evergreens. If in a hurry,
place the maple in the rear ; if not, grow the evergreens to fifteen feet high, then plant
the maples ; but you can vary this as you choose. Soft maples are cheap and easily

raised ; when they grow too large, cut them down ; plant again. Nature will give you
leaves and trunks in profusion, if you court her ; if you stint her, she will give you bar-

ren and lifeless stalks, as if to testify her derision. It should be remembered, too,

that for the soft maple, damp ground is better, where, by-the-by, the cedar would
well form your back-ground. If high ground, take the hard maple and the Norway
spruce. And now two sides are done. For the rest, the south and east, we need no
screens. Here we require, at fair distances, separate and beautiful trees. Say thirty

feet is resolved upon, plant them fifteen, and in ten years cut out half. In the meantime,
with the same expenditure of ground, you have twice as many growing trees for ornament

;

and there is nothing more beautiful, if once we educate our eyes to perceive their

beauty. The man who passes a succession of beautiful trees unobservant, as of so many
pebbles in a walk, lives his life out without obtaining one-tenth of the pleasure his eye-

sight might have afforded him.

Of trees to choose from, we have in this climate a vast choice—the firm unbending
oak ; the slender, lofty, swaying ash ; the urn-curved elm ; the beech, with its succession al

shelves of foliage ; the basswood, broad of leaf, deep of shade, white of blossom ; the
white-stemmed birches, upright and conical in the cut-leaf, divergent and leaning in the
common ; the maples in their infinite variety (choose the soft for the wet land) ; the moun-
tain ash, with its clustering berries ; the larch pendulous with a myriad festoons of light

and glancing green. All these, any of these, will do well for the south and east sides of

your enclosure, not too near the house ; and when they grow large, not too near each
other. On the north and west we want the shelter of evergreen belts ; on the south arjd

east, merely the beautiful effect of occasional and isolated trees.

But let me take the opportunity of warning against the too common course of en-

thusiastic beginners, the tendency to plant largely and care for slightly. Of what use is

it to plant one year numerous fine trees and in the fast following years to leave them
unwatched till they dry to death slowly, or to leave them unprotected from cattle, to be
bitten to death quickly ? " Ninety per cent," writes one correspondent to me, " of our
carefully chosen and nicely planted trees are now dead for want of a little care till they
should grow beyond the need of care." Let me therefore sketch the needs of tree-

planting :

—

All trees do well on loam, fairly drained.

Pine will grow on poor sand.

The soft maple and the cedar will flourish on a soil more moist than most others will

bear ; the last on a soil rather low, however, than wet.

Mulch all trees—that is, the year they are planted spread around them straw or

other such material, three feet in radius and six inches in thickness. I have seen stones

used with good effect to keep this in place. This prevents the sun from drying the ground.

Another way is to stir the ground shallowly twice in a summer.

Keep cattle away from all young trees. They will destroy in a minute what your-

self and nature have been three years in doing.

Always remember that, if we choose to take care of a row of trees, plant them well,

stir the surface frequently, or mulch it sufficiently, and generally watch their welfare, we
can make that row of trees grow three times as well as will a similar line uncared for, if

it live at all. There is a deep pleasure to be obtained from watching the success of a

thriving plantation. The bark stands smooth, clear and healthy on the stems ; you can

almost see the vigorous branches extend themselves, as if grateful for your care ; great

masses of leaves, broad, bright, and many-veined, will spread themselves forth rejoicingly

in the sun ; and as you .seek their cool and fragrant shade, will wave and flutter above
your head, an ever changing kaleidoscope of picturesque verdancy.
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When you plant your trees, grudge not a little care. What is it to bring a wheel-

barrow of sand to a clayey site ; one of clay to a place too sandy ? You are planting a tree

by which your grandchildren may remember you—which, perhaps, shall for many a year

do its uttermost—dumb, yet living ; silent, yet s^ensitive—to please yourself. Its grateful

shade shall cool jou in the summer day ; its shelter cherish you in winter time; or if

it then be bare of every leaf, each denuded branch shall speak to you of a time when you

shall also appear as lifeless, and of a resurrection as certain as the coming spring.

Pupils of the Canadian schools, the remembrance of many a century past, the knowl-

edge of many a nation existing, lies open to your view ; tlie printer's art—to your ances-

tors for many an age unknown—sets before you the past and present as in a vast and

mai^ic glass. Look in that mirror, and you will see the citizens of certain nations, swayed

by a pitiable and a mistaken view, adopt wealth as the standard of happiness, and realize

bv litetimes of successive disappointments the greatness of the error they have made. Of

such error is his a branch who expects to win pleasure by stripping his ground of every

tree, wrenching from every I'ood all food that it will grow, careless that such denudation

destroys the upper and the nether springs, and hinders the refreshing coming of the sum-

mer rain. Shall not yours be a different course 1 The land was not given us to destroy

its fertility ; to leave a desert to those who may succeed. Will you not aid what you may

in benefiting your country by preserving, where you can, some slight portion of her

ancient forests ; aid what you may in planting and caring for some newer trees 1

TREE-PLANTING ON ARBOUR DAY.

As of late years, our schools, invited by the Educational Department, are making

some excellent movements in this direction, it is likely that at first the greatest progress

will be made in and about the school grounds of the Province. Here, I must, if 1 suggest

a't all, but try to further my view, that a school ground should contain, not alone a play-

ground, but a goodly sized grove as well. Let the boys have a couple of acres, by all

means, to play in ; and two or three more where trees shall grow, and not grow sickly

and stunted, but be cared for. Why, if the school teachers and school trustees of Ontario

aid in the matter, we shall soon, by very force of example, have our country well sheltered

once more ; and our living springs, now drying up by deforesting, bursting forth

again. Give but sufiicient room, and each school ground will be, so far as trees are con-

cerned, a valuable experimental farm. What school section could not afibrd five acres 1

—surely not one. There are many Treasons for some slight liberality, in this matter. Let

any one observe the tramped and muddy door-yard in the small plot allotted to most

county schools, (the place where, in the absence of better, they must congregate,) and

think how much greater for good the influence on the pupils had they a handsome and

well-sodded lawn for play—a thing attainable with ease where the number of pupils who
shall tread it is not more than is ordinary in such places of education—\vith a pleasant

grove annexed, and sheltering trees and flowers around outsiiie the play-ground limits.

Such surroundings dignify education and impress the pupils with ideas which may
benefit their whole after lives. Or, to state the question in another way: They must

have room to play ; they should also have room for trees, groves and flowers. To give

them both demands more than the ordinary stinted allowance, and once afforded, if it

be but cared for as the labour of so many little hands can well care for it, what lessons

of order, beauty and utility can be inculcated in the process. Little can be done to

beautify a pent-up quarter of an acre, through which fifty children need to run.

Well, -'then, suppose that five acres were allowed in each section in country

localities, its exposed sides would afford an excellent opportunity for proving the benefit

of evergreen wind-breaks. The whole north side might be planted with evergreens in a

belt, say a hundred feet in breadth, which would afford, in summer time, a pleasing and

shady grove ; in winter, a shelter against the cold winds of the north, generally our keenest

visitations in that season. The western side might have a close single line of evergreens.
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Tlie others—that is the eastern and southern sides—might be bordered, as before suggested,

with some of our niiiny beautiful deciduous trees—the maple, the elm, the basswood, (this,

elsewhere called the linden, I should like to see planted more extensively, Its broad,

thick, soft leaves, are said, of all trees, to cast the coolest shade ; its blossoms are most
valuable to the bee. Pupils of English literature should not be unacquainted with Lan-
dor's touching ajiostrophe to the linden). Then there is the locust (where it is not
troubled by the liorer). But 1 need not extend the li.st, merely remarking, that if there

be a place where suckers are not likely to spread, which surely should be, if any, a school

ground, where there are so many hands to pull them up, the silver-leaved poplar will grow
in one half the time taken by other trees. The variety with small catkins should be
chosen ; it does not, in the season when they fall, make one-fourth the litter made by
that which grows the large ; though, at some 4i''t;ance from a house, neither is an annoy-
ance worth mentioning. If we choose these, a slip of eight inches of last year's wood, cut

from a bud to a bud, and thrust in the ground tive inches, will grow. There are many
other beautiful deciduous trees ; but th^; residents of each locality should know best what
grows well there. For instance, on some high, windy plateaus, the rock elm grows well

;

its (h'ep roots hold the tree firmly against a wind which would shake the roots of a young
maple loose. Then there is taste to be exercised in the choice of trees as to shape and
foliage. The elm will give us the tall divided stem, bntnching out into a curious but
picturesque urn-like shape—the maple a rounded cone of foliage—the aspen a perpetual

play and shimmer of changing tints—the beech great successive layers or flakes of leaf-

masses. All these trees are easily grown. Then, for flowers and shrubs, the near vicinit\'

of the school-house itself would be the place. This, as said, sketches out the idea of what
might be done with a school ground of live acres. The colder sides would be walled by
evergreens—say our own pines, which expeiience |»roves to make an excellent grove—the

others would have their lino of deciduous trees, not too near one another ; on those sides

we do not seek shelter, but occasional beautiful trees with broad openings between—the

school-house, its shrubs and flowers, and, it you like, its verandahs and trailins; vines.

Ample I'oom would be left for a broad expanse of gia.ss-grown play-ground. Would it

not be worth while to give the children this instead of the half-acre often given them ?

But take the half-acre itself, if we must ; what can we plant there ? These small

plot.^, planted or not, will not of themselves influence greatly the atmosphere. But tiiey

might well be the experimimtal commencements of what will very greatly do so. Suppose
the boys try a row of evergreens, getting the little plants from the bush six inches high,

planting them in beds for a couple of years, till good roots are formed, then placing them
whare they are needed—the best way. Or, if in a greater hurry for larger trees, get them
live feet highyVo/>i the open in the end of May or beginning of June—these are diflerent

in this respect from deciduous trees, which you may plant any time in spring or fall

—

they will generally grow very well, though the transplanting gives you a tree more likely

to last. Or, let me suggest another thing which might be done in a school plot. Set

aside a portion, sow it with tree seeds, care for the young plants, and when ready give

them to s,uch adjacent farmers as will agree to plant and attend to them on their farms.

In this wny the school might be made the nucleus of numerous groves and miles of wind-

breaks, and the boys, grown to manhood, might view with pride their well-sheltered

neighborhood—its orchards with their protecting lines of Norway spruce—its fields

guarded by plantations of maple, hickory, ash, oak, and many another valuable wood

—

its landsca])e of country neither parched in summer nor wind-swept in winter, but re-

joicing in alternate fruitful fields and waving woods—and say " Do you see how beautiful

this is ? We little fellows at school, long ago, started it all."' But Arbour Day is not con-

fined to scholars ; many a villager and many a farmer will participate in its occupations.

In villages, perhaps, I might be allowed to recommend that grass be not left close to the

tree. As each summer comes, if the ground be stirred around the stem, say three feet

each way, and perhaps a little addition of better soil or manure mixed shallowly with the

surface earth, we shall much sooner have a fine tree. Stirring the ground twice or thrice

a summer is better than mulching and looks infinitely better. As regards farm planting,

I would suggest that there is too much planting on the road in front of the house. It

aoun shuts the farm altogether from view ; neither is too much of it good for the roads.
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Of course the exposed sides should be planted, but when both objects can be obtained,

what looks best is to see a farm protected by tree rows on both sides, by a grove at the

back, and open to the road. There you see the farm, its buildings, its dark ploughed

land, its green fields or its golden harvests, set in a frame of foliage on three sides—

a

picture worth admiring, which the next farm should vary by another, different but as

beautiful. But if the roadside l)e thick masses of branch and leaf, as a wind-break should

be, the farmer has planted you out ; the farm may be worth looking at, but it will hardly

plea.se the eye of passengers who cannot see it.

I trust that, shortly, the wliole |)opulation of the country regions, and many of the

towns, will make a point of aiding in tree culture at least the whole of Arbour Day. For
this we must look to the teachers. What they now inculcate and practice will be fol-

lowed by their scholars many a year to come.

THE PROCESS BY WPIICH WOOD.S PRESERVE MOISTURE IN
ADJACENT CLEAEED LAND.

We may speculate in uninformed fancies for ever without beneficial result ; but if we

wish the important knowledge of how best to avail ourselves of the workings of the great

natural forces which, as we work with them or against them, will either render our fields

fruitful or turn them to a desert, we must proceed to the workshop of Nature, and

examine her opei'ations for ourselves. If my readers will in imagination accompany me

to the fields, view in fancy the young crop throwing up its millions of tender shoots, see

it heighten, increase and ripen in the sun, watch meanwhile the necessary and important

part vhich occasional moisture has in this, the sources from whence it is derived, and

the manner of its aid to the growing plant, we will endeavour to get a plain and, if

possible, a thorough understanding of the aflfair, in order to which T will ask them to

read carefully the remainder of this chapter.

The history of all countries proves that when forests disappear, fertility never re-

mains ; and it has been remarked that, as one part of the method whereby this injury is

infl.icted, that the rapid passage of the wind over the earth, when no masses of trees break

its force, must have tile effect of too rapidly exhausting the moisture in the ground. The

manner in which this is accomplished is very interesting, yet in all the range of

the various writers on these subjects, I have not found any who had hit on the explana-

tion of the process, (or if they had, had not thought it worth illustration), which I am

about to endeavor to describe. Yet it is, of all others, the most important in connection

with this matter ; and, by following certain facts we know to their direct sequence,

we shall find that it must be correct. In the first place we know that all plants and trees

derive what food the earth gives them through openings in what are called the spongioles of

their roots. But the nourishment close to these soon becomes exhausted. How does the root

receive the food which lies a little waj' from it 1 By means of the gi-eat carrier of plant food

— water in motion. There are two movements of water through the soil which chiefly eftect

this, namely, that of gravity, by which it is attracted towards the centre of the earth, or

rather to a certain depth within the crust ; and that of heat, which draws it up to the surface

and into the air. Thei'e are other movements, but these two all are acquainted with, and

it is they which chiefly do the work. And it is to be noticed that the provision of nature

is that water will seldom carry plant food too deep, for most soils filter it too quickly.

On the other haml, vapor does carry it upwards, as the aroma of a damp rich field when
the hot sun comes from behind the clouds soon tells us. These two upward and down-
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ward ruoveinents of water through the soil carry the plant food within reach of the at-

tractive influence which roots possess. This is the principal cause, apparently, why
growth is so rajiid and vigorous after a shower, an assisting but lesser cause being also

the cleansing of the leaves and opening of their pores by the lain. Vegetation will, at

such times—while, as remarked, the water is passing through the earth downwards and
upwards, (for, if watched, both these processes can be seen proceeding at one time), and
during the longer .succeeding period when, the tirst process chiefly concluded, the second,

of vapor rising from tlie surface under the influence of the sun's heat, is still continuing
-—mate very rapid progress indeed, so that it is common to say that the crops can tlien

almost be seen to gi'ow. The facts above-mentioned form a link in the cliain of reasoning
concerning the value of shelter to fields.

When a shower falls in summer, as noticed above, all can see the effect in increased
growth. The etifect is, a.s said, largely owing to the passage of water through the soil,

both in separating and preparing the atoms of plant food in the earth for nourishment to

the growing plant, and in carrying them within reach of its roots. It is now to be notict-d

that where fields possess the shelter given by woods this valuable process will last much
longer, for this reason, that the moisture will remain in the land, drying out slowly,

while in an open country it probably would not last one-fourth of the time. We will

understand this better if we consider how it is that the rapid passage of currents of air

across a country carries off its moisture. One stratum of air passes across the ground,
.Li id receives from contact a certain proportion of the moisture in the soil But that

' -atum does not continue to pass next to the ground, for the vapor of water which it has
1 eived being much lighter than air causes it to immediately rise and be replaced by a

1! ler one, which in its turn carries off its share. This process goes on, of course, when
ticlds are sheltered, and is valuable to growth. But when they are not it proceeds with
uinecessary rapidity, so as, especially in a dry time, when every shower is valuable, to

deprive the agriculturist of much benefit liis crop might have obtained from the portion

of rain which fell. A sheltered field is dried by a slow upward movement of vapor. An
unsheltered one is dried by the rapid, half circular, or elliptic movement of successive

waves of air—a natural drying machine, in fact. From the above anyone will see the

reason, so far as at present understood, why greater rapidity of growth may be expected

>.Tops, other things being eijual, where sheltered by woods or rows of trees. The pas-

,'e of water through the soil, downwards by gravity, upwards by the sun's attraction, is

• great means of bearing plant food to the roots. That movement is much and in-

: iously shortened where cun-ents of air sweep uninterruptedly over the soil.

We will carry the description of the process of growth a little further, so as to give a
1 liler idea of the movement of moisture through earth and air. The plant or tree re-

'iving nourishment by its roots receives also much water, which is the vehicle carrying

it. By this it is carried to the leaves, and there exposed to the action r>i the air, vhich
gives it all that portion—a very considerable quantity—of plRnt food, which can not be
nl'tained from the soil, but from the atmosphere. Thence the food is sent to all parts of

tlie plant, but the water does not remain in it ; most of this has passed in vapor away
from the leaves. How great the quantity of water thus passing into the atmosphere may
be imagined from the fact that a sunflower has by experiment been found to emit three

half-pints, and a cabbage 2-5 liquid ounces daily. Forests transpire millions of gallons

daily, and this great transpiration of cool vapor ascending, meeting clouds charged with
warmer vapor, effects precipitation, as it is called, that is to say, rain—forests being thus
the cause of the descent of much more moisture than they cause to arise. These move-^

ments of heat and moisture, acting on our earth, create and nourish all vegetable life.

We greatly interfere with and check their beneficial course when we deprive a land of too
great a portion of its forest protection. It is not at all too much to say that now in three-

fourths of settled Ontario, it is time to make the rule here as it is in Norway, that for
every tree cut down two shall be planted. The woods which shelter a country nrf a»
much a means of cultivation, in their way, as are the ploughs used to turn up the soil, and
the experience of other lands shows us that if the forests be destroyed, a timf> may come
when the plough may be used in vain. I have devoted this article principally to one point in

forestry, namely, the desirability of so sheltering fields as to prevent too rapid drying of the-
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soil after rain, and thus giving the crops for a longer space of time the benefit of the

chief natural assistant of growth—the passage of water and the vapor of water—one

downward and the other upward—through the soil. It would be very desirable that

county or township authorities could move in this matter, so as to make the preservation

of shelter general over considerable stretches of country. Individual efl'orts are very

beneficial, but general ones would be so in a much greater proportion. I should he glad

to receive and embody in the next forestry report any suggestions as to how this could

be practically set about.

Another point may valuably here be noticed. As far as a pretty extended obser-

vations, field by field, can inform me, I have found that all grass crops are benefited by
shelter very greatly indeed ; so is fall wheat, as elsewhere enlarged upon. With other

crops, such as spring wheat and barley, it is noticed that where a line of trees borders the

side of the field, there will be some slowness in ripening and inferiority of grain for some

few feet from the trees. This, however, seems to occur principally where the trees are

close together, and the fence, also, grown up with young undergrowth. All farmers

consulted agreed that with trees, say, twenty-five feet apart, which with evergreens would
form a valuable wind-break, no injury whatever world occur. My own opinion is, how-

ever, that even were the wind-breaks so dense as to produce this injury for a few yards

from them, the benefit to the farm in shelter from wind and shade to cattle would infin-

itely overpay the loss, and this is evidently the opinion of hundreds of farmers who, in

our best districts, are iiow busily year by year planting such.

FOREST RESERVATIONS.

The portion of Ontario now mostly cleared was once a forest of beech and maple, with

many another tree interspersed among, resting on soil perhaps unequalled for richness and

strength. North of this was still forest, but of pine, of hemlock, or inferior hardwood here

and there, on a granite basis, but its soil not at all, except in rarely occurring patches, the

equal of the first, which rested on limestone rock. All through this surrounding and

inferior forest the lumberman found steady work and pine in plenty, but with him every

where the settler also strove to occupy a land not at all so well fitted for agricultural

toil. Here and there is a spot propitious to his wish. But over a great part of the

area he can but I'aise a few crops, sell the hay to the lumberman for a year or two more

and leave. The fact is, much of this belt should pei'petually remain in timber. But,

searching for good land, the squatter wanders over it atdiis will, little and useless clear-

ings are made here and there, and fires, spreading from them, do incalculable damage. It is

time Ontario said to the settler, " There is much of my territory in which you are not

wanted : where it is alike my loss and yours to go." It is time we understood that the

crv, " Clear the forest ; make the woodland into farms," has no application to the great,

stony, granitic, pine-covered belt which hems our more fertile region. That is for forest,

in forest for ever it should remain. It is the source of the rivers which feed our land
;

it attracts the rain-cloud and conserves the water-spring. It is now time that we

bec^an to make large provision to maintain a forest forever to the north. We have

done enough, a^ too much, to dry up Ontario by clearing land in her central

portions ; let us not add to it the evil of ruining our rivers at their source. What is

desirable to be done now is to map out large reservations, and to tell the settler that here

he must not come. What welcome would a settler meet vrith if he ventured into the

carefu Iv preserved forest land of Europe? He would be told that a certain amount of
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forest was necessary, that the rest of the land might yield returns to the plough. That

amount, judging by the increasing drouth, we have fully cleared in Ontario south of

Xipissing. It is now time to make forest reservations, and this article will attempt to

describe more particularly their necessity and position. More, perhaps, than is advocated

here should be kept sacred from the axe. But a commencement must be made, and at

the least, the whole portion here recommended should be rigidly and at once set aside.

Forest reservations are of two classes : one small and of merely local benefit, the

iier large and of much more general value.

The first should be fostered everywhere over the land. Wherever an elevated piece

of ground exists, sloping down in a long extent of cultivated land, its summit shnild by

all means be in forest, and that for three principal reasons, namely :
—

1. It will attract, or more properly, it will occasion, rain when most needed, lianges
of hills themselves, according to their height, occasion rain, Vjecause currents of moist air

pas.siug over thoni are elevated to a cooler atmosphere, which at once causes precipitation,

it is called, or rain. If these heights are crowned with trees, of course the air currents
elevated to a greater height, and the effect is, therefore, greater, an effect which the

"I, moist air ascending from forests tends to increase.

2. A grove at the summit of a slope acts as a reservoir of moisture, holding the lain
.111.1 melted snow. If the summit be cleared, and nothing there but a bare field, these
V Iters will continually wash away the cultivable earth, leaving the hill-tops white and

rren, and will gradually concinue the same process from the sumniit of the hill down-
>> ard to the river. This has occurred in many countries where the inhabitants were so
unwise as to disforest the hill-tops, the slopes being now utterly barren and all the good
soil washed into the valleys. But if the hill-tops be forested, the water, instead of rushing
down the slopes to the injury of the land, will be retained for a length of time and grad-

:ly flow down the slope, as it is needed to moisten the ground, not in such volume as

arry away valuable and fertile earth, but in sufficient amount to benefit vegetation
along the whole slope.

3. It will, in that elevated position, act as a very efficient wind-break, moderating
a considerable distance the force of the air currents, which, passing unchecked over

... land, otherwise dry it out too rapidly. Every farm, however, should have its own
wind-break.

The advantages mentioned above are, to a great extent, local. But a far greater
I more general advantage can be obtainrd when a country is being cleared, if large

rks or reservations, comprising many thousand acres, can be left at tlae head waters of
iding rivers. This principle is now universally understood in Europe, and ado})ted

M-rever practicable, not only, as in America, by leaving portions of the original forests,

r by planting many thousands of acres of young trees in these elevated situations. In
the Alps and in different parts of France and Italy, this Has been found the only method
of preserving the mountain sides.

This larger application of the system of forest reservation, is not only of use
.. iiere a large portion of territory is left in forest at the most elevated point or watershed
of the country, to protect the sources of the many rivers which find their commencement
there, but, also, that a large and elevated portion of the country may be left in forest for

the purpose of attracting summer rain. If before Ontario was settled this principle had
been acted on, and much of the country near Guelph left in forest, an infinite assist-

ance would have been given to agriculture throughout the Ontario peninsula. That
opportunity, however, has long gone by, but others still remain, one of which 1 am about
to mention.

There is on thfe border of the north-west portion of settled Ontario a tract of

country in which, as yet, no great amount of settlement exists. There—amonc; a wilder-

ness of balsam flats, miniature lakes, d^irk forests of frowning pine, burnt territory re-

tjlothed with trembling aspen, here and there a hardwood stretch, here and there a beaver
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xaeadow
j
here dai'k rivei's rolling deep beneath embowering Ijanks ; here cataracts pouring

in white foam down rocky declivities—many rivers tind their source. The Muskoka, the

dark Petewawa, the Madawaska, the Bonnechere—all have their sources here.

When we consider that, in the first place, this territory is the watershed and highest

tableland of a portion of Ontario, millions of acres in extent, it is evident that, owing to

the reasons above partly stated, its preservation iu forest would be of vast importance to

the Province. There is no other way in wliich our country, or in fact any country, can

preserve its rivers.

In clearing the land, of necessity, most of the smaller creeks have been dried up, or

neai'ly so. If now we allow it to be so completely cleared that the chief rivers also greatly

lessen their summer height, the following evils will certainly occur to a very disastrous

-extent : The beneficial course of" moisture through the land in summer will be so checked

•as to occasion great injury. There will be too much water in fall and spring—there will

be destructive inundations—but there will be too little when it is needed for summer
growth. This is not a danger of which there is no fear for a hundred years or so ; it

is an immediate one. In fifty years we have lowered the water level in the land many
feet ; all over the country we used to get water by digging shallow wells, now we must
dig deep ones. The resultant infertility is beginning to show itself. People talk of the

depreciation in the value of farm property. Do they ever notice that it is because the

farms will not now yield the return they did 1 I am certain that, on farms which I know,
and Avhich have not been cropped extraordinarily either, it will take two dollars to grow
as much as one would have grown while still there was a fair share of woods left around.

Now, among the various means of prevention of barrenness, there is not one better

than the plan of making large reservations. Other countries are, as mentioned,

now that forestry knowledge is becoming general, working on this plan. In Italy, France

and Germany, at immense cost, forests have been, and are being, replanted on the upper

slopes. New York state is endeavoring to acquire the title to and preserve the great

forests of the Adirondack mountains, cutting down of parts of which have seriously

lowei-ed the Hudson. It is time Ontario did something. She now holds the title. In

ten years much of the forest I mention here may have passed into private hands and be

in fields.

In a forestry report of two years back I advised, with the concurrence of many lead-

ing men of the neighborhood, that a portion of the country mentioned, comprising over

twenty townships, or over a million acres, should be set aside for this purpose. Mr. Rus-

sell, of Pembroke, Crown timber agent for the region, defines it as " commencing at

township No. 2 of Nipissing—-Elora, Maria, Head, Rolph, Wylie and McKay, in Renfrew,

extending west to tow^nships Laurier, Paxton, Butt, Hunter and Peck, inclusive." If

settlement at any bordering point has made progress, which cannot be to any great extent,

the reserving line could be drawn to suit it. Much of the region is unfit for agriculture,

but would be very valuable if kept in forest. Since thAi, Mr. Kirk wood, of the Crown
Lands Department, has published an able pamphlet, recommending a reservation in the

same part of the country, but not to so great an extent, namely, about 330,000 acres. I

do liot consider this sufficient, as the area drained is about seven million acres for the

smaller reservation proposed, and the forest so left, either the smaller or the larger, would

soon be the only one left in all the older settled portion of Ontario. In a shoit time the

general cry would be, " Why was not more taken when it was so cheap ?
"

The reasons for establishing such a reservation are many, chiefly, of course, that the

woodland so left would exert a controlling influence in favor of agriculture by preserving

the rivers mentioned, but, besides this, it would confer on the country the inestimable

benefit of retaining a forest within some reasonable distance of the cities of Ontario. It

must be considered that this forest would not be merely a succession of trees. It would

comprise many deep valleys ,and many level table lands, many rapid rivers and many
beautiful lakes. There would be forests of hardwood and forests of pine ; interminable

stretches of balsam and of aspen, many a rugged precipice of granite, many a sparkling

stream.

On such reservations as these, too, the experiment might be tried as to whether the

expense of destroying the pine refuse might not be incurred, and yet the getting out and_
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sale of timber continue profitable. The solution of this problem is the key to the preser-

vation of pine forests on this continent, and it would be a great step in advance should

Ontario move successfully in the matter. No other question is as important. The pine-

covered land will, in most cases, never make farms ; but it could grow pine.

This portion is now being approached by railroads : in fact, the 0. P. R. passes not

far away. Its preservation would give to Canadians and tourists many beautiful camping
grounds for summer residences, and would give, also, a place where tishing and shooting

might long be had, with proper care to observe close seasons and to keep out hounds,

creatures which ne\er should be allowed, in fact, in any part of the country. By reserv-

ing this from settlement, too, the pine forests would last forever, if cared for, which i.s a very

difficult matter where settlers are allowed on the few cultivable spots, for their fires will

run, and their clearings will open wind-gaps and dry up the rest of the forest, which,

though with cave it may not blow down, yet will not be at all the rich, deep-rooted and
lasting woodland which a large spread ol" forest affords. Neither do I think settlers should

be allowed to cut down every hardwood forest in the country. It is nonsense to say that,

in order to maintain a few families, hardwood worth millions in the future should be

destroyed. There are townships in Canada which, had the wood been kept and thinned

regularly instead of being cleared for farms, would have yielded sufficient to have enabled

Government to maintain in idleness all their settlers this fifty years, and have given a

large profit besides. Besides, the great fact is to be remembered that much of the section

I speak of now is very poor land, where, if the settler goes, he goes to his loss, it may l>e

to his ruin.

If it be not so preserved, what is the alternative? That its hardwood glades, form-

ing but a small portion, should be cut down to make farms for a few settlers, who could,

«very man of them, do better elsewhere. That their cattle should wander through the

whole forest, eating down every young sapling and drying up the woods, their fires run-

ning far beyond their bounds, and their clearances penetrating and causing to blow down
a forest which ten times the labor of their lives could never restore.

It would not be necessary that the country should lose the benefit of the sales of its

timber. When a tree, whether of pine or hardwood, has attained its fullest growth, it

should be cut, and the number of trees annually attaining such growth within these limits

would be large. But when the lumbermen has taken such trees he should not, as is too

commonly his wont, hack and hew all around him. The refuse in such a reservation

should be disposed of. There are methods whereby this—a difficult affair in ordinary

lumbering—could be managed here.

It IS to be remembered that in the reservation above sketched out, wherever timber

limits have been placed under license, it would be advisable, if found convenient, in urder

to carry out the idea hinted at above, to make a change in their method of working. It

might not, perhaps, be possible all at once to inaugurate the more desirable method, but

the way in which such a reservation should be managed would be to a great extent as

follows :

—

1. Trees should only be cut when Government officials have marked them for that

purpose.

2. No small trees should be unnecessarily cut down.

3. All branches, tops and rubbish, should be piled and burnt. Experiments could,

as stated above, be carried out in such a park to ascertain the best method and cost of

doing this. It might be that the cost and difficulty are too great ; on the other hand, it

may be that they are much less than has been imagined.

4. Careful watch should be kept to extinguish forest fires, and the Fire Act enforced

throughout the reservation.

."». Licenses should be sold in the proper seasons for fishing, shooting and camping.

6. No cattle of any description should be allowed within the bounds, and no settlers,

unlesi=; the necessary officials.

7. Men should be employed in summer in replanting any burnt land, and in winter

in cutting up fallen trees.

5. Wherever it will grow, wild rice should be sown in the marshy grounds.
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MANAGEMENT OF TREES IN CITIES.

It would seem as if, even in our cities, the remembrance and habit of our backwoods

methods still cling to us ; and that here, in our streets and what should be our well-kept

parks, we treat trees, ground, and branches, as if we were in the rush of a tirst clearing.

We have parks, but where is the manure which should be spread over their lawns, at the

proper time, and at the proper time raked away ? It is thrown by tons into the hollows

of our ravines. We plant young trees by the hundred, and by fifties they die. Are they

ever mulched to prevent it ? Not that I have seen, and I see many that are not. We
trim our trees, and the rough stubs, three inches long, stand as evidence of what the

pruners knew about it. Is it any wonder that many of our fine trees are beginning to

die at the top, and that many of our lawns are half the time brown ? But let us inves-

tigate the subject of pruning.

If this chapter could but be read by everybody in our towns who has the care of

trees, and if they would but follow one simple direction, which it principally is intended

to impress—a direction which proposes to them very little extra trouble—it would be of

a benefit to be valued by millions of dollars. The direction has simply reference to the

matter of pruning, and does not ask of you anything more than this : that when you cut

off a branch, you will—that is, if you wish to benefit and not injure the tree—-cut it close

to the trunk of the tree, or the lai'ger branch from which you are cutting a smaller

one. If, on the other hand, you wish to poison the tree slowly, there is no better way
than to leave a few short stubs. The reason of this it is proposed to explain, for the fact

is that without a certain amount of knowledge about the structure, growth, and functions

of a tree, one is just about as likely to be successful in tree pruning as he would be, if

similarly ignorant, in watch mending.

The trunk of a tree is composed, as all are aware, of a number of tubes, through

which the sap ascends from the roots, each branch having its own set of these tubes in

the trunk, arising from one particular portion of the roots. What we call the sap is

largely water, mingled with plant food, of which the water is the vehicle to carry it from

the earth, up through the tubes of the trunk, then through those of the branches, and

out to all the leaves. In the cells of these leaves it is exposed to the air, which adds to

it other materials of food, and tits the whole for nourishment. The water, which carried

up the food, has now done its work, and mostly passes off into the ail-, while the plant

food is carried back into the tree, and adds to the growth of all parts—stem and branch,

leaf and twig.

Of course, when we cut off a branch, we interfere with the process ; but very differ-

ent results follow in certain cases. If we cut a large one, say four or five inches through,

off from the trunk, the sap is found to lodge in the tubes from the cut to the root, and to

soften and discolour that portion of the wood. This injures it for timber, yet

will not, for other purposes, much impair the tree, granted that air and water be kept

out. Tlie way to keep these out is to cut close to the tree, leaving all smooth and even

with the bark. A little of the bulge at the base of the branch, but not more than a

quarter of an inch, may be left, when the cut should be painted over with coal tar, to

preserve it from the weather and from cracking till the bark grows over, which it will at

once commence to do, and shortly cover it smoothly and completely. It should be re-

marked that, if we cut off a portion of a branch, that is, one or more branches from a

larger branch, still leaving })lenty, say half, no injury to the wood follows, for the re-

maining branches have the power of perfecting the surplus sap and returning the plant

food.

But when a short stub is left, a very different action takes place. The bark cannot

grow over it, and the checked sap within receiving, through the rotting stub, air and-
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water from without, decay takes place throughout the tubes from the wound to the root,

and at the stub, where the process is strongest, infects the neighboring tissues and, in a
few years, forms a rotten cavity deep into the tree. Yet we often see, in Toronto, when
men are set to reduce the size uf trees in j)arks or streets, a dozen such stubs left on a

tree. The consequence is that the tree, which might, had the branches removed been
cut closely and the wounds painted, not have been in the least injured by the operation,

weakens, and stands, during life, a sickly monument of ignorant pruning. Necessarily,

for at all these points decay is weakening its fibres. A few minutes' extra work would
have made all the difference.

Perhaps it may be well to say a word on the method of cutting off branches. Ail of

those under half an inch in thickness can easily be cut with a knife, always cutting upwards,
and slightly lifting the branch at the same time. When, for larger branches, a saw is

used, the danger being that the branch in falling may tear away the bark below the cut,

it is best tirst to cut from under, one-third through the branch, and then finish from
above. For high branche.s, the use of a pruning chisel, on a long handle, will save much
climbing, and with care, very good work may be done with it, always remembering in

shortening a branch, to make the cut so as to shed the water.

It must be remembered that the above only applies to the deciduous trees. Th©
great family of evergreens—the pines, the firs, the cedars—are impatient of the knife,

and should never be pruned. Let them, if they will, branch to the ground ; it is their

nature thus to protect their bark from a heat and cold to which in their native forests it

is a stranger. When older, if the lower branches die, we should remove them, but while

in life to cut them creates a wound from which gum exudes for years. If it be desired,

liowever, to check the growth of an evergreen branch, it can be effectually done by pinch-

ing off an inch or two of tlie ends of the fresh growth for the year.

Nothing is more astonishing than to observe the manner in which many trees,

especially in the parks and streets of Canadian cities, are mangled, under the idea that

they are being pruned, as if the idea was that a tree was a tree, and that any difference

in its appearance was of no consequence. But there are, to those who look closely—ta

all those, in fact, capable of taking pleasure in the beauties of nature—no two things in

the world more different than a well-cared for and an ill-managed tree. The one will be
sickly, jagged, torn, its V)ark rotting, its branches decaying at the top. The other will be

upright, its branches vigorously spreading, its bark clear, bright, with every channel

accurate as if fresh from the sculptor's chisel ; its leaves abundant, moist, and vivid of

colour. The two trees are the types of cultivated beauty and unnecessary deformity.

In streets, and in the small plantations which surround many residences, it would
often be productive of a much better effect' to remove a certain number of the trees alto-

gether than to prune them. The pruning is done with the view, in streets, of clearing

the roadway of obstructing branches ; and in the other case, generally, to open up a view.

In both cases removal and replanting would often better answer the purpose. Young
and vigorous trees are always beautiful, and give, for a long period, sufficient shade ; but

when they grow tall and overshadow the houses, a result which is necessarily obtained by
pruning their side branches, it is doubtful whether they benefit health. They certainly

cause both roofs and house fronts to decay, which never creates a healthy atmosphere.

Venerable trees are excellent and valuable for many purposes ; but it doubtful whether,

in streets, our object should not always be to keep lines of young trees, not too close to

each other or the houses, and under twenty feet in height. This might readily be secured
by proper forethought. In small city gardens, too, the same rule would be valuable ; for

though your high trees on the north are no harm to your house, yet they keep the south

sun from your neighbors ; while on east, south and west, your house is better of no over-

shadowing trees. For cities, a succession of young trees, removing them when over

twenty feet high, would, it appears to me, be more beautiful and more healthy than the

large trees often allowed to grow. A young tree, properly cared for, is one of the most
beautiful objects in the world. But the main object of this article is to say that we
should never cut branches from evergreens, and that when we take them from deciduous

trees, we should leave the cud perfectly smooth and level with the bark. A stub, left on
one of them, rots straight to the heart of the tree.
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Let us add a word on another point. We frequently see rows of young trees, planted
a year or two ago, standing, half of them dead, in dryish, half-barren ground. There is

no necessity for this. If we find good soil to plant in, so much the better ; but trees will

grow in poor soil. If we happen to have a wet time to plant in, and some damp, showery
weather for some weeks after, they are almost sure to thrive, if the proper season has
been chosen, and reasonable care taken to set the roots nicely and pack the earth well

around them—not as hard as if we were setting a post, though ; there is a medium in all

things

—

est modus In rebus, says Horace. But if there be drying weather, or if the soil be
poor, there is yet a way. If we procure some cartloads of manure (there is always plenty
to be had in cities) and spread about a wheelbarrow load around each tree, we shall save
many saplings which otherwise would have died.

HOW SETTLED ONTARIO IS SPECIALLY AFFECTED BY
OVER-CLEAEING.

We took possession, in its forest state, of Ontario, when it was a rich and fertile

land. We grew crops of wheat which were the envy of the world. For many years

back this has not been the case. For years and years we have been far below the English

average. Partly this is due to the fact that we do not manure as they, nor one-quarter

as much : but much more to the fact that we have dried up the land by over-clearing, and

allowed the flow of water over the surface to wash away much of the rich soil into the

watercourses. Exactly the same course was pursued in the Eastern States, and with

exactly the same result. I passed through whole districts in Massachusetts last year

which a hundred years ago grew noble crops ; now, they will not give a sheep pasture.

Let us examine the manner in which this comes to pass, and notice the climatic influences

which have to do with our soil and its fruitfulness or sterility.

Nothing is more certain than that the south-west wind is the rain-bringer here—that

is, the great current of air coming from the equator, which is laden with most of the

moisture the sun draws up from the vast oceans of the torrid zone. This is always pass-

ing above us, though other winds for a time may be below it, or even interspersed with it,

as, in fact, the great returning polar current often is. But the south-west current is the

true moisture-laden wind—laden, it will be noticed, with moisture more heated than the

atmosphere through which it passes. In converting this moisture into rain, there are two

chief local agencies ; one, when these currents pass over mountain ranges, which condense

the moisture by lifting it into a colder stratum ; the other, the cool humid air always

rising from bodies of forest. This has been carefully observed in India. Sir Richard

Temple, Governor-General of Bombay, says :
—" The average quantity of vapour must come

from the ocean, and must be condensed somewhere ; if it be not changed to rain as it

passes over the plains, it will pass on to the mountains and be transformed there. This,

indeed, is a matter of common experience ; moisture-laden clouds float over the Deccan,

leaving it ai'id, and move on to the Satpura range (wooded mountains), and being con-

densed there, fill the torrent beds with rain-water, which rushes into the river beds.

Similarly, clouds sweep over the thirst)' plains of Hindostan, and being condensed in the

Himalayas, return in the form of floods in the great rivers. It is hoped that, if forest

tracts were distributed over the plains, there would be cool surfaces {i.e., masses of

moisture arising) ; it attracts the clouds, and arrests them, as it were, on their way.
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Thus, it is anticipated b}' many that the climate would V>e improved and the early and
the later rains descend more seasonably than at present. It is rememljered that, through-

out the world, those regions which possess rich vegetation receive abundant rains, while

those which are denuded of vegetation, are rainless. It is remarked, too, that those

regions in India which ordinarily receive rain, but have been parched by a long drought,

are plagued afterwards with immoderate rain." Great sums of money have been spent by
the Indian government in the assistance of tree-planting and forest conservancy, the work
having been commenced in 1864. Officials have been sent to Europe to examine the

systems of forest management there, and a large staff has been employed in India at the

work. Now that Indian wheat is competing with our own everywhere, it is time we should

notice that while they are planting trees to improve their crops, we are still injuring ours

by cutting them down. But what I wished to point out was, that the rain clouds pass

over us here from the ocean as they do over India, and fall in rain over the distant

forests to the north, and on the great height of land beyond Supeinor. Until we replant

more largely than at present they will continue to go there.

We may imj)rove on our ploughs and harrows ; we may experiment on an infinity

of manures ; we may be infinitely more rapid and correct than our grandfathers in

methods of sowing and reaping ; but the amount of return obtained, in comparison with

the labour bestowed to obtain it, certainly does not increase. Let us take up an agri-

cultural newspaper or pamphlet of forty or fifty years ago and observe the directions

given as to the best means of securing a large yield of wheat. We shall .see very little

stress laid on the necessity of applying manure. The land yielded a heavy crop without,

Now we know that in mo.st parts of the country, with all our modern appliances and all

our scientific farming, the average of bushels raised per acre is V)y no means what in

former days was frequently obtained.

It was, for a number of years, common to believe that this comparative deficiency

was owing to over-cropping the land, and nothing was more general than to hear opinions

given that throughout Ontario, or even cultivated North America, farmers were running

their land to death. But one remarkable fact was observed which completely confuted

the idea that the lesser fertility was altogether due to this cause. Where a piece of land

had been left till lately in forest, and was then cleared, logged, burnt off, dragged in, and,

in short, all the old and almost forgotten formula of the fir.st settlers observed, the acres

no longer yielded as their fellow-acres, when first cleared, had invariably done. The
great wheat ears, long and bending with their plump and numerous kernels, no longer

rose emulous almost to the height of the fence. The straw might be fair enough, Vmt it

was not what the former fallows had given. How was this ? The land should have been

just as rich. It was timbered with beech and maple, as had been many a field which lay

beside. It had not certainly been over-cropped, for it never had been cropped at all.

The (question was very naturally asked, how this land, on which nothing but trees had
ever previously been grown, had so evidently diminished in fertility ?

The answer was not long to seek when the result of disforesting had been examined,

as they have been of late years, by many scientific men. It was found that in those parts

of North America .where fertility had decreased too much of the formerly sheltering

forests had been cut away ; and that, as it is certainly known that many countries of the

Old World have, by carelessly cutting down their forests, changed their good soil into

barren land, so in the New World the same process has been energetically begun, and the

symptoms of decreasing fertility have appeared precisely concurrent with its progress.

The matter may be concisely stated as follows :

—

1. A sufficient amount of interspersing forest in a country receives and stores up the

moisture of rain and melting snow, allowing it gradually to pass away, thus preserving a

proper quantity always in the ground and always in motion. The passage of water

through the earth is so important to vegetation that it may almost be called the life

thereof.

2. Where too much forest is gone the falling water or melting snow rushes rapidly

across the land to the rivers, carrying away much good soil.
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3. When showers have fallen, if the wind has too free course over the land, evapor-
ation is too rapid, the earth is dried out in a short time and the benefit of the rain to a
considerable extent lost. Woods, or even dense lines of trees, prevent this.

4. The benefit of shelter in winter by preventing the uneven drifting of snow, and
otherwise assisting the crop of fall wheat, clover, etc., is very great.

5. Forests, also, by their constant transpiration of cool moisture in large quantities-, do
much, 1)}' their junction with the rain-bearing clouds, to attract, and in fact occasion, local

rains while the woods are in leaf, which is the time when rain is needed.

The presence of interspersing forests being one of the chief conditions of fertility,

and we, in Ontario, as well as those resident in the greater part of the continent east of
the Mississippi, having been engaged in doing away with these conditions, insomuch that
a great deal of the country is now quite denuded of trees, it follows that one of the chief

reasons of the decreasing fertility, mentioned above, is fully before us. We have taken
many steps towards the condition which has ruined the soil in other lands. The remedy
is simple ; it is to preserve what remnants of forests we can, and to plant wherever our
means will allow.

The question has been asked, how is it that the great prairies of the Western States
were ever fertile, while trees are said to be so necessary to fertility ] This is easily

answered. These prairies were, in the first place, of exceptional fertility, so far as regards
the quality of the soil. It is a very deep, soft, rich loam, which, once receiving the benefit

of a heavy rain, allows many days to pass before it is deprived of it by evaporation ; or
rather, it should be said, enjoys the benefit of the process of evaporation for many days.

(For while moisture is rising to the surface, it is also softening plant food and conveying
it to the roots, and it is furnishing these roots, also, with the large quantity of water all

plants need as a carrying vehicle for food, and to supply the continual transpiration

from the leaves.) Our soil in Ontario is not such. Take all the groves from the prairies,

and denude Ontario of trees, both would, in process of time, become desert ; but the prairie

not till very many years after the other. For where nature has covered the earth with
trees, there is always found a soil which a proportion of forest is needed to protect. It

is laid down as a rule by those who have scientifically' investigated the subject, that such
a country, left one-fourth or one-third in wood, will always yield more than if all cleared

and cropped, not to mention the certainty of ultimate barrenness in the latter case.

There are also circumstances connected with the western prairies which render them dis-

similar in rainfall to the rest of America. As has been frequently explained, the great

source of rain is the wind from the equator, bearing the vast mass of moisture evaporated

from the oceans of the torrid zone. To the south of the prairies are the great forests of

the Gulf states, and all along their south-west stretches the great chain of the Rocky
Mountains. These two, but especially the latter, condense immense quantities of this

northward moving moisture, which falls in rain over the prairie states. Yet, notwith-

standing these natural advantages, the great need of the prairie is now trees, and much
planting is yearly done there.

In Ontario, where in many of the older settled parts we are reduced to ten per cent,

of forest land, we are losing, year by year, the original fertility of the soil. It is full

time that the people of every county and township took counsel as to the best way of

retaining some forest protection. As far as retaining forests goes, there is but one way,

and that is, if cattle be at all hungry—if they have not plenty of good grass outside

—

never let them into your bush. If they are to have forest shelter. V)y all means let them have
it, but let the portion be fenced off from that which it is wished to preserve in good forest

condition. If a piece of bush be taken while it is yet possessed of its original forest bed

of deep-lying leaves and decaying twigs, and then well fenced against cattle, it will pro-

tect itself in great part, for the young trees growing around the edges, being habituated

in their early years to the sun, will grow up hardy, v-ith deep roots. These will not blow
down, and they will pi-event the drying winds blowing through the rest and injuring it.

The forest earth will not harden, nor be nearly so likely to become grass-grown
;
young

saplings will continually take root and spring up, and by care to cut out old trees as soon

as they are fit, and a little thinning where undergrowth is too rank, a portion of forest
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may be preserved which will always yield a succession of timber, valuable for many pur-
poses, and a continual shelter to the adjacent farm lands, which shelter is twenty times
as valuable. It has been common to say " We will keep this piece of bush, underbrush
it, leave only good large trees, and it will be a nice pasture for the cattle." We might
as well encourage the growth of a nation by killing off all the children. The forest needs
its underbrush ; we may thin it, though nature would have done that in time, but we
must not destroy it. The small trees keep the large ones in health, and, obeyiug the
great law of the survival of the fittest, the weakest die off, the strongest grow to fuli-

sized trees.

WASTE OF YOUNG EVERGREENS.

While gi^ing careful directions how to grow evergreens from seed, and plant and

care for them till they are of si/e to place in their ultimate position, we should remember

that there are many to be had throughout the country ready for planting for nothing,

and that using such, if care be taken as regards mulching and the season of planting (for

they need a little more; care than trees from a nursery which have been transplanted

several times), will save from tive to ten years' time in the work of sheltering a farm or

orchard. But let my readers who plant them, spare a wheelbarrow of manure to place

round each on the surface, and some straw as well. Nothing repays care better than trees.

Many letters are received, saying, " Lines of evergreens are advocated in your reports

and letters, and we like the idea, as giving protection in winter ; but how are we to get

them ill numbers at any moderate price ? As for the price when purchased, I find the

best of them, which is probably the Norway spruce, several times transplanted, fifteen

inches to two feet high, selling in nurseries a hundred miles from the original nurseries

at §10 per hundred. At twenty feet apart, which will, b^'-and-by, give a fine wind-break,

though closer would be better, $10 will plant two thousand feet—quite a long line.

But the fact is that a great many fine young evergreens, both pine and cedar, which might

be of the greatest use, are always going to waste in Ontario.

As I was travelling last fall towards Sarnia 1 passed a field where there had pre-

viously existed a considerable growth of young pine trees, self-sown originally, and arrived

at the height of from three to seven feet. It was found advisable to clear up this field,

in order to make use of it for the ordinary purposes of agriculture. Some seven or eight

hundred tine young trees accordingly had been grubbed up, piled in heaps, and were now
be;ng bui'ned. This was in a district almost denuded of trees, and where the sweep of the

winter wind must have been something terrible of a freezing day. If, instead of burning
these, they had, at the proper season, been planted along the north fence of that and the

adjoining field, many crops would have prospered to better advantage for all future years,

so far as the infiuence of their shelter extended.

All over the country, here and there, are scattered growths of young pines and cedars,

which seldom serve any good purpose, being destroyed in succession when the land is

needed. If farmers living near there would plant them out as shelter belts, either on the

north, west, or whatever sides of their farms are most exposed to the winds, what are now
of little or no value, merely large, useless weeds in many a field which they cover, would
then be of the greatest use possible, and soon grow a tall and dense wall of verdure where
most needed, checking in summer the infiueuce of swift winds, which dry the land out
too rapidly

;
preventing the snow from uneven drifting in winter, and giving that general

benefit to agriculture which is best summed up in the testimony of those who have grown
sucii protecting Hues, and state that they would not, now they have experience of their
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\alue, be without them for a thousand dollars, and that their influence must often have
doubled their crop of fall wheat, since the yield, where not so protected, has rei)eatedly

averaged only one-half of that obtained where the protection was afforded.

We are all aware that the great difficulty in this matter is that the farmer is prone

to say, " Certainly, if rows of such trees were common, if every farmer could be induced

to plant a line of them, the general benefit of these numerous lines, crossing the country

in close succession, so that the winds would be checked, the snow kept level, and the

fields protected from drying winds in summer, over all Ontario, would no doubt be re-

markable indeed. But my one poor row along the edge of my farm could exercise little

influence in cheeking the north wind or improving the climate. Get a county, or even a

township to do it, and then there would be results. But why should I alone attempt to

benefit the country?" Let us point out—more, let us prove beyond peradventure, that

this is all a mistake. It is true that the farmer planting a row of evergreens along the

north of his farm benefits the country. Thei'e is, surely, no objection in his mind to doing

that. I much mistake the feelings of most of my agricultural friends, if they would not

really like to do something that would benefit everybody around, whether everybody

should be grateful or not. There comes a time when, though we may have thought all was
unnoticed, and that we have thrown our pearls of philanthropic effort before a race

constitutionally denied the power of appreciation ; there comes a time when someone
speaks, and we find that all was observed ; that, if it were not stated in the daily adver-

tisement, it was given full and honest credit in the ledger of the heart. " What, you
thought we did not see !

"

But there is somewhat immediately gained as well. It is the general testimony that

wherever those protecting rows have been planted, the farmer who has nourished them to

maturit}', or rather to the time when their bulk is sufficient to yield shelter, is greatly

benefited in several respects. And if so now, how much more valuable will they be in

coming years, when, as is in too many localities the case, many relics of the primeval

forest, which have as yet afforded some check to the winds, must die away, never having

been properly cared for with a view to their preservation. I remember one case in point

near Brampton. "I have," said a well-known cattle-breeder, "a hundred yards of hedge

about twelve feet high. It keeps the snow level to my gate, and the consequence is that

my path is clear enough all winter, while my neighbors have to spend about a week's

work annually in digging themselves out." Wherever lines of trees have arrived

at a height of thirty feet or so—if they be evergreens, for others yield little protection in

winter—the crop of fall wheat and grass for twenty or thirty rods have, say many farmers,

been much better, while as far as fruit is concerned, the trees thrive and yield twice as

well. "I can," said one farmer, who had a good line of white pine trees, thirteen years

old, along his farm edge, " hOw stand to cut wood in a storm with my coat oflT, and be
comfortable ; and that alone I would not lose for i$.500, not to mention the good it is to

the rest of the farm." One of the most successful I know of was, when planted about

eight years, fifteen feet high, with a spread of eight feet at the ground, stems about six

inches thick. This was of ordinary white pine, taken from pine oj^enings, being saplings

of about six feet in height, transplanted as quickly as possible after moving, and taking

up as much sod and root as would well carry. Planted about the 6th or 7th of May.
Not five per cent, died, and these were replaced at once. This is in Bosanquet, and is

said by the owner to make always at least three degrees difference in stormy weather

round his dwelling ; he has, as he remarks, " to go off the farm to know how cold it is."

What would be most valuable in any movement of the sort would be the general

and united action of a locality. Each owner can no doubt benefit himself by such work
;

but each owner would be doubly benefited if his neighbors seconded his efforts. In other

words, a succession of lines of trees will have many times the beneficial effect in moder-

ating storms, checking winds, or lessening cold that a single one can exercise. It would

be well here to mention the method in which the most -successful experiment in planting

of this sort I am acquainted with in Ontario was carried out, as it is the easiest, and, if

the time and temperature be rightly taken advantage of, the surect of all methods.

This plantation, or rather long line of trees, was obtained by taking young pines,

partly from a wood, partly from a field. They were taken about six feet in height, and
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a time chosen when, early in tlie spring after the ground had all thawed out, one night's

frost had hardened it again to the deptli of over an inch. A number of men were set at
the work so as to take advantage of the then state of the ground, and with sharp spades
a ring was cut around each tree nine inches or more from the stem, cutting through the
frozen surface and going some inches deeper. On passing the spade furtlier under in a
partly horizontal direction, the round mass of earth and roots, bound together Ijy the
frost, was easily lifted, was carried to its appointed place and planted at once, losing but
little of its adhering earth in the transit. Earth was then carefully filled in wherever a
gap existed, and the tree left. Nearly eight hundred trees were so planted on that
occasion, and so complete was the success of the method used that scarcely a dozen trees

died. When I last saw the row of trees it was nearly tifty feet in height, forming a com-
plete natural wall around all that part of the farm, and, as a matter of course, having an
extremely Vjeneticial effect both in mitigating the severity of the cold in winter, checking
drying winds in summer, and in many ways encouraging growth in the tields it sheltered.

If Ontario had, crossing the country at reasonable intervals from east to west, many
successive rows of evergreens, travelling in winter would be much easier, crops be much
better, and what was grown would be procured, there is good reason to believe, at a much
smaller cost than at present. It is, as I commenced by pointing out, a very great L^ss

that the numerous young evergreens now found growing wild m so many pastures (for

cattle will not, as all are aware, eat them down as they do others), should not be placed

where they could be of such infinite value, instead of being, as is too often the case,

burned up as so much rubbish whenever the field is needed for the plough.

And, finally, speaking of cattle, we should remember the very great advantage tlie

shelter and shade of such tree lines will be to them. North of them they will throw a
shade which will weaken grain for a few yards, but it will improve grass, and give a
splendid resting place for cattle. We are, in future, in Ontario, to depend less on wheat,

more on grass-growing and cattle-raising. For these last purposes, we can hardly have
too many lines of trees.

THE PLANTATIONS ADVISABLE OX ONTARIO FARMS.

It will be noticed in another part of the report that many farmers and others have

within the past year or two commenced to establisli small plantations, ranging from a few

hundred trees in a treble or quadruple line to a good few thousand. By next year, I

trust to be able to visit and report on a number of these. The fiist year, as ray readers

are probably aware, a sapling is tolerably likely to grow ; it is the second year which

decides whether or no good root has been taken, so that it is as well to allow a little time

to pass before judging of the state of these. What is satisfactory is to note that they

have been started to a certain extent. Where the practice of planting once takes footing,

many are certain to follow the example set. On many a piece of ground, now worthless,

might be standing, in a few years, a compact grove of elm, hickory, ash, or such trees,

from which every year after might well be culled a hundred dollars worth of timber. But

this is not got by planting some straggling trees ; they must be properly set and cared

for. But for those who will do it, the money will be surer than wheat or cattle growing,

if the statements of those who buy much lumber of this class yearly are to be believed.

The reasons, both climatic and economic, for planting such groves, are also elsewhere

set forth ; but a few words may be said here as to the part of the farm they should

occupy, supposing the piece of ground to be planted to form a portioji of one. In a late
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examination, described elsewhere, of a considerable section of Ontario territory, the

opinion was expressed by many that on a great number of farms there would exist some

acres ot ground worthless, or comparatively so, for other purposes, which might well be

devoted for tree-planting.

It may be that there is a steep hillside. I could point out a hundred farms where

there is such a hillside channelled with the washing rain, and white and poor from loss

of vegetable matter. Now, when the land was forested, this was deep with rich humus,

t'ri)ni which sprang upwards trees by the thousand, many of them gigantic in their growth.

Centuries passed, the storms came and the rain poured down, but they never washed the

rich earth from the hillside. The interlacing roots—-the depth of vegetable matter

absorbed it sponge-like, held it by the ton weight—on large surfaces by the hundred ton

weight—and kept it till, when the dry valley needed it, it came foith gradually, from a

million underground channels, to refresh the thirsty soil, ^'ow, it is different—the trees

on the hillside are gone, storms come, rain falls, but it rushes at once to the creek, the

creek to the river, the river to the lake, the lake to the ocean. Then in the dry time

which follows, the level land fails to receive the benefit it once had from the forested

hill, the crop is poor, next year it may be poorer. Why will we fight against Nature ?

If, instead, we would but follow her methods, she would be our friend. We force her to

be our enemy.

But now, as I said, this hillside—it might be said these thousand hillsides—are bare,

liarren, absolutely worthless. There is scarcely pasture there for a rabbit. Perhaps more

—perhaps one or two sheep might occasionally pick a bit. Perhaps in the year a couple

.

of dollars worth of mutton might be credited to the hill. That is all. Well, if by tree

planting matters can be improved, we must cover the whole face of this hill with young

trees, planting them far closer than we wish there ultimately to remain. Our object is

now, tirst, not to grow trees, our object is to cover all this parched hillside from the sun's

rays by the spreading leaves of little saplings, planted everywhere over the surface ;

second, to check the wasting away of the soil by interweaving all through and over it

many millions of little roots. This can be done by getting ready all our miniature trees

by some cool or damp day in spring or fall, if we are trying deciduous trees, or the

bcinning of June or August if evergreens, and going over the whole -slope with spade or

fork. Perhaps the digging-iork is as good as any, but that depends on the state of the

ground. Here I should like to mention it to those who may not know it that if you are

digging in sticky ground, and your spade keeps getting covered with adhesive clay, if by

any means you can have a pail of water near to plunge the spade into now and then it

will greatly lighten the labour. Of course, I am now speaking of a hillside too steep to be

ploughed. Well, all over this, as close as we can afford, we plant our small trees ; and

when the leaves are out, if we have luck, this whole hillside will be shaded and our young

roots will take well underneath. Then as they grow and clog one another we should be

at hand to take out those which are too many, taking them out, in fact, as fast as the

leaves touch. Those we take out, being now transplanted trees, will have far better roots

if they have taken well in the hillside, than forest trees, such as I am supposing we have

put in, for every transplanting renders the roots more bunchy and fibrous and easier to

plant, rendering the tree surer to take. Then you will, of course, not throw these away.

If there be missed gaps in the hillside put them theie. If not, all the better, but do not

lose them
;
plant them somewhere else.

Now, when we get our hillside covered with a good" growth of trees, two things will

happen. In the first place there will be, owing to the mere presence of the trees, a

moisture and richness in the adjacent land w^hich was not before. It will grow you better

and heavier grass
;
you may not unlikely get one and a-half or two tons to the acre

instead of a half a ton, or a quarter, as I have seen many a time. Next, if there be a
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slope of land below the hill—a field where you grow grain or what may be—it is certain

that the moisture now detained among the tree roots will in dry weather flow to and
moisten your field on the slope Vjelow. I need not say what this means. It will often

double the crop.

Then, suppose, as we often see. we have a ravine or gully, an awkward place to

plough, and as likely as not altogether abandoned to poor pasture and a few scraggy

trees. If this be thoroughly planted with trees, in very many cases a long forgotten spring

will begin to How again from one of the banks, and in every case we shall have in valuable

wood what was in very worthless grass. In many such cases, if the idea of close; planting

for timber be abandoned, and the trees left some dozen feet apart, we shall ultimately

have water, shade, and some occasional grass for cattle, in short, a pleasant shady nook
instead of a dry gully, fit for nothing but to show channelled clay, and impress the visitor

or passer-by with the idea that so-and-so's a pretty " hard " farm. But even if this be the

desire, let me suggest that all be closely planted at first, so that, as before mentioned, the

trees may grow by the impetus of the shaded ground below them. They can always be

thinned out, or, if they grow well, we can choose whether we will have close growing
timbers or an open grove.

Or, say we have a field which has been cropped and r('-ciO|>ped till it is hard and per-

haps Vjakes red in the sun. This is an unpromising subject, but if it be in a situation fit to

have in wood with consideration to the way the rest of your land lies, if you can afford

time to summer-fallow this field, and in fall or spring, when soft, plant it thickly with

young trees, ten to one they will grow and thrive. If we plant them pretty closely one
way, and the other way leave room to run the cultivator between them, in a little while

we shall have a quantity of valuable timber growing on many a field of the class I am
thinking of, which of late, year in and year out, hardly gave in profit its taxes. And if',

as often happens, this portion of land be the highest on the farm, which is likely to be the

poorest, as having been washed by the rain for years, this upper portion being in wood
will tend to keep moist and fertile in dry seasons the whole of the lower lying land. For
as before explained, a wood on the summit retains the rain and gives it out as needed to

the land below.

Or, if there be a piece of woods it is wished to preserve, which seems to be " drying

out," there is no better way than, if a piece of land can be spared, to plant a broad belt of

wood alongside it, which will both grow better by the shelter of the other and gi\^e it

shelter in return. I know instances where farmers not owning the bush to the north and
fearing its shelter might be lost to them, the owner thinking of clearing, have planted a

belt of trees on their own land next the other, which are growing much better than they

would in the open ; while on the other hand, it is evident that the trees on the border of

the old Avood are doing l^etter as well.

Wherever a creek runs thorough permanent meadows, whether the creek be perpetual

or occasionally dry, much benefit may be expected to the meadow if a portion of the land

highest up the bed of the stream be re-wooded. In this case those trees whicii love lower

ground should be chosen, as the cedar, the soft maple, tamarack, black ash, box elder, etc.,

unless the upper part be high ground. I have no doubt, from frequent observation of the

benefit of trees to adjacent grass, that twenty acres, five being thus re-wooded, would yield

from the remaining fifteen very much more than the twenty had been in the habit of

furnishing. Of all crops in summer, grass profits by the moisture which adjacent gro\ es

diffuse. I have seen timothy grass near woods, this year, nearly six feet in height, while

out in the open, the soil being the same, it was nothing like as good either in height or
weight of crop ; it was not two feet high, and thin.

Many farmers are now either planting or preparing to plant broad strips of trees

along whatever side of their farms they think most exposed. This is an excellent plan, for

when the work is j)roperly gone about, the portion of the field summer-fallowed or other-

wise rendered mellow or workable, where necessary (for some soft lands need little

preparation) a broad strip, say seven rods wide, can be planted in a short time, the young
trees being procured and at hand. And if planted pi-etty clo.sely, as previously recom-

mended, they will thrive, with a little attention to stirring the .soil for a year or two,

beyond measure better than those standing separately. But I must caution my readers
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also against another very common error. It is right to plant far too closely at first, but

by no means right to leave them so. In the forest nature does the thinning by crowding
out the weaker trees, but this is a slow and undiscriminate process. When the trees

become too close by all means spare not to thin ihem out, neither neglect the proper time

in which to do it. You will there, as before hinted, find plenty of young trees with excel-

lent fibrous roots tit to plant elsewhere.

The reasons for planting, that humidity may be preserved and fertility consequently

i-emain, are stated elsewhere. But apart from this, there is the great and certain profit

which, in a few years, the timber obtained will realize. We all, or most of us, in the

cleared districts of Ontario, can remember when, if we needed a stick of sixty foot rock

elm or cedar for a barn sill, or a long basswood for a plate, or a number of balsam poles

for raftex's, we knew where to get them and generally had to pay nothing for them. Now,
no matter how much we paid, in most districts we would not know where to get them at

all. There are still a good many woods, but they are culled. Where could we build a

ship of sound white oak now 1 On what lake or river ] It would take, from what I have
seen lately, a good deal of scraping together and culling in most parts. Where is there

one of the old fashioned hickory studded woods ? I know a place where I perfectly well

remember choosing from half a hundred great trees which one I should chop a piece out

of for an axe handle. I passed lately ; the woods were gone, and the owner said he had
" hearn tell there used to be slashin good hickory on the lot, but there wasn't none now."

Well, in a few years, before we can grow them, very many sorts of hardwood are going to

be very scarce here. We do not feel it so acutely yet ; timber has been coming in from the

outlying portions of Ontario, which supplied the wants of the older counties. But in

these back districts are no such stores of hardwood as once the front possessed, nor any-

thing like them. In ten years time a certain description of hardwood will be in great

demand, and will bring a high price all through Ontario, and it is this very class of

timber the small plantations on farms will produce, namely, second growth wood.

The trees in the original forest, standing here and there, ofi'er no compari-son, in

regard either to the amount or quality of wood to be obtained, with those in an evenly

set plantation. When we plant trees so as to shade the ground, each strives to rise above

the other to the sunlight, and the consequence is, that in a properly arranged grove we
shall not only have a rapidity of growth we never attain in single isolated trees, but we
huv* also an entirely differently formed class of trees, and therefore an altogether diflerent

kind of timber. In the isolated tree, or the tree in rows by the fence, or the tree which
lias sprung up in openings of clear ground in a forest, we have a tree inclined to branch

to the ground, and to inclose its trunk in branches all the way up. Such a tree, cut

down, gives timber full of knots from end to end. It is tough and durable, but that is

its whole value. It is not_good for fuel, for though when once sawed and split it burns

well, the labour of cutting it up often comes to more than its value. It is not good

for use in building or manufacture, except sometimes as a mere squared beam, for it

generally is, except perhaps a short length at the butt, quite destitute of clear timber.

It is the opposite of that I am about to describe, namely, trees grown in a close plantation.

Here, if properly cared for, you will have thousands ot tine, straight, tall stems.

At first they will have lower branches, but the shade will kill these off when small, an

operation in which the owner can assist, if he has time, cutting them close to the trunk,

and as is always the case, the improved progress of the tree well repays the aid art has

lent it. For instance, to give an idea of the principle, I know many forests where the

young trees have been given a chance, free of cattle, to grow, and here you will see trees

not yet six inches through, and fifty feet high, without a branch, pressing upwards to

the sunlight above. On this principle, which always operates in the same way in forest

or plantation, we can raise as many groves as we choose, which, after a few years, ^vill

have no branches but those in the leaf-roof high above, all the rest will be timber. I

have seen millions of trees, planted four feet apart each way. and many of them twenty-

tive feet or more in height and eight inches at the base, before they needed either

thinning or trimming. Let it be here again explained that they will do -without either

;

nature will thin and prune ; but these plantations were miles square. On the smaller

ones, here recommended, art should aid, and the trees would be much better for it.
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I need not say how many trees can thence be cut. Any reader can easily imagine

for himself what multitudes of tree trunks can be successively taken from a few acres

managed thus, and when we remember the varied woods which can be planted and easily

grown in our climate, what does not suit in one place answering well in another—the white

oak, white and black ash, rock and water elm, hard and soft miple, basswood, hickory,

walnut, and many others, all soon to be very valuable—many of them so already—it will

be seen that the plan of giving the waste i)ortions of the farm to trees has no unprofitable

tendency. '• Give me," said the head of one large waggon-making firm in Ontario, " one

farm covered with hickory from six inches up, and it would be worth more than the

whole yearly crop on some of our cleared but struggling townships."

As stated in the first part of this article, many farmers have commenced these small

plantations. There should not be a farm in Ontario without a good-sized one.

OSIER WILLOW CULTURE.

Many inquiries have come to the Washington Forestry Department in regard to

suethods of osier planting, showing that this branch of forestry, applicable to many soils,

seemingly simple and promising quick returns, has attracted widespread attention. That

Department has, consequently, issued the following instructions, which will be found

valuable here, as the osier-work industry in all its branches has of late years received a

considerable impetus, and many beautiful pieces of furniture are now being made from

basket-work—chairs, tables, carriage bodies, and an infinity of other useful articles being

now manufactured in basket-work. In old times houses, in England and elsewhere,

•were largely made of the wattled willow. The ancient chronicler, HoUingshead, seems

rather inclined to regret their disuse as tending to effeminacy. " When our houses were

•of willow," he says, " then we had oaken men, but now that our houses be of oak, many
of our men have not only become willow, but some of them altogether straw."

It should be premised that osier willow growing for profit is not so simple or easy

and inexpensive an enterprise as might at first appear. The market for the material is

the first point to be considered, and, in connection with this, the kinds that will grow

successfully and profitably. So far it seems that the climate of the United States, in

most parts, with its long, hot summers, is not very favouiable to the finer growth of the

osier rods, at least not of the European kinds, which, with one exception, are pronounced

unsuitable, while American willows are not yet sufficiently tested to warrant their

extensive employment as osier holts.

The importation of osier rods, formerly under a duty of 30, now of 25 per

cent., ad valorem, amounts annually to over $50,000 in value, while that of manufactured

baskets and osier ware, under a duty of formerly 35, now 30 per cent., during

the last five years has averaged $243,185. To obtain the material thus imported, which

cannot be less than 10,000 tons, we might well devote 6,000 to 10,000 acres agricul-

turally worthless soil, if we can so secure a desirable product.

Selection of Soil.—To make osier holts profitable, such soils should be selected as

cannot otherwise be used to advantage. Very poor soils, however, should be avoided,

unless there is a good market for inferior material.

The best soil is a fresh, black sand, but even a compact, heavy loam, and rich but

sour meadow land, which produces the poorest quality of grass, is always equally

acceptable.

Peaty soil, if it can be covered with a layer of sand or loam (from the drain ditches),

will produce a good growth. The Caspican willow will thrive on poorest sand. Planted

on the embankments of brooks, ponds, ditches, the osier will secure the embankment and

yield a good profit besides. Never plant on soil likely to be covered with stagnant water

in summer.
By making drains in si'ch localities, however, good crops can be procured. Localities

Jiable to late spring frosts should be avoided.
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Cultivation of Soil.—Plough or spade the ground sixteen to twenty inches deep ;

deeper, if the sub-soil brought up would improve the ground (sand or loam below peat) j

less deeply if the soil is shallow and the sub-soil meagre. Spading offers the opportunity

of burying the weedy material more effectively. Wet ground should be formed into raised

beds of from thirty to fifty feet wide, leaving two-foot ditches, by which the water is

quickly drained off

The water level should be laid at least one and a-half feet deep. In spading care

should be taken to bring the surface soil under, and the sub-soil on top. By this means
the roots will be benefited by the vegetable mould of the surface soil, and the sub-soil at

the surface will prevent the rapid running to weeds. For spring planting the soil must
be prepared in fall or early winter, so that it may be pulverized by the frosts.

Choice of Varieties.—Out of upwards of 251 species of willows, and their endless-

number of varieties and bastards, only a limited number have been found of economic
value, especially for osier purposes. While for European climates the best varieties have,

by long experience and careful experiment, been established, we cannot yet speak authori-

tatively for this country, especially about the capabilities of our native willows.

Such an authority as Dr. C. L, Anderson, of Santa Cruz, Cal., states in a letter ta

the Department, "Our native California willows, especially those growing here at Santa
Cruz and vicinity, answer very well for all purposes. Baskets, hoops, etc., are made from
all the varieties that have the habit of growing along our streams. There is a difference,

however.
'• Salix Icevigata, Bebb, (no common name) and its varieties, and Sa'ix lasiolepisy

var. BigeJorii, Bebb, (no common name), seem to be preferable. On wet prairies, from
Illinois and W^isconsin westward, is found plentifully a variety (gracilis) of this species,

the twigs of which are collected near Chicago by Germans, and sold to dealers in that

city.

" Salix cordata, var. vestita, Anderson (Diamond willow)—Common clear across the
continent ; twigs stout ; suitable for the heaviest kind of basket Avork ; bronze or

yellowish green, often bright red when exposed to much sunlight ; not so tough and pliant

as those of S. Sericea and petiolaris.

" These all grow rapidly and hardy, and the texture is sufficiently tough. There is a
variety of Salix lasiandra that has not been sufficiently described. The branches are

long, slender and drooping, and have the appearance of the weeping willow. This variety

is well adapted to economic uses."

" Prof. M. S. Bebb, of Rockford, III., the American authority on willows, in a lengthy

letter on the subject of economically useful varieties, after reciting his failures with

European species and varieties, says :
" My strong conviction is that success in osier grow-

ing throughout the corn belt east of the Rocky Mountains will only be attained by mak-
ing good use of the plants adapted to the climatic conditions, and even' then that the pro-

duct will fall below the best European in quality. Salix purpurea in some of its forms
most highly esteemed abroad for osiers, is checked also by the midsummer conditions, but

not to so great an extent as the sorts above mentioned, and one from which you particu-

larize, viz., Salix purpurea pyramidalis, I should regard as a hopeful subject. Of willows

indigenous east of the Mississippi River, I would name the following as perhaps the most
promising kinds for future trial :

'^ Salix sericea (common eastward), a bushy shrub six to ten feet high; branches reddish

green or greenish, at length olive ; twigs long, slender and vexy tough, yet extremely

brittle for an inch or two at base.

Salix petiolaris (common westward), near akin to the former ; habit quite similar

;

twigs usually yellow or tinged with crimson ; not so brittle at base."

From correspondence so far had with practical osier growers in the east, the species

most successfully grown in the North-eastern States, and seemingly too in Georgia, is the

Salix purpurea, commonly called the red osier ; but which of 'the several varieties this

has not yet been established, probably pijramidalis. The red osiei's are of German origin,

and are considered the most useful, making numerous pliant, thin, slender, evenly-grown

rods, without branches ; especially adapted for binding and. wattling purposes
;
growing

Avell on a moist, but also drier, sand soil, less so on compact soils, but again excellently
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on mucky soils. They are least affected by heat and cold, wet and dry. But compared

with other kinds grown in Europe, their yields are somewhat inferior, giving a full crop

only after the third or fourth year.

Altogether, vigorous growers are to l>e the most recommended
;
yet even on the hest

soils, with quick icrosving kinds, the growth diminishe.s after a few years.

In the selection of species it is not to be forgotten that, while they must be adapted

to climate and soil, and be good and persistent producers, the kind of material furnished

by them is to be kept in view, as different species and different varieties differ in this

respect.

PlantingJor cuttings.—The best time for planting is the late fall, generally the end

of October. For such planting the soil should be prepared in spring or early summer and

left fallow. If the spading has been done in fall or early winter, the planting should be

delayed till early spring.

The growth of the cuttings is the more assured the less advanced the spring growth.

To retard early growth take the cuttings before the 1st of ]\Iarch and lay them in water.

Take cuttings only from main shoots, and only from the lower half of these, because the

tops would yield too weak material. The best length for cutting is about twelve inches
;

on compact, moist soils a length of ten inches will suffice, while on dry sand and peat

soils fourteen to sixteen inches may be taken in order to get the larger number of roots

in the tirst season, the number of roots being to some extent dependent on the length of

the cutting underground. Place cuttings in the ground so that the tops are even with the

surface, but on compact and caking soil, which would hinder the buds from pushing

through, leave two or three buds above ground.

After the shoot is started it is well to draw the earth up to cover entire cutting, as

many dangers beset the top when left free—injuries in cutting, from drying and insects.

Take care to pack the soil closely around the whole length of the cutting. The practice

of placing the cutting inclined is without rational foundation. Cuttings for planting are

best taken during winter, when vegetation rests, and may be taken from three, two, or

even one year old wood, if of good size.

The distance at which osiers are planted varies. Two considerations must be kept in

view, the possibility of cultivating and working between the rows, and the desirability of

shading the ground as closely as possible, which keeps the soil moist and free from weeds,

and, to some extent, from insects. A distance of twenty inches for the rows and four

inches in the row answers these purposes.

Cullivatiov.—In the first year this is best delayed until the middle of June, to avoid

disturbing the small rootlets. When cultivating, tirst mainly subdue the weeds and hill

up the soil around the cuttings ; second and third weedings should be in August and

September. Before winter sets in the plantation should be free from weeds. In the

second and third year thorough cultivation is required. The first cultivation should now
be given as soon as the frost is out of the ground. All cultivation must be shallow, not

more than two inches deep, so as not to injure the roots.

Manuring.—There is no doubt that by the use of manure or compost the yield can

be largely increased ; but it is mostly too expensive, as the material would have to be

carried into the plantation by hand.

As to fertilizers, mucky or peaty soils should not receive an increase of nitrogenous

matter, though this is desirable, however, on poor sands and meagre loams.

Phosphoric acid fertilizers improve the quality of osiers ; the cheap phosphorites

which are readily assiiuulated are particularly desirable. Potash, forming a large part

of the constituents of willows, is especially effective.

Fertilizers are best applied during rainy weather and early in the season, as soon as

the rods have been cut.

Insects.—The experience that extensive plantations of one kind increase the number

of their enemies holds good for osier holts. Most of the injurious insects are beetles and

their larvie. The former let themselves drop to the ground from their host as soon as

this is touched. This habit allows the use of apparatus to catch the beetles in quantity,

which should be done aa early in spring as possible.
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The application of quick-lime, of hellebore and of Paris green has been found success-

ful by Ml. T. Gleason, an extensive osiergrower in Syracuse, N. Y.

The red osier (Sali.v purpurea) is especially liable to the attack of the gall wasp
Cecidomyia salicis ; but its spread can be avoided by cutting and burning all injected

rods.

Harvest.—Osiers should be cut the first year, even if no valuable material can be
got. If the cutting is delayed until the second year, branching takes place, and less

valuable material is obtained. They should also be cut in the second and third years,

but should be left uncut the fourth year to grow to hoop-poles in two to four years. If

there be no sufficient market for hoop-poles the yearly cutting may be continued until the
growth becomes too slim, which is generally in ten to fifteen years. Cutting of rods

should be done during winter, from November 1st to March 1st ; cut as near the ground
as possible.

Keep the rods in running water, standing upright, four inches of the butt under
water, until they peel easily.

Hand-peeled stock is preferred and brings a higher price than steam -peeled rods,

the price last year was from six to eight cents per pound. In an average of five years

the yield may be from 90 to 130 pounds per 100 stocks. Mr. I. C. Plant, of Macon, Ga.,

reports one and one-half tons from a three years' plantation, planted fifteen inches in the
rows and five feet apart.

PRESERVATION OF BIRDS.

While engaged in proposing the preservation of trees, and desirous that every farm
should have its grove for fuel and timber, and its wind-breaks for shelter, there is

another point which should not be overlooked. It was formerly the mistaken idea of

preserving a forest that we were to leave the large trees and cut down the undergrowth.

It is now known that this is a sure way to defeat the object, and that to preserve a forest

you must allow the young trees to spring up in all directions, both to keep the ground in

good forest condition and to furnish the means of continuance of the wood. This, if

generally done, would afibrd a shelter in which birds might endure our winter, and wind-

breaks of evergreen would afibrd them an additional chance. The subject of preservation

of bird and forest are so intimately connected, that a few words may well be said here

thereon.

We are deeply interested in the preservation of these tenants of the air. They are

sources of both pleasure a»d advantage. They protect our food ; they please the eye :

they charm the ear ; they may even instruct the mind.

I need not here repeat how various wise governments, in their zeal for the preserva-

tion of some few ears of corn, some few small fruits, supposed to be feloniously appropri-

ated by the birds, ordered the extirpation of these malefactors ; and how in consequence

insect plagues ^vell-nigh stripped every ear from the fields and every leaf from their trees,

till they were forced at great expense to import fresh detachments of their feathered allies.

In fact the subject is better understood than it was a few years since, and that being the

case, it is astonishing that so many useful birds are yearly shot.

Birds have, as I have remarked, many other claims on our consideration besides their

value as insect destroyers. Their beauty, their lively movements and graceful flight, their

cheering song, give additional charm to every landscape, and form one of the greatest

pleasures of rural life. They are too, in their own way, preachers and moralists, whose
lives deliver sermons and homilies. Their whole existence is a perpetual lesson of

industry, of gratitude, of contentment. Surrounded by perils ; in danger from want, from

cold, from tempest, from their own natural enemies, and from those who should be their

friends—and fully conscious of all these causes for fear— still, with spirit undepressed, they

urge their daily labours ; still their joyful carol rings boldly through the air. It is strange

that, with so many claims upon our kindness and sympathy, we should find any gratifica-

tion in injuring them. Why should we destroy creatures whose death can in no possible

way benefit us, and whose lives constantly yield us profit and afford us pleasure ?
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Farmers, especially, who protect birds, may contidently expect repayment. They
will return yearly in increased numbers to the very tields where they have found safety,

to guard from the creeping things of the earth, from the winged plagues of the air, the

growing crops of their benefactors. No creatux'es are more quickly sensible, more
thoroughly appreciative of kindness.

There are, as we all know, certain birds which make especial war on the products of

the orchard, or the young sprouts of vegetables in the garden, and others which certainly

devour the seed grain. These, however, are of a few varieties, while the number of

insect-eating birds is large. A pair of robins, it has been calculated by careful observers,

will in a .season eat 32,000 and more grubs and larva^, besides grown insects. Nearly all

the woodpeckers are constantly engaged in the pursuit of insects and their eggs. Certainly,

while it is necessary to destroy the injurious birds wherever possible, it is equally advisable
to refrain from injuring those which are so benehcial to the country.

Here it may be said that many authorities concur that the English sparrows should
be destroyed by every means. In America much information has been obtained in the

various States respecting them, and the Washington report says :

'• The true name of this bird is the house sparrow. The name " English sparr-ow "'

i>>

a misnomer, as the species is not confined to England, but is common to nearly the whole
of Europe. The fact that most of these birds brought to America came from England
explains the origin of the misleading name by which they are now so widely known."

Dr. Warren, State Ornithologist of Pennsylvania, M.A., writes, " Our native birds

have rapidly and steadily diminished in numbers since the sparrows came. Former plen-

tiful residents are rare." The birds which have sutfered most it is said from the sparrows
are the robin, catkin, bluebird, wren, song sparrow, chipping sparrow, yellowbird and
oriole. This is the American statement ; but others have been greatly lessened in

number here. The swallow and the night-hawk, both insectivorous, are not as plentiful

by seven-eighths ; indeed it is doubtful if there is one tenth as many as formerly. The
Washington ornithologist says :—-" In addition to the indirect injury thus brought about
by depri\'ing our gardens and orchards of the protection afforded by our native insectiv-

orous birds, the sparrows cause a positive and direct loss to our agricultural industries

amounting to the aggregate of not less than several millions of dollars per annum. The
ravages ot the sparrow afiect almost every crop produced by the farmer, fruit-grower and
truck gardener, and extend over the entire year. Indeed, it is safe to say that it exerts

a more marked effect upon the agricultural interests of the country than any other species

of bird ; and its unprecedented increase and spread, taken in connection with the extent

of its ravages in certain districts, may be regarded with grave apprehension. In the early

spring it prevents the growth of a vast quantity of fruit by eating the germs from the

fruit buds of trees, bushes, and vines, of which the peach, pear, plum, cheri-y, apple,

apricot, currant and grape suffer the most. Complaints of heavy damage done the grape
crop of 1886, has reached here from twenty-five States." In Australia, in the evidence

published by the government, we read that " in the short space of ten days the sparrows
took a ton and a-half of grapes from the vineyard of John Chambers, Esq., of South
Richland."

In England it is likewise being complained of. Miss Ormerod, Entomologist to the
Royal Agricultural Society of England, in her last report states that the sparrows drive

off swallows and martins, thus permitting a great increase in flies and insects destructive

in the orchard. !Mr. Gurney, the well known British ornithologist, says, " I think they do
enough harm, to warrant everybody in destroying them. One-fifth of good to four-fifths of

harm is about what they do, take the country all over, though at certain times and places

they do nothing but harm."
It is evident that the regulations which are now proposed, appointing people to kill

these house sparrows and making it a punishable offence to feed or encourage them, are

wise provisions. The chief evil done by these birds is that, not being properly tenants of

the grove themselves, they kill the birds which are ; and not themselves largely insect-

destroying, drive away the birds which destroy very many insects indeed. It is these

last, and there are many of them, the preservation of which I would in every way
advocate. If we provide shelter in the way of under-growth in our forest for these birds,
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and also grown,' which we should grow for other purposes, many a wind-break here and

there, we shall have our roads and fields brilliant and vocal with the most beautiful and

pleasing objects in animated life, the feathered songsters of the grove. As it is, partly

that the spaiTOws have driven them away, but inuch more often that the farmers' sons

have shot them, you might, for all the birds you see, as well travel through a desert as

along many Ontario concessions.

If, when a child is young, the father ])oint out to him the beauty and usefulness of

birds, and direct him to admire their graceful movements and pleasing song, it will produce

a very different effect on his mind and future character than if he is encouraged to throw

stones at them. The latter course is too often followed and the results are evident.

It is a common practice for the young men of many townships to hold shooting matches,

in which the country is traversed by scores of guns and the prize gained by the number
killed, so that all life seems utterly swept and banished from our woods and fields. In

these hunts everything goes, not a squirrel or bird escapes, and I have no doubt whatever

that very much of the injury committed by insects on our fields and orchards is directly

owing to the vast number of woodpeckers and other well known insectivorous birds killed

in these expeditions, and by single hunters afterwards, whose minds have been so trained

that the death of harmless birds can afford them pleasure.

There is an excuse in older countries, wnere game is strictly preserved, for objections

to the injury done by great numbers of birds kept in the immediate vicinity of the fields,

but there is none here. The few squirrels, partridges, or pigeons now left can do but little

harm, while many bii'ds—the robin, most of the woodpeckers, and others—do a great deal

of good. Nothing is more pleasing to the rightly educated mind than the observation of

these, and the half companionship which, when well treated, they bestow. Let us preserve

their lives ; they will in return amuse and assist ours.

EVERGREEN HEDGES.

There is nothing so beautiful about a farm, especially in winter, as some extensive

lines of evergreen hedges. It is now, indeed, the custom to substitute the open wire

fence for all description of closed fences to prevent the drifting of snow. This does not,

however, appear to be so much thought of in other countries, for all through Illinois,

Iowa and Kansas, last year, I noticed them busily engaged in substituting the hedge for

the wire fence ; and, throughout the prairies the long hedge rows are now the chief

relieving features of the landscape. The following statement is by Mr.' Warder, the best

authority on this subject :

—

Beautiful hedges may be made by planting rows of almost any of the common thick-

growing evergreen trees and shrubs. The Norway spruce has been applied in this way
;

the common cedar is very efficacious, and much used for producing a shelter-hedge, where

a quick, permanent and effective wind-screen is wanted ; but is liable to grow thin at the

bottom. The American arbor vitce and the hemlock are admirable where a neatly trimmed

garden or lawn evergreen hedge is desired—one that can be kept within bounds.

Those who expect good crops and intend to produce them, are aware of the great

importance of a thorough preparation of the soil. So with the hedge, its success will

depend, in a great measure upon the manner in which the ground has been prepared for

its reception. Deep ploughing and even sub-soiling has been highly recommended. In

wild uncultivated lands, the sod should have been broken up some months previously, so

as to become mellow, and then deeply stirred in the spring, and freshly harrowed before-

planting, which should be done just as the plants are ready to start.

The distance from plant to plant becomes now a matter of great importance. My
cedars at two years old were set three feet apart, but so perfectly are the branches united,
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it would be difficult to tell where the stems of these plants emerge from the ground, in a

hedge of three years growth. I should not desire to plant the hemlock or the American
abor vita any closer than the cedars.

Trimming.—The general rules, already laid down, will apply here ; except that the

evergreens must be treated as a completed hedge from the tirst. There is here no cutting

down to the ground to produce lateral branches ; they are already provided in abundance
in the young plants. We may, after planting, remove the tops of some of the tallest, to

bring all to the same level, and many gardeners using tall plants, cut-in the tops

severely. The trimming must be conducted on the princi])les previously advocated, so

as to preserve the pyramidal shape with the greatest exactness ; no perpendicular walls,

no flat tops in the evergreen hedge should ever be alloM'ed ; the two sides should meet in

a middle line. .

The cutting or clipping may be done with the garden shears, by which all protruding

sprays are removed to the proper surface of the hedge : which should be kept even and
regular as possible. This process must be performed from time to time during the season

of growth, or at its close, more or less frequently, as the plants are young and vigorous,

or older, and have reached their mature state ; in the latter case, they will require very

little clipping.

While pruning the hedge, care must be taken to preserve the upper line regular and
«ven, as this will contribute to the beauty of the whole affiiir, and any deviations from it

will sadly detract from the appearance of finish and completeness which would characterize

the evergreen hedge.

James Busby, who ti*avelled extensively in Spain and France for the sake of

investigating the culture of the grape, observes that one great cause of the low state of

agriculture in the former country was the want of inclosures to protect the growing crops.

Vineyards and gardens alone were allowed to be inclosed. He describes the hedges of

Andalusia as being made very readily by planting the prickly peai-

—

Cactus—and the

Alve

—

Agave. The former makes a fence in two years, which is said to last for forty

years ; and if cared for, cactus hedges might be perennial. He says it is not possible to

imagine a more effectual fence, or one more easily planted and kept in order. The only

objection is, that they sometimes occupy too much space, and that the trimmings are so

tenacious of life, that they will live even if thrown together on a dry spot of ground.

This difficulty could be obviated, and the land benefited by composting these trimmings

with lime. The Alve hedge is also much used in Spain, but inferior to the cactus,

because the plants die when they have flowered.

IMPORTANCE OF A SUPPLY OF WOOD.

Nothing is more important to the people of Ontario than the continuance of a

quantity of wood, grown in their own borders, sufficient to supply the demands of their

own population. It is idle to rely for this on the forests in the rear. They do not con-

tain it. There is much pine and plenty of hemlock, and many other woods, birch, for

instance, in great plenty : but for fair qualities» of hickory, walnut, white ash, white

oak, and such, if we want them we must grow them. In this article, among other points

bearing on the case, it is endeavoured to sketch out the diflfereut uses for which our

great army of workmen are constantly drawing supplies from our forests.

Every one who has studied the subject, and observed how nations seem actually to

have flourished or declined in proportion, as they possessed and used large areas of well-

timbered land, is fully aware of the importance of this class of resource. Some, however,

who have not paid much attention to the matter, are apt to believe that other materials,

.such as iron, are now so much used in many large structures, such as bridges, ships, and
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so on, that wood will not in future be so vital a necessity in the constructive arts. I

remember being told by a lumberman that it was no great matter if the forests went.

" We'll find a substitute for wood," said he ;
'• why, they're making sawdust into wood

now," I did not ask him whence, if wood disappeared, he svould get his sawdust.

But the fact is that, as in many other matters, the fresh material introduced only

creates a greater demand for the old. When railroads were commenced, every one

lamented the certain decay it would cause in horse breeding. Now we know that there

are more horses bred than ever, the number superseded on the roads being more than

made up by the great additional supply of these animals required in the cities and on the

farms. Railroads have, indeed, made it possible for many to use coal instead of, and as

cheaply as wood ; but these roads themselves are vast wood consumers. Numbers of

them still use wood for fuel, and even in the article of railway ties alone,. North America

has used, at the common rate of nearly three thousand ties a mile, four hundred million

of ties, besides all the other wood required in the construction of cars and buildings, for

which large amounts are required. These ties—all the 4:00,000,000—must be replaced

every ten years, too. The amount of railroads largely increases, and that, therefore, much
more wood will be yearly needed for these purposes. At present, by the calculation of

Mr. Sargent, the chief authority in the States on these matters, the number of ties used

each year now, in construction and repairs of railroads, is about sixty millions. Each year

about ten thousand miles of new railroads are built ; some years in the States there are

less, but adding Canada and Mexico that wull always be at least, the average. So that

we may say, before long, there will be drawn from our forests—what are left of them—a,

hundred million of ties yearly. Now let us see how these are made. If large trees were

taken—mature trees—trees which ought to be cut down, (for it is of no use to keep a tree

standing when mature ; it should be cut, and another, if any sort of decent forestry were

maintained, should be ready to take its place), it would not be of so much consequence.

But that is not the way these ties are taken.

The way is, choose a line young tree about ten or twelve inches through, ten feet from

the ground ; that is from trees which twenty or thirty years ago escaped destruction by

fire or browsing animals, and which if suffered to grow, would in years to come, aflbrd

immense quantities of valuable timber. How much do they afford now ] Two ties each,

that is generally all, for they are not even halved by the saw-mill, no ; the tree is cut

down, flatted with the axe on each side, cut in two lengths, the top left lying to create or

help a forest fire, the two little flatted pieces of timber dragged off by the oxen, and the

work is done. A fine young tree is lost ; that is to say, in every year there are now
thirty millions, and will sor>n be fifty millions of healthy, \ngorous, young trees cut down
and destroyed, (for we can hardly say used) for railway ties. It is a most serious drain

upon cur forest resources, and should cause much doubt as to the ability to supply it in

the future, especially, as the same authority remarks, there are now^, in every part of the

country, fewer seedling trees valuable for ties than when the trees cut for this purpose

first started to grow.

Let us notice the article of charcoal. A writer of eminence, Mr. Fuller, speaking of

this, says : "It is only a little more than a century since coke Avas first employed for

smelting iron ores. The introduction of this fuel to take the place of charcoal, it was

thought, would save the forests of the^ world from destruction by the charcoal burners
;

yet, while it has done much towards making it possible to produce sufficieiat iron to meet

the great and always increasing demand, it lias not superseded charcoal, and there is pro-

bably more charcoal used to-day than at the time coke was first employed in a smelting

furnace. Charcoal is still used in furnaces and forges, and there are several establish-

ments in this country that use annually over five millions of bushels each, and a score of

others that consume from twenty to twenty-five hundred thousand bushels."

" Notwithstanding," the same writer continues, " the number of substitutes that are

employed, the demand and consumption of wood appears to increase, and to-day there is

probably more wood used in making boxes of various kinds than there was in the con-

struction of buildings of all kinds in this country seventy-five years ago. Furthermore,

no kind or quality of timber appears to escape the insatiate demands of the artisan of the
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period, and he not only finds ready uses for the large and the small, the hardest, toughest

and most durable, but he also finds excellent use for the soft and spongy, this being pre-

ferable for grinding up into pulp for making paper."

With reference to the amount of lumber used for boxes, it is interesting to note that

in certain quarters it has lately been sagely observed that iliere need be no such fear of

the pine forests vanishing, since along the Atlantic coasts a young growth of white pine

is springing up, and yielding some millions of feet per annum. Unluckily for my con-

fidence in these reports, I have lately been through many of these seaside forests myself,

and find that as fast as it grows, the whole is taken, so far, for boxes alone, the tree being

cut when it will give seven or eight inches wide of boards. This is after about 30 yeai-s'

growth ; sometimes planted—often merely sown—on the meadow, very thin poor meadow,
too, down there.

" It is idle," says the same authority, " to talk of our natural forests furnishing a

supply of wood for the future use of our people. Even with the most careful manage-
ment and economy in preventing waste, there must soon come a time of great scarcity of

all kinds of wood. With an increase in population, there must soon follow a correspond-

ingly increased demand, because experience has shown that whenever any other material

has been substituted for wood, it merely releases a certain amount which at once finds

other channels or markets. No matter in what direction we turn, the fact meets us, that

the best and most reliable forests of the United States are fast disappearing, and the

sooner we commence as a nation to economize in the use of wood of all kinds, and pre

serve the forests now existing, as well as commence planting new ones, the better it will

be for the present as well as future generations."

It will be well here, if we consider in how many ways the material of our forests is

being reduced. In Ontario alone, in all directions, the artisan continually despatches, so

to speak, his messengers into the forest, continually draws thence heavy supplies of timber,

which, considering also the fact that this is done without the slightest idea of leaving the

forest in a condition to yield, in successive years, as much perpetually, may well excite

the liveliest apprehensions as to our future supply of wood for innumeral)le purposes. In

Europe, the forester cuts down his trees by the thousand, but whether of pine, spruce or

hardwood, he cuts them from a forest which is definitely and decidedly planned out, so

that this year a certain amount is to be cut, next year another ; and all the while in other

parts are other trees coming on in growth, and in readiness to fill the place, in future, of

those now cut. Then, as soon as those now cut leave their place bare to the sun and sky,

means are taken that either by seed or by planting young trees, new plantations wiU
arise. But here it is, so far, but to go into the wood, cut down all trees fit for the pur-

pose, draw away their trunks, and leave the forest, perhaps to be cleared for farms, per-

haps to remain till, a few years hence, another wood-seeker shall enter and take the few
valuable stems not sutficiently grown to-day. Then the forest all remains, not good for

timber, of no further use to the lumberman, and in a few years the farmer will cut all

down, and grow crops of grain where, with care, crops of timber far more valuable might

have flourished. It is the history of many a forest in Ontario. But, generally speaking,

p;irt of the evil is thus occasioned : cattle have been let in, all the good young oaks, ashes,

hickories, maples, and so on, eaten down, and when reduced by culling, there seemed little

hope of good timber. But this has been urged elsewhere.

Let us here notice a few of the materials which, in Ontario, we are perpetually draw-

ing from the forest. In oak we use white oak, when we can get it, for all ornamental

church work, sills, stringers and other framework of cars, sometimes their spoors ; for

v.aggons and carriages, many parts of buildings, sleigh- runners, pianos and organs.

White oak would be of much more general use but for its scarcity. An inferior kind ot

grey oak is largely sent into market as white oak now. Red oak too, is used for many of

these purposes ; it is not, however, nearly so strong or durable as white. It can often be

known by its porosity ; you can blow through an inch of red oak, not through good

white.

Maple is largely used for horse-rake axles, frames of binders, and other agricultural

implements ; chairs, bedsteads and an infinity of cabinet work, tool handles, buildings,

and so on. The beautiful bird's eye maple is largely used for ornamental work, such as.
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pannelling. In furniture making, too, soft maple is largely used. This, in the old forest

days, was ever the favourite wood for ox-yokes. It was soft, smooth, and galled less than

any other wood the rough necks of the strong beasts that carried it, while for toughness

it seemed equal to any.

The white ash is a very valuable wood in Ontario work. In carriage work it gives

us tongues and neck-yoke.s, large, broad spokes, and other parts of carriage building. It

is also admirably adapted, l)y its beautiful grain and great durability, for the wainscoting

and general internal finisliing of first-class houses. It is the best material for oars, and it

is a favourite wood with coopers.

Black ash is used for the same descriptions of house work, and for another for which

it is peculiarly fitted, the tops and rims of pianos. It is also used in fencing, barrel-hoops,

cabinet making, and the manufacture of baskets.

The Canadian butternut is a very beautiful and dural)le wood, is remarkably well

fitted for and much used in bank and office fittings, doors, blinds, wainscoting for highly

finished houses, car building, inside finishing generally, and cabinet making.

Cherry is also largely used in Ontario for bank and office fittings, doors, blinds and

wainscoting for highly finished houses, u]>iight piano cases, tables and cabinet work. It

is a favourite wood for wardrobes and for the fitting up of bath-rooms, and is frequently

used in car-building, as it has an excellent appearance and is cheaper than walnut.

Cedar is procured for many purposes. We have no other wood which endures so long

without rotting the contact of the ground. It is therefore much in demand for posts, and it

is now becoming the fashion to smooth and carve the cedar post itself instead of casing

it outwardly with pine as has long been done. It is much used as lining for wardrobes

to prevent moths, in which it is generally of effective service, though the Red Florida

cedar is the true one for this purpose. For boat-building too, it is largely used, as well as

for railway ties and shingles.

The Canadian hemlock, in many parts of Ontario where pine is scarce, largely takes

the place of that valuable wood. It is not so easily worked, the knots being very apt to

spoil the edged tools of the workman, and the splinters to annoy his fingers. It checks

and cracks with the sun too, far more than pine. It has its virtues, however, among
which are that it is almost rat-proof and will hold a nail as perhaps no other wood will.

Its bark, as well as that of the oak, is largely used for tanning.

The birch is, for niuch interior and ornamental work, next in value to chexTy, that

is to say, in bannisters, newels, rails, office fixtures and cabinet work. It has a peculiar

value for the runners or slides of elevators and for veneers. The thin, perforated seats of

wooden chairs are made of a treble thickness of birch curiously glued together.

Hickory is used tt)r spokes, agricultural implements, viz., threshing machines, reapers,

mowers, hay rakes, straw cutters, etc., double-trees and whiffle-trees.
,
It is valuable for

all descriptions of handles.

Shell-bark hickory is mainly used for rims and shafts for buggies, light poles, etc.

Rock elm is usei for felloes, cutter-runners, much waggon and carriage work, binders

and other agricultural implements, veneering, chairs and barrel work. It makes excellent

bam sills.

Soft Elm is of value for cutter reaves, arm pieces, toboggans, veneering, chairs and

tables, and cabinet work, in which it has much taken the place of basswood.

Basswood finds a place in agricultural implements, carriage building, such as carriage

bodies, panels, buggy bodies and waggon boxes ; flooring and sheeting in houses, barrel

work, cheese boxes, legs and lyres for pianos, furniture, common chairs and tables and

many other purposes.

The uses of pine are well known. There is hardly an industry in which it is not

used ; in many it is the chief material. It has been said of late, referring to the probable

exhaustion of tliis valuable wood, that the sudden stoppage of its supply would create a

greater panic than the suspension of half the banks in Christendom.

Chestnut is wrought here for pianos and organs, elevator manufacturing, wains-

coting and general internal furnishing, and car work. It is also valuable for posts and

fencing.
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Walnut is valuable in Lank and office fittings, wainscoting, doors, blinds, etc., in

finely finished houses ; car building, panelling, elevators, cabinet work, furniture, pianos
and organs. Walnut would be used for many other purposes now fulfilled by other wood,
had it not, through gross recklessness, become very scarce.

Taraarac is worked in Ontario for boat and car building ; and whitewood for car
building, pianos and organs, furniture and carriage building, etc.

We have workmen in many thousands here, and there are such by the million in

other parts of North America, Vjusily engaged the year round in exhausting the remain-
ing supply of these valuable woods. There are but very few engaged in planting trees to
replace them. It is a reflection not often made, but perfectly well founded, that much
of the increased expense of living to-day is owing to the constantly increasing price of
lumber, which in different woods and grades has of late years quadrupled. There is little

doubt that in twenty years all kinds will be very much enhanced in price, and some quite
out of the market, being virtually exhausted. These facts point one way, the way often
suggested, that we should plant more tree.s. There will be more money in this—more
solid gains—than in anything else.

SUGGESTIONS ON ENCOURAGEMENT TO TREE PLANTING.

What was noticed especially, in the tour mentioned, was that farmers, while fully

admitting the value of trees, regretting that so many forests had been cleared, and

remarking that the country was absolutely drying up for want of more woods, yet, when

they came to speak of lines of trees on their own grounds, often seemed to grudge the

little strip which, on the north or west of a windbreak, would have its crop weakened

by the shade, which, for ten or twenty feet, would fall on it. It appeared as if, in too

many cases, the farmer would be delighted that his neighbour should grow trees, while he

himself would clear every foot, and put all in crop. It must be remarked that these were

isolated instances. Many were fully aware of the advantages of trees, were planting

them by the hundred, and never thought of grudging them space. But with reference

to the general community, it seems that, if some inducement could be given to plant

trees, it would be no more than what is, in the circumstances of tlA case, necessary. We
are, so far, a community of tree destroyers. It is not natural that we should, all at once,

change to a nation of tree planters. But time flies ; we should plant now if ever. A
few years and there will he hardly a stick of good, solid, young timber to be had. There

fore this suggestion is made—that young trees, of good kind and properly ready for

the field, should be placed in numbers in reach of every farmer in Ontario. Thousands

might not accept them, but hundreds would. We should have numerous plantations

of valuable trees. That would be the main point, and the government or the parliament

which secures it will have earned the gratitude, not only of Ontario, but of Canada, and

for the sake of example, of all North America.

In a close examination of two sections of the country in Ontario, one north and one

south, in which opinions were obtained from and the farms observed of nearly two

hundred farmers, as fully reported previously in these page.s, it was very evident that

the cause of forestry was making pi-ogress, and exactly in proportion to, and to a great

extent in consequence of, the interest taken by the press here and abroad in the

matter, and the various governmental publications circulated thereon. Even in the same
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township, in some cases, this was very evident, and when a section was approached where

the inhabitants were less intelligent and cultivated—where, in fact, they read less—there

tree planting was hardly practised or even commenced. On the other hand, where the

farmer was abreast with the times, and his parlour table well supplied with books and

newspapers, he had frequently already planted a large number of trees, was generally

making arrangements to give his farm the benefit of complete shelter by a long row of

evergreens or others, and, in many cases, was planning the formation of a broad

strip of plantation along the most exposed side of his farm.

There is good reason, no doubt, to believe that the agitation on this subject has been,

at least throughout Ontario, of great benefit, and is giving an impetus to tree planting

which otherwise it would by no means have received, besides doing much to procure the

preservation of many bodies of standing timber which Avould otherwise, to the great

climatic and other loss of the country, probably have been cut down. A great part of the

country, too, it is to be remembered, is yet in the hands of those whose life has been

spent in clearing the land and getting out of the trees, and to change their efforts in a

direction quite opposite is sometimes difficult, though there is many an ardent tree

chopper of former days who is an enthusiastic tree-planter now. And though, in many
cases, it is otherwise, yet everywhere the younger generation, now observant and often

studious, and soon destined to have complete charge of affairs themselves, are likely to

replace much of what their fathers destroyed, and by a better timber, since a well

planted second growth will be much more permanent, and in process of time much more
valuable, than the original forest.

It is evident, however, that this will, at the present rate of progress, be a work of

time. Emulation will doubtless do much ; the farmer who observes the progress of his

neighbour's trees and their value to his farm will be incited to imitation and will

probably plant largely on his own grounds. But fifteen or twenty years elapse before a

windbreak is of height to be largely serviceable, and the time is too valuable—the interest

at stake too large, to admit of delay being allowed, if it can possibly be avoided. A
means of giving a much greater stimulus to the work has been suggested, and will now
be described.

Many land owners, and of them some of the most practical tree planters in their

respective townships, state that a great obstacle would be overcome if a supply of young
trees were always available, it being difficult to go into a forest, though it might be full

of young saplings, and procure such trees as were really valuable, and of a size and spread

of root likely to live ift their new surroundings. The forest tree has grown in the shade,

and the hot sun of the open is not friendly to its tender bark, while, on the other hand,

though it has often been remarked that they should be taken from near the outskirts of

the bush, it is often a matter of considerable loss of time to procure them there, a

trouble much enhanced if cattle have been allowed entrance into the woods, as they at

once proceed to destroy the very class of saplings most valuable for planting. Then

—

and this is one of the greatest objections to the bush procured sapling—the roots are few

and spreading, running far over the surface of the forest ground, so that only a small part

of the root can be secured. On the contrary, the nursery-grown sapling, transplanted

purposely several times, obtains each time a better and more fibrous root, so that when
placed in the field success in growth is far more certain. For these reasons I have known,

many persons, in planting trees, rather purchase from a nursery than take such as were

to be had free from the field or forest.

What is suggested is that a large public nursery should be established, where trees

of all sorts should be grown from seed, transplanted frequently till good roots were

secured, and then given free to those who would undertake to plant and take care of them
on their farms. It would be necessary to plan this in a sheltered portion of Ontario,

where easily worked soil is cheaply procurable, such as the land at the mouthof the Don,
or in the districts near Niagara or Windsor. Three or four men employed during the

season could grow, care for, and send away millions of trees—trees, too, which would be
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all likely to crow and flourish. Those receivin£f the saplings would, no doubt, be glad to

pay the freight, which would generally be no large amount. It is not at all doubtful

that by this means, every year, large numbers of trees would be planted throughout
Ontario. At present, under the tree planting Act, government and the township pay
twenty-tive cents bonus on each tree surviving three year.s. There is every reason to

believe that every twenty-five cents expended under the other plan would establish fifty

trees.

Undex- it, the great advantage gained would be as follows :—Farmers are often will-

ing to spare land for a plantation, say a wide belt of trees, or enough to fill some
spare piece of land not tit for much else. They can summer fallow this, or prepare

spots in it if it be broken land, and would often do it. If they could at once procure
nursery trees enough to cover this sufficiently close to keep the ground shaded, the

operation would be ten to one a success. If they have to trust to the straggling rooted

saplings of the wood, it is not at all so certain a one. The plan would certainly multiply

many times the number of trees now planted yearly in Ontario, always supposing that

men of .sulHcient ability managed the work.

8ueh nurseries are common in other countrie.s. In Prussia, in 188-t, the government
distributed free 25,000,000 of seedlings. Last year Bohemia distributed nearly 5,000,000,
of which about half a million were deciduous and the rest coniferous. Next year twice

that number will be given away by that government. Styria is making a similar distri-

bution. Australia has in the last few years distributed §8,000 worth of trees, each
costing about one and a-half cents. There is, probably, no other plan of assistance so

cheap, nor, if properly managed, any other so eflective.

CONSU.MPTION OF WOOD FOR RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.

One of the chief demands now continually made on the forests, as mentioned else-

where, is that for the ties for new railroads and the repairs of old. This demand is of

the most injurious nature to a forest, as it takes the young tree, and but little of it,

leaving most to rot in the woods, or excite forest tires. In no long time there will be

difticulty in finding fore.sts whence to draw these supplies. What I should like to call

my readers' attention to is the fact that railroads in Kansas and elsewhere, as described

fully in my last year's report, are planting miles square of young trees for this very pur-

pose. This was begun eight years since, and they have many young trees of size for ties

now. These may now be cut, not to the injury, but to the benefit of the plantation,

.since they have all been planted four feet apart, each way, and the intermediate trees

had now better go, as they are crowding. In Ontario, there is nothing to hinder any-

one, in a few years, drawing thousands of dollars from a few acres planted for this pur.

pose with well chosen trees.

A large number of circulars have been addressed from Washington to the various

railroad companies of the States, numbering nearly 300, for the purpose of ascertaining

the extent to which the forests are drawn upon in the construction of the roads, the

kinds of trees used for railroa<l ties, the duration of different kinds of timber used for

this purpose, the means taken to increase their durability, and other facts relative to the

subject.

Reports have been received from companies owning or managing 70,880 miles of

road, or about sixty-three per cent, of the whole. Assuming the present length of rail-

road track to be 11 2,000 miles, the average distance apart at which ties are placed is three

feet, requiring 2,640 ties for each mile, or for the existing length of roads 295,680,000.
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The railway companies almost invariably require, in building and maintaining their tracks,

young and growing trees, such as are large enough only to make one tie to each cut.

Trees of this size will not average more than two cuts each ; conse(juently the construction

of our existing roads has taken 147,840,000 trees. Their wood lands, us they are, will not

furnish more than 100 ties to the acie. Their roads, therefore, have taken the trees growing
on 2,956,800 acres of ground, or a tract of land nearly as large as the State of Con-

necticut.

The average duration of ties, as given by the returns, is seven years. To maintain

the roads therefore, one-seventh of the original number of ties must be supplied every

year, or 42,240,000, or the product of 422,400 acres. In determining the actual demand
of the railroad companies upon the forests for construction purposes no account has been

made for the annual increase of the roads. It ought, also, to be considered that the roads,

take the trees just at the period whtsn they are about to make their most valuable growth,

as it is well known that most trees after the age of thirty years make a much greater

proportionate growth from year to year than in their earlier stage, and their wood become&
also more valualjle for most purposes. For instance a tree measuring sixteen inches in,

diameter will produce double the amount of sawed lumber that can be cut from a tree

measuring twelve inches.

The annual revenue from the growth of an oak tree of the species commonly used in

ship-building has been very carefully determined from the means of a great many records

in France, and is as follows :

Francs. Centimes.

Tree .50 years old per annum. 10

Tree 100 years old do 80
Tree 150 years old do 2 00
Tree 200 years old do 4 00

The consumption of forests in railway construction is seen, therefore, to be eveii

greater than the figures indicate, and very wasteful.

Assuming that it will usually require thirty years for trees to grow to the size-

requisite for furnishing ties, in order to keep up the supply for the existing roads there

will be needed thirty times the area which is necessary for the supply in any particular

year, or 12,672,000 acres, an area somewhat larger than that of the States of New
Hampshire and Vermont.

These comparisons show in an impressive vistv the present demands of railroads

upon the forests for their construction, but with the annual increase of the roads this

demand will be increased, many of the roads also making a far greater demand upon the

forests for fuel than they -are for ties. The railroads of the South use wood almost

wholly for this purpose. We have no statistics as yet in regard to the amount of wood
thus consumed. An estimate for the single State of North Carolina puts the consumption
at 250,000 cords annually. But if we take this into account and also the amount of

lumber necessarily used in the construction of cars, we cannot fail to see that the rail-

roads are making very great demands upon the forests, and that these demands are

enlarging every year.

CULTIVATION OF TREES ON THE FARM.

In the preceding article is given the experience and method of the Hamilton amateur

in raising young trees of the Norway spruce. There is no better tree for general ever-

green work. In this chapter is given the method of raising from seed and planting out

of all other trees, deciduous and conifer. After chey are once forwarded to the stage

reached in this article, that is, placed in nursery rows, future planting is easy. If the

young trees, by the transplanting to the rows, have not yet obtained sufficient root to
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pleas(3 us, all we have to do is to transplant them once more, and that time they will

greatly improve in number and strength of root fibres. Then, to plant them out, all that

is necessary is to see that the place of planting is drained, that is, that you are not

digging a hole to hold water, but that it will have some exit ; then dig deep and wide

enough, get the ground in good tilth, dig in sand, if you choose, to clay, or clay to sand,

or manure to either, but do not place raw manure there ; incorporate it well with the soil.

Then set your tree at the height it was, what is called its collar, on a level with the earth,

spread the roots and press and mix the soil with them, and cover all tirmly, but not too

hard. Stake if necessary. Mulch by all means ; it will often make all the difference

between success and failure. At first, if you have plants enough, shade all the land with

your tree tops ; then, in successive years, thin the trees well. This is in plantations ; but

if only in lines, all that can Ije done is to plant, mulch, and protect from cattle.

Growing our forest trees from seeds, if attention l)e paid to a few simple details, is

as easy and certain as raising any other farm crop. In the first place all tree seeds can

be sown when they mature. That is the time, namely, when they fall, that nature sows

them. Taking first the principal nut-bearing trees, oaks, walnuts, butternuts, hickory,

beechnuts, etc., some ripen earlier, but all may be gathered iR October. In the second

place the slippery elm, white elm, witch elm, corky elm, silver maple and soft maple,

ripen their seed in June. In the third place, harvcl maple, Norway maple, box elder,

plane tree, birch, basswood, locust, wild cherry, alder and mountain ash, ripen their seed

in the fall. In the fourth place we will put the evergreens, that is to say, pines, spruces

and cedars, which also ripen their seeds in October.

Concerning our first group, the nut-trees, leave the nuts in boxes, mixed with a

little damp earth, until you are ready to plant them. If you cannot sow them in the

fall, leave them out of doors where they will remain frozen, or leave them in a cellar so

cool that they will not grow. The method of sowing these, and those of the third class,

is as follows :

—

Take a piece of good dry land, sandy loam, if possible, for this reason, that clay often

bakes, and makes it very hard for the young plants to get through. If, however, a clay

soil only is obtainable, sand, any sort, should be brought to cover the seed in the drills.

The land should be slightly sloping to insure drainage : plough or dig it deeply and well,

and harrow or rake the surface smooth. INlake the drills twenty inches apart, six inches

wide, and two inches deep, and sow the nuts and seeds three or four inches apart,

remembering that a large nut will grow a tree no larger than a little seed, but that it needs

deeper covering, say ahvay.s twice the diameter of the seed. Press the earth firmly over

the seed. A twenty-inch drill gives room for weeding and hoeing. Then we should

cover all with some sort of litter such as straw, manure, leaves or stalks, which, when

spring sets in and the young roots are about to come up, should be raked off the plants

and left between the drills, if it be workable with the land in hoeing, if not have it

removed. You must hoe and weed these seedlings during the summer as you would a

crop of roots.

For future cultivation of this class, all fibrous-rooted trees may be left here two

years, but the nut-trees being tap-rooted, must, if they grow rapidly, be taken up in a

year, if not, leave them two, but never more ; but after two years, at all events, they

will all be ready for transplanting, the method of performing which is as follows :

—
As early in the spring as the ground will allow for digging, have the seedlings dug

up. They should be assorted in two sizes, the large and the small. With a sharp knife

cut the leading or tap-roots back to within six inches of the collar. Do not touch the
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tops at all, tie them up in convenient bunches for handling, dip the roots in a thin inud

and heel in ground conv-enient to your work. The best soil to grow all kinds of trees in

nursery rows is what is known as a sandy loam with a clay bottom. To prepare it

thoroughly it should be summer-fallowed the season previous, but this is not necessary,

though desirable, as any land in fair tilth will answer. Having it ploughed and harrowed,

set the line ])arallel with the longest way of the lot, if most convenient to cultivate

that way. The line set, level all inequalities of the soil with the spade under

the line and pat the soil down firmly by striking with the back of the spade

on the line. The next operation is to cut out the drill by striking with the

edge of the spade parallel with tlie line run, as it were to split the line. The
drill is now dug out a spade wide and the soil put neatly on the opposite bank from

the line—the bottom of the drill being evened with the spade as the digger goes on
digging out the drill. All is now ready for planting, and the planter, provided with a

bundle of plants, stops and places a seedling neatly against the bank, placing the collar of

the root evenly against its edge. Another per.son at the same time places a spadeful of

soil with a quick turn of the spade snugly and securely against the roots of the plants.

The plants want Hrmly treading and straightening, and the balance of the trench may be

tilled in and levelled off. A convenient distance for any kind of forest tree in a row
would be one foot apart and the distance between rows four feet. This allows cultivation

with cultivators and single plough by horse and man, and is in every way convenient for

growing trees straight and in good shape. Out of these rows the trees may be trans-

planted at any time, spring or fall, to other places, or if the idea is to leave them there

permanently they will succeed.

Now we will take class No. 2, consisting of elms and maples, ripening their seed iii

June. As soon as these seeds begin to fall, the main crop on the tree will be ripe

enough. These trees bear great quantities of seed, and as they ripen early in summer, if

the seeds be sown then they will grow in the same season, making a foot or more of

growth that year. The same directions as previously given contain all that is necessary

in sowing these.

The next directions to be given apply to the evergreen class. Hitherto young trees

of all kinds of evergreens have been easily procurable in abundant quantities from neigh-

boring woods and swamps. There are still great quantities to be easily secured ; nursery-

men and large planters have drawn their principal supplies from the woods, and as they

have always been able to secure their stock without much trouble, very little attention

has been paid to securing seed and growing it. The white pine ripens its seed in the fall

;

the cones may be gathered whenever convenient, late in the fall or through the winter
;

by exposing them in a warm, dry room the scales of the cones open and allow the seed to

drop out. This should be gathered at once, as mice are very fond of resinous seed, and

would destroy them as fast as they dropped out. A good plan to secure the seeds of spruce

and pine easily is to cut the branches having the cones on, tie them up in neat bunches,

cover all up in muslin and suspend from nails in a warm place, over a stove or other

heating arrangement, have the mesh of the muslin small enough to retain the seed ; after

the seed is all out put it up in paper bags and keep in a dry place. The seed of the cedar

should be sown when gathered in the fall, either in drills or broadcast iii small beds

enclosed with boards, covering lightly with soil in which a goodly quantity of sand is

incorporated, and mulching over with leaves. In the seed bed they may be allowed to

remain three years when they can be carefully transplanted to other places in nursery

rows ; select a damp, partly shaded spot for sowing the seed. A similar plan will

answer for the pines and spruces. The most necessary element in the successful growing

of evergreens is keeping the soil in a uniform state of moisture, alternate damping

and drying of the soil being fatal to seedlings. Persons familiar with the country and

tree orrowth will often have noticed the thrifty little pines, hemlocks and cedars, growing

on the damp hillside generally facing the north. Here, self-sown, they rear their rich

creen foliage to the passing breezes and the blue skies above. A moment's reflection and

study will convince any person of the proper and essential rules to be observed in growing

youncr evergreens. They are, a uniform moisture of the soil, the earth to be of a rich,

loamy nature, full of sand and leaf mould, plenty of air and partial shade. Any system
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embodying the foregoing principles must be successful. Evergreens, when small, thrive

when planted closely togetlier. Thoy thus afford protection to each other, from the

density of the foliage preventing the wind from a too boisterous actuiaintance, shading
the soil, keeping it damp and cool. So it follows when planting in nursery rows, plant

ihem any distance that the outer branches just touch each other, and the rows far enough
apart to allow cultivation easily. As the trees continue growing in size, keep trimming
them out either in the rows or by taking each alternate row out altogether. , One rule to

observe in the cultivation of evergreens is that they thrive best by themselves, not when
planted indiscriminately among deciduous trees. They will grow on poorer and thinner

soils than deciduous trees. It does not follow, however, that they require poor soils to

grow in ; like every other plant, they thrive in a corresponding ratio to the treatment
they receive, and will grow better on good soils than on poor ones, etc.

There is another method of getting these young seedlings tJian growing them in

Ontario, as all know, that is, of importing them from foreign growers. As my readers

may wish to know the facilities for doing this at the price charged, T will furnish them
with a copy of a letter from Mr. Miller, owner of the chief evergreen windbreak men-
tioned in these pages as existing in Markham, as to the lirms from which he procured

the seedlings, and the cost :

—

" Markh.\m, August iWd, 1887.

" Dear Sir,—In reference to the spruce, 1 imported the trees from Little it liallan-

tyne, Carlisle, England. They were twice transplanted, and from twelve to fifteen inches

in height. 1 think they cost there about fourteen .shillings per thousand, without pack-

ing. The boxes and packing cost more than the plants. The freight from Carlisle to

Liverpool generally was more than the freight from Liverpool to Toronto. I imported
several times, and they cost me from 810 to 817 per thousand, delivered in Toronto. I

had an otter from the tirm of Austen iV: McAsten, of Glasgow, to deliver them in Toronto
at twenty-eight shillings per thousand, l)ut 1 never got any from them. They were will-

ing, 1 may say, to send a large quantity, if ordered, at a lower rate. Trees, I may remark,

should not be le.s.s than one foot in height, and should have been twice transplanted. 1

think that is all the imforination I can give, having unfortunately destroyed all my old

invoices and bills which relate to this.

*' Yours truly;

"JOHN MILLER."

With reference to prices, trees can also be imported cheaply, perhaps not so low as

this, from Douglas it Co., Waukegan, 111., an excellent place to obtain evergreen tree.s.

But as it is not well, if we can avoid it, to send money out of the country, I should advise

all tree-nceders, before importing, to consult with some Ontario nurseryman as to the

price they can be furnished at here, and having been informed on the matter, take their

own course as to purchasing at home or abi-oad. There are many reliable Ontario

nurserymen, though indeed, in opposition to either importing or buying here, there are

reasons why a farmer, if he can, had bett(;r grow his own.

A PLANTATION AT NORWOOD, COUNTY OF P1:TERB0R( H OH.

15Y T. M. UKOVKK.

It is gratifying to notice that throughout Ontario many farmer.^, since information

has been published and general interest excited on the subject, are planting considerable

numbers of trees. The following statement by T. M. Grover, Esq., Norwood, a gentle-

man who lias made considerable progress in this direction with excellent results, will be
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found valuable, both as giving results of experiments and showing how easily plantations

may be grown, with care, even by those who have not previously given much time to such

work. Mr. G rover says :

—

Norwood, 2-ith September, 1887.

Dear Sir,—In sending you a memorandum of tree planting done here, I have to

acknowledge the value of your previous reports on the subject. I have been working at tree

culture for about three years. The permanent plantations were laid out this spring,

1887. A little over 5,000 trees are planted, where they are to remain. About 8,000

transplanted seedlings have been put in nursery lows and nearly as many more from seed

are growing, some of which have overtaken in size the last year's seedling of the same
species. I am carefully collecting tree seeds from every forest I visit and find a new
interest in every tree that in former years 1 never noticed. Tree planting has been all

done in the spring. I have selected black ash, soft maple and sugar maple for moving
from the forest this fall.

Probably you do not hear your letters to the papers spoken of. I hear many persons

who do not own a foot of land, but who read the letters, speak of trees and the informa-

tion you give them. I find your list of trees in the report for 1885 a valuable reference

in all cases of doubt, and on many points I had little other instruction. Beginning, as I

did, to teach myself, and I feel sure if I had told everybody who speaks of trees that they

could get such a report, you would have plenty of applications for them. Everyone has

an opinion on trees, and since I have learned a little about the subject, I find most farmers

have entirely mistaken ideas about their growth and culture, but all willing to learn and
quite surprised when I tell them the possibilities. I intend to apply myself to the

practical point of the subject and keep on till I can show a visible result, as well as

instruct myself in the theory and principles of forestry.

From the amount of tree seed I am collecting, etc., I will have something to show

in the way of arboriculture another year and .shall be glad to show it to you.

I am, .sir, yours truly,

T. M. GROVER.

The forest experiments here were begun with the distinct object of forming a perma-

nent plantation of trees in blocks at even intervals, to be cared for during the first years

and protected for the sake of the timber, regarding the money value of the wood, as well the

advantage of the grove in tlie mean time. As a protection to the farm lands the lots

were selected on the west side of fields, and to keep the work in view for observation and

experiment, it was not convenient to plant the whole in one block, as the west side of the

property was broken by the park lots of the town.

The result, though not so conspicuous as a belt of young timber would be on the side

of a large farm, is so interesting, and promises such success, that only full information on

the subject of Forestry can be necessary to excite the serious interest of all occupiers of

land.

It would be out of place here to mention the many cases where plantations would be

of profit to owners— the lands suitable, the possible or certain value of the produce, the

easy growth of trees and seeds, the various native and foreign trees and their peculiarities,

the advantages to climate, soil and crops, or to recite the history of known plantations in

other countries. But the management of a small plantation will be in itself a lesson on

the whole subject, and there will not be wanting full information for zealous foresters ; and

like any other scientific subject, more study leads to greater interest.

The Trees.

Without previous acquaintance with the trade in nursery stock, the chief difficulty

was to find a dealer. Forest trees can be got easily, but no one here had ever put any

in cultivated ground and no idea of the expense could be formed. Some workmen had
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formerly put out maple and spruce at 2.5 cents each. Certain nurserymen and tree

peddlers had sold ornamental trees at 50 cents to SI.00 each, and, being generally put on

lawns in the sod, few succeeded. The trees here were selected more by prejudice than

by special knowledge, and without e.xperience in importing trees there was little to guide

in the time to order or the kinds or the state in which they would reach the field. But
trees are of great vitality, and although they don't look or act as one expects, a little care

will bring them at last into good order.

In this lot were some transplanted white ash which seemed .so dry and dead that

every farmer who saw them ))ronounced that they could not grow : weie dead in fact

before they left the nursery. They looked dead, but they came on slowly, and some which
were cut down low while despaired of, put forth .such a growth of leaves and shoots that

it was evidently a mistake to cut them down. In fact a live tree may not .show much
sign of life till near the end of the season, but when carefully tendei^ may do well. All

large planters in the United States tell us that with care any young trees may be moved
without five per cent, of loss.

The following list shows Avhat was done with native trees :

—

Native Trees. Percentage Greatest Growth.
living.

Sugar maple 90 1 foot.

Soft maple 94 Small growth.

Basswood 90 Slight.

Black cherry 7^ 20 inches.

Elm 9ri 1 foot.

Black ash 9.i Slight.

White ask all 1 foot.

White oak \ . . Little growth, but live well.

Black oak f , ,,

Butternut /
^ '

Mountain ash '

Bitter nut (long tap roots) nO

Spruce 95 1 foot.

White cedar 80 9 inches.

Tamarac 85 Slight.

In this locality maples are easily got of any size and easily moved ; the maple seems
to resist the browsing cattle (the greatest enemy of our woods) or to start up again

better than other small trees.

It has always been difficult to find small basswood, chiefly because it is first taken

by the cattle, but in a bush where cattle do not enter, basswood growing in single trees

of all sizes will be found as well as a good variety of other native trees. In about half

an acre of unbroken land, in a corner of a field, 150 good basswoods were found from one

foot to six feet, and safely moved. Spruce, tamarac and cedar may be successfully taken

from a wet marsh, where small trees only are left and the surface grown to a sod and in

the open sun. The roots do not go below the sod and moss, and generally all will rome
away in a mass, and the trees are little checked Ity moving to dry ground ; the roots of

evergreens, a,s well as other trees on high ground, extend to a considerable depth, and are

much more trouble to move successfully.

A Maple Forest.

(Jn an acre of good land it will be easy to raise (380 maple trees. Such a plot has

been laid out here ; 300 or 400 of the trees, about eight feet high, were planted early in

May, eight feet apart. Nearly all were cultivated with corn and doing well. The
ground at one end was sown with oats, and the trees not cultivated, and these have not

done nearly so well, one-third being already dead.

The grove will be extended to one acre this fall, with trees of two or three feet in

height, and it is generally expected these will overtake the larger trees. It is in a con-
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spicuous place near the town, and the expense of an experiment like this is little, and
not beyond tlie means of every farmer. Any one can see the good likely to come of it.

The timber would be of good size for fire-wood before the remaining bush on ordinary
farms is used up, and here where the value of maple sugar is not forgotten, GOO trees on
an acre would be worth saving for sugar-making alone.

A Mixed Lot.

A lot of two aci-es has l)eeu planted with a variety of trees (native and imported).
At intervals of eight feet were put white ash, black cherry, walnut, catalpa, sugar maph;,
basswood and black ash of three to live feet in height ; then the lot was filled to spaces
of four feet with ash-leaved maple. The land was good, well cultivated, and all have
made good growth, some at one end stood in a low moist spot, and there the trees
have grown very much more rapidly. The west side of the lot is filled close with spruce
and cedar, and being west of the buildings is intended as a shelter belt as well as forest.

A further lot of four acres is laid out to be planted with white ash, walnut and
locust, in separate sections. The trees for this are still in nursery rows.

Imported Tkkes,

The list following gives the experience of the last three years :-~

Percentage
living. Best growth.

Black walnut 98 2 feet on a three-year-old.

White ash . . 2 feet 3 inches.

American elm 65 3 feet.

Ash-leaf maple 98 3 feet 6 inches.

Catalpa 97 16 inches.

Sycamore , 60 14 inches.

Silver maple 98 2 feet.

Kentucky coffee tree 90 1 foot.

Norway spruce 90 8 inches.

Larch .

.

All failed at the start.

Russian mulberry .

,

Not hardy.

The last Report of the Agricultural College tells us, and the experience here is that

it is not safe to cultivate tree^ after 15th July. The frost of 8th September has killed

the upper or last grown leaves of walnut, catalpa, mulberr}'^ and chestnut— all due to a

late hoeing, which induces a new growth not hardening enough to stand the winter.

Most varieties of seedling trees can be bought at the nursery cheaper than searched
for in the forest, unless very convenient. Another advantage is in getting them all of

one size and style, and the risk in moving is about equal.

There is the question of hardiness in our climate to be considered in all importations,

and without longer expej'ience it is hardly safe to try new varieties to a great extent.

The walnut has been considered doubtful b}^ many in eastern Ontario, so that the success

of the large plantation from twenty-five bushels of nuts in Quebec, is of importance.
Tree pedlars have sold plenty of mulberry and chestnut, which they must have known
were not hardy here. The catalpa speciosa planted here this year are experimental, for

although raised at Campbollford, fifteen miles from this, their hardiness is not assured.

They have, to some extent, succeeded in Quebec, and would seem safe here,—a vigorous,

showy and profitable tree worth trying. The most interesting and satisfactory tree is the
black walnut, and all appearances of it agrees with the success in the ^^'estern States. It

has a large, soft root and is easily grown in any ground ; no frost appears to hurt it except
in very wet ground.

The white ash seedling is very easily planted, and of sure and rapid growth, perfectly

hardy and of known value and success in plantations ; the walnut and ash will always be
the most valuable trees in this climate.
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A. large lot of the imported trees were put in nursery rows, about two feet apart

and thoroughly cultivated. It is easier and better than to trust a small seedling in its

place in a large plantation, and another transplanting will do no harm, and sizes then

can be well assorted. Here seedlings are being provided for aliout twelve acres of timber,

to be placed as soon as the trees appear strong enough.

Tree Seeds.

Most (if the nurseries in Canada have given up planting tree seed, and buy seedlings

in the United States, Britain or France, where advantages of climate enable nurserymen
to sell at very low prices, by the thousand or million.

There is no trouble, however, with any tree seed ; they are as easily raised as any
vegetable ; but it is not advisable for any one in this country to raise trees from seed,

except as an experiment.

This list is the success here :

Seed.s. Best growtli. When planted.

Black walnut 14 inches Nov. ] 88G.

Sweet chestnut '.) "

Catalpa 18 " .May 5, 1887.

White ash 10 " "

Yellow locust (') feet 6 inches "

Mulberry 12 inches "

Soft maple 7 " June 20, 1887.

Evergreens.

Pine, white

^j
'
«^o c 1

I
(jj.Q^y well, but this very dry season came up

a A^^*^'"-
very irregularly and are practically a

Austrian I £ 'i
., ^, I failure.
Spruce, iNorway

Larch J

Land kok Seed.

The earth for seed-beds should be good garden soil mixed with sand to prevent the

surface hardening when watered. The seed-beds here would have been much more satis-

factory, but unfortunately forest mould was used, proving very bad for drying-out, and
delaying the germination of all the seeds.

Conifers in this climate require shade for the first two years; best given by a lattice

of lath, close enough and boxed about to keep off birds and mice, which are very fond of

the seedling evergreen. The little seedling is also easily killed by excess of dampness or

drouth, and in this very dry year, with not exactly proper care, the evergreen seed-bed

has not been successful ; and' as other climates are so much more suitable it is really

Vjetter to import seedling evergreens in all cases.

Forests and Plantations.

Various writers on Forestry advise the planting of forests on soils unlit for agriculture,

and generally some su(;h spot can be found on every farm—a bad hill or rough stoney

spot—but to any land a ten acre block of forest on the west of the homestead would be

of value as a shelter, and the better the land the better the timber. In ordinary bush,

the number of good trees per acre will not average more than fifty, and many of these

will not be really alive and growing more valuable. When it appears that 680 good

trees can be raised on an acre, it will almost seem as if it would pay to gradually replace

natural bush by a proper plantation. Even for the use of the farm, and there are so

many farms that for many reasons cannot be cropped to advantage, it would be a relief

to the owners if the land were employed in growing a crop requiring no further culture,

and steadily improving in value.
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In the vicinity ( f Lake Erie where walnut, chestnut, hickory, and white-wood, are in

their native home and of such rapid growth, it would not be out of the way to estimate

the actual cash returns of a forest as equal to any other crop. If yellow locust—equal to

cedar for durability and to maple for fuel—will grow in ten years from seed to make a

railway tie (and it promises that growth in this ground), if ash and hickory will yield a

full crop every year after the fourth, and if all these (in coppice) will sprout from the

stump and yield in future years the same timber in half the time, it may easily appear
that timber will be a good crop on the best land. There are many good farms in every

county in Ontario in the possession of old people, of females, of trustees and of tenants,

and of which proper profitable cultivation is not possible at all times, but which would
steadily increase in value if part was planted to timber, and at a future day would be of

greater value than all the income that could be derived from it in the meantime.

Forestry

is a science ; we have not come to that yet. The relation of each tree to the whole forest,

the shade-enduring and the light-needing, the rapid-maturing trees, the nurse trees, the

short-lived trees, the study of a century of growth, survival, influence of each variety on
the other, and on the soil—in fact the whole subject of National Forestry—will soon call

for ardent students, and every step on the way will, we hope, be of profit and encourage-

ment to the individual and to the country.

CHAPTEK VI.

WORK OF THE YEAR, AND SUGGESTIONS.

Since the publication of the last report, as will be seen by previous statements of

results, examinations have Ijeen made as to the amount of firewood remaining in settled

Ontario ; and into the results of the fire-ranging system lately adopted, and the method of

settlement location near pine lands. A close forestry examination has been made of two

townships—one north and one south—the first being elevated land, the other much

lower, and one of them facing the Georgian Bay, the other Lake Ontario. Opinions of

most of the farmers in these have been taken on their observations of the effects of

clearing and shelter, and the apparent effects noted, as evidenced by the crops. The

press has been largely used to lay the information gained previously before the country,

some five or six hundred letters and articles having been printed in the various joui-nals,

while a large edition of the previous report has been carefully distributed among those

likely to profit by it.

I would recommend that the plan of a forest reservation in the Nipissing territory,

suggested in previous reports, be proceeded with, and that there the experiment be tried

as to how far, and at what expense, it is practicable to destroy the pine refuse caused by

lumbering operations. If the result proved satisfactory, regulations concerning the

matter might be introduced in the sale and management of timber limits.
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' It would seem advisable, in view of the fact that many lots have been taken up and
abandoned, being found unsuitable, and that the tires in clearing such have caused much
damage, that no lot should in future be settled on until an official has reported that it is

fit for agricultural purposes, and not dangerously near to pine woods.
It is common in Eui'ope to distribute free of cost large quantities of young trees,

generally from Government nurseries. The adoption of this practice, either by
governments or counties, would be valuable here, if the expense be not thought too great.

Greater attention to Forestry is undoubtedly now being given in Ontario ; but this

would add strength to the movement. It in suggested as the most practicable way
of encouraging plantations. The Tree Planting Act aids the planting of trees in lines,

thirty feet apart ; but these, though valuable for shade and shelter, cannot give good,
clear timber, which is only produced in })lantations or forests, while to pay a bonus on
the large number of trees in a plantation would neces.sitate too groat an expense.

It would be of great advantage, if found practicable, in cases where elevated lands,

in regions about to be settled, occur, that where these comprise some thousands of acres,

they should be kept wooded, either by withholding them from settlement, or agreemenk
with the settlors that the mountain portion should be kept in forest.

S (F.) 1 05
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ONTARIO INSTITUTION

FOr{ THE

EDUCATION OF THE BLIND

Tlie reports of the Principal, the Trades Instructor, anJ Surgeon, which are
lierewith submitted, so fully record the history of this Institution for the past
year that extendtnl reference to the work accomplished is rendered unnecessary.

During the protracted time in which cases of diphtheria appeared in the
Institution, the attention of the Official Staff* was necessarily and rightly devoted
to the care of the afflicted and to the carrying out of the means adopted to stay
the spread of tlie disease. Although the circumstances were such as greatly to

interfere with the ordinary routine of intruction, and training in industrial work,
yet the session was not a fruitless one, and there is good evidence that substantial

progress was made by many of the pupils iluring the term.

The faithful and energetic manner in which it was observed that nearly all

of the officials discharged their duties during the ))revalence of the disease, was
most exemplary and will no doubt have the effect of increasing confidence in

regard to the treatment and care of pupils committed to the charge of the
Institution.

The following are my notes of inspection made during the year under report :

—

Inspections.

Copies of my minutes are appended :

—

" I ma<le an inspection of this Institution on the 7th June.
" Preparations were being made on that ilay for the return of the pupils to

tlieir homes at the close of the session, and this occasioned a certain amount of
bustle and activity : but everything was being carried on in a regular and
systematic manner, without any confusion,

" There were in attemlance at the close of the session 1 .3-5 pupils—80 males
and .TO females—and all were in good health.

'• The usual public examinations were dispense'! with this session, ovvin^ to
the outbreak of diphtheria among the pupils on their re-asseinbling, and the
routine work was much retarded during its prevalence. Notwithstanding this

untoward circumstance, however, the progress of the classes was very satis-

factory, their proficiency having been well tested by the officei-s and teachers of
the Institution. This record will materially assi.st in the re-classificatiou of those
who may enter again next session, and will also be of value for future reference.
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" Internally the building was in excellent condition, due largely to the

thorough renovation in the way of painting and kalsomining which it underwent
after the disappearance of the disease.

" The Engineer and his assistant have been engaged in fitting up the material

for heating the sections of the building not yet supplied with appliances

under the improved system, and the work is so far advanced that little will

have to be done besides putting it in place, when the pupils have left the
building for the vacation term. The saving to be effected in fuel, if in proportion

to that already accomplished, will be very considerable, and will be greater

each year than the expenditure for the work.
" The renewal of the roof, for which an appropriation has been made under

the Public Works Department, will be proceeded with at an early day and will

be completed before the re-assembling of the pupils on the second Wednesday in

September.
" The original roof has become entirely worthless, and the present outlay is

necessary to preserve the interior and walls of the centre building.
" The crops are in a promising condition. The grounds presented a neat and

tidy appearance, and the premises generally were found to be in a very satisfac-

tory state."

" I made an inspection of the Institution for the Blind on the 19th of October,
and found that there were 128 pupils in attendance, 77 males and 51 females.

Others who have been pupils during former sessions have again been awarded
admission, and their return will make the number on the roll equal to the
average of the past year.

" With one exception the pupils were all in good health, and the ailing one
was not indisposed from a .serious cause.

" The arrangement and classification of the pupils appeared to be very satis-

factory, and made with due regard to their advancement and ability to acquire
knowledge in the several branches taught in the Institution.

" The routine work of the Institution was also well systematized, and the
teachers and officers generally were giving evidence of strict attention to their

various duties. With such favourable conditions and good health prevailing, the
hope may well be entertained that the work of the session will shew excellent

results. ^
" The internal improvements which have been made, largely during vacation

term, and rendered necessary in consequence of the prevalence of diphtheria

during the former session, have added much to the appearance of the build-

ing. Every apartment has been kalsomined, painted, or varnished where required.

The plumbing, also, has been refitted, and rearranged, where it was thought most
necessary to secure the best sanitary conditions.

" The work of changing the system of steam-heating was found to be nearly

completed, and so far as it could be tested shewed very satisfactorj' results. This
rearrangement has been in progress for a year past with the view of securing the

complete radiation of steam throughout the building at comparatively low
pressure.

" The work has been wholly superintended, and largely done by the Institution

Engineer, and credit is due to him for the good workmanship and success of the

undertaking.
" By the reconstruction, the use of six stoves will be dispensed with, the

temperature of the whole building kept uniform, and the saving in fuel in a very
short time will be equal to the whole cost of material required to make the altera-

tions. In consequence of the larger area of steam piping now used, it was
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represented that another Nason steam-trap would materially add to the efficiency

and economy of the system, and authority was given to purchase the I'equired

trap at a cost of S58.
" The new slate roof which has been put on the building during the summer,

under the supervision of the Public Works Department, appears to be well con-

structed, and is a gi'eat improvement to the building, both in appearance and
safety in the event of fire.

" A new boiler at the pumping house has been put in to replace the original

one, which from constant use had beofun to show defects that miorht have
rendered it unsafe at any time.

" Considerable progress has been made in getting the property lately pur-

chased into shape, and the grounds nearest the city have also been considerably

improved. The crops have been below the average of former years. The yield

of potatoes, especially, shews a large reduction, in consequence of the drouth which
prevailed during the summer months."

MAINTENANCE EXPENDITURES.

The amount expended in maintaining ths Institution during the past twelve months
is sliown in the subjoined statement. The same information as regards the previous year

is also "iven :

—

SKRVICK.S.

Yeak ending 30th Sep-
tember, 1880.

Total E.\-

penditure.

Year ekdi.ng 30th Skp-
TEMBKK, 1887.

Annual
cost per
pupil.

Salaries and wages : 15
Medicine and medical comforts

|

Butchers' meat, fish, etc

Flour, bread, etc

Butter and lard
General groceries

Fruit and vegq(te.ble.'?

Bedding, clothing and shoes
Fuel
Light
Laundry, .soap and cleaning
Furniture and furnishings
Farm, feed and fodder
Repairs and alterations
Advertising, printing, postage, etc

Books, apparatus and appliances .

.

Miscellaneous

Total

-S c.

658 56
87 34

,982 06
888 68
966 13
,863 58
.308 80
660 05
,951 30
963 3e
346 (59

494 05
895 86
896 54
675 19
718 32
,218 08

32,574 73

S c.

118 63
66

22 59
6 73
7 32

14 12
2 34
5 00
22 36

9 23

246 78

Total Ex-
penditure.

S c.

15,848 33
228 39

2,773 .53

737 48

979 98
1,842 71
306 82
510 49

2,342 91

1,004 55
376 14
670 74

1,028 US
937 41
739 67

1,040 26
1,.519 80

32,887 94

Annual
cost per
pupil.

* c.

119 16
1 72

20 85
5 54
7 37

13 85
2 31
3 84
17 62
7 .55

2 83
5 04
7 7.1

7 06
5 5(»

7 82
11 4J

247 27



Females.
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he was not responsible, from availing himself of an oflFer of admission several years earlier,

gave him a claim to special consideration. An irreproachable personal character also

greately strengthened his appeal.

In the course of a few weeks our male pupil population will almost certainly number
80 and the females 53. In other words we shall have all the male pupils we can con-

veniently accommodate, and within 7 of the number it is possible to find room for on the

female side. That there will always be a disparity in the numbers of the male and
female pupils is to be expected. The chief reason for this is the greater liability to

personal injuries of boys and young men. Not a few of these are compelled to resort to

this Institution owing to accidents resulting from mining explosions, gun shot wounds
and other casualities incidental to dangerous avoodtions and pursuits. The reluctance to

place a female child in the care of strangers has also something to do with the difference

in numbers. But parental weakness and ignorance ai'e not exhibited alone in the case of

V)lind female children. The Institution has now been established 15 years; it has been

pretty well advertised by the agency of the press, the dispersion of ex-pupils and the

personal canvass of the officers. There are not, I imagine, many cases of blindness, unless

of very recent date, with which we are unacquainted. But I should to-day have to be

pretty strongly urging an early extension of our buildings if all who are known to us to

be eligible, and whose immediate admission would te desirable, were to respond to our

invitations. It is perhaps natural that more hesitation should bo felt in parting with a

blind than with a seeing child, but cei-tainly the necessity of such a step isoverwhemingly
greater in the case of the former than of the latter. Some people seem to think that

l)ecause a blind l)oy or girl, who becomes familiar by long association witlf home objects

and surroundings, can potter about the house and premises and do a few little odd jobs

here and there, all has been gained that is necessary, but that is not education nor the

extent of even a blind person's usefulness. Parents who have wisely overcome all such

notions and sent their children to the Institution are astonished when they visit them
to see how much more can be done for them th;in they had ever dreamed of. To detain

the blind child at home after it has attained the proper age for admission is most cruel

kindness, and as unjust to the child as to society. Our j>upils do not lose their fondness

for home or suffer any diminution of filial affection by being placed under our care. On
the contrary, they look forward to the holidays with all the more delight as a change

from the routine of school life, but they return gladly when they have once learned how
much happiness is to be found in the acquisition of knowledge, the association with

other young people, and the enjoyment of the ample means provided for their recreation

and improvement.
The Staff.

The retirement from the literary staff of Miss ]\Iary A. ^^'alsh, who had been nearly

.sax years a most valued and highly esteemed officer of the Institution, created a vacancy

in the department. Mr. Wickens, our .senior master, having become non-resident, it has

been deemed well to secure a resident male teacher in Miss Walsh's place, and Mr. .Tno.

D. Alexander has been appointed to that position. The resignation, from ill health of

Mr. E. H. Knight, senior music teacher, after a very few months' occupancy of his

situation, took place before the late session had come to an end. Mr. E. H. Williams,

who, like his predecessor, is a graduate of the Xew England Conservatory of Music, and

comes to us with the highest testimonials as to his abilities, has succeeded ^Ir. Knight.

Miss McNish, junior music teacher, having also resigned after several years of most useful

service, it has been found possible, by a re-arrangement of the classes, to maintain their

efficiency without making, for the present, a fresh appointment. Miss Kate Burke, a

jiupil of more than ordinary ability, and whose conduct and bearing has lieen such as to

inspire much confidence, having graduated in the literary and industrial branches, has

been appointed assistant to the ladies respectively presiding over the sewing and knitting

classes. The past session was one that severely taxed the energies of the whole staff to

an extent far greater than is involved in the discharge of ordinary duties, and I have

gratefully to acknowledge the kind assistance and support received from my colleagues

during a long period of most painful and distressing responsibility.

9
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The Literary Classes.

Owing to the disturbed condition of the Institution during the first half of the late

session and the protracted recess from Christmas to early in February, it was not reason-

able to expect that the usual standard of literary progress would have been attained when
the session should have drawn to its close. Even in the same class pupils had attended

for different periods, and thus were unequally matched with one another. Under these

circumstances it was considered best to dispense with the usual annual examinations by
specially appointed examiners. I did not recommend this course without much regret, for

the visit of the gentlemen usually deputed to discharge this duty is always a pleasant

episode in the session's history. And, while the examinations are only to a very limited

extent competitive, and their result as to the pupils' standing is simply a factor in our

general estimate, the knowledge that educational experts of such large experience are to

pass critically through the classes can but have a very stimulating efiect on all parties,

while their suggestions, either official or imfoi*mal, are always both acceptable and useful.

No one can be more desirous of these annual visits being kept up than the Principal, who
is properly held responsible for the general advancement and efficiency of the pupils of

the Institution in literary knowledge. I regret too, that, owing to the necessity for dis-

continuing the examination for one session, the present report loses a feature of much
interest. As a means of justly apportioning the annual prizes and deciding promotions,

the classes were examined b}' the Principal and literary teachers, who were of course able

to tell how far each class might be fairly supposed to have gone in its particular studies,

and while the effects of the disturbing causes above referred to were evident in many
cases, it was most gratifying to find what good use had been made, both by

teachers and pupils, of the four months during which class work had been uninterrupted.

I trust that the necessity for introducing the Kindergarten system for the junior pupils

will have been so apparent to the official mind as to ensure its adoption before many
months are over. Hitherto, while by ordinary methods the young blind child has been

trained to habits of application, and in a more or less crude and accidental fashion has

received primary ideas as to shape, form and utility, the teaching has been neither

systematic nor scientific. What is wanted in that regard the Kindergarten provides.

The infantile ideas are shaped and moulded by an exact process and objectively applied.

The hands and wrists—usually the weakest portions of a blind child's physical economy

—

are strengthened, and a most attractive means of improvement and recreation is provided

for the youtli<&il mind. I have already brought the subject to your notice and trust that

it may fully commend itself to your judgment.

The Music Cla.sses.

These classes, like those of the literary department, were sensibly affected by the same

state of affairs. The ill health, too, of Mr. Knight, the senior music teacher, was an

addition to the prevailing difficulties. But we were fortunate in having in our lady

teachers those who were fully competent to supply all deficiencies for the time being, and,

by slightly reducing the number of music lessons—but without abridging the pupil's time

for practice—all were kept under instruction, and our closing concert, I think, must have

convinced any one competent to judge, that the standard of efficiency had been well main-

tained. I must not forget, in this connection, to refer to the hearty co-oparation received

from our non-resident instructors in vocal music and the violin respectively, Mrs. Dr.

Howson and Prof. Baker, whose pupils on all public occasions add by their efforts so much
to the pleasure of our visitors and do credit to the attention bestowed upon them. For

reasons similar to those mentioned in regard to the literary classes, we had no official

examination of the music classes at the close of last session. The plan of inducting our

senior music pupils into the art of teaching is being systematically carried on. Three

male and three female pupils are regularly engaged as monitorial instructors under the

direction of Mr. E. H. Williams and Miss Callaghan respectively. Our stock of pianos

10
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is in good order, but the extreme wear and tear from constant practice tells severely upon
them, and an additional instrument will be needed before another session commences.

The Tuning Class.

The tuning class numbers 19 pupils, all but one under direct instructions from Mr.

W. G. Raymond. The exception is a youth who has just joined the class and is receiving

primary lessons from a senior, while two others, who attend Mr. Raymond's classes, are

being helped forward in the .same manner. Three young men are, this session, concluding

their pianoforte tuning course. They divide between them the care of our instruments

and also assist in the instruction of juniors. Reports from pupils who have graduated

from this department, are on the whole very sati.sfactory. Those employed (four in

number) by Messrs. Mason 6: Risch, of Toronto, are, I believe, all doing well, and others

are making a good living by their independent exertions. I could desire, however, that

other manufacturers than the firm mentioned should avail of our pupils' services. I can

but l)elieve that what one establishment has found profitable would be equally advan-

tageous to others, while the young men would have the great advantage of employment
uniier expert supervision and thus enjoy a sort of apprenticeship before going out into

the world on their own account. It is well it should be understood, however, that our

tuning class must be limited in numbers. The instructor attends only on two days in

the week and, besides, the scope and opportunity for blind tuners to obtain a livelihood

in this Province in competition with seeing rivals, are more or less contracted. For

disciplinary reasons too, not easily explained to outsiders, while very apparent to the

officers of the Institution, I am obliged not unfrequently to disappoint the aspirations of

pupils and the wishes in some instances of their friends by declining to place lads in the

tuning class. Tuning, moreover, is a business needing certain well developed faculties,

and where these are deficient even the most painstaking instructions will not produce a

really first-class tuner.

Thk \^lLLOw Shop.

This \ery interesting and important branch of instruction, has been perhaps rather

less disturbed than others during the past year. Its pupils being mostly among the

seniors in age, very generally escaped contagion and, encouraged by the calm and fearless

example of their worthy instructor, many of them worked quietly on with little interrup-

tion. Only one full graduate was presented for outfit at the close of the session, although

several are working in the advanced stages of their industrial course. Mr. Truss's report

is submitted herewith :

—

Tradk Instructor's Report.

Mr. a. H. Dymond,

Principal.

.SiK,— I have the honour to .submit my report upon the operations of the workshop

during the year ending September 30th, 1886 :

The session has been one of fair progress, considering the difficulties encountered and

the more or less interrupted attendance of some of the pupils. The behaviour of the latter

has been, during a somewhat trying time, worthy of praise and their industry as usual

conimendaV)le. The following statements will show to some extent the practical nature of

the instruction given :

—

Sales of Manufactured articles 8560 27

On hand unsold . T") 00

Total S63.5

11
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Pui'iLs' Vacation Wokk.

{On their oion account).

T. P. earned $31 00
A. S. " 15 30
S; L. " 27 00
J. S. " 30 00
LP. " 25 00
F. P. " 25 00
A. C. " 11 00
I). P. " 10 00
M. N. " 25 00
S. W. " 30 00
W. D. " 36 00
J. W. " 15 00
T. E. "

, 25 00

Total vacation earnings $305 30

I ain, Sir,

Yours respectfully,

Tiios. Truss,

Trade Instructor.

The Work Eoom and Knitting Koom.

Excellent work has been done in both these branches of industrial instruction during
the past session. The pupils in the Woi'k Room now number 34, and in the Kniting Room
44. The difierence is principally owing to the number of very young pupils who can bu
taught to knit before they can learn to sew by hand or machine. Most of these children

are also members of the Bead Work class, which is instructed by Miss Loveys, the head of

the Work Room. The great variety of work turned out by hand in the Kiiitting Room
affords much scope for the pupils' abilities, and favours greatly their chances of obtaining

employment after leaving the Institution. At the same time the use of the knitting

machine is not neglected, and sevefal pupils are thoroughly expert in its management.

The Library.

The following books have been added to the Pupils' Library during the past year :

In embossed line type—"The Pronouncer and Definer" ;
" David Ooppsrfield," Dickens :

" Successors of Mahomet," Irving ;
" The Talisman," Scott ;

" Physiology," Huxley
;

"History of Our Own Times," M'Carthy ; Shakspeare's "Henry V," and Woodman's
" Nannette." In point print—Upton's " Standard Operas "

; Miss Yonge's " History of

France "
; Shakspeare's " Tempest " ;

"' Musical History " and the Book of Psalms.

In both line and point—Leigh Richmond's " Dairyman's Daughter." The cost of

the several portions of the Holy Scriptures in embossed type had until lately been all but

prohibitory to their purchase by any considerable number of blind persons. The Bible is

published by the American Bible Society in eight volumes, six for the Old and two for

the New Testament. These were charged, until a few months since, at tha rate of two
and a-half dollar^i a volume, or twenty dollars for the whole Bible. It will be readily

supposed, therefore, that it was with no little pleasure we received imformation during

the last part of the late session that the Society had, by public liberality, been able to

reduce the price to seventy-five cents per volume, or six dollars for the whole set. Any
one volume of the Scriptures can now, therefore, be had for a sum easily commanded by
most. 1 cannot express, too strongly my sense of the obligation the blind of Canada are

12
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under to the several American printing houses by which embossed books are issued, or to

the managers for the intelligent selection of a high-toned and attractive literature suited

to the wants of all classes of blind readers.

Health.

It is painful to be obliged to report that, alter many years immunity from fatal ill-

ness within the walls of the Institution, two of our pupils, one a lad of 14, the other a

young woman of 22 years, were removed by death during the past session. In my sup-

plementary report, dated 22nd October, 1886, I referred at some length to the visitation

of diphtheria, which had then become fatal in one instance only. At that time we were
all encouraged to believe that the trouble was over, and that the rigorous measures
adopted, and apparently complete isolation secured, had arrested the spread of the

disease. I also ventured the opinion, and now with even more confidence reiterate it,

that the disease was imported, and had no local origin. All our consultations here, and
with competent judges from elsewhere, tend to strengthen such a conclusion. This

assurance has not led to any relaxation of our etiorts to protect ourselves against possible

causes of mischief. On the contrary, we have adopted and are still carrying out, as

opportunity oliers, such improvements in this direction as suggest themselves. But,

when by correspondence with pupils' friends in various parts of the Province, I found an
almost universal testimony to the presence of diphtheria in their respective neighbour-

hoods, it did not appear to me at all suprising that, in such a community as ours,

re-assembling from all points, the enemy should have insinuated itself. The mysterious

manner in which the disease appeared and reappeared, the different degrees of severity

with which the victims were attacked, and the utter impossibility of connecting its

assaults with any personal intercourse between those assailed, would afford quite a theme
for speculative theories and reasoning among those who profess to a scientitic knowledge
of such matters. That in some shape or other the poison had been introduced into and
had distributed itself throughout the building was, however, made clear to all of us.

That any thorough system of purification could be carried out effectively so long as our
pupil population remained at its ordinary figures, was at the same time clearly imprac-

ticable. On the other hand, to distribute arbitrarily through houses or families in all

directions those who might carry the seeds of contagion with them, was not to l)e thought

of. We therefore waited, adopting every possible means of disinfection until it appeared

safe to advise the removal of all whose friends were disposed to take them home or could

suitably do so. In December, about half the number in attendance conseijuently left us,

and the work of painting, alabastining and varnishing, as well as general disinfection bv
other methods, at once commenced. The pupils returned on the 10th of February, and I

am happy to report that the good health of the Institution during the remainder of the

session was—so far as any epidemic Avas concerned—quite unbroken. ^leantime, several

modern improvements in dnain ventilation and other sanitary measures claimed

attention as a protective against all conceiva[)le contingencies. Of the particular

cases of diphtheria I leave Dr. Corson to speak in his report. I have in my
last year's reference to this period of anxiety endeavoured to do justice to ofiicers

and others, on whom fell most heavily the Vjurden of responsibility. It is pleasant

to reflect that, at such a time, my relations with our medical attendant and his

Temporary associate-physician Dr. Philip, of this city, were of the most harmonious
character, and to both my thanks are due for their ever ready and prompt attention. In
Dr. Bryce, of the Provincial Board of Health, we had, too, a most valuable and energetic

adviser. Nor must I omit to allude to the kindness displayed by the parents of

pupils, whose feelings were naturally most strongly appealed to by the danger which
appeared to beset their children. I Vjelieve their confidence was largely due, as well as

the calmness and self-possession of the pupils themselves, to the fact that no attempt was
made to withhold from either the knowledge of the actual state of affairs from day to

day, whether the news conveyed was hopeful or disappointing. The boy who first

showed symptons of diphtheria and so soon succumbed to the disease, was parentless and
all but friendless. The parents of the young woman claimed by death at a later period
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were with us when she died, and we had the privilege of doing whatever was within our
power to alleviate their grief. Their loss was not, however, without its high consolations.

1 must not forget to mention in this connection the self-sacrificing kindness which led our
former laundress, a woman advanced in years and living in quiet comfort with her
relatives, to come to us in our extremity. No one, of course, supposed she would be liable

to attack, but she was prostrated by diphtheria in a most severe form, and although the

complaint itself yielded to treatment her constitution never rallied, and after a lingering

illness she died in the hospital of this city where she was for some weeks most kindly
and carefully treated as a private patient.

Discipline.

It was unavoidable that, during long months of unse.ttlement, discipline should be, to

some extent, relaxed. I had, however, no reason to believe that this led to any regret-

table results. The pupils, as a rule, were well conducted and orderly in their demeanour,
and only too glad when at length able to settle down to their studies with regularity and
assiduity. It will be observed that one pupil is mentioned as " excluded for cause."

The reasons which made her an unsuitable companion for other young girls were of a

character which all judicious and thoughtful pareut.s would appreciate, and need not be
more specifically alluded to.

Recent Improvements.

Among the most needed improvements urged in former reports was a new roof for

the main building of the Institution. For years past the old sheet-iron deck roof had
been a source of continual discomfort and expense-. It has now been covered with a

sloping slate roof, which adds much to the appearance of the structure and will, I trust,

effectually preveiat further trouble. In the interior of the Institution the alteration of

the steam apparatus to allow of a lower pressure being used in heating the building, thus

securing both enhanced safety and economy, and the more regular and effective supply of

heat to some portions of the latter, has been brought to completion. This work has

been done by our excellent engineer and his assistants without any outside help, and the

intelligence, industry and energy, with which they have laboured during a period when
some little respite from duty is usually to be expected is beyond all praise. The large

amount of internal painting accomplished in the winter recess made any extensive work
in this direction during the late vacation unnecessary.

The Grounds.

!My attention has been recently turned more particularly to beautifying the portion

of the grounds lying nearest the city, and planting the new land in our rear with a view

to its ultimate use as a park. Some four acres of the former have been laid down in

))ermanent pasture and with, so far, excellent results. The trees and evergreens planted

during the present year have been severely tried by the long prevailing drought and the

intense heat of the season, but by frequent watering I am happy to report the majority

have been preserved. We have had an uninterrupted and ample supply of water from

our own spring, and I may hereafter submit a recommendation for the further saving, for

outside purposes, of a large quantity which now runs to waste after all ordinary needs

are supplied. I trust the good work of planting and ornamentation will receive in the

coming estimates the usual friendly encouragement.

Farm and Garden.

Our garden produce has been more prolific than at one time was to be expected, but

in this and on our field crops the drought has told with serious effects. Our potato crop

will fall short of our requirements, the tubers being small and in some instances immature
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in appearance. A crop of oats which promised to do well turned out to be hardly worth

the*thres)iing. Mangolds and turnips will, it is probable, after all, give us a moderate

average. On the whole we seem to have done quite as well as our neighbours or perhaps

a little better than many.

Improvements Suggested.

In view of the many beneficial improvements carried out during the past few years,

I do not propose at this time to make any suggestions of a costly nature, unless it be once

more to appeal to the liberality and intelligence of those in authority for the often asked

ior and much needed gymnasium. Jn the absence of any serious demands from this

Institution upon the Treasury at the present time this boon might surely be granted.

Acknowledgments.

Our circumstances during the past session did not admit of that free interchange

of courtesies, which is generally so pleasant to all parties, between the officers and
pupils of the Institution and the the citizens of Brantford. For a considerable time

the Institution was closed to visitors altogether and our pupils were, on several occasions,

much to their regret, denied the privilege of attending lectures, concerts and other amuse-

ments. The Christmas concert in our Music Hall, usually looked forward to with great

pleasure, could not be held. The closing concert in June, however, was honoured by
even a larger attendance than usual, numbers being unable to gain admittance owing to

the crowd that tilled the hall.

I must once more thank the clergy of the city for their continued interest in the

welfare of the pupils and their attendance to our Sunday afternoon service. I desire also

to acknowledge the generous tone and language of the local press during the trying period

of sickness to which I have had in this report to make frequent reference.

I have the honour to be,

Sir,

Your obedient servant,

A. H. DYMOND,
Principal,

Brantford, October 1st, 1887.
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ONTARIO INSTITUTION FOR THE BLIND.

Statistics for Year endinc 30th September, 1887.

I.—ATTENDANCE.
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III.-NATIONALITY OF PARENTS.
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VL—Cities and Counties from which pupils were received during the official year ending

30th September, 1887.

County or City.

City of Belleville

(Adinty
City of

Couiitv

Grey .

.

City of

County

City of

County

City of

County

City of

County

of Brant . . .

.

Brantford . .

.

of Bruce
Carleton .

.

Dundas . .

.

Durham .

.

Elgin
Essex
Frontenac
Glengarry

.

Grenville

Guelph
of Haldimand

Halton ....

Hamilton
of Hastings. .

.

Huron
Kingston
of Kent

Lambton .

.

Leeds
Lanark . . .

.

Lennox . . .

.

Lincoln
London
of Middlesex .
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VIII.—Cities and Counties from which pupils were received who were in residence on

30th September, 1887.

County or City.

City of

County
City of

County

City of

County

City of

County

City of

County

City of

County

Belleville ....

of Brant
Brautford . .

.

of Bruce
Carleton .

Dundas . . .

.

Durham .

.

Elgin
Essex
Frontenac
Glengarry
Grenville .

Grey
Guelph
of Haldimand

Halton ...

Hamilton . . . .

,

of Hastings .

Huron ...

Kingston . . . .

,

of Kent
Lambton
Leeds
Lanark
Lennox ...

Lincoln
London ,

of Middlesex
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PHYSICIAN'S REPORT.

R. Chkisttb, Esq.,

Impector of Prisons, Asylums, etc.

Sir,—In submitting the Annual Medical Report of this Institutiorj, it may be

expected I should particularly allude to the outbreak of diphtheria Avhich prevailed last

session, to the exclusion of other subjects plainly of less importance.

Diphtheria is a disease often mysterious in its origin, diverse and obscure in its mode
of propagation, uncertain in the choice of its subjects, and withal very capricious in the

selection of its victims, striking down with unrelenting blow one member of a family,

while another receives but the faintest touch of the same hand. It spares neither child-

hood, manhood nor old age, and it enters the homes alike of the poor and the rich ; it

prevails most in the crowded cities, but it has been known to follow the sportsman to

his camp in the forest. Its spread has become so universal that in its ravages it may
be regarded as one of the direst scourges of our time.

In presenting a connected history of this epidemic, reference must be made to the

first case, a boy named John Alexander, aged fourteen, whom I was called to see, October

7th, 1886, at which time an examination revealed intense inflammation of the tonsils,

upon which were such circumscribed patches of membrane as ,are frequently seen in

simple tonsillitis. The boy was ordered to bed, and put upon the use of the ordinary

remedies, such as tincture of aconite internally together with the chlorate of potash gargle.

At the visit the following morning remarkable changes had taken place in the appearance

of the throat in the intervening hours. True, diphtheritic membrane was observed cover-

ing the tonsils, the faucial pillars and the pharynx, generally, while the glands of the neck

had* become greatly swollen, the countenance dusky and the breathing difficult, and it

was evident from these grave symptoms that the case was hastening to a fatal issue. To
add to our misfortune it was discovered that two other young pupils were stricken by

the same disease, and immediately, for the purpose of isolation and treatment, the three

patients were placed in our hospital ward, which gave us such excellent service all through

this trying ordeal.

The spectral presence of a contagious and fatal disease, projected without warning

into a community of young children, was sufficiently appalling when all the possibilities

were considered. It was at this juncture that yourself, as Inspector, and Dr. Bryce, Pro-

vincial Secretary of the Board of Health, were summoned to our aid by telegraph. By
your prompt arrival the same evening,--we had the benefit of Dr. Bryce's excellent counsel,

not only in regard to the treatment of the sick children, but in suggesting the best precau-

tionary measures to prevent the farther spread of the disease, and in investigating the

causes of the epidemic. Dr. Bryce kindly approved of the treatment entered upon, but

advised an additional remedy in the inhalation of steam, medicated by turpentine and
carbolic acid. The apparatus for the generation of steam was immediately extempor-

ized, but all our efforts, though of the most energetic nature, could not rescue the lad

Alexander, for he succumbed to his disease the following morning. The two remaining

boys, aged about ten years, were now struggling heroically with the disease in a severe form,

and though both were delicate in appearance, yet they maintained their ground against

uneven odds, and were finally brouglit safely through.

The next on the list was a female servant, employed on the boy's side, whose attack

proved to be mild in character, confining her to her bed for a few days only.

Other cases now occurred in quick succession, such as the young female nurse, engaged

from the J. H. Stratford Hospital, who escaped with a brief illness. Then followed a boy,

a companion of the boy Alexander, whose case, though somewhat prolonged, was never the

cause of serious anxiety. There then ensued a considerable period of rest without new
manifestations of the epidemic, and we began to grow confident we had seen the last of

our enemy. Thus far, it will be observed, the disease had been confined to the male side

of the hou.se, and as a preventive measure all communication between the two wings had
been as far as practicable broken off. But our hopes received a. rude shock, for just one
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month from the convalescence of one of the little boys above named, his young sister was
suddenly prostrated by diphtheria. A week previously the two children had been allowed
to come together, but not, of course, until a thorough disinfection of the boy's clothing and
person had been accomplished. Whether the disease was communicated in this way must
remain a matter of conjecture. I understand Dr. Bryce believes it possible, but if that
theory be correct, why, it may be asked, did not this boy communicate the disease to some
or other of his companions with whom he was continually mingling 1

Something more than a passing reference should be made to the case of this little

girl, on account of her remarkable recovery from what seemed certain death, and by which
we learn the lesson never to relax our efforts to save our patients as long as life remains.
Of course the disease was seen in this instance in its initiatory stages, and active treat-

ment was at once entered upon, including the steam inhalations, but the disease progressed
unchecked, the thick sloughy-appearing membrane finally covering the whole surface of
the upper air passages, while the enormous swelling of the cervical glands gave the case
an unpromising appearance. A still more threatening symptom arose in the form of
profuse bleeding of the nose, caused, no doubt, by the separation of membrane in the
nasal passages. Temporizing remedies were at first tried, but it was soon found that the
flow of blood could be staunched only by plugging the nostrils. The loss of blood left

the little patient with the pallor of death upon her countenance at every accession of
hemorrhage. On one occasion, while I vvas present, she was observed in a convulsive
struggle, and the little sufferer appeared to be in the last gasp, but the paroxysm ended
in her coughing up a portion of thick tough membrane resembling an oyster. By the use
of restoratives she soon rallied, and this event proved to be the turning point towards
final recovery.

Still another case may be referred to, less fortunate in its results, but equally instructive.

Later on in the epidemic a female pupil, aged 22 years, became the subject of diphtheria,

and was placed under the same treatment as the others. There was nothing unusual in

the early history of her illness, except that some laiyngeal symptoms were developed, which
gave us considerable anxiety. These, however, soon passed away, but in the progress of her
illness an unlooked for complication occurred in the form of nausea and vomiting, neces-
sitating the discontinuance of all active treatment and reducing the quantity of nourish-
ment to the very minimum compatible with existence. As a natural result of this com-
plication the heart's action became very feeble, threatening complete failure. Under these
circumstances all our efforts were directed to sustaining the enfeebled heart, while for

days the patient was not allowed to raise her head or make any l)odily effort, but unfor-
tunately all our efforts were in vain, for one morning a sudden change was noticed in her
appearance, and before medical aid could be summoned she had p;\ssed away, death doubt-
less resulting from paralysis of the heart. In connection with this case it should be men-
tioned that Dr. Philip attended the patient, with me, throughout her illness, and also that
her parents, having been apprized of the serious nature of her sickness, were present some
days before her demise. I might add that Dr. Philip expressed not only a hearty
approval of the plan of treatment adopted, but also gave his cordial co-operation in all

the means employed to combat the epidemic.

As an example of the erratic nature of diphtheria the case of Jane Moffat may be
mentioned, who had come very kindly to fill a vacancy in the laundry. She was taken down
with the disease two weeks from the time of entering the Institution. Diphtheria is a
disease supposed to belong almost exclusively to childhood and youth ; here, however, was a
woman 62 years old, whose age might seem proof against the possibility of contagion, but
who takes the malady in severe form, the whole pharynx, roof of the mouth and nares being
covered by membrane, which, with the cervical swelling and engorgement, caused great diffi-

culty in breathing and swallowing. After days and nights of anxious watching, in which
the chances seemed evenly balanced between life and death, a change for the better became
finally apparent. After all trace of membrane had disappeared, and the patient had
gained sufficient strength to sil up, it was thought prudent to have her removed to the
J. H. Stratford Hospital during her slow convalescence, but I regret to say that after a
stay in the hospital of several weeks she died rather suddenly, as I am informed, from
probably one of the sequela? of diphtheria.
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As to the origin, or, as we say, the pathogenesis, of the disease in our Institution, of

course the most reasonable supposition at the outset was that some serious defect in the

sanitary appliances of the Institution would be found to explain the presence of such an

epidemic ; but after a most painstaking and exhaustive investigation by Dr. Bryce, no

local cause could be ascertained as to the origin of the outbreak. This part of the inquiry

has been sufficiently described in the supplementary portion of the Principal's report of

last year, and therefore need not be repeated. With such negative results as this investi-

gation supplied it was concluded that the boy, Alexander, having contracted diphtheria in

some accidental manner, had brought it into the Institution. Further observation and

experience, however, have convinced me that a wave of epidemic diphtheria passed over

the city and the contagium vivum was carried on the wings of the wind. It is inconceiv-

able that on a certain day or week the city became suddenly in an in.sanitary condition,

its wells of water polluted or its drains untrapped, and that on a certain day or week two

months later the water supply became suddenly purified or the defective drains repaired.

Or if we conclude the disease was conveyed from person to person, why should not the

disease be perpetuated indefinitely in this manner ?

The essence or starting point of diphtheria is a micro-organism, germ or microbe, but

when or how generated, when or how transported, sanitary science is not always able

fully to explain.

The diagnosis of the disease is the subject of considerable diversity of opinion in the

medical profession, some practitioners designating every simple inflammation of the tonsil

diphtheritic, while others would confine the term to a well organized membrane in contra-

distinction to a mere secretion, which is often seen as a small white patch on the tonsil.

The most doubtful cases are those which have been called amygdalitis lacunaris or folli-

cular tonsillitis, where the exudation is seen in scattered white points only, but which are

thought capable of communicating the disease in severe form, and experience certainly

teaches that too many precautions can scarcely be taken to prevent the spread of the

disease during any germ epidemic.

As to trPMtment, the therapeutical measures employed were both constitutional and
local, equal stress being laid upon the two classes of remedies in counteracting the effects

of a specific poison. Dr. Bryce concurred in the remedial measures employed, but, as

already mentioned, suggested the use of steam inhalations medicated by turpentine and
carbolic acid. In my own practice all such inhalations have been confined to cases where
the lower air passages were involved, as in the laryngeal or tracheal (croupous) form, but

none of our cases had this complication. Certainly our experience in the late epidemic

did not prove that steam inhalations had any influence in modifying the course of the

disease. I might remark in this connection that no remedies, however potential or

judiciously selected, have the power of abridging the disease, and that the aim of the

practitioner must be to guide it through its inevitable course to a successful issue, just as

we do in typhoid fever. Indeed, the same careful attention to nourishment and to

supporting measures generally, including the free use of stimulants, is often of as much
importance in the one disease as the other. Both have a definite course to run and no
amount of medication, however skilfully employed, will shorten that course by a single

day. In the mild cases that course is short, in the malignant it is auch prolonged, unless

terminated by a fatal issue, and as a rule the medical attendant can determine on the

second day to which class any given case will belong.

Our epidemic lasted, with intervals, for a period of nearly three months, in which time

there was a total of twenty-five cases, two of which resulted fatally. It will be seen that

this rate of mortality (8 per cent.) is very low, and is ground for encouragement to use

every means in our power to keep the disease under control, and to husband the patient's

strength till the disease has spent its force.

Disinfectants were profusely employed throughout the building, but it should be

uuderstood that disinfectants are merely deodorants as ordinarily used, and that a true

disinfectant must be powerful enough to be destructive to life, whether that life be germ
or human, hence the impracticability of employing disinfectants in any living apartment.

The disinfection of clothing in close closets, or by means of steam or dry heat, presents

one difiiculty in getting the agent to penetrate sufiiciently to accomplish its purpose.
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Hence the necessity of destroying infected mattresses, etc., after all trace of tjie disease

had disappeared from the Institution. The whole inside woodwork of the building

received a coat of paint, and the plastered walls a coat of alabastine in order to cover any

microbes which might adhere to these surfaces. No disinfectant can, however, be com-

pared with fresh air, and when doors and windows can be thrown open long enough for

free ventilation, the work will be thoroughly accomplished.

It may seem invidious to make comparisons where all performed their part so well,

but justice compels me to mention the unwearied attentions of the Matron, Miss Dunn,
whose cheerful presence gave hope and support to everyone, and whose footsteps were

heard in ceaseless tread, by night and by day, up and down the long corridors in the

discharge of her multifarious duties.

I am under lasting obligations to the Principal in anticipating as well as providing

for every conceivable want. In our long and anxious daily consultations his firmness of

purpose, kindness of heart and cordial co-operation, were of great service to myself in the

performance of trying duties.

I have the honour to be.

Yours very respectfully,

W. C. CORSON, M.D.,
Physician.

Brantford, October 8th, 1887
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